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Place your hand on a conventional liwward-firing subwoofer, and you will feel the cabinet vibrate in response to the energy
produced by the driver. • Now try the same test with Mirage's all-new 0M-200 subwoofer and you will experience virtually no
vibration. •That's because the 0M-200 uses two opposite-facing drivers that radiate in phase, canceling out the reactive forces
they exert on the enclosure. • The result is tight, distortion-free bass and an incredibly natural sound. • The 0M-200 is designed
to be so versatile, it can seamlessly blend with any speakers from tiny Omnisats to the tall 0M-5. • Combine the 0M-200
subwoofer with any Mirage speaker system and you can enjoy perfect, clear sound - with no distortion or vibration. • Unlike
traditional subwoofers, which need to be strategically positioned to get the fullest appreciation of the bass, the
OM-200 can be placed just about anywhere. Thanks to Omnipolar dispersion and distortion-free performance, the 0M-200 will
fill any room with arich, clear bass sound -no matter where it
is located. •Visit your local Mirage dealer for a demonstration
today and take your appreciation of bass to an all new level.
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At the heart of truth lies a natural purity. Spawned from a passion for truth, the
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new Contour 83.4 fuses the most advanced driver technology -incorporating the
new Esotec tweeter and two new 17cm MSP mid/woofers, with a highly advanced
crossover and innovative new baffle construction - with Dynaudio's legendary
Danish hand-craftsmanship. The result is an elegant loudspeaker delivering an
unmatched level of quality that reproduces music in whole, bringing to life the
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essential nature of sound, pure and true. The heart of truth: The Contour S 3.4
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Mont information and brochures: Dynaudio USA, phone 630 238 4200, fax 630 238 0112
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he song ended. My friend gestured
to me to remove the wads of
Kleenex Ihad stuffed in my ears.
"This sucks. Can we leave?"
"I was going to ask you the same question. Why do they do that?"
Iwas in Austin's Continental Club,
catching one of the many bands that were
performing at this year's South By
SouthWest music-biz conference. (Robert
Baird reports from SXSW on p.154.) The
Weary Boys were playing that most basic
of American musics, bluegrass, on mainly
acoustic instruments: guitars (one electric), fiddle, and double-bass. Yet the
sound of those instruments via the club's
PA system was relentlessly loud, compressed, clipped, and distorted to the point
where any light and shade in the music
had been obliterated.
And what is music, if not light and
shade? Music without dynamic contrast is
merely noise, something to be endured as
background, not sought out as adestination activity. Perhaps that was the case in
the Continental that night. As my friend
and Ileft the club, it struck me that no one
else seemed bothered by the sound. Perhaps they weren't listening. No one was
dancing. Or perhaps they were all so
accustomed to it—this is what music is
supposed to sound like — that their expectations had been diminished.
But why should people who pay to
hear music have become accustomed to
such assaults on their senses? Could it
have something to do with FM radio universally sounding, as Barry Willis writes in
this issue's "Industry Update" (p.18), like
"a sea of tightly compressed noise"? Why
do they do that?
Could it be that, as Iwrote in my
December 1999 "As We See It," which was
triggered by the relentlessly loud, compressed, clipped, and distorted sound of
Carlos Santana's Supernatural and the Red
Hot Chili Peppers' Calfomication, that the
promise of CD as ahigh-fidelity medium
has been lost in the spiraling downward
desire of record company execs to make
everything they release louder.
And louder. And louder. And LOUDER
TO THE POINT WHERE THERE IS
NO LONGER ANY DYNAMIC LIGHT
AND SHADE NO AURAL PUNCTUATION TO GIVE CONTRAST NO
LIGHT AND SHADE TO PROVIDE RELIEF FROM A RELENTLESS ASSAULT
ON LISTENERS' SENSES WHICH
SCREAMS AT THEM IN THE SONIC
Stereophile, June 2003

EQUIVALENT OF UPPER-CASE LETTERS SO THAT IN THE END THEIR
ONLY RECOURSE IS TO TURN TT
DOWN OR EVEN OFF IN OTHER
WORDS TO LEAVE THE CLUB.
This typographical analogy was used by
Rip Rowan, editor of www.ProRec.com,
in his essay on the subject at www.pro
rec.corn/prorec/articles.nsf/articles/8A13
3F52DOF D71AB86256C2E005DAF1C,
which Iread just before Ilistened to this
issue's "Recording of the Month," the
30th Anniversary rerelease of Pink Floyd's
Dark Side of the Moon. As Jon Iverson
describes in his review (p.131), the multichannel SACD œmix has been done with
care and taste, and the two-channel SACD
version is astraight digital transfer from the
analog master tape. But the CD layer...?
JI describes it as sounding "less detailed
and more congested...more forward than
the SACD layer, and much louder than
my original Harvest/EMI (Japan) CD,"
though he did find that it substantially
cleaned up the haze of the earlier CD
release and added LF impact.
I'm not quite as charitable. Looking at
the waveform of the CD and SACD layers of "Money" — you can find these
graphs at www.stereophile.com — you
can see both that compression has been
used and peak limiting applied to chop off
the tops of spiky transients during the
CD-layer mastering. Both processes
allow the signal's average level, hence its
apparent loudness, to be increased. This is
not to the extreme degree of the Santana
album: the average R/vIS power of the
SACD Rot/il (calculated with Cool Edit
Pro) is -1'7.7dB, that of the CD version
-142dB. Spectral analysis of the two versions indicates no significant differences
in EQ (though the LP has more HF energy — see http://rvcc2.raritanval.edektek
9053/cd-vs-lp/). But the L/R balance has
been shifted by almost adB, asmall DC
offset has appeared, and there are now
362 clipped samples, compared with
none for the SACD.
Yes, it sounds congested. More important, "Money" is an exercise in graded
dynamics. The relatively quiet opening
cash-register riff is followed by declamatory verses that, while loud, leave room for
the guitar and saxophone solos that follow
to grow, with then arelease before the
final verse. This is what you hear on the
original LP, the original CD, and the twochannel SACD layer. But the mastering of
the new CD version makes the initial
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verses as loud as the solos, leaving the
music nowhere to go. Yes, it's punchier.
Yes, it's louder. But it's also less interesting,
less subtle. Why do they do that?
In his online essay, Rip Rowan offers an
insightful history of why the people who
give us the music are taking it away. A
more thorough explanation can be found
in the new book from A-list mastering
engineer Bob Katz: Mastering Audio: The
Art and the Science ($39.99, 2002, Focal
Press, ISBN 0-240-80545-3). In the readily readable manner &nat. from the
essays on his website (www.digido.com,
where this book can also be purchased),
Bob takes us through all the steps along
the road from session tapes to the CD in
the store. "Making good sound is like
preparing good food," he writes. "If you
overcook, it loses its taste."
Bob devotes not just pages but many
chapters, and even an appendix to how
mastering engineers can avoid overcooking the music entrusted to their charge.
Yet the reality is that the needs of the
record company and casual listeners are
incompatible with those of critical listeners. A skilled mastering engineer can produce arecording that meets both sets of
needs, but only if he is allowed to do so by
the people who pay his bill.
Rip Rowan concluded that "LOUDER
IS BETTER is definitely aself-correcting
problem. Because this stuff just plain
sounds bad, and sooner or later (hopefully
sooner) people are going to realize that the
music doesn't 'rock more' or 'cut through
better' but that it's just plain annoying."
Bob Katz agrees: "We need to educate
producers that fatiguing, hypercompressed
CDs will not be auditioned more than
once...Teach them that adecent amount
of dynamic range helps make an album
more enjoyable, lively, even clear in most
cases, and that sound quality suffers as the
average level goes up."
To judge by the sound of the DSotM
CD layer there is alot to be learned.
Music in the Round
This issue sees the debut of Kalman
Rubinson's new column on multichannel
music (p.49), which is aimed at those who
want to expand their high-quality twochannel systems to be able to play the surround mixes that are now available on
SACD and DVD-Audio. Kal will be writing about how to choose components and
how to set up amultichannel system for
maximum musical enjoyment.
CI
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Daniel Lanois—Out of the Booth and onto Center Stage
After adecade ofproducing eveiyonefrom U2 to Bob Dylan to
Emmylou Harris, aproducer known for his "sound" makes asolo record.
Daniel Durchholz has the story.
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Letters
Animal Farm
Editor:
Tell me you guys didn't pay attention to
the inappropriate timing of Sam Tellig's
column lauding a French amplifier and
CD player in the same month the French
were screwing us at the UN. Or, better yet,
tell me you all were listening to music so
much you didn't pay attention to the world
outside. Or maybe you are actually abit
naive and don't see the bad timing of it all.
But please don't tell me you are aware of
your surroundings, you planned or ignored
the coincidence, and you actually meant it
as asubtle way of countering others' calls for
boycotting French products.
M. Dekort
m.dekon@worldnet.attmet
While you arefire to &oust» components to purchase
based on any criteria you think relevant, Mr.
Dekort, Istrongly feel that amagazines editorial
decisions and review conclusions should not be
affected by the nationality of the products' manufacturers, any more than they are by their manufacturer? and desr:gners' race, religions, politics, genders,
and sawed orientations.
—John Atkinson

mag — make high-end affordable! Ijust
bought the Acoustic Research interconnects Sam Tellig — remember the Audio
Cheapskate? the Audio Anarchist? — lauded in the April issue, and they beat the hell
out of the Norclost Blue Heaven cable you
recommended awhile back. $12.99 at Best
Buy! However Isuggest not acolumn dedicated to reviews of budget componentry,
but achange in leadership for the magazine.
Stereophile's current misdirection can be
traced to an editor who has obviously fallen
asleep at the wheel. Having been asubscriber for 14 years, the current state of
Stereophile has driven me to do something I
never thought possible: pay for asubscription to The Absolute Sound.
Ronald Vorland
succm_456@prodigynet
PS: John Atkinson should be congratulated, however, on temporarily stopping the
magazine's slide into mediocrity with the
hiring of Art Dudley. Mr. Dudley understands better than most the great American journalist William Allen White's
underlying philosophy for all those
engaged in the magazine business: "Tell
the truth and raise hell!"

cordon for your listening pleasure?)
Ihave chuckled during my reading of
the past few issues, where readers have
written in saying that you've changed and
that they're canceling their subscriptions. I
say, their loss. You have the best speaker
reviews. Period. And, to my amazement
and great satisfaction, you do review alot
of affordable components. Directly based
on some of the past reviews you've done
on small monitor-type speakers, I
switched gears, from Deffech to B&W
to, finally, Acoustic Energy (the rears for a
7.1 system). Iwould never have known
about them except for you.
Ido hope that you do more "crossover" reviews of universal DVD-A/V/SACD/CD
players. And more reviews of preampprocessors that are claimed to sound as good
as an analog preamp.
Kevin Brown
Santa Clara, CA
kevin5brown@yahoo.com

The wrong magazine
Editor:
Ihave received six issues of Stereophile
since Ibecame asubscriber back in NovA call for revolution
ember 2002. After some consideration, I
Editor:
have decided to let my subscription lapse.
The right magazine
Ithink it's interesting not how many reStereophile is not at all what Ithought it
Editor:
would be.
views of budget-priced components
Stereophile brings to its pages, but how its
Iam sad. Iam sad because Iwaited so
My original interest in apublication taieditor deals with the demands from a long to start reading Stereophile regularly. I lored to "audiophiles" was the promise of
thoughtful and insightful discussions of
vocal and engaged portion of its readerhad always thought that you reviewed
ship who would late to see reviews of only components so expensive that no one
the questions that Iand, I'm certain, most
of your readers would like to sec discould afford them, and that you reviewed
more affordable products published. John
cussed: Can anyone really tell the differAtkinson steadfastly refuses to acknowlonly tubed equipment. (We will agree to
disagree there. Iwould never, ever buy a ence between interconnects that have or
edge either the interest in these compotubed component. A little harmonic dis- have not been "burned in"? Does cryonents, or the readership that pays his salary
genic treatment of audio interconnects
and would obviously like to see more such
and speaker cables really make an audible
reviews published in Stereophile.
difference in an audio system? You know
Letters to the Editor should be sent
Despite his pleas to the contrary, Ideas faxes or e-mails only (until furthe kinds of questions I'm talking about.
tect a brimming cupful of hypocrisy
The questions that ask, Does that green
ther notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809.
couched in Atkinson's responses to these
E-mail: STletters@Prirnediamags.
marker really make adifference, or is it a
readers. This is the same John Atkinson
case of the emperor's new clothes?
who has allowed Sam Tellig's column to
corn. Unless marked otherwise, all
Ihave never read anything in Stereophile
letters are assumed to be for possidegenerate into leering European travelble publication. In the spirit of vigthat has even attempted to provide areaogues ... and who piously trots out readorous debate implied by the First
sonable analysis of any of these and other
ers' letters begging for more affordable
like issues. Ifind that intelligent debate
Amendment, and unless we are recomponent reviews — but who then
about these questions is the most interestquested not to, we publish corresmugly dismisses them by pointing out
ing part of writings in the audio press at
spondents' e-mail addresses. Please
how many affordable components have
large, and sadly, Ihave not seen any of this
note: We are unable to answer rebeen reviewed. A case in point in April's
in Stereophile. You seem to buy into whatquests for information on specific
"Recommended Components": "There
ever new gimmick comes your way.
are currently no Class D preamps..."
products or systems. If you have
As aresult of this, the writing in your
problems with your subscription,
This is appalling. The heart of any system
magazine is so homogeneous and boring
call toll-free (800) 666-3746, or
is the preamp, and for Stereophile to ignore
that Ican hardly tell one of your equipthis entry-level category is telling.
write to Stereophile, P.O. Box 53117,
ment reviews from another. One of diese
Boulder, CO 80322-3117.
Come on, Atkinson, start another popdays I'm going to count the number of
ulist revolution within the pages of this
Stereophile, June 2003
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Letters
times terms such as "timbre" and
"nuance" are used in agiven issue.
It all gets very tiring a
fterawhile. Do you
ever dislike acomponent you review? As
one letter asked, "Are the words 'not recommended' in your vocabulary?" Aren't
any of your reviewers even alittle skeptical
about any of the snake oil sold in the highend audio business?? Your magazine is
awfully predictable; Ican usually guess what
your equipment reviews are going to conclude simply by looking at the cost of the
component before reading the review.
Perhaps you can recommend apublication more to my liking.
Steve Lindenfeld
stevel@gtm.net

B-rated loudspeakers in Steteophilds "Recommended Components."
Any electronic component whose
sound is improved by either of these measures should have had aRFI filter installed
inside it in the first place. High-end audio
should be designed right from square one.
People spend astronomical sums on power
Psychoanalysis
cords in part because publications such as
Editor:
Stereophile include them in their
Ihad anice solid-state amplifier. But I "Recommended Components" and sing
kept dreaming of tubes. My psychoanalyst
their praises to the skies. They are the
says that this is the reptilian mind recalling
bi le.est ripoff in audio.
John Palsedge
the embers of the primordial campfire.
Silverthorne, CO
Suffering from the delusion that tube
palsedgj@earthlinkmet
devices were making just glorious sounds,
So that's why
Ipurchased a Conrad-Johnson CAV-50
Insight
integrated amp. My psychoanalyst says that
Editor:
Editor:
this is asymptom of acute psychosis. In his
Regarding John Adcinson's odd measureOne of the best things about Stereophile is
opinion, any sane and rational person
ments of the 47 Laboratory 4715 D/A prothat nearly all of its feature articles,
would have purchased the Musical Fidelity
cessor in March (p.85): The reason it gave
columns, equipment reviews, and letters
A32, reviewed in April.
greater distortion with a100k load than with
to the editor contain some significant inAm Ilosing my mind? Do you know of 600 ohms is because the TDA1543 chip it
sight into where things are headed in both
any residential facilities where they will let
uses is acurrent-output DAC chip but it is
the audio and music industries. That is
me take my Connie-Jay? Mark Ganinger
used in voltage-output mode in the 4715.47
why even areview of a$50,000 piece of
MGarringer@robertsandbishop.com
Lab uses a1k resistor as the DAC load to
equipment that Iwill never buy can still
generate the output voltage. When the 4715
Nothing's changed
be interesting.
is run into 600 ohms, there is less voltage
l.dnor:
The letters to the editor in March 2003
swing at the DAC output, hence less distorfrom Paul Alter and Rick Connolly, about
Ihave been anonsubscriber to Stereophile
tion. Like other current-mode DACs, such
the decreasing interest in audio-only refor approximately two years now. Thinkas the PCM1704, the TDA1543 is meant to
cordings and high-end audio, respectively,
ing that it might be time to reconsider, I be run into avirtual ground for lowest disare two good examples. Ican suggest
purchased your April 2003 issue at alocal
tortion. However; many designers prefer to
another reason for both trends that is
bookstore.
use asimple resistor to negate the requireapparent to me from talking with the
Isee that not too much has changed
ment of amore complex op-amp—bace d
young music-listeners fresh out of college
since Ileft. Why is there only one jazz CD
output stage.
Teny Demo!
who work in my office.
review? Why is Art Dudley able to hear
talemol@iprimus.com.au
These young music fans come from a differences in power cables now that he
computer-savvy generation and realize
Saddened, surprised, confused
writes for Stereophile but could not when
that today's digital devices, even some
he was the editor of Listener?
Editor:
small portable ones, can store and play
And someone please tell me what was
Iwas saddened, surprised, and confined
many hours of music. They are thus less
going through Bob Reina's head when he
by the review by Art Dudley of the 47
enthusiastic about filling shelves with discs
took abudget solid-state integrated ampliLab Shigaraki-series 4715 DAC and 4716
each containing an hour or less of music,
fier (the Musical Fidelity A32) out of the
transport in March. Saddened that Ilent
the way Idid with CDs, my father with
box, fired it up (with no warmup), and
my 4715 DAC to John Atkinson for the
LPs, and my grandfather with 78s. Some
stated, "I was struck by how the A32's
measurements that accompanied this
of us who are over 30 and have grown up
overall character reminded me of expenhalfhearted review — although my sadwith the disc-collecting habit may be willsive tube electronics."
ness is counterbalanced by the fact that I
ing to stick with it, but for these youngResubscribe? Not yet.
Robert DeSio
had the good sense to purchase both these
sters, the genie is definitely out of the
Germantown, 77V fine products before reading Mr. Dudley's
bottle. The audio and music industries
rdesio@tnsn.com
review. Ibased my purchase upon careful
seem to be ignoring this apparent conlistening sessions between several wellThe right track
sumer trend when they package new
regarded, high-end digital playback sysEditor:
high-resolution digital formats such as
tems, both on my system and afriend's
SACD and DVD-Audio.
Alt Dudley is on the right track with his
system, using familiar music.
Why are the likes of Sony and Philips
ideas on power cords ("Listening,' April). I
Iwas surprised that, after aglowing reand the major music labels keeping their
wired my house and Ididn't use wire as big
view of the same DAC in his former
heads in the sand? They seem to be focusas my wrist, either. If you think you are
magazine afew months ago — where he
ing on copyright protection and preventpicking up RF noise from your power cord
admitted that he didn't know much about
ing unauthorized downloads from the
(acting as an antenna), get ashielded cord.
DACs, or about digital equipment in genInternet, issues that have been discussed
Belden makes them, they cost afew bucks.
eral — Art Dudley would base his
extensively in the media, including your
If you think you arc picking up noise from
Stereophile review on the simple and somemagazine. But where is the legitimate,
the power line, get aRFI power-line filter;
what uncritical comparison of the Shiglicensed music in high-fidelity digital forinstall it in asmall metal box, attach ashort
aralci components with his Sony SACD
mat that can be downloaded directly into
length of power cord cable from your local
player. Is this the gold standard we are to
aplayer, and where are the high-fidelity
home-supply store, on each end, with a compare all digital equipment to? Were
players that can accept it and play it?
plug and socket, and connect it between
they both set up properly and optimized
Most listeners are still probably willing
your power cord and the outlet. The cost?
with cables that took advantage of their
to pay more for better sound, but in today's
Perhaps $30 in parts. The money you save
unique impedances, etc.?
most convenient, user-friendly formats.
over that $2000 cord will buy agood pair of
Yes, Ihave spent time "improving" my
10

Otherwise, the best piece of audio equipment would still be whatever Frederick
the Great used to summon J.S. Bach to his
palace. Idon't see anything like that being
reviewed in Stereophile.
Roy Oser
Montclair, NJ
Royoser@aol.com
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"Halcro's dm58: The Best Amplifier Ever!"
Stereophile Magazine, October 2002

The music,
the whole music,
and nothing but the music.
It is a fact of physics that amplifier distortion is
responsible for creating ghost notes. For example:
when two notes are played simultaneously, say E in
one oct ve and C in the octave above, the distortion of
an ampl er will create a third nose, G, in the octave
below tijat of E. Within harmoni ally complex music,
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distortiol clutters the signal with exaggerated, harsh
and con

sing sounds.

Halcro's circuitry has been designed to virtually
eliminat

these intrinsic non-line reffects. Total

Harmon c Distortion is less than 1000 parts per billion at
full pow r(20kHz). A fraction of that of other amplifiers.

If you went the clearest possible signal,
if you w nt absolute musicality,
if you w

trecorded music

soundin

like the real thing

you

listen to Halcro.

mu4t
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Website: www.halcro.com
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Letters
sound by placing the transport on isolation
devices, improving the power supply with
the 47 Lab Power Humpty, and experimenting with the right synergy of cables.
These minor tweaks yield small but significant changes to the sound. Ibelieve this
type of activity is quite common for the
average Stereophile reader and is part of the
fun of introducing any new component in
your system. Should not areviewer treat
the new equipment to the same care of
placement and cabling, etc, that the average home user would use? Shouldn't we
be informed of these efforts? How else can
you publish afair and meaningful review?
Amagazine of Stereophdes stature in this
small industry has the capacity to make or
break asmall company, and Ifeel as if 47
Laboratory has a product line that is
worthwhile and should be encouraged.
Finally, on the last page of the review, Mr.
Dudley twice uses the annoying rhetorical
device of stating an arcane piece of subjective opinion and then adding, "If you know
what Imean." This is lazy writing that begs
the reader to read the author's mind and,
worse, collude with him in his smug biases.
Ifeel that this laziness permeated the entire
review and did an injustice to anovel and
elegantly designed product. Igenerally love
Art's wit and wisdom. Iknow Stereophile and
he can do better, if you know what Imean!
Steven J. Yagerman
yagermari@earthlitikmet

Be King" (April 2003, p.101): "Kenny
Barron, in trademark moustache and
chin-only beard..." Please look 2.5"
above that text.
Wes Marshall
marshall@orircom

Try wann water and alittle soap. Irecommend
Dawn dishwashing liquid. Seriously.
—JA

A recipe for happiness?
Editor:
Be honest with me: How many of you
Not at all right
could own one stereo system for aprolonged period of time, or perhaps the rest
Editor:
Nobody edits the magazine. Go to p.48 in
of your life, and be happy?
Notwithstanding advertisers', manuthe April "Recommended Components"
facturers', and reviewers' never-ending reissue and read the entry for the $73,750
ports of newest, latest, and upgraded, Mk.
Rockport turntable. There is a blatant
error in basic math in the last few lines.
whatevers, etc., Isubmit that one road to
Stereophile has published this idiotic error
audio happiness is to simply buy the best
you can afford and live with it. The rest is
at least three times. If the editors cannot
accurately divide $73,750 by 10,000, how
about music.
can we trust them with anything involving
For the past seven years Ihave lived
numbers?
Dudly
happily with Krell and MartinLogan.
DudlyDirdlY@webtv.net
These products were my choice, but not
necessarily bought for rational reasons,
The error in our arithmetiy Mr. Dudly, is due to
except with my room limitations in mind.
our updating the price in the heading but not They were above my means, but Imade a
changing the text ofthe entry accordingly. Igo will
conscious decision to stretch my budget
fix t
his in our October listing. And regarding the
to buy them.
.
full beard sported by Kenny Barron on the openThe main reason for my decision was
ing page ofRoberesfeature in the April issue, Mr.
quite simply that it relieved me from worBarron is more closely groomed in the picture on
rying about hardware so that Icould
p.103.
—JA
enjoy the never-ending world of recorded
music. Since we know that no compoProfound effect?
nent is perfect, and all editorialize the
source in some way, Ireasoned that, after
Editor:
The Fletcher-Munson curve has aproattaining areasonable level of quality in
hardware, Iwas receiving most of the
found effect on component voicing that is
very underestimated. Unless you listen to
music intact, and with low distortion.
Although different components do
music at 90dB SPL, you lose up to 10dB
indeed sound different to different people
of bass and get a prominent peak at
SYnergY
in different homes, you have to ask your3-5kHz, which makes music sound botEditor:
self, "How much of an investment am I
tomless and glaring.
Inearly died laughing when realizing Icould
willing or able to spend chasing the
die from playing my copy of the Casino
Thus, aloudspeaker that is voiced at
90dB will sound fine when listened to at
newest?" Iaccept apriori that there are
Royale LP reissue. (It is in Art Dudley's
differences, but Ialso accept that these are
that level, but not at anormal 70-75dB
March list of lethal recordings!) Ienjoy Mr.
level (a reggae album will lose all deep
all matters of taste. My choice was to
Dudley's writing more since he came to
invest outright in quality components that
Stereophile It seems you guys achieve asynbass, and guitar solos or Bob Dylan's harergy that makes for abetter magazine. Conmonica will be piercingly loud), while a met my needs and listening-room conditions, with the intent of keeping them for
gratulations.
Carlos E Bauza
speaker voiced at 75dB will sound full at
bauzace50@yahoo.com
that level and have prodigious bass output
an extended period of time. Indeed, since
their purchase, Ihave been able to forget
at 90dB, which is why most people turn
Cheap sounds good
it up anyway! (Harry Pearson's comment
the plague of Audiophilia nervosa syndrome
and simply buy and enjoy music.
Editor:
in The Absolute Sound, that Magnepans start
sounding great at loud levels, could be exIf you add it up, how much money have
Okay, Igot the $20 AR interconnects. Sam
you already spent on upgraded components
Tellig was right, they sound fine. Then I plained by the former.)
and hardware? Take aloan out, -borrow
got apair of Recoton's Advent AS! speakThe effect of the curve should be taken
from your mother-in-law, or do whatever
into account at all stages —voicing of each
ers, $37/pair on uBid.com. Yup, cheap.
you need to, but invest in your dream syscomponent, monitoring, mixing, remasYup, sound good, too.
Al Marcy
tem now, then sit back and enjoy the music.
tering, and so on —or else balance probTubeGarden@aol.com
My road to audio happiness was my
lems will arise. Would astandard level of
Krell-MartinLogan dream system. Yes, I
75dB be asolution?
Robert Laberge
Where's AR?
may someday buy better cables or accesVille de Québec
Editor:
Québec Canada
sories, but unless Iwin the lottery, Iwon't
Recoton says they have not made the AR
be changing my components —and I'm
HT-130 Pro balanced audio cable, rechappily enjoying my music in my room
A recipe for cleaning
ommended by Sam Tellig in the April
every day. Iam comfortable that they arc
Editor:
"Sam's Space," in along time. If StereoWhat is the best method for cleaning a comparable with other high-quality gear.
phile could let subscribers know where
So, my fellow travelers, get off the
CD without scratching it or leaving
we can purchase these cables, it would be
audio-hardware bandwagon (sorry, adverbehind aresidue of any kind? Kodak has
appreciated.
Bill Colwill
tisers and magazines, although of course I
alens-cleaning fluid, sold in the UK only,
purpcow@panftercom
will still subscribe for intereses sake) and
that, I'm told, does afantastic job!
David Piepho
buy now, buy hard, and keep that system
Not quite right
Bob Bernstein
Springboro, OH forever.
Editor:
RBenist929@aoLcom
davidandmel@prodigymet
In Robert Baird's "The Man Who Could
Stereophile, June 2003
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occasionally you end up surpassing even your own expectations...
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Industry
US: SAN FRANCISCO
Stereophile Staff
Exhibitors at Home Entertainment
2003 (HE2003), the premier hometheater and specialty audio show, are
gearing up for one of the most important international audio/video events of
the year. HE2003 will take place June
5-8, 2003, at The Westin-St. Francis
Hotel, 335 Powell Street, in the heart of
downtown San Francisco. This will be
the show's fourth visit to the Bay area —
previous events were held in 1989,
1993, and 1997.
Open to the public, the three-day
show gives audiophiles and musiclovers achance to see, hear, and demonstrate over $3 million worth of audio,
video, home-theater, and home audio
products under one roof. Plus, aticket
to HE2003 provides free access to live
music concerts from renowned jazz,
blues, contemporary, and classical recording artists. Not only that, daily educational seminars by industry experts
will be conducted during the show; attendees will have the opportunity to
quiz industry gurus, learn to decipher
the technology buzzwords associated
with equipment, and consider how to
make informed buying decisions.
Co-sponsored by Stereophile, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Home Theater,
and Audio Video Interiors magazines, and
The San Francisco Chronide, the HE Show
will feature audio brands from manufacturers such as Sony, McIntosh,

Update

Anthony Gallo Acoustics, Polk Audio,
Sharp, Krell, Wilson Audio, VTL,
Vandersteen, Thiel, MartinLogan,
M&IC, B&IC, Totem Acoustic, Tannoy,
Acoustic Dreams, JMIab, and more.
Many exhibitors will introduce new
products to the public for the first time
at HE2003.
Home Entertainment 2003 is open
to the press and trade only on Thursday,
June 5, 10am-6pm. It is open to the
public June 6-8, 2003, 10am-6pm on
Friday and Saturday, 10am-5pm on
Sunday. Tickets cost $35 for aweekend
pass or $25 for aone-day pass. Advance
tickets are available now by calling (800)
830-3976 or by logging on to www.
HE2003.com.

from car-audio specialty company
Clarion Corporation of America, which
had acquired McIntosh in 1990.
Although financial terms of the latest
D&M acquisition were not disclosed,
McIntosh has reported annual revenues
of about $25 million. D&M Holdings
reports that financial effects from the
deal are not expected to be significant in
its current fiscal year (2002), which
ended on March 31, but will affect the
company in fiscal 2003.
D&M Holdings' Tatsuo ICabuinoto
says his company hopes to gain more
exposure to audiophiles with the purchase: "McIntosh brings to D&M an exclusive worldwide dealer network that
will yield synergies with our current
distribution channels." According to
US: BINGHAMTON, NY
D&M, the McIntosh brand, along with
Jon Iverson
its sales and marketing operations, will
Corporate consolidation has been likened
be maintained as a standalone operation, following the saine strategy emto gravity: arelentless, hard-to-resist force
ployed by the company with Denon
always lurking in the background. D&M
and Maranta. D&M's accretion of audio
Holdings, parent company of Denon and
brands may continue. The company
Maranta Japan, has clearly felt its effects,
announcing in March its latest acquisinotes that this deal is "consistent with
the company's strategy to consolidate
tion: McIntosh Laboratory.
D&M Holdings itself is the result of a the premium audio/video industry
merger that took place almost exactly
through acquisitions."
one year ago, when Maranta Japan and
Each of D&M's three companies has
deep roots in the audio business, having
Denon combined operations. The seeds
existed for acombined 169 years.
of that deal had been sown ayear earlier,
in 2001, when Maranta Japan acquired
US: CONNECTICUT
the Maranta brand from Philips and
ion Iverson
established operations in Europe and the
Madrigal's Proceed line of high-end
US. D&M has purchased McIntosh

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
the when, where and who to (212) 886-2809
at least eight weeks before the month of the
event. The deadlinefor the August 2003 issue
is June 2. Mark the fax 'ttention Stephen
Mias, Dealer Bulletin Board." We will fax
back aconfirmation. Ifyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.
Please note that it is inappropriate for a
retailer to promote a new product line in
"Calendar" unless this is associated with a
seminar or similar event.
Stereophile, June 2003

ILLINOIS

• Sunday, June 22: The Chicago Audio
Society will feature presentations by Steve
Huntley of Great Northern Sound and
Bill Eisen of Creative Cable Concepts.
The music system will include amodified
Wadia CD playe4 Joule Electra Rite of
Passage monoblocics, and Sound Lab
Ultimate 1 electrostatic speakers. Dr.
Roger West of Sound Lab and Jud Barber
of Joule will also be present to answer
questions. Visit www.dticagoaudio.org or
call (847) 382-8433 for information.

NEW YORK

• Home Entertainment 2003 takes
place June 5-8, 2003, at The WestinSt. Francis Hotel, 335 Powell Street,
San Francisco, CA. Tickets cost $35 for
aweekend pass or $25 for aone-day
pass. For full details, visit www.
HE2003.com.
NORTH CAROLINA

•The Carolina Audiophile Society will
meet July 13. For more info, contact
Danny at dannyb@carolina.rncom, call
15

Caroline Hamilton
Led first all women team to the South
and North Poles in 2000/2002.

SSP-60

Adifferent Classé
Caroline Hamilton pursues her passion under the most extreme and challenging
conditions. Not ahousehold name to be sure, but like Classé, inspirational to
those who share her passion.
Some would say it's crazy. Who skis the South and North Poles, or buys audio/
video systems that can cost as much as avacation home? Those who've done it
know the value of the experience and the profound range of emotions it can stir.
And while the experience is personal, specialized equipment helps you get there.
Our lives do not depend on them, but Classé components are made as if they
did. Design topologies, component parts, manufacturing processes, everything
—including your Classé Audio specialist —is chosen to enhance your experience
and take you where you want to go.
Let your adventure begin today. Visit us online to locate your nearest Classé
specialist and arrange for ademonstration.

Classé

www.classeaudio.com

7 1Channel Surround Preamp/Processor

CAV-I80 -Power Amplifier

Industry
audio products will be phased out sometime later this year, according to an April
3press release. The company has decided to combine its top-tier products under
the Mark Levinson brand naine, with
Proceed's most successful products —
including the AVP2+6, CVP2, HPA2,
and HPA3 —to be redesigned for a
closer cosmetic fit with the Levinson
line. "There will be no effort to hide
the fact that the new models wore the
Proceed badge in their previous lives,"
the announcement stated. "They have
always been Mark Levinson at heart...
their internal construction quality, performance, and capabilities confirm
their heritage."
Conceived as aless expensive companion brand to Mark Levinson, the
Proceed line was introduced by
Madrigal in 1989, often as away of testing the market for new technologies
and designs. Some of the earliest ultrahigh-end digital processors, CD transports, and surround-sound decoders
were Proceed products. The two brands
always had aclear cosmetic distinction,
but engineering and production advances inevitably resulted in some convergence of the two —or, as Madrigal
put it, "the lines between Proceed and
Mark Levinson have become blurred."
Like an automalcer with too much
overlap between competing models,
Madrigal has decided to focus on the
brand with the most recognition. The
change will include expanding the
Mark Levinson line to include more
multichannel and home-theater products —a move described by Madrigal as
aresponse to the evolution of the marketplace. There are approximately 85
Levinson dealers, all but one of which
also sell Proceed. However, about 50
Proceed dealers do not sell Levinson
products. This latter group will be invit-

Update

keys to arange of auditory spectra and
observed the response of certain neurons
within their brains. The physiology of
marmosets, Barbour notes, is likely to
differ from that of humans, but only in
the details; the basics of auditory-cortex
signal processing are likely to be largely
the same for most species. Consequently,
it's likely that the basic conclusions of the
study apply to humans, aprimate species
US: MARYLAND
closely related to marmosets.
Jim Austin
Dennis Barbour, a researcher at the
Certain neurons, Barbour observed,
respond well to pure tones as long as the
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine,
tones fall within the neuron's range of
has what most would consider impresfrequency and sound level. These neusive audiophile credentials, even if he
doesn't think of himself as an audiorons behave much like an audio amplifier, in that the rate of response is
phile. He studied electrical engineerroughly proportional to the intensity of
ing under Marshall Leach, and built
his own version of the Leach amplifier stimulus. Neurons like these have been
(which was designed to minimize
known for years; indeed, until recently
it was assumed that all auditory-cortex
transient intermodulation distortion),
as well as a set of bass-reflex loudneurons behaved this way: Once you
speakers with three-way crossovers,
specify a neuron's operating range of
frequency and sound level, it was bebecause he was "disappointed in how
lieved, you've characterized its response
most affordable electronics sounded."
Barbour doesn't consider himself an
characteristics completely.
But not all the neurons studied by
audiophile because he's satisfied with
his music system, and, anyway, he Barbour and Wang fit this pattern, and
this is where things get interesting.
doesn't have a lot of time to spend
Certain neurons, they found, are espethinking about music reproduction.
That's because he's too busy doing cially sensitive to "low-contrast" spectra — sounds whose signals don't stand
research that may prove crucial to our
understanding of the art and science of out much from the noise. The example
given in the science paper, neuron
musical reproduction. His interest is in
M42m120a, responded most strongly to
figuring out how the human brain
signals where the key frequency was
processes sound, especially "how
sounds that occur simultaneously are just 5dB above asound spectrum that
was otherwise uniform in frequency
perceived individually in the brain," as
over the neuron's operating range.
he wrote to me in arecent e-mail.
In astudy published in the February
Signals of higher contrast elicited a
14 issue of Science, "Contrast Tuning in
much weaker response; indeed, except
at the very lowest volume levels, signals
Auditory Cortex," Barbour and his colamere 20dB above apink-noise backleague Xiaoqin Wang reported the
ground elicited essentially no response
results of astudy of neurons in the audifrom these low-contrast neurons.
tory cortexes of marmoset monkeys.
It makes acertain evolutionary sense:
Barbour and Wang exposed their moncd to take on the Mark Levinson line,
according to Madrigal. The company
will continue to support Proceed products "for years to come," the announcement stated. Madrigal also expressed its
sincere appreciation for the loyalty
shown by Proceed owners during the
past 14 years.

Calendar
(704) 846-9290, or visit www.home
stead.comicasweb.
TEXAS

• Dallas-Fort Worth's only audio dub
has meetings on the first Sunday of every
month to discuss topics of interest, listen
to music, and build friendships. We are
planning seminars that will focus on
proper system setup and will also be
meeting with different manufacturers to
hear the latest and greatest. The first few
meetings will be held at Sound Mind
Stereophile, June 2003

Audio (Fort Worth) and will begin to
rotate to members' homes after afew
months. If interested, please call (817)
569-8844 or e-mail wwallcer@sound
mindaudio.com.

10am-6pm. For more
www.highendsociety.de.

info,

visit

GERMANY

• High End 2003 takes place May
29-June 1at the Kempinski Hotel in
Gravenbmch, just south of Frankfurt.
More than 180 exhibitors are expected.
The show is open to the public from
Friday, May 30-Sunday, June 1,
17
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Update

As our ancient ancestors prowled the
ancient forest, discerning acompanion's
proto-speech was scarcely more important than distinguishing the sound of an
approaching saber-tooth tiger from the
sound of the wind in the trees. The ability to detect subtle variations in background noise was likely an essential
survival skill.
Hearing, it would appear, is not linear.
Though some neurons fit the linearamplifier model, in which louder, more
distinct sounds are easier to perceive,
others seem to be made precisely to
detect signals that aren't well-resolved,
like awell-isolated violin note or atest
tone. Low-contrast neurons are programmed to remain oblivious to highcontrast sounds, responding instead to
subtle variations in an otherwise uniform background. They remain sensitive
to low-contrast sounds even when highcontrast sounds are present.
There is aconnection here to imaging. Barbour thinks there's more to
our ability to discern different acoustic
objects than timing differences between our two ears. "Spatial location,"
he writes, "is clearly part of the equation, but not all." Barbour believes that
the brain's ability to perceive specific
objects may depend, as well, on what
audiophiles like to call "low-level
information" — though, as he noted in
an e-mail, "low-contrast" is a more
accurate description. Low-contrast
neurons, he speculates, allow us to
detect subtle non-spatial cues that help
us to resolve one acoustic object from
another — say, a familiar voice in a
crowded room or a particular performer within an ensemble.
Barbour emphasizes the speculative
nature of this part of the explanation, but
audiophiles hardly need to be convinced
that low-contrast information is crucial
to effective music reproduction. What
audiophiles had been missing until now
was a convincing explanation of how
musical information present at such low
levels —or, rather, such low contrast —
could so profoundly affect the experience of listening to recorded music.
US: YOUR LOCAL MEDIA OUTLET
#1
Barry Willis
The ailing recording industry may be
next for the merger-and-acquisition
mania. A March 13 report from Reuters indicates that the industry's "Big
Five" —Universal Music, EMI, BMG,
Sony Music, and Warner Music
Group — may soon become the "Big
Four" or even the "Big Three." Most
18

are seeking merger or acquisition deals,
the report notes, with Warner Music
Group perhaps most likely to go first.
WMG's parent company, AOL Time
Warner, has already made public its
intention to sell off its Warner discmanufacturing division. Debt-riddled
Vivendi Universal SA is seeking buyers
for its American entertainment units,
and German media conglomerate
Bertelsmann is looking for partners for
its Bertelsmann Music Group.
The M&A rumors came just aweek
after former BMG CEO Strauss
Zelnick told arecord-industry gathering
that he expected to see consolidation in
the industry this year. "In any mature
industry, consolidation is a little like

Universal will play

consumers be expected to pay good
money for discs that don't sound any
better than low-bit-rate files cribbed
from the Internet?
Compact discs have an enormous
possible dynamic range, yet many rock
recordings vary only from loud to louder. In one 10-second sample from
Rush's recent Vapor 'Rails, Rowan counted 110 clipped peaks, compared to only
five each in Counterparts and Roll the
Bones, the band's two previous albums.
Such misuse of technology threatens to
destroy the high-fidelity potential —
and marketability —of CD the same
way it destroyed FM radio. Once atrue
source of high-quality sound, FM radio
today is mostly asea of tightly compressed noise, the ultimate result of programmers' efforts to be the loudest
station on the dial.

both sides of the field

US: YOUR LOCAL MEDIA OUTLET
#2
by making its music
Jon Iverson
In late October of last year, when
available on the
Universal Music Group finally announced its first set of SACD titles, the
DVD-Audio format
hi-rez format's supporters jumped for
as well as SACD.
joy. Then, at the January 2003 Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las
Vegas, Universal stood on the podium
gravity and alittle hard to overcome,"
next to Sony and announced several key
said Robert Broadwater, managing diSACD releases from the Police, Peter
rector of the investment firm Veronis
Gabriel, and others.
Suhler Stevenson.
Talk about hedging your bets:
Part of the industry's malaise may be
Universal, the world's largest music
its misuse of recording technology in the
company, announced at the end of
attempt to make every pop recording
March that it will play both sides of
sound louder than the last one. That is
the field by making its music available
the view of Rip Rowan, editor of the
on the DVD-Audio format as well.
professional recording website www.Pro
Beginning with 20 US releases slated
Rec.com. In alengthy piece originally
for the second half of 2003, Universal
published in September 2002 (www.
plans an ongoing program to make a
prorec.com/prorec/articles.nsf/arti
"combination of best-selling artists and
cles/8A133F52D0FD71AB86256C2E0
core catalog titles" available on DVD05DAF1q, Rowan analyzes the everAudio in major markets worldwide.
shrinking dynamic range on recordings
The company says most of the recordmade by Rush, one of his favorite rock
ings slated for DVD-A release will be
bands. Echoing observations made about
remixed and remastered from the origiCarlos Santana's monster hit Supernatural nal multitrack masters. They add that
by our own John Atkinson in his Decmany of the DVD-A discs will include
ember 1999 "As We See It," Rowan
bonus enhanced content, including phonotes that excessive use of peak limiting
tos, biographies, lyrics, discographies,
serves only to squash all the life out of a and videos. And the inclusion of aDolby
good performance.
Digital 5.1 track means that Universal's
Narrowing the dynamic range of a DVD-A discs will also be playable on exrecording may make it the "loudest one
isting DVD-Video players.
in the CD changer," but paradoxically it
When Universal announced SACD
will sound quieter on the radio, because
support last year, the company's Larry
broadcasters' limiters will squash it furICenswil claimed, "With its many benether. The music industry's obsession
fits for consumers and recording artists,
with loudness could be contributing to
Super Audio CD has the potential to
the blurred distinction between CDs
become a standard for the industry."
and low-resolution MP3s —why should
Kenswil now says, "Over the past five
Stereophile, June 2003
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Vienna, Austria conjures up images of grand
composers, the finest music. Indeed, the best of life.
So it should surprise no one that the "City of Music"
has produced aworld-class loudspeaker firm;
dedicated to constructing arange of speakers capable
of thrilling with their

m

usicality and transparency.

As befits aculture obsessed with perfection, the
design and build quality of every speaker that leaves
our factory is exquisite. We produce our cabinets in
European furniture joineries, so when we say our
cabinetry is "furniture grade", we mean it.
Our formula for success relies upon using the
finest speaker drivers and crossover components
extant. And when nothing else meets our exacting
standards, we design and build the necessary
components ourselves.
Only in this way can we produce to
this standard of quality, yet
keep our prices affordable.
Because we know that one

u

of the best things in life
is owning agreat
musical experience
at areasonable price.
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Update

years, DVD has established itself as one
of the fastest growing formats. The huge
penetration of DVD makes DVDAudio anatural progression for music
lovers who are already owners of DVD
players, taking them from the familiar
world of stereo to the 21st-century
world of multichannel surround sound."
Kenswil adds, "Universal has always
played a leading role in the development and implementation of new technologies and formats." But with its five
recent Police SACD releases, Universal
made the curious choice to issue only
one of the series —the Every Breath You
Take... hit compilation, one of this magazine's two "Recordings of the Month"
in May —as an SACD/CD hybrid in
the US. This has led to some confusion
in the record aisles. Music fans interested in the non-hybrid Police releases arc
forced to choose between the old and
new formats —or, if they want to play
the album in ahi-rez SACD home system and in acar, computer, and/or portable player, they must buy both.
Simultaneous DVD-A and CD releases of new music have been few and
far between. Warner Bros. is hoping to
improve on that with the upcoming
album from Fleetwood Mac, Say You
Will. A few years ago, when DVD-Video
was just getting started, Warner Home
Video's Warren Lieberfarb stressed the
importance of "day and date" release
schedules. Lieberfarb's idea was that if
the home video industry was serious
about the then-new DVD-V format, it
shouldn't make consumers wait for the
DVD-V release until after the VHS
videotape version of afilm had arrived.
"For this format to work," Lieberfarb
said, "we must have industry-wide support. Studios should support DVD-V
day-and-date with VHS."
"If you want to lead the parade,
you've got to blow the bugle," was
another bit of advice Lieberfarb (who
has since left Warner Bros.) stressed
during the DVD-V launch. However,
search the Warner Bros. and the official
Fleetwood Mac websites and you'll be
hard-pressed to find any info on the
DVD-Audio release, even though it was
slated to hit the market the same day as
the CD (April 15 in the US, April 28 in
the UK and Europe).
The band's Rumours was one of
Warner Bros.' early DVD-A releases,
back in 2001, and has sold 18,500 copies
to date. The new album will mark not
only the first studio album from Fleetwood Mac in 15 years, but also the first
time aDVD-A disc and CD have been
released at the same time. In the US, Say
20

shelved abill at that time and came back
this year with four new ones. "I still
think alot of this is ripe for discussions
with the companies and the artists," said
the former artists' agent. The music
industry employs 28,000 Californians,
according to the Hollywood Reporter.
Cary Sherman, president of the
Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA), criticized Murray's
efforts, claiming that they would damage an industry now in its third year of
declining sales. The US music business
sold 104 million fewer CDs and cassettes in 2002 than in 2000, according to
recently published statistics compiled by
industry tracking organization Nielsen
SoundScan. "Collectively, industry
artists and labels alike are seeing layoffs,
The US music business
retail stores closing, double-digit sales
sold 104 million fewer
declines, and that impacts the economics of everybody," Sherman stated.
CDs and cassettes in
Some labels, notably Universal
Music Group and Bertelsmann Music
2002 than in 2000.
Group, are reportedly receptive to accounting reforms, including outside
audits that would give musicians accuDVD-Audio discs are still rumored to
rate numbers about discs manufactured
be moving to ahybrid model similar to
and sold. On March 20, two days after
that used by SACD, enabling them to
news of Murray's bills issued from
be played on both DVD and CD
Sacramento, the Los Angeles Times remachines. Billboard.com reported in ported that representatives of Warner
March that dual-layer hybrid DVD-As
Music Group met privately with lawshould hit the shelves sometime in the
makers to discuss an overhaul of its roysecond half of 2003.
alty accounting process.
Among WMG's proposals are anew
US: YOUR LOCAL COURTROOM
contract with its Warner Bros., Elektra,
Barry Willis
and Atlantic labels to stop computing
The music industry is again under legroyalties based on suggested retail prices
islative assault, this time on both coasts.
of CDs and instead begin paying artists
In California, state senator Kevin
a percentage of the wholesale prices
Murray has made good on his promise
received from retailers. Warner's new
last year to return to his battle for artists'
contract would also eliminate deducrights. The Los Angeles Democrat has
tions invented during the vinyl era,
introduced four bills that will alter conincluding a25% "container" deduction
tract law for musicians and music labels.
and a 25% "new media" deduction.
Murray claims that his legislation
WMG promised to pay artists higher
addresses artists' longstanding resentroyalties for downloaded songs, and to
ment about oppressive contracts and pay interest "at prime rates" to artists for
questionable accounting procedures.
unpaid royalties found in any audit.
Murray's bills would overturn amusic Warner also said it would reimburse
industry—backed
exemption
to
artists "for costs of any audit that reveals
California's general seven-year limit on
under-crediting of royalties exceeding
employment contracts that can prevent
10%." Amazingly, record labels have traartists from seeking better deals or ditionally barred artists from examining
becoming free agents. The present such records, according to the LA.
exemption can keep artists tied to a Times, providing them instead with only
record label for 20 years or more.
royalty statements.
Murray's bills would also modernize the
EMI Group and Sony Music have yet
industry's accounting practices.
to endorse any reform efforts. Last year,
Last year, the California state assemSony was embroiled in aprolonged and
bly heard plenty of testimony from disembarrassing dispute with top-selling act
gruntled artists over the restrictive
Dixie Chicks; it is still in litigation with
contracts. Responding to artists' pleas
rock band Incubus, which is seeking to be
for comprehensive reform, Murray freed from its contract with the label. On

16u WI/ will sport aretail price of $18.98
for each format.
The DVD-A will include four versions of Say lint Will: Dolby Digital 2.0
stereo and Dolby Digital 5.1-channel
surround-sound tracks for DVD-V players, a24-bit/96kHz 5.1 track for multichannel DVD-A systems, and a24/96
stereo PCM DVD-A track. Warner says
that the DVD-A is produced by David
May, whose other DVD-A production
credits include Miles Davis' Tutu, Eric
Clapton's Reptile, and Paul Simon's
You're the One. The company adds that
all songs have been remixed for multichannel by Mark Needham.
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Exceptional Sound.
No Exceptions.
Rotel's RSP-1066 preamplifier-processor set
abenchmark for home theater reference in

Now, Rotel's new RSP-1098 takes audio

the under $2,000 category. Robert Deutsch,

and video to anew performance level.
Featuring all of the latest home theater

from Stereophile's Guide to Home Theater*

formats, along with upgradeable

said "The RSP-1066's surround-sound

software, high definition video
switching, input video sampling to

performance was comparable to any of the

component output, multi-source, multi-

more expensive pre-pros I've had in my

room operation, and afront panel
TFT display that lets you calibrate your

system...it's another winner!"

system even with the TV off, the
* Volume
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RSP-1098 is the perfect choice for
exceptional home theater performance.

Hear it at your authorized Rotel dealer.
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March 18, LA. Times reporter Jeff
Leeds offered atrenchant analysis of
the band's accounting dispute with
Sony, demonstrating how a CD
wholesale price of $12.04 gets winnowed down to $5.53 through aseries
of accounting deductions, including
$1.63 for promotional copies, $1.84
for "new technology investments"
(the CD is now more than 20 years
old), and $1.84 for packaging. The
band's "33%" royalty is paid on the
reduced amount, not on the manufacturer's wholesale list price.
Leeds quotes industry insiders
who claim that, over the past seven
years, Sony Music has made approximately $35 million in profit on $76
million in sales of Incubus recordings, while the band's manager, Steve
Rennie, states that each member has
been paid approximately $121,000
per year. The label and the band have
widely divergent ideas about musicvideo production and promotional costs
for the band's hit album Morning View.
Sony claims the total at $13 million; the
band estimates it at $7 million.
Such disputes are certain to fuel legislative discussions about bills such as
Murray's. In New York, the speaker of
the state assembly, Sheldon Silver (DNYC), recently announced his intention
to reintroduce his "Artistic Freedom
Act," which would also limit recording
contracts to seven years. US Representative John Conyers (D-MI) has discussed introducing national legislation to
limit contracts, perhaps after seeing what
California lawmakers do.
DENMARK
Paul Messenger
The Danes have long punched well
above their weight in loudspeaker design and technology, but even that
knowledge did not prepare me for my
first encounter with Bang & Olufsen's
Beolab 5, which is unquestionably the
most complex and radical loudspeaker
ever developed. It's also one of the
strangest — should aliens land, they
could well look like this.
Founded in 1925 to service the then
new radio business, B&O is one of the
oldest brands in the business, and has an
illustrious history of original invention
and innovation. However, it's also an
awkward size. With nearly 3000 employees and aturnover of $600 million,
B&O is too large to rely exclusively on
the specialist hi-fi sector, but too small
to compete head-on against the major
consumer-electronics multinationals.
Instead, it has carved out its own niche
Stereophile, June 2003
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floor and ceiling reflections to
achieve the best stereo imaging. Accordingly, the Beolab 5's mid and
top drivers fire upward onto carefully shaped elliptical "lenses" to provide directivity control.
Developed alongside patentholding US pro audio company
Sausalito Audio Works (specifically,
Manny LaCarrubba and David
Moulton), the use of reflective lenses is not in itself novel — industrywatchers may recall Canon's Wide
Imaging Stereo initiative of the early
1990s. The clever bit here is B&O's
use of elliptical sections to form the
reflective surfaces.
If Irecall my high school math
correctly, to draw an ellipse you
define two centers, and link them
with apiece of string, leaving plenty
B&O's strikingly original Beolab 5 loudspeaker.
of slack. Place a pencil inside the
string, bring it to tension, and you
can draw yourself aperfect ellipse. The
clever bit is that if you create an elliptical
The Beolab 5not only
reflecting surface and place adrive-unit
looks strikingly original, it's at one of the centers, the sound reflecting off all parts of the ellipse will always
pass through the other center, and the
stuffed with technical and
path length (the "string") will be aconengineering innovations.
stant, and so maintain phase coherence.
The elliptical-section "acoustic mirrors" are spread around a180° semicircle,
as apremium brand with aunique comso nearly all the driver output is directed
forward, increasing the effective efficienbination of quality performance and
cy in the listening zone to create aspeakstylish, creative design and ergonomics.
However, while B&O's video display
er that is substantially independent of
technology is well-regarded, the comparear-wall proximity. Efficiency is further
ny has never subscribed to "high-end"
enhanced by focusing the forward sound
audio philosophies, and therefore has a in alimited vertical window, keeping outmuch lower profile among hi-fi enthu- put clear of the ceiling and floor. The net
result is aspeaker notable for the close
siasts. Whether or not the extraordinary
match achieved between its axial and
Beolab 5will change that, it's certain to
change many people's perceptions of power responses.
What happens at the bass end is even
B&O's priorities and capabilities.
The Beolab 5not only looks strikingmore radical. Powerful built-in digital
signal processing (DSP) is used to equally original, it's stuffed with technical and
ize the low frequencies to counter the
engineering innovations. Predomieffects of room-mode reinforcement,
nantly matte black, it stands around 3'
using asystem that B&O calls Adaptive
off the deck, but looks smaller because
Bass Control (ABC). This isn't anew
its conical shape is interrupted by three
idea — at least half adozen companies
silver-finished discs of different sizes
have announced something similar this
and a narrow "neck." The four-way,
year, so it's obviously the height of 2003
four-driver design combines a15" bass
hi-fi fashion — but B&O's application is
driver, a6.5" drive-unit for the upper
very neat indeed, and entirely original.
bass and lower mids, a3" fabric-dome
Carrying out the equalization is the
upper midrange, and a3/
4"fabric-dome
tweeter. These are actively driven by a relatively easy bit, requiring only the
creation of appropriate filters and the
total of 2500W of amplification (2x
provision of ample amplification head1000W plus 2x 250W).
room. The hard bit is working out what
The looks are impressive enough;
filtering to apply, and in making the
the real interest lies in two core features
whole setup procedure straightforward
that are genuinely unique. B&O's exand user-friendly. B&O's solution is
tensive subjective researches have highlighted the importance of minimizing particularly elegant.
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Black ash

Most attempts at doing this have so
far been quite clumsy, involving complex calculations or using measuring
microphones around the listening zone.
However, B&O engineers — notably,
Jan Abildgaard Pedersen — have found
that it's possible to "read" the modal
structure of alistening room by performing nearfield measurements at the
loudspeaker itself.
The technique relies on taking and
comparing two nearfield measurements,
one very close to the woofer cone, the
other a few centimeters farther away.
The addition and subtraction of these
two sound-pressure measurements are
then used to calculate the radiation resistance seen by the bass driver, and thence
the digital filtering necessary to create an
even average sound pressure throughout
the listening room.
Conveniently and cleverly, B&O has
automated the whole setup process— a
push on the top "mushroom" of the
speaker starts it going. A complex test signal is stored in amemory chip, while the
measuring microphone is fitted to a
motor-driven metal rod that sits between
the floor and the downward-firing bass
driver. Hidden from view, it tikes the first
measurements, then the motor pokes it
out from underneath by aprecise 50mm
to take the second set. The DSP chips
then compute and apply the appropriate
inverse filtering. There's no attempt to
equalize the speaker for aparticular listening zone; rather, the aim is to achieve
abroad overall average that smooths out
the more extreme variations.
Other factors play their parts, and
show the considerable interdependence
of many of the elements of this design.
Massive power reserves are needed (and
supplied) in order to provide two separate stages of bass equalization. One supplies the necessary boost to compensate
for mounting alarge 15" bass driver in a
sealed enclosure of only about lft3,and
the 6.5" cone in just asixth of that volume. The adaptive filters, with their
+10/-15dB boosen'cut mode equalization, must then be taken into account,
the combination rapidly using up that 2x
1000W of available amplifier headroom.
All that amplifier power would normally create a lot of waste heat, but
B&O uses the highly efficient (ca 93%)
amplifier modules made by its
ICEpower subsidiary. The amplifiers
can therefore be mounted within the
sealed speaker enclosures without any
overheating worries. Another feature
built into the design is compensation for
thermal compression effects.
The Beolab 5accepts analog or digStereophile, June 2003

ital
inputs, converting the
former with a 24-bit/96kHz ADC.
Processing is handled by aSHARC 2
DSP chip, with 32-bit range and
180Mflop capability.
Before we had even seen the Beolab 5
or had any idea of the technologies involved, the press went through ashort
"blind" listening test. My stand-out impression was of exceptionally precise and
detailed stereo perspectives, especially
on an orchestral excerpt, which would
seem to bode well for the "lens" system.
An equally interesting event the next
day really showed the efficacy of the
ABC bass EQ system. We were dining
at the Danish manor where B&O was
founded way back in 1925. Several
Beolab 5systems had been installed in
its rooms, and we'd been invited to
bring CDs. Islipped one of my favorite
"killer bass" albums into the player
(tracks 4and 7of Mari Boine's eallin, on
Antilles), turned up the wick, and was
surprised by some very nasty noises
when the heavy bass lines kicked in. Jan
Pedersen suggested we reset the ABC
EQs, asimple enough procedure that
took less than a minute per speaker.
Replaying the same tracks at the same
level afterward, all was sweetness and
light — the bass was suitably smooth
and weighty, with no trace of overload.
What had gone wrong? Had someone forgotten to go through the initial
setup routine? The reason turned out to
be much more interesting. Like many
old and decidedly stately homes, the
manor had very large double doors between its rooms. These had been closed
when the ABC alignment was initially
carried out, but were left open while we
were all milling around after dinner. As
aresult, the room's modal structure no
longer corresponded to that to which
the speakers had been originally
aligned. Despite that initial embarrassment, the misbehavior can actually be
seen as both alogical consequence of
the circumstances, and as proof of the
efficacy of the measurement and calculation systems.
We toured the factory where the
Beolab 5is built, which only confirmed
that it is aspeaker without precedent or
parallel in its complexity and sophistication. Someone suggested there were as
many as 2500 different bits in each
speaker, though most of them are in the
electronics. Even so, the 5is horrendously complex to build, the workers slowly
and painstakingly assembling each 150-lb
cone from elaborate kits of sub-assemblies. This is one loudspeaker that the Far
East will be unable to clone.
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"If either of these amplifiers is RIGHT...the
other must be WRONG."
Stereophile, January 1994

"One ot the

`nuist iin1ortant'attdio
products since 1926."
,S.teref)pitile. Novembur _7.002

When Dennis liad introduced the Cary Audio CAD-805 in 1993, some hi-fi Writers puzzled...scoffed...measured...and laughed. But
those who listened, loved it—like Sam Tellig in his March 1998 Stereophile column:
"The palpable presence of the musicians. The exquisite low-level detail. The perfect timing of the attack and decay of each note.
The truth of timbre and sheer beauty of the music."
In a1994 cover story, Stereophile put the CAD-805 up against ahighly regarded, solid-state amplifier. "These are very fine test-bench
results," wrote Thomas J. Norton—not about us, but the other amp.
Fast-forward to November 2002, John Atkinson chose the CAD-805 (now the Cary CAD-805C Anniversary Edition) as one of the 100
products he feels to have been "the most important since 1962." He called the amplifier "gorgeous-looking and sounding."
Who has the last laugh? Maybe you! Audition the Cary Audio CAD-805C Anniversary Edition at your Cary dealer now. Bring your
favorite recordings and your own ears.
By the way, how many amplifier models are still in production after ten years? How many may still be in production ten years from
now? Count on aCary Audio Design!

1020 Goodworth Drive •Apex, NC 27539 •Phone: 919-355-0010 •Fax: 919-355-0013 •www.caryaudio.com
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magicien de haute
tidelité." A high-fidelity magician. That's
how one French writer described
Renaud de Vergnette, founder of
Triangle Electroacoustique.
For more than 25 years, Renaud
and his team at Triangle have designed and built affordable speakers,
turning the company into France's
third-largest loudspeaker manufacturer. Most Triangle models sell for
under $2000/pair, many for less
than $1000/pair.
Last year, at the Home Entertainment 2002 show in New York
City, Renaud told me that he's been
up to something else: astatement
loudspeaker that could take its place
among the world's best. The price
was not set, but would likely be over
$30,000. Would I like the first
North American review pair?
Ilaughed. Itold Renaud that I'd
never reviewed such an expensive
loudspeaker. That was okay with
him — he'd never made such an expensive loudspeaker. But after 25
years — with alot of experience behind him, anew factory, and astrong
design team — he was ready.
"You'll have the review pair by
Christmas," he promised.
Iasked if he would have apair for
himself.
"Not by Christmas!" But eventually he'd have his own pair.
At home, in their small hilltop
chateau, Renaud and his wife, Thérèse,
do not have ahi-fi system. After working with hi-fi all day, Thérèse explained,
it would be too much — la saturation.
Renaud often drives to Paris, where he
and Thérèse hear live music — especially at the Théâtre des Champs Elysées,
where we attended aconcert, together
with my wife, Marina. "This is one of
the best acoustics anywhere," he told
me. He was right.
When you attend HE2003 in San
Francisco, you'll have achance to meet
Renaud and hear his new flagship speaker, the Magellan. Be prepared to reach
deep into your wallet, however. A pair
retails for $32,900, which places it hors de
catégorie for me —out of the range where
n
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Quad ESL-988 sound superb there.
But I'd be limited in how far apart I
could spread the Magellans. And I
wondered about nearfield listening.
Fortunately, our living-room ceiling
is high enough. Barely.
Each Magellan weighs 177 lbs. I
did, too, in 1978, around the time
Renaud started making speakers.
Unlike me, the speaker comes in
three sections—and it's thin. At the
center is acabinet with identical drivers firing front and rear —a 63"diameter midrange drive-unit
topped by a 12"-diameter hornloaded tweeter. Iknow the midrange represents the heart of the
music, but Isuspect that the tweeter
represents the heart of the Magellan.
The top and bottom cabinets are
mirror images of one another. Each
has two front-firing 6.3" woofers
and aport. This makes eight driveunits in all, but of only three different types. Each driver was
designed expressly for the Magellan, and each is made in-house.
Drivers drive Triangle.
You can biwire or even triwire if
you like. Renaud prefers asimple,
single-wire connection. He delivered asingle run of Triangle Silver
Ghost, the same silver-clad, copperstranded cable with which the
Magellan is internally wired.
The three cabinets stack one
Magellan Speaker (back)
atop the other. Plated brass spikes
Magellan Speaker (front)
fit inside aluminum cups, while
one is counting every franc...or euro.
metal straps on the rear connect the
Ifirst heard the Magellan at the TOP
speaker terminals. The cabinets are 11"
Audio Video show in Milan last fall,
wide by 13.4" deep, with rounded side
where Triangle had set up aprivate demwalls to reduce standing waves.
onstration for dealers and the press. ImarThe narrow front baffles — combined
veled at the sound's scope and sweep —
with the drivers' near-symmetrical vertibig speakers sound big! Iworried, though,
cal array — act to narrow the vertical
when Ilearned that each speaker towers
radiation pattern and reduce energy
reflected from ceiling and floor. The
more than 7' — 85.75", to be exact.
Would it dear the ceiling of my listening arrangement is similar to the Dynaudio
room? Might it be atight fit even in our
Confidence C4 loudspeaker (reviewed
by John Atkinson in March). The botliving room? Iheld my breath and, as
soon as Iarrived back home, whipped out tom cabinet sits atop astabilizing platform that has arubber strip to isolate the
atape measure.
My listening room, with nooks and
entire speaker from the platform. The
crannies and sloped ceiling, is superb for
speaker is mechanically grounded by a
small speakers and nearfield listening.
single, adjustable steel cone.
Speakers like the Triangle Titus and the
Drivers are Renaud's passion, and the
27

pure design

Karat Series

Reduction to the essentials: The Karat series from Canton combines pure design with pure listening pleasure
State-of-the-art technology in simple yet elegant furniture quality cabinets represents the Canton ideal of
loudspeakers. Information about the Karat series as well as the complete line of Canton loudspeakers is available
in our new "Living HiFi" Magazine.

To receive afree copy, please contact Canton, 1723 Adams Street NE,

Minneapolis, MN 55413, call 612-706-9250, or visit www.cantonusa.com.
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Magellan's horn-loaded tweeter (there
are two of them) is something to behold. Ican imagine the many hours that
Renaud spent in his studio.
That studio is located away from the
factory's business and bustle, in aconverted carriage house adjacent to the de
Vergnettes' chateau. There, in peaceful
surroundings, overlooking a cobblestoned courtyard whose appearance almost transcends time, Renaud dangles
his prototype drivers in mid-air, suspended from the ceiling on what looks
like fishing-line filament.
Cabinets? Those would be distractions. Renaud told me that he can hear
the differences among prototype drivers
better when they're not installed in cabinets. When he's finally ready to mount
his drivers in cabinets, he listens only in
mono. Stereo, too, would be adistraction, he said.
The studio is something to behold,
with lots of old drivers scattered
about — quite the antithesis of Triangle's modern factory. Iasked about
these drivers.
"Mistakes," Renaud replied, with a
grin. M. de Vergnette possesses amarvelous sense of humor.
In the past, Renaud has favored
lightweight, lightly braced cabinets that
release rather than store energy. This is
part of how he achieves Triangle's
characteristic quick, clear, unmuffled
sound — asound that does remind me
of the acoustics of the Théâtre des
Champs Elysées.
The Magellan is anything but lightweight. Each MDF cabinet is heavily
braced to control resonances within the
enclosure. Each cabinet is then veneered in beautiful burled walnut—
the only finish available. So rich is this
finish that it seems ashame to cover the
front baffles with the grillecloths.

Contacts
Triangle
Electroacoustique,
avenue Flandres-Dunkerque, Z.I.
les Etomelles, F-02200 Villeneuve
St Germain, France. Tel: (33) 323
75 38 20. Fax: (33) 323 75 38 21
Web: www.triangle-fr.com.
VMAX Services P.O. Box 570,
Chazy, NY 12921. Tel: (800) 7718279, (514) 932-7786. Fax (514)
931-8891. In Canada: P.O. Box 8,
1217 Greene Avenue, Montreal,
Quebec H3Z 2T1. Tel: (514) 9311880. Web: www.vmax-services.
corn.
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The Magellan is athree-way design,
with fourth-order, acoustic-slope crossovers (24dB/octave) at 450Hz and
3kHz. The 1" titanium dome tweeter
may be the star of the show. It's certainly amarvel to look at —yet another reason to leave the grilles off. The
horn-loaded enclosure is of beautifully
machined aluminum. A brass phase
plug sits in the center to smooth out the
frequency response.
As is customary in Triangle's midrange and bass drivers, the midrange
drive-unit uses a6.3" cone of "cellulose" — je, doped paper. Renaud told
me that paper-cone drivers are the
most free of colorations and can best
deliver electrostatic-like speed. The
cone's outer rings are pleated for better
diaphragm control. The magnet assembly incorporates newly developed 4.8"
ferrite magnets. A wooden phase plug
sits in the center.
In the top and bottom cabinets,
Renaud installs apair of front-firing, 6.3"
paper-cone bass drivers. The voice coil is
wound in two layers, inside and out of a
new S-shaped Kapton support — a
design that's said to increase the driver's
power-handling capability. Go ahead
and crank it up.
Renaud had Stereophile's review pair
ready right on schedule, just before the
holidays. He flew over and joined
Richard Kohlruss, of VMAX Services,
his North American distributor. Talk
about Christmas cheer. At one end of
the room was our yolka —Russian for
"New Year's tree" —while at the other,
Renaud and Richard assembled the
Magellans. S'Novim Godom! That's
Russian for "Happy New Year."
Stacking the speaker cabinets is a
task for two people, but the job looked
easy — easier, I think, than dealing
with a single-cabinet speaker of the
same height. Ease of installation was
not the reason Renaud chose athreecabinet design, however. It has to do
with isolating the critical midrange and
treble from the bass. More than almost
any other loudspeaker designer I
know, Renaud knows how bass can
wreck good sound. More on this anon.
As Renaud and Richard finished their
work, Ipopped the cork on abottle of
C-21ifornia sparkling wine. Triangle is
situated just outside Soissons, in northern France. It's not far from Rheims, the
center of the champagne industry. The
locals in Soissons do seem to consume a
lot of champagne. If you visit the local
hi-fi store there, Patrice might offer you
aglass of champagne. This seems like a
good way to sell hi-fi gear.

Space

I asked Renaud about partnering
equipment. He was remarkably nonchalant. Well, maybe not that remarkably for Renaud. That YBA Passion
Integré sitting in the corner of our living
room would do very nicely, for instance.
Ihad other mischief in mind for the
evening —but the Passion Integré did
do very nicely with the Magellans. Renaud rates the Magellan at 94dB/W/m
sensitivity. The nominal impedance is
given as 8ohms, the minimum impedance as 3ohms.
We began by listening to what was
already in the system: aMusical Fidelity
A32 0( preamp and the Plinius SA-102
stereo power amp. The Musical Fidelity
NuVista 3D did honors for CD playback, while aSony XA-777ES did likewise for SACD.
Iput on some Berlioz. Symphonie
Fantastique, with Paavo Jârvi conducting
the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
(Telarc SACD-60578). As in Milan, I
was impressed by the sound's sweep and
scope. Iheard superb, seamless integration of the various drivers —one of the
first things that had impressed me about
the Magellan.
In our living room, my listening chair
is about 10' in front of the speakers.
With Marina safely at work, Imoved
my chair still closer — to around 4' —
and still heard aseamlessly integrated
sound. Iloved listening where the coffee table goes. Drat!
After abit of Berlioz, Renaud played
some tracks from Triangle's own demonstration CD, using the Musical
Fidelity 3D CD player. Then we returned to the Sony XA-777E5 for Rachmaninoff's Piano Concerto 3, with
pianist Lang Lang and the St. Petersburg
Philharmonic conducted by Yuri Temirkanov (Telarc SACD-60592). Knowing
that Renaud likes jazz, Isuggested Chet
Baker's Chet (Riverside/Analogue Productions CAPJ 1135 SA).
Richard Kohlruss is also the distributor for Unison Research in North
America. So we tried Unison's Unico
integrated amplifier, as well as the YBA
Passion Integré sitting in the corner —
all with good results. Considering its
$1395 price, the Unico did exceptionally well, running out of steam only when
we pushed the volume.
"Renaud," Isaid, "how would you
like to try a 31
/W wonder on the
2
Magellans?"
Richard cringed. He'd been through
this before.
"Pourquoi pas?" smiled Renaud.
Why not? "The speaker is very easy to
drive," he reassured me.
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Sam's
"We'll see about that." Ilaughed my
evil laugh — mon mauvais rire, in French.
Before Richard could get Renaud to
change his mind, Iscurried down to the
basement and fetched my Sun Audio
SV-2A3 amplifier, which uses asingle
2A3 output tube per channel to deliver
a mighty 31
hW. Much to his credit,
Renaud did not seem to find this risible.
He seemed genuinely curious. This was
something he hadn't, apparently, tried
at home.
"Eh, voilà," Isaid. Iran the Musical
Fidelity NuVista 3D CD player straight
into the Sun Audio SV-2A3 and let the
Sun shine. (The Sun amp has dual volume pots.) To give the amp as tough a
time as possible, I returned to the
Berlioz SACD.
No sane person would entertain such
acombination — aflea-powered singleended triode (SET) amp, all by itself,
powering apair of full-range, 7'-high,
$32,900 speakers. Remember — there
was just one 2A3 output tube driving
each Magellan. Ridicuk n'est-ce pas?
The sound was superb — alive, immediate, harmonically right Brass instruments on the Berlioz recording
were excitingly brassy, turning almost
raucous — and rightfully so. Woodwinds were voluptuous. Overall resolution was excellent, too. Renaud stopped
laughing — especially after hearing
Chet Baker again, then afew discs with
Louis Armstrong.
"Etonriant," Renaud exclaimed. "Incroyable." Astonishing. Incredible.
"Très amusant, aussi." That's what I
said.
Renaud rose from his chair to take a
closer look at this diminutive Japanese
amplifier, which, unfortunately, has been
dropped from Stereophile's "Recommended Components." Iaudition the
Sun often.
"These are all NOS tubes from the
1930s," Isaid. (NOS means "new old
stock" in tubespeak.) "They lasted this
long, they'll probably last for as long as
Ido."
Like most other speaker designers I
know, including Sonus Faber's Franco
Serblin, Renaud favors solid-state amplification. Such amps make his work easier, no doubt. Nonetheless, every Triangle
loudspeaker I've heard, including the
Magellan, appears to mate especially well
with tubes.
With the Sun driving the Magellans,
Iheard astunning immediacy. The presentation sounded like music, not like
hi-fi. Louis Armstrong was alive. So
was Hector Berlioz —JA's favorite
composer—in all his vulgar, blaring,
Stereophile, June 2003
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recording Iplayed. Iknow that's areviewer's cliché, but it was true. The
sound Iheard was the sound of the
recording — the venue, the acoustic,
and what the recording engineers made
of it. Renaud suggested the same thing:
you hear the recording, not your room.
Large-scale orchestral works opened
up, dynamically and acoustically —
there are advantages to having all those
drivers and all that height Nothing was
squashed. On the other hand, nothing
was stretched. The bass drivers may
have almost touched our ceiling, but the
sound was remarkably centered.
Chamber recordings were intimately
Before Richard could get
portrayed, with asense of the musicians
being in the room. One might even say
Renaud to change
that the speaker had the ability to shrink
when called for. Piano recordings were
his mind, Iscurried down
nothing short of astonishing, with plento the basement
ty of percussive power. Imarveled at the
attack and decay of each note. The
and fetched my Sun Audio piano is alarge instrument; perhaps it
takes abig speaker to portray it.
SV-2A3 amplifier.
The Magellan didn't seem to favor
any particular type of music. Ienjoyed
playing some Russian pop CDs for some
of our friends, at Russian nightclub
But as brightly as the Sun had shone,
sound-pressure levels. Ididn't try this
by Christmas Eve I'd decided Ihad to
power up. Fortunately, Ihad anumber of with the YBA Passion Integré, of course.
One thing Idid not hear from the
choices. Istarted with the YBA Passion
Triangles in our living room was bloatIntegré, which mated marvelously with
ed, overripe, overbearing bass. Renaud
the Magellans until Ipushed up the volspecifies the Magellan's frequency reume on Elvis's 30 #1 Hits (RCA 68079sponse as 30Hz-20kHz, ±3dB. A
2) and blew afuse on the amp. With the
Magellan subwoofer will soon be availMagellan, Iwas tempted to crank up the
able for those who want subterranean
volume much louder than Ido, say, with
bass and the visceral impact that goes
the Quad ESL-988. This is part of the
with it, but Isuspect most listeners won't
flan of having a big loudspeaker. The
need it. Ithink it was wise of Renaud
Magellan could play very loud without
not to take the bass response lower and
breaking asweat.
possibly sacrifice some of the speaker's
Meanwhile, Iwas getting ahandle on
the Magellan's character. Its treble was overall resolution and refinement
Bass response in our living room
exceptionally sweet, smooth, and extends to be lumpy with any speaker.
tended — that horn-loaded tweeter
Using the "Bass Decade" track (17) on
looks to be, by far, the most costly drivStereophiles Test CD 3, Inoted that the
er in the speaker.
bass was up alittle at 125 and 100Hz,
In the past, some listeners have critidown abit at 80Hz and 63Hz, and reacized certain Triangle models for exhibiting atouch too much treble zing. I sonably flat at 50Hz. Igot "usable" bass
down to 31.5Hz.
don't think such criticism will be leveled
I'm limited as to where Ican place
here. This was the most refined treble
the speakers in our living room. MeanI've heard from Triangle — or from virwhile, for aesthetic reasons, room treattually anyone else. The Magellan soundments are out of the question.
ed particularly fine with some of the
"Treatments?" Marina asked. "You
Jascha Heifetz historical reissues on
need treatments."
Naxos. The midrange was similarly imIt's possible that Icould have optipressive. Hard to believe the recordings
mized my in-room bass response by exwere made in the 1930s and '40s. Naxos
really does manage to extract the most perimenting further with speaker
placement, but the question was moot —
from these old recordings.
Icouldn't move the speakers unaided.
As with more modern recordings, the
Magellan was hardly there, in terms of This is an issue to consider before buying
any big speaker. They're tough to move,
imparting its own character on each

garish splendor. (I do love bombast!)
Renaud and Ihad too much fun with
the Sun to change amps that night. The
Sun wasn't really up to the task, though.
We ran out of power in the bass and during loud, macrodynarnic passages. However, microdynamics (subtle dynamic
shadings) were handled particularly well.
Iwondered how amore powerful SET
amp might do—like apair of 50W Cary
CAD-805C Anniversary Edition amplifiers. Or maybe two of Sun Audio's
push-pull mono amplifiers.
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making it hard to get the positions right
(a problem with big people, too).
The Magellan comes in three sections, so it's easier to move than most
speakers of its size and heft. But it's real
work to unstack the cabinets, move the
platform, then stack the cabinets again.
les also frustrating if you find that
you've only made matters worse.
Wondering what the Magellans
would sound like with cost-no-object
amplifiers, Icalled Philip O'Hanlon, the
Halcro distributor, to see if he could
supply apair of dm58 monoblocks. Fortunately, Philip was able to oblige — not
only with two drn58s but also with a

There's something
very special
about the Magellan:
resolution combined
with musicality.
dm10 preamp to go with them. Unfortunately, Iwas not able to hold on to
the Halcros long enough to review
them in their own rights. Ican tell you
that the preamp's performance is as
amazing as that of the amplifier.
What the Halcros did, quite spectacularly, was to push the soundstage back
so that it extended far behind the speakers, making the room itself matter even
less than it had. Also, the Halcro gear
precisely delineated each performer and
instrument —bringing reality one step,
or maybe several steps, closer.
Returning to more modest merchandise, Itried the Atoll IN 100 and CD
100 combination, which Iwrote about
in April. The Atoll IN 100 is amodestly priced ($925), 100Wpc integrated —
not exactly the kind of gear you'd match
with the Magellans, which cost more
than 35 times as much.
For areviewer, though, such improbable combinations are great fun —and
mischief. You can learn alot about the
cheaper gear and about the expensive
stuff, too. Ifound that the Atoll IN 100
is a fine integrated indeed for the
money, especially in its rich tonal balance. Ialso discovered, as with the Sun
Audio SV-2A3, that the Magellans are
easy to drive. Unless, of course you
want to push them.
That's the paradox. The Magellans
can do surprisingly well with modest
equipment and low power. Give them
Stereophite, June 2003

high-quality gear and high power,
though, and they respond accordingly. I
heard that when Isaid areluctant goodbye to the Halcro equipment and substituted a pair of Parasound JC 1
amplifiers with 400W each. Bass
firmed up, the sound wasn't strained in
any way, and there was an overall sense
of ease. Dynamic ease. Listening ease.
Just ease. Compared to the Halcros, the
Parasound JC Is brought the soundstage forward. Tonally, the Parasounds
were magnificent with the Magellans,
with no trace of solid-state hardness.
And the amps weren't even broken in.
Itook my time with the Magellans.
Wouldn't you, if someone delivered a
$32,900 pair of speakers to your door
on loan? Perks of the profession. Ipretended Iwas rich — especially with
the Halcros.
Itried Conrad-Johnson's MV-60SE
power amp — the version with the
Svetlana 6550C output tubes that I
wrote about last month. Just 60Wpc.
Once again, the virtues of the partnering amplifier were clearly apparent.
Like Triangles of the past, the Magellan
took very well to tubes.
This is aleap of faith, but Iimagine
that C-J's new Premier 14 monoblocks
would sound superb with the Magellans. With the MV-60SE, Icould have
used more power —the bottom end
could have been tighter. But this was a
$3000 stereo amp driving speakers that
retail for more than 10 times the price.
I would have loved to hear the
Magellans in an even larger room with
ahigher ceiling. For that matter, Iwould
have loved to hear them, nearfield, in
my listening room, despite the constraints of its sloped ceiling. Isuspect
that, in an even larger space, the speaker might open up even more, spatially
and dynamically.
The Magellan is amust-audition if
you're in the market for cost-no-object
loudspeakers, of which I've heard quite
afew — although not in my own living
room. There's something very special
about the Magellan: resolution combined with musicality, asense of dynamic ease, an ability to reproduce
recordings without compression, either
acoustic or dynamic.
Fortunately, the technology of the
Magellan will trickle down, and quickly —Triangle's mainstay continues to
be affordable speakers. The first model
in their new Universe series, using drivers derived from those in the Magellan, may be ready in time for
HE2003. Who knows? Maybe Renaud
will bring some champagne.
CI
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homas Edison was granted a
patent for his phonograph on
February 19, 1878. To celebrate
the 125th anniversary of that momentous event, the Grammy Foundation, in
partnership with the Edison Preservation Foundation, held aparty at the
French Institute Alliance Française,
(possibly forced to rename itself the
"Freedom" Institute by the time you
read this?), sponsored, appropriately
enough, by Con Edison, the New York
City power company.
The evening's main draw was live
performances by Patti Austin, Les Paul,
Daniel Rodriguez (the cop famous for
singing "God Bless America"), Arturo
Sandoval, BeBe Winans, and Reverend
Run of Run DMC, recorded direct to
wax cylinder using Edison's original
equipment. Also shown were videos of
recent wax-cylinder recordings made at
Edison's West Orange, New Jersey fadities by Peter, Paul and Mary, Bucky
Pizzarelli, and Rodriguez. Produced by
music-biz veteran Russ Titelman, this
series will include contributions from 25
or so artists, including James Taylor, and
will be included among the contents of a
time capsule to be buried at the site of
Edison's old lab in West Orange.
Aside from marking the patent's
anniversary, the event honored two
important organizations: the Grammy
Foundation's Music On Film Preservation Project and the Edison Preservation Foundation. Music On Film
partners with archives, institutions, families, and individuals to preserve historical musical films. A copy of Duke
Ellington Makes aRecord, anewly preserved 1934 short subject on nitrate
film, was shown as an example of what
must be saved before it turns to dust.
The joy and sheer energy of the musicmaking was mesmerizing, as were
watching and listening to the documentary-style description of the cutting,
plating, and pressing processes of the
time. The Edison Preservation Foundation's mission is to preserve the inventor's historic homes, laboratories,
equipment, and papers in West Orange.
This is where what we love was born.
The event was enjoyable —especially
the live-to-cylinder recording sessions —
Stereophile, June 2003

but left me with the clear impression
that the Grammy people are clueless
about the state of analog playback in the
21st century. They plan to release the
wax-cylinder recordings on CD. Vinyl?
Never heard of it. Throughout the
event, the various speakers spoke of the
phonograph in the past tense, as if it
exists now only as avehicle for nostalgia.
There was also ashort film on the history of sound that basically ignored high
fidelity. This from the people fighting
MP3 downloads.

Fremer

Together, we can easily raise at least a
quarter of amillion dollars.
Of equal importance, include with
your check aphoto of your turntable
and anote explaining that you still play
records — including new ones — and
anything else you'd like them to know.
Perhaps we can raise our profile and
help the future of analog. Tell them
Mikey sent you. Don't let me or
Thomas down!
For more information on the Foundation, visit www.eclisonpEorg. This has
been arecorded announcement.

Three State-of-the-Art MC Phono
Cartridges
Whether It's to offer a"relaxed fit" to
West Orange, NJ is in
make life easier for analog lovers, or
because both Scan-Tech and Immutable
serious trouble.
Music believe that they've found away
to offer better performance with higher
output, the Lyra Titan ($4500) and
Transfiguration Temper W ($4000)
If this event was intended to celebrate
the invention of the phonograph, there
offer considerably higher output than
should have been some acknowledgthe "statement' models they replace.
Lyra's previous best, the Parnassus
ment of that technology's amazing
D.C.t, was rated at 025mV, while
longevity and, as we move further into
the digital age, its increasing popularity. Transfiguration's Temper Supreme
offered even less: 02mV (both at
The Grammy Foundation could have
3.54cm/s). Each of the new models arc
shown the audience shots of modern
claimed to output 0.5mV, but their outturntables still being made, LPs still
puts are actually different.
being pressed — a fitting tribute to
Edison and his invention. But, as Isaid,
How's that? Two test records are
these people are clueless. Itold the pubcommonly used to measure output, one
each from JVC (TRS-1007) and CBS
licist for the event that I'd be happy to
meet with whomever and give them a (STR-100). Scan-Tech's Jonathan Carr
used to complain to me that while he
wake-up call so that future events, press
used the JVC disc as astandard, some
releases, and programs can better reflect
other companies use the CBS LP, which
reality. We'll see what happens.
results in ahigher output rating. He also
In the meantime, Edison's facility is in
serious trouble: In 1993 it was listed as
found that too many consumers didn't
bother looking beyond the first number
one of the nation's "most endangered
in the rating, and some were scared
historic places" by the National Trust for
away by the lower voltage.
Historic Preservation. Here's what you
The new Lyra Titan's 0.5mV output
can do to help, and to help further the
is based on the CBS LP, while the
cause of analog: Send acheck to the
Transfiguration Temper W's 0.5mV is
Edison Preservation Foundation, One
still based on the JVC record, which
Riverfront Plaza, Fourth Floor, Newark,
means that it has even higher output
NJ 07102, payable to the Foundation.
I'm sending $25 and hope that many of than the Titan. In fact, Lyra's Parnassus
D.C.t was rated at 035mV using the
you will, too. It's asmall tax-deductible
CBS record, so Scan-Tech has actually
amount, but if even only aquarter of the
upped the output ante from 035mV to
readers of "Analog Corner" send in
0.5mV (at Semis), while Immutable
checks of this amount, imagine how
has gone from 02mV to 0.5mV (at
much money can be raised to help.

Edison's facility in
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3.54cm/s) — which means that
the Temper W's output using
the CBS record would be more
than 0.6mV. The Audio Tekne
MC-6310 ($4995, not related to
Audio-Technica) is rated at a
minuscule 0.1mV using the CBS
record, meaning it has less than
half the output of the already
low-output Temper Supreme.
Is all of that clear to you? No
wonder CDs took over.
Lyra Titan: $4500
According to Scan-Tech, the Lyra
Titan "takes the best aspects of
the Parnassus D.C.t and Helikon,
and introduces further advancements of its own." That's agood thing,
in my experience; Ifelt the Helikon
sounded better overall than the D.C.t,
though it didn't resolve low-level information quite as well — and that goes for
the lower-output SL edition as well.
The D.C.t was easy to respect but difficult to love.
The Titan has two symmetrical disc
magnets that Lyra claims create asymmetrical magnetic field that eliminates
distortions common to conventional
pole-piece designs. The neodymium
compound is said to be the most powerful magnetic material in the world,
and the improved magnetic field is said
to give the coils and cantilever greater
freedom of movement. The result is
better tracking, improved low-level resolution, and lower distortion.
The Titan's body is machined from a
single piece of titanium alloy, curved and
shaped to minimize standing waves,
internal reflections, and resonances. The
internal body structures house the various components, which are integral to
the body —unlike in less sophisticated
designs, where a completed motor
assembly is glued or affixed to ahousing.
According to Scan-Tech, these internal
structures are so complex that anonphysical-contact process, called "electrical discharge machining," had to be
used. The process has the added benefit
of not causing mechanical stress to the
structure. The idea is to create arigid,
low-resonance, clearly defined reference
pivot for the cantilever that improves the
accuracy of the conversion of mechanical energy to electrical energy.
The D.C.t was asemi-open design;
the Titan is fully "nude," which makes
setup much simpler, with easy access to
the cantilever. Unlike some nude designs, the Titan (and the Helikon)
include "full frontal" stylus guards —a
very good thing to have when you're
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through the arm. Therefore, the
§ manufacturer cautions, the Titan
î should be used only with the
finest arms. Rigid bearings
and/or stiff, low-resonance armtubes are mandatory. But then, if
you're spending $4500 on acartridge, chances are that's what you
already have. Finally, Carr
emphasized the importance of
Yoshinori Mishima, who handbuilds and "voices" every premium Lyra cartridge, and repeats
the process after the cartridge has
had time to "settle."
2

Scan-Tech's Lyra Titan

Titanic Sound: Easily the bestsounding Lyra cartridge I've ever
heard, the Titan is astep up from the
The Titan's body
Helikon's already superb performance.
I had a prototype Titan for a few
is machined from a
months; whatever changes were made
for the final edition yielded amuch difsingle piece of titanium
ferent and far more impressive-soundalloy, curved and
ing cartridge.
Lyra detractors have complained over
shaped to minimize
the years about the line's lack of emotional and textural complexity while
standing waves.
admiring its analytical and informationretrieval abilities. Some find Lyra designs
handling a$4500 cartridge. The nude
somewhat "mechanical," and perhaps
design eliminates resonance-producing
short on delivering music's full harmonbody cavities and minimizes the presic structure while favoring rhythmic and
ence of conductive materials near the
transient detail. I've never shared those
magnetic gap and coil assemblies.
opinions, though Ican understand why
The Titan features acore cantilever of some might prefer aricher, softer, somesolid boron, with an outer diamond layer what more forgiving sound. And, of
and ametal jacket for additional reincourse, these observations arc systemforcement. According to designer Jonadependent — the integral generatorthan Can; the Lyra-designed line-contact and-body designs of more recent Lyras
stylus has aminor radius of 31.un and a do kick back alot of energy and require
variable major radius with amaximum
awell-designed, well-executed tonearin
value of 70iim. This shape was chosen for
if they're not to sound bright. The
its tracking and detail retrieval, low
Helikon took the Lyra sound in asomegroove wea4 good S/N ratio, and attenuwhat richer, fuller direction without losation of existing groove damage.
ing the detail, and earned respect even
The coils, wound from high-purity
from those who prefer cartridges that
copper over an iron core plated with
sound "lush" and "warm."
high-purity (5N) gold, have alow imThe Titan was something else altopedance of 5.5 ohms that remains congether. It combined the detail-retrieval
stant with frequency to well beyond
capabilities and transient purity and
the audible range. Finally, the suspenspeed of the Parnassus D.C.t with the
sion wire is short, which also improves
textural and emotional abilities of the
the precision of the cantilever's "referfinest Koetsus I've heard. If the D.C.t
ence point."
sounded somewhat sterile, the Titan
The entire generator assembly is
had avelvety, Merlot-like finish with a
mounted directly to the titanium body,
rich and appropriate bloom and harwhich reduces the number of mechanimonic structure. Imade aCD-R for a
cal joints between cantilever and tonefriend of Van Morrison's Astral Weeks
arm to maximize the transfer of from an original Warner 7-Arts pressmechanical energy away from the stylusing, and what this cartridge did for the
and-generator system. The result is less
touch of the great bassist Richard Davis
reflected energy, but it means the carand Connie Kay's drums (nice rhythm
tridge delivers a large amount of section for the kid, don't you think?)
mechanical energy to the headshell and
was truly surprising —and I've heard
Stereophile, June 2003

Cremona
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Cremona -an exquisite collection of loudspeakers designed for use in the most compelling of music and film sound systems.
With direct lineage to the world-renowned Amati and Guanari Homage, Cremona artfully blends high technology with old-world
Italian craftsmanship. The result —instruments truly capable of conveying the artists' original intention.
Presented in beautiful lute shaped cabinets, finished in warm-hued maple or matte-graphite,
Cremona is the natural choice for uncompromising audio performance. Cremona center and Cremona auditor expand your system
configuration options by being voiced to work together harmoniously in stereo or multi-channel film sound systems.
"The Sono Mbar Cremona is the finest cabinet-built loudspeaker Ihue heard for under $10,000/pair..." Sam Tellig. Stereophile. January 2003

Cremona shown in maple, also available th graphite, S7,495/pail Cremona auditor shown in maple. also available in graphite,
S3,595/pair
Cremona tenter shown in graphite, $3.995
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1967: REVOLUTION
People were astounded to discover how great headphon(
could sound when they first heard our super-comfortable
exceptionally light-weight Open-Airerm model HD 414.
Still one of the best-selling headphones of all time. *

'Yes, we still have parts for your HD 414 if you need to keep them operating.

TODAY: EVOLUTION
HD 600
Reveal all the nuances in your
recordings with our flagship
dynamic headphone. A favorite
of music lovers worldwide.

te• :
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Recommended Component
October 2002

RS 65
Wireless comfort and convenience
with serious sound quality and

HD 280 PRO
Sealed studio monitor headphones
with reference quality sound and
excellent isolation. Perfect for
recording or music listening.

SRS(11) .Surround Sound'. Great
for music or home theater systems.
"The RS65 offers everything
desireable in wireless
headphones" —NewYorkTimes

Available at Headphone.com and Audio Advisor

www.sennheiserusa.com

ZSENNHEISE R

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation, 1Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371
Telephone: 860-434-9190 .Fax: 860-434-1759 «Web: http://www.sennheiserusa.com
Sennheiser Mexico: Av. Xola 613, PH6, Col. Del Valle 03100, Mexico, DF.
Telephone: (525)639-09%. Fax: (525)639-9482
Sennheiser Canada: 221 Labrosse Ave, Pte-Claire, PG H9FI 1A3.
Telephone: 514-426-3013. Fax: 514-426-3953
Manufacturing Plant: Am Labor 1, 30900 Wedemark, Germany

Analog

that record hundreds of times over the
decades. Ididn't hear added detail — at
this point, those days are mostly over.
(How much more stuff do you think
can be pulled from familiar vinyl?) It
was more amatter of texture, delicacy,
touch, and warmth lacking in earlier
Lyra designs, but without loss of transient speed or rhythmic drive. The softly strummed background guitar on
many of the tracks had body, depth, and
detail I'd never heard communicated
quite as subtly or with such grace.
In acomparison of the Koctsu Urushi
and Lyra Parnassus D.C.t in the
October 1998 Stereophile (VoI21 No.10),
Iwrote: "Not that these two fine performers sounded identical. They didn't.
The tonal clichés were reduced to 'tendencies.' The Koetsu was slightly richer
in the lower midrange, which made
strings `sing' with arich, vibrant, everspreading glow." The Titan added that
magic to Lyra's repertoire while maintaining the line's noted resolution of
detail, clarity of attack, transient speed,
and purity. The Titan is the least
"mechanical"-sounding Lyra I've heard,
and one of the most lyrical and liquidsounding cartridges I've heard from
anyone at any price. And it delivered
that musical ease without sounding dull
or closed-in.
Pure Audiophile's reissue of the Ray
Brown Trio's Soular Energy (2 LPs, PA002) arrived toward the end of the reviewing period. Cut by Stan Ricker,
himself a bassist, it is avery difficult
record to track. When pianist Gene
Harris accents achord as Brown digs
into the bass, only the best combinations of tonearm and cartridge can properly navigate the grooves. This acid test
required that the Titan's vertical tracking force (VTF) be set at its recommended upper limit of 1.75gm. Playing
other LPs while installed in the
Immedia RPM2 and Graham 22 arms,
the medium-compliance cartridge flawlessly tracked vocal
sibilants, muted trumpets, and
other difficult sounds at 1.6gm.
As you should expect for
$4500, the Titan's dynamics,
soundstaging, depth, detail resolution, bass definition, and all other
parameters of cartridge performance were the state of the art or
close enough. The Titan's high
output allowed the Manley Steelhead phono stage to coast at its
lowest moving-coil (MC) setting,
with the lowest-impedance transformer tap selected, while delivering full dynamic authority. If any
Stereophile, June 2003

detail was lost in providing the additional 1501.tV over the Parnassus D.C.t —
particularly at the bottom end of the
dynamic scale —I wasn't aware of what
might have been sacrificed, given how
much had been improved.
The Lyra Titan seemed to sail
through the grooves, ignoring or minimizing wear, scratches, and other
defects, while retrieving and delivering
alevel of musical delicacy and nuance
that set it apart from any other cartridge

The Audio Tekne
MC 6310 had the lowest

crosstalk voltage I've
ever measured on the
unmodulated groove.
I've heard. Listen to Cisco's astounding
reissue of Nathan Milstein's performances of the Dvorák and Glazunov
violin
concertos
(Capitol/Cisco
SP8382), mastered by Kevin Gray and
Steve Hoffman at AcousTech, and you'll
hear the Titan's sheer musical greatness.
It did justice to Classic's 45rpm "Stairway to Heaven." too.
Audio Tekne MC 6310: $4995

Exotic and breaking some of the rules, the
limited-edition Audio Tekne MC-6310,
from Japan, is the brainchild of Kiyoaki
Imai. Though his company is small and
little known in the US, Audio Tekne
enjoys ahigher profile in Ital, judging by
reviews on the website www.audio
tekne.com, click on "English". The range
of products is wide, varied, and pay
expensive, including hand-wired tube
power amplifiers, phono sections
($28,942, $64,316, and $171,508, the last

Audio Tekne MC-6310

Corner

requiring the $64,316 Audio Tekne preamplifier for its power), step-up transformers, and avery expensive turntable
($95,570 with MC-6310 cartridge).
There's also aline of loudspeakers, most
of which make use of aproprietary carbon material Imai is said to have invented
and sold to Matsushita while maintaining
the right to use it in his small, tweaky
audiophile business. The material is said
to have amazingly effective resonancedamping properties.
Audio Tekne products are imported
by Steve Davis Enterprises. (Davis owns
Sanibel Sound and Hi-Fi Farms, but has
set up aseparate company to distribute
Audio Tekne.) As Iwrite, Audio Tekne
products arc on the Hi-Fi Farms website (www.hififarms.com). If you go to
the page featuring phono preamps,
under them you'll find "Add to Cart."
Ha. Imagine shopping online for a
$100,000 turntable.
The MC-6310 comes in asmall box,
inside of which is asmall, white, snapopen jewel box identical to the one
Sumiko uses to present its $295 Blue
Point cartridge. The long, stocky cantilever is unprotected and lacks astylus
guard —you're on your own with this
$5k baby, so handle with care. The main
body appears to be milled from asolid
block of the carbon material, and the
four signal pins are aligned in arow on
aseparate slice of carbon screwed into
the main block.
Ie-mailed ICiyoaki Imai to get some
design details. Although he doesn't speak
English, he was able to tell me that the
cantilever is an aluminum-magnesium
alloy (A1Mg5), the stylus is "0.6mil and
Cone" (which Iassume means elliptical),
the coil wire is high-purity copper, and
the magnet is samarium cobalt. The
block is tapped and threaded, making the
tricky "nude" installation somewhat easier — but you must use the supplied nonstandard screws.
Wide-Bodied Sound!: Using
the WallyTools AnalogShop box
and avolmieter to set azimuth, I
was amazed to find that the MC6310 had the lowest crosstalk voltage at 1
kHz I've ever measured
on the unmodulated groove, and
by a wide margin. How this is
achieved, Idon't know, but it indicates superb separation and a
resulting w-i-d-c soundstage.
In fact, that CinemaScopic
soundstaging was the first thing I
noticed. If that's what you want,
the Audio Tekne MC-6310 will
deliver it, along with ultra39
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detailed resolution on apar (as I
remember it) with the van den
Hul Colibri, where every ridge of
a scratched gourd becomes a
momentous event and the smallest reverberant cue stands out in
relief. But it will do so only with
an appropriately high-performance phono section with, in
most cases, an equally high-quality step-up transformer. When you
work with such ultra-low-output
devices, RF, grounding, and other
noise become big issues — for the
MC-6310 to give you the goods,
everything has to be ideal. In my
system, while it was slightly elevated in
the mids and highs, it sounded neither
bright nor etched, indicating aslight rise
in wideband response as opposed to
nasty peaks.
When Iran the MC-6310 into Audio
Tekne's MCT-9448 step-up transformer ($5150; other models cost $2575
and $16,095) driving the Manley
Steelhead's moving-magnet (MM) input, the sound smoothed out and became richer, lusher, and even more
expansive, though it never approached
the textural delicacy of the Lyra Titan
through the Steelhead. Still, the Audio
Tekne combo was absolutely hair-raising; when Iplayed Ray Brown's Soular
Energy, the MC-6310 had no trouble
tracking the LP at 1.75gm, which is
midway in its recommended VTF
range of 1.5-2.0gm. Compared to the
Lyra Titan, the MC-6310 reproduced
Brown's string bass with a bit more
string and a bit less body, and Gene
Harris's piano with more of the percussive action of the hammers on the
strings and abit less of the sound board.
This was asonic role reversal: the Titan
became more like the Koetsu Urushi,
the Audio Tekne more like the
Parnassus D.C.t. Like an LP, 'round and
'round we go.
The Audio Tekne MC-6310 was fast,
articulate, detailed, well-controlled in
the bass, surprisingly dynamic given its
low output, and presented an enormously wide and deep soundstage. It
offered less of the violin's delicacy and
textural nuance than did the Lyra Titan,
but delivered more of the "event
drama" of the bow scraping across the
strings. Through my electronics, the
MC-6310 didn't sound nearly as rich or
as delicate as the Titan, but, combined
with the right electronics, the MC-6310
delivered spectacular musical performance and a high level of overall
excitement. How such a long, thick
cantilever manages to trace the grooves
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May 1999; Temper Supreme,
February 2000), but with much
higher
output — at
around
0.6mV via the CBS test record,
rat.
it's up there with the Clearaudio
MCs. Once it was broken in, one
of the first records Ilistened to
was Sundazed's fantastic and
long-overdue vinyl reissue of Van
Dyke Parks' unique Song Cycle
(Warner Bros./Sundazed LP
5140). This album is intricately
arranged, laden with strings and
studio effects, punctuated by percussion, and carefully layered in a
Transfiguration Temper W
wide, deep aural panorama.
When it was over, Iplayed my original gold-label Warner Bros. LP and
The Transfiguration
realized that Sundazed had pretty much
nailed
the reissue: it sounds very close
Temper W demonstrated
to the original. The Temper W offered
amazing transparency and "see into the
outstanding tracking on
event" clarity. At first I'd thought only
Ray Brown's Soutar Energy the reissue offered that, but then I
heard the same thing on the original
at 1.9gm.
pressing —a clarity not born of "etch"
but of background quiet. Perhaps part of
this was due to the Temper W's high
with such aplomb, when everything
output, but after afew nights' listening I
I've learned tells me it should be at a concluded that it was anotable characdisadvantage compared to the tiny canter (or lack thereof) of the cartridge
tilevers of most modern, ultra-highitself. Trotting out the old audio cliché,
performance cartridges, is something I "veils seem to have been lifted," so
can't answer. This intriguing cartridge
transparent and quiet was the picture.
will surely find an audience.
Event detail — snare-drum strokes,
rim shots, bows and fingers contacting
Transfiguration Temper W: $4000
strings — appeared with unforced clariAs with earlier Transfiguration Tempers,
ty where before they'd been not nearly
the W uses ayokeless, double ring-magas clean or dimensional. In some ways,
net design that puts the coils inside the
an attractively murky mystery had been
magnet Like the Lyra Titan though
removed that detracted from the sonic
somewhat different in execution, the
picture. But once rd gotten used to it, I
Temper W has an extremely effective
appreciated the absence of aural cobcoil/magnet coupling, the coil located
webs and the clarity and transparency
optimally within the magnetic field.
that had replaced them. At first I
Improvements in the W include anew
thought the Temper W was missing
"ultra-grade SS" (SS for "super secret")
some of the reverb on the records, but I
mu-metal square core that Immutable
came to find that it was simply clarifyclaims increases sensitivity by 30dB for
ing the mix. When Ilistened to Tony
improved S/N ratio, new coil wire of 7N
Bennett's Live at Carnegie Hall (Columcopper, anew non-temperature-sensitive
bia C2S 823), Ifound the wraparound
damping material, a new boron canmid-hall sound all there, but what was
tilever, and afew other changes. Overall,
coming from the stage had a clarity,
however, the Temper W is more an
focus, and transient naturalness that said
upgrade of the Transfiguration Temper "you are there": it didn't blend in with
Supreme than acompletely new design.
the reverb but separated out, as you'd
That makes sense — the Temper Suexperience it in concert.
preme remains one of the most neutral,
The Transfiguration Temper W demdetailed cartridges I've ever heard. k's still
onstrated outstanding tracking on Ray
my true reference; Ialways use it as a Brown's Soular Energy at 1.9gm, the upper
measure of other cartridges' neutrality.
limit of its recommended range; 1.8gm
The Temper W had the same adsufficed for everything else Ithrew at it.
mirable "house sound" as the Temper
While the W wasn't quite as lush as the
and Temper Supreme, both of which
Lyra Titan or as sharply drawn or as
I've reviewed in Stereophile (Temper,
"widescreen" as the Audio Tekne MCStereophile, June 2003

6310, it once again demonstrated the
Temper line's balance of high-performance attributes, while adding a new
benchmark for phono cartridges in terms
of transparency and "CD-like" (in the
best sense of the term, if there is such a
thing) background silence. Add to that a
host of high-performance strengths you'll
find documented in MN' Temper and
Temper Supreme reviews, and, for $1000
less than the Lyra or the Audio Tekne,
‘•ou can own acartridge that is more than
competitive in most respects (though not
as texturally rich and communicative as
the Titan, or with as big asoundstage as
the MC-6310), and arguably superior in
ternis of see-into-the-soundstage transparency and resolution of event detail.

TRIANGLE
ELECTROACOUSTIOUE

MAGELLAN IS MUSIC
We are not out to impress you
when listening to our flagship
loudspeaker, the Magellan.

Conclusions

The Lyra Titan, Audio Tekne MC6310, and Transfiguration Temper W
are three of the finest cartridges Ihave
ever heard. Are they that much better
than $1000 and $2000 cartridges? In
my experience, yes. Could even more
expensive cartridges be better by asimilar degree? Idon't think so.. but I'm
willing to listen!

Rather, to allow your composers and musicians of choice
to impress you with their
recordings.

Our goal is simple; to use our
In Heavy Rotation
1) Van Dyke Parks, Song Cyde,
Swidazed 180gm LP
2) Ray Brown Trio, Soular Enetgy,
Pure Audiophile 180gm LPs
(2), Groove Note SACD
3) Cannonball Adderley, Somethin'
Else, Classic 200gm Quiex SVPLP (mono or stereo)
4) Pink Floyd, Dark Side of the
Moon, EMI 180gm LP, EMI
multichannel SACD
5) Eleanor
McEvoy,
Yola,
Vivante/Market
Square
180gm LP, SACD
'Thelonious Monk, Brilliant
Corners, Analogue Productions 180gm 45rpm LPs (2)
7) Roy Haynes, Love Letters,
Eighty Eight's 180gm LP,
SACD
8) Charles Lloyd Quartet, LoveIn, 4 Men With Beards
180gm LP
9) The Police, Every Breath You
Take, A&M Chronicles multichannel SACD
10) Kathleen Edwards, Pak Z,oë
CD
Visit www.musicangle.com for full
reviews.
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engineering skills in driver and
crossover design to better convey the emotion and musicianship in any given
recording.

You take it from there.

Visit us at Home Entertainment 2003 in
San Francisco, June 5-8. Rooms 621 Fr 622.

00.-VMAX

SERVICES

Audio Products for the Music and Home Cinema Enthusiast
Tel.: 1-800-771-8279 / (514) 932-7786
Fax: (514) 931-8891

www.vmax-services.com
www.triangle-fr.com
Email: info@vmax-services.com
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Fast Analog Tra nsform (F.A.T.) technology was created to maximize the performance of the new
high resolution audio formats. Our FAT. amps are available in both five and seven channel
versions in power levels ranging from 125 watts to 3oo watts per channel. Listen for yourself
and see what aF.A.T. amp can do for your audio or home theater system.
Remember: Power never becomes obsolete.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A CHANCE TO WIN A FREE
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Listening
Art

I

'11 spare you my thoughts on the
matter — they're guessable anyway
— and simply say that the war with
Iraq has given me and my family the jitters, just as it seems to have done with
millions of other people. But rather
than giving 10 more dollars to Henkel
Consumer Adhesives, my wife and I
have taken adifferent tack: We made
up aRoad Box. A Road Box is acardboard box full of things for us to take
from our home if we have to leave in a
hurry. We keep it near the door that
leads to the garage.
Our Road Box contains bottled water
and certain foodstuffs with very long
shelf lives — canned peaches, canned
tuna, TwinIcies, those sorts of things.
There arc also Band-Aids and Tylenol, a
good portable radio, two flashlights, and
alot of batteries. Those are necessities.
There are also afew things that aren't
necessities, and I'm looking at them now.
There's abook of children's stories my
parents gave me new in 1959. There are
about adozen photos Iwish never to
lose, mostly of my mother and father, my
sister, my wife, and my daughter. And
there are 10 record albums —all on Cl),
actually, if only for the sake of portability
Ispent an entire afternoon choosing
those 10 albums, and Ithought it would
be fun to share them with you — not
because they're tied to this or that
geopolitical event, necessarily, but because the reasons different people might
choose one work of art over another are
the sorts of things Ifind fascinating:
What makes me think this piece of
music is something of lasting value,
while that one isn't? — and so forth.
Also, I
just plain like lists. So then:
1) The Smithsonian Anthology of
American Folk Music, Vols.1-3: Also
known informally as "the Harry Smith
box" after the man who compiled these
tracks in the 1950s from his own 78rpm
records, this collection of pre-war
recordings preserves some of the best
work of American artists both wellknown (the Carter Family, Blind
Lemon Jefferson) and obscure (GB.
Grayson, the wonderful Chubby
Parker). Perhaps most interesting of all,
the Anthology turns out to have been the
single glorious achievement of aman
Stereophile. June 2003

who in fact had set out to do something
else (Smith fancied himself afilmmaker), and as such, it is echt Ametikanisch. In
its original LP release this collection is
also said to have influenced countless
young folksingers, including...
2) Bob Dylan: The Genuine Basement
Tapes, Vols.1-5: You could almost think
of this as The Anthology of American Folk
Music, Vols.4-8, so perfectly does Dylan
capture both the fatalism and the absurd

There are 10 record
albums in our
"Road Box" —all on CD,
actually, if only for the
sake of portability.
humor of what music writer Greil
Marcus calls "the old, weird America."
This five-CD bootleg set, which in fact
inspired an entire book by Marcus
(Invisible Republic, Henry Holt & Co.,
1997), contains afew Dylan originals
and lots of ear-opening covers: Nothing
could prepare you for the way Dylan
transforms Ian and Sylvia's "The French
Girl" into ashambling masterpiece of
love and loss —certainly not the tepid
performance and embarrassingly bad
string arrangement of the original. Also
included are some originals by The
Band, most of whose members appear
on all the songs, and whose organist,
Garth Hudson, recorded all these tracks.
This bootleg is findable although generally rather expensive —but Iwouldn't
be surprised to see alegitimate version
of The Genuine Basement Tapes released
some day.
3) The Beatles: Anthology 1: How can
Ichoose just one Beatles album? And
how will Iever explain to my daughter
how important they were —and how
clever, and original, and how fun? The
Beatles were the great magicians of my
youth, and I'm no longer able to say
whether they're important to me for
that reason or for the sheer indisputable
genius of their work, although Isuspect
the truth is closer to the latter.

Dudley

4) Bill Monroe and his Blue Grass
Boys: The Early Yeats, 1940-1947: Iwanted to bring abluegrass album, for my
own enjoyment and so my daughter
might some day understand the other
direction those early American folk
songs got pulled toward. Iconsidered the
first, eponymous Doc Watson album. I
considered Tony Rice's stripped-down
masterpiece, Church Street Blues. Iconsidered any of anumber of Norman Blake
albums. And Iconsidered my beloved
copy of the instrumental-only album
Appalachian Swing, by the Kentucky
Colonels —all before settling on this
solid collection by the father of bluegrass
himself. Every song on The Early Yeats
crackles with Monroe's complex personality —the good-natured swagger of a
man who knew he was creating something completely new, yet whose insecurities kept his ego more or less at bay.
5) J.S. Bach: Goldberg Variations—A
State of Wonder (Glenn Gould's 1955 and
1981 recordings): John Marks has already written about this album, more
completely than Ihave the room for
and more intelligently than Ihave the
gift for. Suffice to say that when Igot my
reviewer's copy from Sony last year, I
was awestruck by the new presentation
of the 1981 recording in particular, to
the extent that Isat and listened to the
disc three times in arow before Icould
even leave the room.
But A State of Wonder isn't even my
"favorite" Bach: That would be...
6) J.S. Bach: Suites for Solo Cello
(Mstislav Rostropovich): It's hard for me
to imagine a"purer" art than this—the
most simple, direct, and perpetually revealing distillation of human intellect
and emotion into music I've ever heard.
Ibow to the taste of listeners who prefer other performances, suggesting only
that this music truly does belong in
every thinking person's home (or, as the
case may be, cardboard box).
7) Beethoven: Symphony 9 (Wilhelm Furtwângler, Orchestra & Choir
of the 1951 Bayreuth Festival): My preferred recording of one of the 19th century's two greatest symphonic works.
8) Mahler: Symphony 2 (Gilbert
Kaplan, London Symphony Orchestra):
The other one.
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Listening
9) Chopin: Piano Sonata 3, Waltzes
& Mazurkas (Witold Malcuzynski,
piano): Ihave no weighty, meaningful
reason for this recommendation, which
is simply acollection of music Ilike by
my favorite Chopin interpreter.
10) Brahms: Ein deutsches Requiem
(Fritz Lehmann, Berlin Philharmonic):
Iremember listening to this alot in the
days immediately after September 11,
2001. Something tells me I'm not done
with it yet.
If anything, this list is more calculated,
overintellectualized, and just plain serious than it ought to be, given that selecting music is usually avery random thing
for me: There may be some
wisdom in the idea of throw.
Mg the whole thing out and
picking 10 different albums with one hand over
my eyes. Also, jazz Ems
will be horrified to note
the lack of same on this
list — and it's true that,
even though there's some
good jazz in my collection, that's amusic Ihave
yet to connect with in a
big way, although Ikeep
going back and trying, as I
used to have to do with
Mahler. Still, Ifeel compelled to point
out that the near-even split between
classical and nonclassical albums in my
Road Box was happenstance — Ididn't
even notice it until half an hour ago.
And, yes, Isee it now: Beatles. Brahms.
Beethoven. Band. Bach. Bluegrass. Weird.
By the time you read this, the war
may be over and done with, or it may be
showing signs of dragging on forever —
or some possibility in between. Whatever the case and whatever your point
of view, feel free to modify the reason
for having aRoad Box at all — whether
fire, flood, or fear ofJohn Ashcroft.

although Idon't hold to his dictum that
every recording has one loudness setting
and one only at which it may be properly enjoyed: Iagree only in the sense
that the "right" setting will be different
for everyone — which is not how he
means it, I'm sure.)
Now: Tony Rice, the bluegrass guitarist whose work has influenced more
flatpickers than anyone since Clarence
White, is also an audio enthusiast, record
collector, and avid jazz and classical
music fan. Tony's preamplifier of choice
is aMaranta Model 7 he's owned for
years — atubed component noted for its
popularity with purist audiophiles and
those of us who often wish our
expensive stereos had more in
the way of features.
What kinds of features? In arecent conversation with Tony, he
mentioned to me afew
things he thinks every
preamplifier or integrated amplifier needs in
order to give serious
record-lovers a reasonable degree of control
over their listening sesTony Rice's preamplifier of choice: the Marantz Model 7.
sions, and the first things
on his list were tone controls.
Vinyl lovers might ask for switchable
RIAA curves, so our old Columbias,
Forgive me for avoiding
Blue Notes, et al can be played back
with the correct EQ settings —and hats
the question of whether
off to those contemporary phono-preamp makers who actually offer such
the "correct" goal of a
things. Absent such refinements, however, two or three humble tone controls
home audio system is
can go along way toward increasing our
to transport me to
enjoyment of our records through our
expensive, fancy-ass gear.
the concert or the
Ithought about that recently during
one of those rainy-afternoon rambles
concert to me.
through my pop collection while Janet
and Julia were off someplace. Cutting
the upper bass on the second Electric
Beer and Tone Controls
They're completely and utterly differ- Light Orchestra album, or maybe
boosting the treble just alittle bit, might
Beer, often associated with obesity and ent. Vive la whatever.
Here's the real heresy: Sometimes help me cut through the murk. I'd lismeanness, has also been known to enhance some people's enjoyment of live is better than canned, but just as often ten to that first Moby Grape album a
lot more if Icould tame the highs. The
music. That's one of the appeals of lis- it's the other tvay around.
Concertfor Bangla Desh needs some help
Hi-fi is all about listening to music on
tening at home.
Unless it's anightclub or an outdoor my terms. My terms include where I in the highs, too (not to mention a
music festival, beer isn't usually apart am, what I'm wearing, what I'm con- mute switch for the Leon Russell numof the live music experience. But that suming, what or whom I'm looking at, bers, but that's another matter). And so
hasn't stopped me from enjoying beer and whether or not Ichoose to hum, on, through literally thousands of
pieces of lovingly collected and prewhile listening to such varied fare as whistle, or sing along.
My terms also include what Iwant served imperfection.
Elgar's Nursery Suite, the sacred music
The case against tone controls? Apart
of Heinrich Schütz, and the endear- the music to sound like, and that iningly fey Belle & Sebastian: A nice cludes whether Iwant it big or small, from the idea of simply not wanting any
cold brewski goes with all of them. Of dark or bright, soft or loud, and so forth. such thing — and that point of view is,
(Englishman Jimmy Hughes has long of course, as legitimate as any other —
course, so do coffee, tea, those little
goldfish crackers, incense (my fav- been one of my favorite audio writers, there's the loss of transparency, clarity,
Stereophile, June 2003

orites are coconut and African violet),
slouching, looking through photo
albums, leaving the television tuned to
the Weather Channel, and going barefoot. None of those things goes down
well with the ushers at Carnegie, or so
I'm told.
Forgive me for avoiding — forever, I
hope — the question of whether the
"correct" goal of ahome audio system is
to transport me to the concert or the
concert to me. That debate has never
interested me — not just because it's
tedious but because it's irrelevant. I
know that hi-fi and live music don't have
anything to do with one another:
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Listening
Watson, or teetotaler Ralph Stanley has
the same effect on me as mowing the
lawn on ahot afternoon: It makes me
want to crack open anice, cold beer. In
away, Isuppose that's perverse.
Whatever your beverage of choice,
you may find the festival experience
very much to your liking. Most of them
tend to be multi-stage affairs, so if you
get tired of sitting still and listening to
the headliners perform through the
sound system, you can go for awalk and
take in one of the smaller acts —often
performing impromptu sets wherever
the mood strikes them — from just a
few feet away. If you love acoustic
stringed instruments the way Ido, a
Bluegrass music may
good bluegrass festival can be no less
not be for everyone,
than asonic orgy.
Feel like giving it atry this year? To
but Isure like it.
find out what festivals arc nearest to you
or your vacation destination, the International Bluegrass Music Association, or
IBMA, can help. Call them at (888)
voice came forward a little and the
bass got tighter. The notes played by
438-4262, or visit www.ibma.org,
where you can also buy a"Bluegrass:
the pedal steel guitar on "So Many
Songs" were now more important
Pick It Up!" folding chair for just $35.
than the place it was playing them
Finally, whether or not you get to see
from. That recording, for whatever
them live, let me recommend abrandThe Mono Switch
new album by the Gibson Brothers, a
reason, just worked better in mono,
As in, You need one.
group that IBMA voted as 1998's
sonically, musically, and emotionally.
If you're avinyl enthusiast, you may
"Emerging Artists of the Year" Their
And if some stereo recordings sound
even need amono phono cartridge. But
latest is called Bona Fide (Sugar Hill
if you're amusic enthusiast, you certainly better played back in mono, all mono
recordings certainly sound best that way,
SUG-CD 3965), a collection of 13
need amono switch. I'm not just saying
freed from whatever electronic indignimostly original songs that is easily their
that to be cool or to go against the grain:
best, and the one new bluegrass album
ties your stereo system would impose
Ilike stereo. A lot of stereo recordings
that has spent the most time in my CD
sound wonderful, and the spatial artion them.
I'll return to this subject briefly next player lately.
facts of stereo recording technology can
Of the four core members of the
enhance the listening experience. (See
month, after I've had achance to listen
paragraph 25, above, the essence of to abrand-new mono reissue of one of group, two —Eric and Leigh Gibson —
really are brothers, and you can tell from
which is: If something makes music
the rock era's last great mono recordtheir tidy two-part harmonies that
sound better to you, it is better.) But I ings —an album that, until recently,
often find that stereo effects make
suffered the greatest indignity of all:
singing together is something they've
simulated stereo. But let's have one more
done all their lives. The picking is fine,
things sound wispy, fussy, and washedout, and they can otherwise distract me
beer before Igo...
too, especially Leigh's understated guitar work and mandolinist Marc Macfrom the music.
Glashan's more angular, adventurous
How often? Thanks to my review
0, Brothers
By the time you read this, the bluegrass
solos, which call to mind ayoung Frank
sample of the Linn Klimax Kontrol preamp with its remote-controlled mono
festival season will be in full swing Wakefield. But the real attraction is the
(notwithstanding paragraphs 1-4). I songwriting — something most conswitch (see p.75), Imade arecent inforplan to take in at least two this year:
temporary bluegrass albums aren't
mal effort to answer that question. I'd
Grey Fox (in Ancramdale, New York, in
known for. "The Open Road," the
say that, on average, one out of every
countrified opener and first single, is
five or six stereo classical recordings
the beautiful Hudson River valley) and
catchy as heck (I happened to talk to
sounds better to me in mono —as does
Gettysburg. Bluegrass music may not be
one out of every three nonclassical
for everyone, but Isure like it —besides
Leigh the day he wrote it, and he
stereo recordings. A lot better.
which, Ilike being outdoors, Ilike most described it as one of those bits of inspiFor example, the well-known tradiof the people Imeet at the festivals, I ration that just comes in aflash), and
tional country collection Will the Circle like jamming in the parking lot with my "Railroad Line" and "Don't Forget the
Be Unbroken is indeed stereo pop at its
fellow amateur pickers, and Ilike kickCoffee, Billy Joe" reach heights that one
best. It's asimple, intimate recording to
ing back and watching the assembled
seldom finds in this genre, love it
mash of humanity, especially the young
though Ido.
begin with, having been taped live to
hippie chicks who dance in front of the
As the great Tom T Hall says in the
two-track through anice old tubed mixliner notes, "My, but don't we love to hear
stage in their filmy skirts.
ing board (remarkably, at least half the
brothers singing together!" When the
performances were first takes!). ReBut for whatever reason, listening to
results are this good, absolutely: Yes.
gardless of whether they're realistic or
teetotaler Ricky Skaggs, teetotaler Doc

and presence that results when you have
something in the signal path that you
don't "need," especially when that
something is apotentiometer, primitive
examples of which arc, in essence, junky
resistors. Then again, newer pots are
better than that, and even so, they can
always be switched out, with aswitch
that goes "harmlessly" to ground...
The objection cited more often than
that is the fact that, once activated,
tone-control filters introduce significant amounts of frequency-dependent
phase shift. You can see it on a'scope,
where the complex waveform will no
longer resemble its old self. More
important (to some people), you can
hear it in your audio system's spatial
performance: The stereo imaging goes
all to heck.
That don't bother me none, as Lynyrd
Skynyrd used to sing, because right now
Ihave something in my hi-fi that dispenses with all my imaging woes with a
single touch. That something, which
also happens to be the No2 oughta-have
feature on Tony Rice's list, is...

Stereophile, June 2003

not — we all know that microphones
don't hear the way people do — the
imaging effects on the record arc convincing. It's easy to hear this album and
imagine you're listening in on atight
circle of pickers and singers.
On the other hand, Iwas recently
listening to Loudon Wainwright III's
History album — one of his best, I
think — and for whatever reason, I
just wasn't getting it the way Iusually
do. So Ipopped the mono switch and,
bang, there it was: a solid chunk of
music at one end of my room. The
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ultichannel music is the
future. The two-channel reproduction that we have
enjoyed for the past four decades is but
the first step from monophonic (singlesource) sound to true stereophonic
reproduction. Iintend to preach that to
Stereophik readers who believe it and to
convert the obstinate objectors.
Stereo—from the Greek word stereos
(solid) — implies three dimensions, not
two channels, and applies equally well
to multichannel sound. But stereo has
long been encumbered with the common meaning of "two-channel sound."
In this column, Iwill accept that definition of stereo, and will use MCH for
"multichannel" stereo.
Irecall vividly my discovery of plain
old two-channel stereo (POTS?) back
in the 1950s —in an upstairs demo
room on Radio Row, later the site of the
World Trade Center, in downtown
Manhattan. A pair of monster Bozak
speakers, driven by McIntosh amps and
aReVox tape deck with staggered playback heads, reproduced Beethoven's
Symphony 7as Ihad never expected to
hear it outside aconcert hall. Width and
depth were no longer the products of
loudness, but were actual dimensions
that contained musical information.
Nor did the weight of the ensemble
obscure the voices of individual instruments. And yet, as impressive as that
experience was, something was missing.
The performers spread across the proscenium were vivid and solid, but Iwas
not included in that space. The performers were in one acoustic environment, Iwas in another. It was as if the
listening room had grown alarge, almost completely transparent window
onto the performance space.
Taking the next step — through that
window — has not been simple. It has
required the development of technology to deliver much more information
without sacrificing the superb resolution we've come to expect from stereo,
and to accurately convey the sound of a
live performance event. Quadraphony,
the abortive multichannel splash of the
late 1970s, failed as aserious medium on
both counts. The signal quality of the
additional channels on SQ and CD-4
Stereophile, June 2003
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improved resolution with DD and DTS
media. Most significant, we have DVDAudio and SACD, media that offer both
two-channel and multichannel signals
of truly wide range and high resolution.
We are enjoying the best stereo sound
ever from new high-resolution recordings and hi-rez remasterings of the great
performances of the past. Moreover, all
the technical advances in two-channel
reproduction apply equally to multichannel sound, so any argument about
relative signal quality is moot.
Multichannel reproduction, howQuadraphony, the abortive ever, is still problematic and controversial for many audiophiles. Some are put
multichannel splash
off by the cost of several more channels
of the same high quality as their present
of the late 1970s, failed
stereo reproduction. (The state of the
economy and of your checkbook are
as aserious medium.
outside my mission.) Some are deterred
by the proliferation of formats with different numbers of channels (4.0, 5.0,
customer knows it's surmund." Quadra- 5.1, 6.0, 7.1...), the complexity of setting
phony failed because most musical up lots more equipment, and the issues
purists found it offensive, and most of bass management and low-freqcasual listeners didn't care enough about uency effects (LFE) channels. Some are
haunted by the ghosts of Quadraphony
it to bother.
In late 1999, the arrival of afull five- and crude demos based on movie
channel Meridian system gave me the soundtracks. Some simply deny the
chance to sample MCH again, and I potential improvement of MCH over
scrounged for every MCH disc Icould stereo. Ihope to address all of these
find. But the sound tantalized without concerns. Let's examine the last first.
consistently satisfying. To begin with,
It takes two+ to tango
there were few music discs to choose
from, and even fewer were of main- The best argument for multichannel
stream music by mainstream artists. sound is that it takes more than two
Moreover, the mixing and balancing on channels to realistically re-create the exmost were as disappointingly perverse perience of listening at a live music
as they'd been on quadraphonic LPs. event. The sounds of the event come at
The worst offenders were the initial alistener from all directions; each sound
stream of nearly unlistenable DTS rock is transformed by the head and ears
and pop reissues, which had arbitrary according to the angle from which it
and inconsistent instrument placements comes,' then transduced by the inner
ears (cochleas) into neural impulses. The
in the rear channels that recalled the
"Let's do this because we can" philoso- brain then tries to decipher the myriad
phy. But afew exceptions —DTS discs neural impulses by combining auditory,
from Telarc and Dolby Digital discs visual, and other information, all of
from Delos —finally gave me aglimpse which contribute to how we perceive
of what multichannel might sound like what the space is, where we are, and
when done right: the true realization of where the musicians are.
stereo. All it had taken was 40 years and
$75,000 worth of equipment.

LPs was compromised. Worse than that,
most quadraphonic recordings were engineered as if to take the term "surround sound" literally—they placed the
listener not in the studio, concert hall,
or at ajazz club's front table, but smackdab in the middle of the ensemble itself.
This had to be something other than an
aesthetic decision; it was probably
something like, "Let's do this because
we can," or "Let's make sure that the

Where are we now?
Less than five years later, we now have

1This acoustic transformation is sometimes referred to
as the Head Related Transfer Function, or HRTF. See
http://interface.cipic.ucdavis£du/C1L_tutoria1/31)_H
RTF/3D_HRTF.htm.
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All of this can be folded down into
two channels to give you adamn good
idea of the musicians in front of you and
some inkling of the nature of the recording venue, but the latter is based on
inference —all of the meaningful information is coming from the front. In conventional stereo reproduction, the
signals that reach your ears from the
sides and rear arc as much about your listening room as they are about the original performance space. The signals that
should be coming from other angles arc
not treated appropriately by the HRTF;
what we interpret about the other recorded dimensions is conjecture.
Recordist Gene Pope convincingly
demonstrated this at aStereophile show
some years ago. He had recorded, in
four discrete channels, aperformance of
voice and pipe organ in areverberant
church. Playback began with all four
channels and speakers up front in avery
large demo room. The sound was clear
and spacious, leaving little doubt about
the performers but only suggesting the
performance space. Then, in midstream,
he switched to two channels up front
and two in the rear, the speaker positions approximating his original microphone placements. Wow! Now one
could hear that the venue was astone
cathedral much longer than wide, and
with resonant spaces in the rear. More
significant, the performers sounded
more coherent and more present. The
difference was hair-raising.
But if the same sounds arc all still
there and all that's changed is their
direction, why should this effect have
been so profound? One reason, stated
above, is that our brains work to translate the recorded reverberation and
decay into apercept of areal space. If,
in stereo, all sound comes from the
front and only spurious listening-room
sound comes from the sides and rear,
the brain is given the difficult task of
relating this information to remembered (or imagined) live events at
which we experienced similar signals coining from all around us.
Eliminate the hard work of synthesizing these experiences and the
perceived relief makes the spuriousness and disadvantages of the twochannel experience apparent.
Idemonstrated this to myself by
accident. There's little difference in
the basic sound of Peter Wispelwey's
solo cello between the two-channel
and MCH tracks on his recording of
Britten's Three Suites for Solo Cello
(Channel Classics CCS SA 17102).
Listening to this disc in MCH, howStereophiie, June 2003

ever, Iwas much more relaxed and involved in the music. At one point,
Wispelwey was ending anote just as I
switched from MCH to two-channel,
and Iexperienced aconfusing phenomenon: the decaying note and its reverberation retreated from my room to the
other side of the front speakers, behind
the instrument! Even though my brain
adapted in seconds to again accept the
two-channel illusion, the sound of that
echo was patently phony in stereo.
Switching from stereo to MCH never
demanded any such adaptation.

Ask any retailer,
whether high-end or
big-box, and he'll tell you
that, along with plasma
TVs, home theater is
what's moving.
If you want to hear other examples of
this, get acopy of producer-engineer
Tom Jung's recording of Sacred Feast, by
Gaudeamus, directed by Paul Halley, on
DMP SACD (SACD-09) or DTS CD
(MAS CD-805); or Bucky Pizzarelli
and Friends' Swing Live, on Chesky
SACD (SACD223) or DVD-Audio
(CHDVD222). Listen in two-channel
for afew tracks, so you can appreciate
just how good the sound is. Then, in the
middle of any track, switch to multichannel. Irest my case.
Music requires MCH
Many of you, including the esteemed
editor of Stereophile, have complained
about recordings that place the listener
in the midst of the performers: Listeners

in
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Round

are supposed to sit in the audience, and
musicians are supposed to stay "out
there" on the stage. Generally, Iagree.
Most formal Western music was created with this separation of perfonner and
listener, but there are many exceptions.
Berlioz's Requiem and Boito's Mephistopheles actually specify asurround
presentation (and boy, do Iwant modern MCH recordings of these).
Traditional informal music, such as folksongs, made no distinction between
performer and audience, while traditional religious services often presume
that the congregation will participate in
the musical responses.
MCH lets you experience that thrill
of participation, of having the other
voices radiate from close to your sides
and project out into real acoustic space.
Playing the opening of Bach's Motets
(DVD-Audio, TaceT DVD 108), Iwas
startled and thrilled by the illusion that I
was in the choir, and felt encouraged to
join in. You can't get that from stereo.
Today, no serious record producer can
ignore MCH. While rock and pop is a
jungle with profligate use of the rear
channels on most reissues, the spectacular SACD reissue of Pink Floyd's Dark
Side of the Moon (Capitol CDP 7243 5
82136 2-US) is an occasion for rejoicing
and the hope for more music invented
specifically for MCH. The advance scout
is a fascinating DVD-Audio disc, ht11110:4011(Starldand S-2010). The adventurous Starldand label commissioned 13
composers to create new music with the
specific understanding that it would be
delivered in 5.1 channels. Some pieces
transport the listener to strange places
both natural and unnatural, some superimpose experiences that could not otherwise be combined and others expose us
to instruments whose spatial properties
would be crushed if presented in only
two channels. All the music is fascinating
in MCH. In two channels, it doesn't
make nearly as much sense.
Give the people what they want
Forget us audiophiles — we're too
few for commercial consideration by
the major record labels. And forget
those who are happy with bandwidth-limited MP3 files streamed
from the computer into their implanted earphones. I'm speaking of
the many middlers who buy multichannel home-theater systems for
watching movies. Ask any retailer,
whether high-end or big-box, and
he'll tell you that, along with plasma
TVs, home theater is what's moving.
These buyers paid for their rear
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Atechnological-tourefece. Hear it now!

keieg.74
For nearest dealer contact:
DALI LOUDSPEAKERS
2419 East Camino Way
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
Telephone 801 -733 -6373
Telefax 801 -733 -6374
beg@dali.dk
See and hear the DALI Loudspeaker line at the

me Entertainment 2003 Show,

in AudioVision SF suite #618, Westin St. Francis Hot

San Francisco, June 5-8.

MALI.
Denmark

wvvvv.dali.dk
Dale) Euphonia series
New Dali0 ,idipole planar and soft dome w ide disp 'soon tweeter module •Low Loss woofer and midrange t chnology -Wood and paper fibre
composite (Ones. Real wood composite laminate technolo gy ca binets -Reso ance dispersing cabinets walls •Gold plated multi functio vice grip terminals -Absolute Fero
mechanical grounded polymer granite base with integrated adjustable spik

s •Linear directivity driver and crossover

technology -Detachable low resonance metal and

polymer laminated grille •Low resonance all-metal bass reflex tubes -True H rd Wired crossover with mechanically secured high-grade SUdia components

Music
channels and subwoofers with
valuable dollars and whispered
concessions to spouses in order to
hear the surround effects encoded on DVD movies. When these
folks buy a"record," they expect
to hear something out of every
channel or know the reason why.
Almost daily, MCH newbies
on the Internet wonder why
stereo CDs won't use all their
speakers unless they invoke DPL
or other processing. "It should be
automatic!" How can the record
companies ignore their demands? Multichannel on SACD,
DVD-Audio, or lossy encrypted
hockey puck will become the linera franca of the music industry,
with stereo tracks for backward
compatibility. Quickly, stereoonly releases will be as irrelevant
as cassettes, as tangential as vinyl.

in

the

Round

The SACD reissue is more
conventional with all the action
up front and only the ambience in
the rears, richly supporting the
sounds of the lower-frequency
instruments. The fly in the ointment is that, in synthesizing a
center channel from the fourchannel original, the producers
have given us more center-fill and
highlighting than needed. One
could argue, as have David
Chesky and others, that no center
channel is needed for music —a
good stereo setup will create sufficient and natural center-fill.
With this disc, however, the only
Kal's MultIchannel Speaker Layour
way to achieve
decent instrumental
2,4/0 018C
balance is to turn
Fig.1 Kal Rubinson's preferred speaker
the center channel
set-up for MCH music listening.
MATE
down by about 6dB.
fairly full-range monoExample 2: Impolar radiators, each
pressed as Iwas at
Getting beyond stereo
110° from the center
Home EntertainIwish Icould say that acarefully set-up
position. The
subment 2002 in New
woofer is adjusted for
York with samplings
multichannel system will guarantee
0U
great sound every time you pop in a amplitude and phase to
from the recent
disc, but if you've invested endless time
integrate with the main
DVD-Audio disc of
and much sweat in the proper setup of L/R speakers at the
Stravinsky's Firebird
Suite, with Cristian
your stereo system, you know that crossover frequency. All
5.1 SETUP DISC
MCH must be even more demanding.
of this should suffice,
Mandcal conductMy MCH system isn't perfect, but, with
but those pesky balancing the Bucharest
the aid of agood setup disc, such as
ing and mastering guys
George
Enescu
Chesky's Ultimate DVD Surround Sampler continue to confound:
Philharmonic Orchestra (ADC 81003),
Example 1: Sony's remastering of and considering how effective AIX's
& 5.1 Set-Up Disc (CHDVD221), a
RadioShack sound-level meter, and alitPierre Boulez's groundbreaking New
small-ensemble recordings are, this
York Philharmonic recording of release was adisappointment. The sound
tle help from my friend ETF (sec my
of the strings was quite nice, but the
review in July 1998), it sounds well-bal- Bartók's Concerto for Orchestra (Sony
SAM87710) was the first classical
winds and brass seemed overbalanced
anced in stereo and other formats.
and highlighted, giving the impression of
My rig is a5.1-channel system set up
quadraphonic LP. At that time (the early
1970s), it was aguilty pleasure for many
greater and excessive dynamics when
to proper ITU standards, with the left
they interjected. Since the stereo 24and right full-range front speakers definof us, combining afascinating perforing a60° angle, each 30° from the cenmance and great instrumental clarity
bit/96kHz track and the DTS "stage"
with atruly unrealistic presentation in
ter-channel speaker (fig.1). The left and
mix included on the disc were not so
right surround speakers are
which the listener was surrounded
plagued, it had to be something in the
by the orchestra.
creation of the "audience" mix from the
multiplicity of stereo pairs used
by producer Mark Waldrep.
The solution here was to turn
up the rear channels by 3-4c113
to create amore satisfying balance between the orchestral
choirs. This retained the superb
dynamic range, which seemed
more limited by timidity in the
playing than by shortcomings
in the recording.
Example 3: Excessive rearchannel level, that old bugaboo, can also plague the most
reliable practitioners. Telarc
has been among the most conLEON BOTSTEIN
sistent and prolific of multiLONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
channel labels. Ifound Leon
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Compass X series
11a:1dt:ran solid sood side panels

Form Follows Function

Solid aluminum phase correct cone

.
1lute

The loss est distortion drivers as ailable today
Designed and tested by Dr. Joseph D'Appolito

driserS on the same plane for torrent time/phase alignmen

Form Follows Form
Solid ii iii constructio and exclushe hand-rubbed finish.

CLASSA
•Super cascade design structure
•Super low odd hamonic distortion
•Precise instrument grade component
•High-power transistors output stage
•Gold-plated large speaker connectors
•Bridge mono output function

The Fi1 gship
R-1.5

Dancer Series

150W x2/8°tun

R-6

125Wx 6/8Ohm

,
441138

Behind the Scene
Dr. Joseph D'Appolito aworld renown authority in audio and acoustics.
Designs the crossover and performs prototype testing final fine tuning for
Usher Audio. Consulting to acouple of famous audio companies. Joe
always finds the tremendous value Usher Audio products represent a
delightful surprise in today's high end audio world.

USHER AUDIO
ffj

fllt tli

.." 67 Kai-Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan
Tel: 886-2-23816299 Fax: 886-2-23711053
TECHNOLOGY Web site: www.usheraudio.com
— Ï167M E-mail: usher@ms I
I.hinet.net
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Botstein and the London Philharmonic's
complete recording of Glière's Symphony 3(Telarc SACD-60609), with its
somewhat overindulged sonority, the
perfect companion to a cigar, cognac,
and aromantic novel. But, despite my
relaxed awareness, there was adistracting smear of instruments along the sides
of the room. Iattenuated the rear channels by 3dB and was immersed in this
recording and performance, which are at
once lithe and stupendous.

Transform an ordinary armchair

Isn't there an implicit
promise that, if we play
by the rules, the recording
industry will provide
records that require
no tweaking?
But none of this should be. Isn't there
an implicit promise that, if we play by
the rules, the recording industry will
provide records that require no tweaking? Hey, how many stereo releases are
that good? Idon't mean to discourage
you with these examples from some of
the foremost proponents of MCH, but
offer them as acaution that you not dismiss MCH based on afew unsatisfying
demos. When MCH works, it transcends stereo in every way.
Where are we going?
Ihe next installment of this column
will begin by plotting the path from a
stereo system to an MCH system. I'll
assume that you have a satisfactory
stereo system in place and that you
won't want to compromise the performance of that system, or accept less
from MCH. The focus will be on the
multichannel preamplifier. (The Sony
TA-P9000ES SACD/5.1 Bypass Adapter, which Larry Greenhill and Ifind so
useful as amultichannel controller, has
recently been discontinued. It's time to
look for alternatives.)
The preamplifier is the component
that defines how you interface with
your system and what setup and component options you have. Do you
replace your stereo preamp, or will the
two work together? Do you have more
than one MCH source? Do you need to
bother with DD and DTS? The choice
of MCH preamp hinges on the answers
to these and other questions.
CI
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into the best seat in the house.
Introducing the Premier 140 %a:mint-tube potter amplifier.
.\ 140 watt; channel stereo amplifier that represents .1
significant advance in Conradlohnson's pursuit of lelik e
reproduction of recorded music. The Premier 140 has the
abilin to bring home the thrill of live musical performances.
transforming our favorite chair into the best seat in the
house. If %ou are looking for an amplifier that can bring von
closer to your fa% onte music, then you ou eit to ourself' Lui
audition the Premier 140 at vour nearest Conrad-lohnson
dealer. Your concert-seat is %% airing.
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It Just sounds right.
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AERIAL

RIBBON

1V,IEETER

GH GLOSS BLACK FINISH

CARBON PULP MIDRANGE

ROSEWOOD FINISH

TWO 9" HIGH POW

EPENDENT CABINETS

MULTI-LAYER CONSTRUCTION

GOLD PLATED CONNECTS

IKES AND PROTECTORS

Model 20T

Exceptional Performance
Incredible transparency, top-to-bottom coherence, detail, imaging, speed, and dynamics at all levels.
28Hz-30kHz ±2dB. 89 dB Sensitivity. Continuous grain-matched, mirror imaged pairs. 230 Lbs. each.
46 H x12.5 W x22 D. Black Ash, Cherry, Rosewood, Gloss Black, Gloss Silver, and other premium
finishes. Includes stands, spikes, floor protectors and casters. Available now at authorized Aerial Dealers.
Acoustics

P.O.Box 81248 Wellesley Hills MA 02481 USA Tel/Fax 781-235-7715

www.aerialacoustics.

AFTER DYLAN,
EMMYLOU HARRIS,
AND U2,
PRODUCER
DANIEL LANOIS
FINALLY FOUND

A

TIME TO MAKE
HIS RECORD.

by
Daniel Durchholz

sDaniel Lanois was finalizing the
tracks, sequencing, and title of his
new album, he got aphone call
from his friend and confidante,
Bono, who was listening to some rough versions of the
disc in Dublin and had some definite ideas about how
Lanois should present himself
"What are you callin' the record?" Bono asked.
"I'm thinking of calling it Steel," Lanois told him.
"That's avery bad idea. Call the record Shine. What is
the picture [on the cover]?"
"I just have one picture. Ies anighttime shot. rm being
lit by the headlamp of my motorcycle."
Stereophile, June 2003

"Perfect," Bono enthused. "Comin' outta darkness."
Clearly, Lanois' Irish friend missed his calling as amarketing director. Shine did indeed become the album's title, and if
Lanois is not exactly coming out of darkness, he is emerging
from aself-imposed, decade-long silence as asolo artist. His
previous effort, For the Beauty of Wynona, came out in 1993
and was itself arather leisurely follow-up to his 1989 solo
debut, Aradie.
Is it possible that Lanois, one of the world's top record producers, simply got so engrossed in other people's projects that
he didn't have time to work on his own material?
"That's the excuse I'm using, anyway," he says with a
laugh. "I don't know if it's apersonality problem, but when
57
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I'm involved in something, Idedicate myself to it
good to just dig your heels in and tell somebody you
100%. I'm not really very good at mixing up my thing
love them. Also, Ithought, of all the love songs that
with other people's things: So two years on aU2
have been written, Idon't think there's been one called
record means two years on aU2 record."
`I Love You'!"
Another mitigating circumstance was Lanois' shiftAnother intriguing sound that turned into someing his base of operations from New Orleans, where
' thing much more is the ancient-sounding guitar lick
he had lived and worked for adecade, to Los Angeles,
; that opens Shine's third track, "As Tears Roll By."
where he now maintains astudio and business office,
"That's aloop from an old Charlie
"SO AS A
and Mexico, which he now calls home. The reason for
Patton record," Lanois says. "I had prehis change of venue was the sort of musical wanderCANADIAN KID—
pared abunch of these loops for Bob
lust that has long dictated the path of Lanois' career.
Dylan's Time Out ofMind [which Lanois
WE DON'T HAVE
The first stop this time was Mexico.
produced in 1997], and we used three of
MUCH STRUCTURE
"I thought that my New Orleans chapter was pretthem on Bob's record — although the
ty much over," he says. "I made some nice records
ones on Bob's record are not the direct
IN MUSIC. WE
there and picked up alot of musical education. But
ones from Patton. They were sampled.
HAVE LOTS OF
you know what it's like — when something's done, it's
Myself and Tony Mangurian, afriend of
better to just move on."
mine [who plays drums on the album],
OTHER THINGS:
As for Mexico, Lanois says, "I just had afeeling
we overdubbed on them, then got rid of
A HIGH REGARD
about it. I've always been interested in traditional
the samples, and then resampled ourFOR LYRICS—
music, and Ithink some of the best bass lines that we
selves. We used alot of old records as a
know come from the South. Certainly many of them
stepping stone to finding agroove that
A GREAT
from New Orleans —jazz, soul, funk, even some of
would be appropriate for Bob Dylan's
OBSERVATIONAL
the contemporary rap has come out of New Orleans.
record. So there was awhole mess of
It's just areally great, significant place if you're interthese Inever used with Bob, and IalWORLD PERSPECested in the structure of music. So as aCanadian kid —
ways liked this one. So Ithought, 'I'll see
TIVE. BUT IN
we don't have much of that up there. We have lots of
if Ican turn it into asong.' "
REGARDS TO THE
other things: ahigh regard for lyrics — it's agreat
Sampling is not something that
observational world perspective. But in regards to the
Lanois has done often in his career.
BEAT, THE BASS
beat, the bass lines, the groove, the sexuality in music,
"This was kind of the first time," he adLINES, THE
Ilike it down South."
mits. "I've always embraced technoloLanois' Mexican odyssey began in asmall village
gy, but managed to hide it in the end, in
GROOVE, THE
outside Oaxaca, in southern Mexico. "It's like time
the finished work. Maybe this is the
SEXUALITY IN
stood still. It's avery spiritual place," he says. "I just
most visible one I've done."
MUSIC, ILKE IT
liked the fact that these folks were fantastically isolatOther parts of Shine were recorded
ed and in away deprived of everything, but they also
in Canada and in Dublin, where Lanois
DOWN SOUTH:'
had everything. Ihave aline in
duetted with Bono on "Falling at Your
one of my songs ["San Juan"],
Feet." Initially, the pair co-wrote the
tune and debuted it on the Million
'where nobody has and everybody gives.' It was areference
Dollar Hotel soundtrack. The version on
to that culture. They just operShine was mostly rerecorded because
ate under a different set of
Lanois wanted afresh take on it for his
ethics. I'm sure, if given the
own album. "[Bono] is very proud of
opportunity, they would like
that lyric, and he's happy we're giving
to embrace lots of acquisition
the song another life," he says.
and modern ways, but they
Perhaps Lanois' most significant
were certainly very advanced
touchstone for the recording of Shine —
on aspiritual level. Ireally dug
and the reason he wanted to call it
it there."
Steel —was his return to the first inThe rest of Lanois' Mexican
strument he learned while growing up
in Canada: the steel guitar.
sojourn was completed in the
"Actually, it was just an acoustic guitar
resort town and artist colony
with avery high action," he laughs. "But
of Todos Santos, not far from
it's what the school taught They taught
the southern tip of Baja Calisteel guitar and accordion."
fornia. He trucked in an 18When he was ateenager, he was
wheeler full of recording
equipment and laid down "mountains of material," most of
finally able to buy apedal steel — the same one that he uses
today. "It's just afantastic instrument. I've been able to find
which isn't included on Shinn But Lanois' method of working
often involves simply getting some interesting sounds on tape
my own voice with it. It's my reminder of my first love and
what Ireally dug about music to begin with. That's how it all
and not worrying about where they might wind up until later.
"I Love You," Shine's opening track, offers aprime example
begins. We might be making records or be involved in the
of that. "It was never really asong to begin with," he says. "It
industry in some other way, but in fact, the reason we all
started to do this is because we were just fascinated with
was just asonic experiment. I'm always making those in my
making sounds. So it's just my reminder of my early love. I
laboratory. It has amystical, sort of bell-ringing Mexican feelgravitate back to it, and anytime Ifeel abit lost, I
just get to
ing to it, and it evolved into this song that's more like aprayer.
Ithought, with so much going on in the world right now, it's
my instrument and Iremember who Iam."

1
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VECTOR TONEARM:
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A small percentage of solid
state amplifiers may oscillate when
used with GOERTZ cables. The rare problem is
caused by their distortion eliminating extreme low
inductance, and it is easily solved by means of apair of
RC links (also called Zobel circuits). From November
2002, upon request RC links will become an integral
part of MI2 and M13 cables.
With this development we believe to have done away
with last excuse for not buying the incredibly smooth
sounding, GOERTZ cables. Try them, and return them
within 30 days if not fully satisfied, -but we are sure
you'll love and cherish them forever.
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915 Pembroke St., Bridgeport, CT 06608
•800-836-5920 •203-335-6805 •Fax 203-384-81iii
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Visit us at www.alphacore.com
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The evocative, emotional tones Lanois is able to
coax out of the steel guitar stand out most on such
Shine tracks as "Transmitter" and «E Leaves L.A." Of
1," he says, "The steel guitar is avery isolated sound.
On that cut, Ipretty much captured the feeling of a
moment of solitude; of, Iwould say, not loneliness
particularly, but aloneness. We all need to face that at
some point. We came into this world as an individual,
and that's the way we're gonna leave. There's something kind of spiritual and singular about that."
For his part, Lanois came into the world on
September 19, 1951, in Hull, Quebec. Both of his
French-Canadian parents were interested in music —
his mother sang and his father played the fiddle. They
separated in 1963 and Lanois moved with his mother
to Hamilton, Ontario. His first musical memories, he
says, are of early rock'n'roll and R&B.
"As atiny kid, Iwould listen to some of these sort
of dancehall hits of the '50s, like Paul Anka," he says,
suddenly bursting into song with Anka's "Diana":
You're so young and I'm so old
This my darling, I've been told
You and Iwill be asfree
As the birds up in the tree
Please, stay with me
Diana
"Then there were things like Santo and Johnny,
'Sleepwalk' — do you know that one?" He imitates the
song's dreamy, swooping guitar line. "They were, like,
late-'50s hits, and then Igot really into the Surfaris and
the Beach Boys. When Iwas a
teenager, Hamilton was atouring stop for a lot of the
American soul bands. So we
would get Sam & Dave coming
through, James Cotton, Wilson
Pickett, and then Toronto was a
stop for alot of the blues acts —
Howlin' Wolf. And then there
was the psychedelic era, and
that pretty much took up my
world for afew years."
Lanois played in various
garage bands in Hamilton, but
took it to the next level when he
got ajob in atouring show band.
"It was a revue," he said.
"There would be, like, afemale
impersonator, asinger, acomic, a
stripper. We were playing hotels
and lumber camps —pretty
rough stuff. Idon't know [if] any
of those other folks that were in
the band are still doing anything
[related to music] today."
Lanois saved his money from the show band and, with his
brother Bob, built arecording studio in his mother's basement. The studio was something exotic for the area, he says.
They couldn't buy recording equipment in any of the local
music stores, so he got good at twiddling the various knobs,
and soon artists were dropping in to make demos —including
ayoung Buffalo singer named Rick James. Lanois also played
on, engineered, and mixed several albums by Raffi, the
Canadian children's performer. Thanks to his having hooked
up with alocal gospel association, Lanois' studio became one
Stereophile, June 2003

of the standard stops on various American gospel
groups' Canadian tours, affording him the experience
of recording, he says, "hundreds of gospel records."
The sonic experimentation for which Lanois
would become known began in the mid-to-late
1970s, when he began manipulating sounds and challenging conventional methods of making records. For
example, he would introduce a
"THAT WAS THE
sound into arecording — something
initially meant to be abackground
GREATEST LESSON
noise or aminor ornament — then
FOR ME—FIND A
bring it way up in the mix and make
it the loudest thing. Brian Eno, himTHING THAT YOU
self asonic experimenter of the first
LOVE AND GO
order, heard Lanois' work and came
AFTER IT. FROM
to work with him on tracks that
would become Eno's On Land
THAT POINT ON,
(1982). Lanois received aco-producIDECIDED I
er credit on that album, but he
learned something that proved
WOULD NEVER
much more valuable over the years.
DO ANYTHING I
"In the early days, Iwas very imDIDN'T WANT TO
pressed with Brian's dedication to
projects," he says. "To me, they were
DO AGAIN. AND
very obscure projects. I thought,
THAT WAS PROBA`Geez, this is gonna be like aprocessed-piano record or something —
BLY THE MOST
it's never gonna get heard.' But he
IMPORTANT TWIST
didn't care. He just wanted to make it
IN MY CAREER'
because he loved it. And that was
probably the greatest lesson for me —
find athing that you love and go after
it. From that point on, Idecided I
would never do anything Ididn't
want to do again. And that was probably the most important twist in my
career, that philosophical decision."
Eno asked Lanois to come to
Dublin with him to co-produce U2's
The Uqomettable Fire, and that album's
moody atmospherics came to define,
but by no means restrict, Lanois'
future work. At about that time, Peter
Gabriel heard Lanois' work on Harold
Budd's The Pearl and asked him to
come to England and work with him,
first on the Birdy soundtrack and then
on So, which yielded the enormous
hit single "Sledgehammer."
"That was it, y'know?" Lanois says.
"The phone hasn't stopped ringing
since."
Lanois also made his mark on such
albums as U2's The Joshua Tree,
Achtung Baby, and the recent All That
ibu Can't Leave Behind, as well as Gabriel's Us, and other
records that were high-water marks in already illustrious
careers: Dylan's Oh Mercy and Time Out of Mind, the Neville
Brothers' Yellow Moon, Enunylou Harris' Wrecking Ball, Robbie
Robertson's self-titled solo debut, and Willie Nelson's Teatro.
Amid all of these projects, he somehow managed to make
two brilliant solo albums: the gorgeous, ethereal Acadie,
inspired by the 18th-century migration of French Canadians
to New Orleans, the very path that Lanois himself would follow; and the subtle, oft-overlooked For the Beauty of Wynona.
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DANIEL
LANOIS

Given that many of the musicians Lanois has
worked with are huge stars, presumably with egos in
equal proportion, how has it been possible for the
soft-spoken Canadian to get control of asession and
have it come to fruition?
"I've found that results arc really great confidence
builders," Lanois says. "So Ialways make sure that we
get great results in the first couple of days. If you've
won the room over in the first two days, and the confidence exists, that's really what it takes. It's like,
you've gotta go in there in the first round and look
good. If you don't have people's confidence, it doesn't
matter what you say — you're not going to have a
great working relationship. So Ido my preparation,
and Imake sure Iwin the room over in the first day."
He recalls such a moment from his work with
Robbie Robertson in 1986. "The first day, we laid down
the tracks for this song of Robbie's called 'Fallen Angel.'
Within hours, it took on this whole life of its own —
very, very beautiful and unique and original, and not the way
Robbie had imagined it at all. And he looked at me and said,
'Daniel, Iwill never doubt you again.' So that's it. If you can
allow someone to see their song in adifferent light than they
had imagined, then, how fantastic is that?"
Another favorite production of his, he says, was Ernmylou
Harris' Wreckiv Ball. "That one is afine example of finding a
sound for Emmylou, putting amotley crew together, and
understanding that those players would have something to
bring to the table. You take arisk, you build asetting the best
you can. But you know something? Probably the thing Ibring
to these artists —and it's probably the most powerful thing I

Sarah Chang/Leif Ove Andsnes
1)voi-ik Violin Concerto
I.ondon Symphony Orchestra, Sir Colin Davis
Piano Quintet
Alexander Kerr, It'Nfrans Christ, Georg Faust

EMI
CLASSICS

bring to them —is what can't be described: who Iam,
what my soul is, what my heart is, what my dedication
is, how Igrew up as akid. It's like, who you arc is what
you do. We could talk about technique and chemistry
and that kind of stuff, but Ithink, in the
end, in the words of Iggy Pop, 'You are
what you arc, you do what you do.'"
Lanois' identity right now is that of a
solo artist ready to hit the road with
drummer extraordinaire Brian Blade —
one of the few musicians besides Lanois
who plays on Shine. On dates where
Blade, who's in demand for jazz gigs,
isn't available, Lanois has made the interesting choice of playing with the band
Mother Superior, best known for their
work with Henry Rollins.
But Lanois sees no particular line of
demarcation between the production
side of his career and his work as asolo artist. "It's all connected," he says. "My music mind is not very scgregational, probably largely because, as arecord producer, I'm really amusician.
Ihave to know the technology, but I'm in there playing and it's
all about music. So even though from the outside world it
looks like avery different task, it's all aconstant gush of music.
"What's most different now is that I've gotta be out there
selling my wares and supporting this record. But Ilove live
performance, where resourcefulness comes into play, you
only get one chance at it, and you have to make it work. Ilike
getting pushed up against the wall, where you gotta fight.
That's the sort of challenge that I'm up for right now."

Leif Ove Andsnes/lan Bostridge
Schubert Piano Sonata 1)850;
Select ldeder

Maxim Vengerov
Britten Violin Concerto;
Walton Viola Concerto
London Symphony Orchustra
Mstislav Fiostropovich

Great Artists. Great Art
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Martha Argerich
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ocs the modern audiophile want
a sleek, compact, powerful,
microprocessor-driven, remotecontrolled, two-channel integrated
amplifier? Perreaux Industries, based in
New Zealand, thinks so. They've
designed all that, plus good looks and
impressive build quality, into the R200i.
Despite its relatively small size —4.1" tall
by 16.9" wide by 13.4" deep —the 112001
packs apunch. k's rated at 200Wpc into
8ohms and 360Wpc into 4ohms, yet it
weighs just afraction under 30 lbs.
In addition to power, the dual-mono
R200i is packed with performance and

Description: Remote-control integrated amplifier with MOSFET output stage. Output power: 200Wpc
into 8ohms (23dBIN), 360Wpc into
4 ohms (22.6dBW). Frequency response: 5Hz-100kHz, ±0.25dB
(preamplifier); 5Hz-30kHz, ±0.5dB
(power amplifier). TI-ID: typically
0.0003% at 1kHz into 8 ohms,
0.0004% at IkHz into 4 ohms.
Voltage gain (preamp): 30dB. S/N
Ratio (preamp): >95dB. Input
impedance: 10k ohms. Input sensitivity: 205mV. Channel separation
(preamp): 70dB at IkHz unbalanced, 90dB at 1kHz balanced.
Channel separation (power amp):
120dB. Damping factor: >2000.
Power consumption: 3.4W standby,
65W idle, 800W maximum.
Dimensions: 16.9" W by 4.1" H by
13.4" D. Weight: 29.8 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
661253.

Price: 83995. Approximate number
of dealers: 1, sold direct. Warranty:
5years.
Manufacturer: Perreaux Industries,
Ltd., P.O. Box 47 413, Ponsonby,
Auckland, New Zealand. Web:
www.perreaux.com. US distributor:
Audio Advisor, Inc., 4717 Broadmoor SE, Suite A, Kentwood, MI
49512. Tel: (800) 942-0220, (616)
656-9587. Fax: (616) 656-9592.
Web: www.audioadvisor.com.
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convenience features. The preamplifier
section features four single-ended inputs and one balanced XLR set. A set of
Direct Out and Pre-Out jacks give you
line-level out and Preamp out for taping
or CD burning, and for using the R200i
as aconventional preamplifier. One of
the four inputs features a switchable
Direct-In function that bypasses the
preamp section, allowing you to use the
power-amp section independently —
useful for home theater integration
where aseparate controller will be used.
Optional moving-coil and movingmagnet phono cartridge and USB/
DAC modules (not available in time for
this review) will allow direct turntable
and computer connections.
Dual sets of high-quality five-way
binding posts can be used for biwiring
or for a second set of independently
controlled speakers in a remote location. Trigger jacks allow remote on/off
switching of peripheral devices. The
backlit, cell-phone-like remote controls
all functions via radio frequency —
which, unlike infrared, does not require
line-of-sight operation —and lets you
bypass the menu system to change certain setup parameters as well as to access
some operating information.
If you're not familiar with hometheater jargon, you may be gagging by
now. Fear not! Though the R200i is
microprocessor-controlled and menudriven, it's not overly complex to set up
or to use, and Perreaux has kept all digital circuits for these interface, monitoring, and switching functions
separate from the signal path.
Design and Circuit
Despite its small size, the R200i features
dual-mono "mirror-image" construction,
including separate power supplies using
hefty
toroidal
transformers
and
40,000pF of storage capacitance per
channel. There's aseparate toroid for the
preamplifier with aseparate tap for the
digital control circuitry. Ladder-type
resistor networks control volume, twosided circuit boards with 2-oz copper
traces arc used throughout, jacks are
direct-soldered to the boards, and the

speaker output wire is heavy-duty.
Because of the 11200i's compact layout,
signal traces are short; in fact, there's very
little wiring to be seen inside. The amp is
fully 1)C-coupled from preamp input to
speaker terminals, and six high-current
Toshiba MOSFETs are used for each
channel's output stage. ComputerStereophile, June 2003
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designed heatsinks allow it to run cool
when pushed, and at low output levels
the output stage runs in "heat-seeking"
class-A mode, switching to class-A/B
above 10W.
Setup and Use
'FL Perreaux 11200i came with the best
Stereophile. June 2003

instruction manual Ican recall receiving
with areview product. Still, Ihad afew
gripes: Neither the manual nor the
amplifier's back panel identify left and
right speaker terminals. Ithought the
left channel's terminals were on the left,
but nope. The only clue is that the right
balanced XLR input is to the left of the

left balance XLR. The A and B terminals are mirror-imaged, but at least
they're labeled. The manual needs to be
better organized, each page number
should also include the chapter number,
and an index would be useful. Otherwise, it's packed with information both
practical and technical, and sets astan65

Perreaux

R200i

dard for high-end manuals that few
other companies can match.
For audiophiles used to knobs, the
R200i's clean, gleaming aluminum faceplate, with its oval vacuum fluorescent
display, might look alien. The dancing
stars that morph into "Perreaux" on
turn-on are abit much, and having an
audio component say "Good-bye"
when Ishut it down is an electronic intimacy Ican do without. But once you

switch on the R200i via the remote's
Standby button and dive in, you might
learn to love it. There are buttons on the
front panel, they're just very small and
hidden within the oval display. The only
time you'll use them is when you misplace the remote.
Unlike with the Chord CPM 3300
integrated amplifier Ireviewed in the
July 2001 issue, setting up and customizing the R200i was neither con-

fusing nor overly complicated. Rather
than go through the entire process, I'll
just tell you some of what you can do
via the System Setup menu to alter the
factory default settings. You can label
each input with one of 25 choices
(Phono, Tuner, CD, SACD, Computer,
etc.) and set adefault channel balance,
initial and maximum volume (convenient when leaving the babysitter in
charge of your stereo), display-screen

Measurements

M

yusual practice when measuring an amplifier is to precondition the device by running it with both
channels driven at one-third power
into 8ohms for an hour. Though these
conditions are unlikely to be met in
real life (other than in the well-known
"Party Test"), they maximize the thermal stress on the amplifier if it uses, as
do 99.99% of amplifiers brought to
market, an output stage biased to run
in class-B or -A/B.
The Perreaux R200i's heatsinks
got hot very quickly at this power
level; the integral heatsink-temperature display showed that, from an idle
temperature of around 40°C, the
sinks reached 77°C (left) and 75°C
(right) after 15 minutes of preconditioning, and 82° (L) and 83° (R) after
30 minutes. At that point the R200i's
microprocessor shut the amplifier
down, its display indicating "Over
Temperature." The entire chassis was
extremely hot at this point, not just
the side-mounted heatsinks.
While it is true that the R200i has
inadequate heatsinking for this worstcase situation, as with other integrated
amplifiers that have failed this test —
for example, the Chord CPM-3300,
reviewed by MF in July 2001 —a better conclusion to draw is that the
Perreaux's power rating is intended
more to allow clipping-free reproduction of music than sustained highpower use. As long as that is
understood, no harm, no foul. (One
interesting point that emerged from
this pre-test was that the THD+noise
figure of 0.013% with the amplifier
cold dropped to below 0.005% after
30 minutes.)
The maximum voltage gain with
the R200i's volume control set to its
maximum (an indicated "59") was
46.5dB for both the balanced and
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unbalanced inputs. The specification
suggests that 30dB of this is due to the
preamplifier section; I measured
l'7.7dB, which suggest the 30dB actually refers to the power amplifier section. Perhaps because of this high gain,
the signal/noise ratios with the volume control at its maximum and the
inputs short-circuited were alittle disappointing: 59.24B (unweighted
wideband), 692dB (22Hz-22kHz),
and 72.1dB (A-weighted), all figures
ref. 1W into 8ohms. But given that in
typical use the volume control will be
set to very much below its maximum,
my disappointment is moot. The volume control operated throughout its
range in 1.5dB steps —a little on the
coarse side, in my experience, for setting exactly the right volume for every
recording. Channel matching, however, was extremely good across the
control's entire range.
The R200i preserved absolute
polarity through all inputs, and its input impedance at 1
kHz measured
9.8k ohms unbalanced, 15k ohms balanced. The output impedance of the
power-amplifier section was superbly
low —0.05 ohm — across most of the

audioband, but this did rise to 0.185
ohm at 20kHz. The source impedance of the preamp output jacks was a
usefully low 216.5 ohms. DC offsets
at the speaker terminals were amoderate -9mV (L) and -12.4mV (R).
The small-signal frequency response with the volume control full
(fig.1) was sensibly rolled off above
the audioband, with the output into 8
ohms down by 025dB. The rolloff
increased into lower impedances,
however, that into 2 ohms being
-0.8dB at 201d-lz. As aresult of this
ultrasonic rolloff, a small-signal
10kHz squarewave showed some
rounding of its leading edges (fig2).
Channel separation (fig3) was very
good in the L-R direction, at just below 100dB at 1
kHz, but less so from
R to L. The crosstalk in both direc-
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Perreaux R200i, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Fig.1

Perreaux R200i, line-input frequency
response at (from top to bottom
at 2kHz): 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load, 1W into 8 ohms,
2W into 4 ohms, 4W into 2ohms
(0.5dB/vertical div., right channel
dashed).
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Fig.3

Perreaux R200i, line-input channel
separation (10dB/vertical div.,
dashed).
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AL MONO STEREO AMPLIFIER
Incredible performance
Ultra-wide bandwidth
225 watts per channel
Huge power supply
•Triode/ultralinear operation

Perreaux

brightness, and Time Out (which
darkens the screen after aset number
of seconds).
You can also use the onscreen menu
system for diagnostic purposes. Push the
remote's T button to get an instant readout of the heatsink temperature. (I've
just donc that: the left sink was at 51°C,
the right at 19°C. hut doesn't seem
right, but Ican find nothing wrong with
the wiring —I'll be curious to see if this

correlates with something John
Atkinson measures.) Thanks to multiple
protection functions, the 11200i is one
amp you don't have to worry about frying because of improper hookup or the
failure of another component. Protection coverage includes problems
with external and internal AC supply
(et, transfonner failure), clipping, overcurrent, over-temperature, DC offset,
and internal fuse failure. Should any of

R200i

these and/or others occur, the R200i
will mute and the front panel will tell
you why. If the problem exists in only
one channel, it will tell you which one.
While those of you not used to navigating menus might have afew minutes of anxiety, once you understand
how it works, you'll have the R200i
configured to your liking in afew minutes. Ican hear some of you: "I've lived
without this stuff so far and don't see

Measurements
tions increased at higher frequencies
due to the usual capacitive coupling
between the channels.
The THD+noise percentage was
very low, but, as can be seen from the

lb

Stu

Fig.4 Perreaux R200i, THD+N (%) vs
frequency (from bottom to top at
40Hz): 15V into 8 ohms, 4 ohms,
2ohms, and at 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load.
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Fig.5 Perreaux R200i, IkHz waveform at 27W
into 4 ohms (top), 0.016% THD+N;
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom, not
to scale).

plot against frequency into 8, 4, and 2 (243dBW) at the point where the
amplifier's display indicated "Over
ohms (fig.4), was different from the
Current Left —Over Current Right,"
two channels: the right channel was
significantly better. Could this be
and it attenuated its output in arather
associated with MF noting the differ- arbitrary manner (revealed by the
ent heatsink temperatures? Idon't
wiggly trace at the bottom right of
know. The distortion itself was heavfig.8). No fewer than 402Wpc were
available into 4 ohms at clipping
ily second-harmonic in nature (fig.5),
(23df3W), but this time the R200i cut
which always correlates with good
sound quality, though the Perreaux's
off cleanly, as it did into 2ohms (fig,8,
absolute THD level is so low even at top trace). Just 197.4W were available
high output powers that Iwouldn't into 2 ohms, however (16.9d13W),
even with one channel driven.
have thought it would matter much.
In fact, as can be seen from fig.6,
Using the Perreaux R200i was a
which shows the spectrum of the joy. Its remote-controllable menu and
R200i's output while it drove a50Hz
user interface are obviously wellthought-out and Iwas impressed by
tone at 180W into 4ohms, the highthe amplifier's ability to protect itself
est-level spurious tone is at the
power-supply-related frequency of without interfering with its operation
120Hz, this still at -86dB (0.005%)
below the stress points. However, the
remote is so small and its buttons so
even at this high output level. (It
close together that Ikept hitting the
dropped to -93dB, 0.0002%, when
the load impedance was doubled to 8 wrong ones.
The R200i is not really recomohms.) Intermodulation was similarly
mendable for use with speakers that
low in level, even with the amplifier
dip below 4 ohms for much of the
about to clip into 4 ohms with the
audioband, or for sustained highdemanding high-frequency twin-tone
signal (fig.7).
power use. But within those limits, it
With both channels of the R200i
appears to be awell-engineered, overload-proof design. It comes as no surdriven with continuous tones, it more
prise to find that MF liked how it
than exceeded its specified power into
sounded.
—John Atkinson
8 ohms, with 268Wpc available
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Fig.6 Perreaux R200i, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-I kHz, at 180W into
4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Perreaux R200i, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
205W into 4 ohms (linear frequency
scale).
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Fig.8 Perreaux R200i, distortion (%) vs
IkHz continuous output power into
(from bottom to top): 8ohms, 4ohms,
2ohms.
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Perreaux
why Ineed it now. Why should Ipay
extra for it?" Idon't disagree. However,
when you look at the build quality and
overall performance the R200i offers
for $3995, the menu-driven display and
microprocessor-controlled niceties are
almost freebies.
For instance: You can lower the volume while in Mute, and there are
eight internal timers, ranging from
one hour to two days, so you can turn
the amp on and shut it down at predetermined times. When you switch
between sources, the volume ramps
up rather than hitting hard, in case
there arc large differences in output
level between components.
A minor complaint: The constricted
spacing between inputs and outputs and
between L/R jacks makes hookup
tricky with most brands of audiophile
cables, and impossible with others that
use bulky plugs, such as Wireworld.
Power, Speed, Detail, Flexibility
The Perreaux R200i's unusual flexibility made it easy for me to audition it as
apreamplifier, as a power amplifier,
and as an integrated amp. Ispent the
first few weeks listening to it as an
integrated, which is how most buyers
will use it. Ifirst positioned it on my
rack, which required long speaker
cables, then between the speakers,
using my usual 8' lengths. The good
news starts there.
Its high damping factor means that
the R200i can deal with long runs of
speaker cable without the bass suffering.
Low-frequency punch, extension, detail, and control were among the Perreaux's strongest suits, as was its
transient clarity and overall speed — not
surprising for apurely solid-state product, even if I'd always thought that
MOSFET-based amplifiers sound relatively soft and smooth (like the outstanding Smart Devices amplifier I
reviewed in the January 2002 issue).
What weren't present were grain and
etch (good riddance), or the kind of
midband richness and textural nuance
(sorely missed) available from far more
expensive products — tubed, hybrid,
and solid-state — and from some similarly priced gear. But the latter couldn't
compete with the R200i's bass performance, or its upper-octave transient
clarity and purity.
Compared to my much more expensive reference of Hovland HP-100 preamplifier and Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista
300 power amp (total cost ca $10,000),
the R200i presented adrier overall picture, more concerned with music's
Stereophile, June 2003

rhythmic structure than with its harmonic nuances and textural underpinnings: "thousands of colors" vs "millions
of colors." While the R200i was dead
quiet, its low noise floor didn't translate
into memorable resolution of low-level
detail; it was merely adequate. It felt as
if, beyond the main event, there was a
dropoff of harmonic and spatial context
compared to what far more expensive
electronics can reveal. Transparency was
decent, but on familiar recordings such

Low-frequency punch,
extension, detail, and
control were among
the Perreaux's
strongest suits.

as Tony Bennett's At Carmgie Hall
(Columbia C2S 823) there seemed to
be athin screen separating me from the
event. Ihad to work to experience the
hall space. Still, it was there.
However, the R200i's transient speed
and cleanness resulted in pinpoint imaging and crystalline overall clarity and
focus, but without an etched or forward
sound. On many familiar recordings,
there was also abetter rhythmic foundation and more bass extension and
drive than Iwas used to getting from
my references: the 11200i had superb
"rhythm'n'pace." This was one reason it
was so much fun to listen to, though its
presentation was different and, in some
ways, limiting compared to my references. One night Iplowed through
Classic Records' boxed set of Led
Zeppelin's first four LPs (plus a45rprn
single of "Stairway to Heaven"), pressed
on 200gm Quicx SV-P vinyl and
cranked up to lease-breaking levels
(luckily, Iown my home). Playing that
kind of material, Ididn't feel as if Iwas
missing much.
The R200i didn't sound bright on
great and familiar recordings, but when
the source itself was bright or hard, it let
you know about it unflinchingly.
Whenever abright record encountered
the R200i's somewhat miserly presentation of "bloom," Iquickly sought out
something easier on the cars.
SACD editions of Pink Floyd's Dark
Side of the Moon (EMI CDP 582136-2)
[this issue's "Recording of the Month"—
Ed.] and the Police's Every Breath You

R200i

Take: The Classics (A&M Chronicles
069 493 607-2) [last issue's "Recording of
the Month"—Ed.) arrived late in the review period, as did Kathleen Edwards'
EAT (CD, Rounder). It was instructive
to audition unfamiliar material. 1
thought Dark Side sounded very detailed
but abit thin, especially the vocals, compared to what Iwas used to from Mobile
Fidelity's gold CD and LP as Iremembered them. The opening heartbeats
were outrageously deep, clean, and wellsculpted, but the coin and addingmachine sound effects in "Money" were
all rapid-fire transients, with little sense
of the coins' weight behind them. On
the Police disc, Stewart Copeland's
drumming in "Roxanne" lacked acertain familiar crackle — and this was
through dCS's state-of-the-art Elgar
Plus/Verdi/Purcell SACD system! Iwas
totally unfamiliar with Kathleen
Edwards, who sounds agreat deal like
Neil Young. Fader, the Canadian singer's
debut album, is wonderful, but its sound
was kind of bleached and flat.
After playing all three discs, Idecided
to run the dCS stack into the R200i's
input No.4, which can be set to bypass
the preamp section. Using the dCS's
volume control, Ilistened again. It was
obvious that the thinness and lack of
transparency were related to the R200i's
preamp section. All of the integrated's
attributes remained — punchy bass,
transient speed, etc. — but the thin layer
of glaze that I'd heard through the preamp input was gone in direct mode, and
there was ahit more midband warmth.
The difference was subtle, but enough
to add weight and texture to the sound
effects on "Money," restore some of the
golden crackle to Copeland's drum kit,
and reduce some of Failet's grayness —
though Iwas sure that, even through
my reference gear, the Edwards disc
wouldn't sound very impressive.
A few days after Istarted running
the R200i in direct mode, Chad
Kassem's (of Analogue Productions)
personal vinyl test pressing of Dark
Side of the Moon arrived. The commercial LP will be pressed in the
Netherlands; Chad's was pressed at
RTI. It was easy enough to switch the
R200i back to integrated operation,
audition the disc, then listen again in
direct mode, running the Manley
Steelhead phono preamp via its variable output. Even through the R200i's
preamp stage, the Gray/Hoffman/Sax
analog mastered Dark Side smoked the
SACD in terms of richness, midhand
bloom, and sheer palpability. This was
the best-sounding Dark Side I'd ever
71
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heard. Running the Manley directly
"in" via its variable-output jacks improved the picture further.
Later, Iran the R200i's preamp section into my reference Nu-Vista amplifier, followed by the same sources (dCS
stack, Manley Stec'head) run direct in
to the Perreaux's power amp section.
These comparisons revealed R200i's
preamp section to be, overall, pretty
good. It had slight, mostly subtractive
problems —losses of transparency, harmonic richness, palpability, and soundstage depth —but it was free of etch,
grain, and other easily noticeable and
offensive sonic problems.
Finally, Iran the Hovland HP-100
preamp into the R200i's direct input,
and that combination was something
special: It combined the Hovland's
strong suits (see my review in the
November 2000 issue) with the R200i
amp's bass punch, rhythmic drive, and
crystalline transient response. Yes, the
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 still had
abigger picture and better midband
richness — and agreater sensation of
bloom and harmonic nuance —but
the R200i made it clear that the NuVista 300 is abit soft and forgiving on
the bottom (not news: the Parasound
JC 1sthat Ireviewed in February did
as well).
But this is areview of an integrated
amplifier and not of its individual
parts. Two visits to Avery Fisher Hall
in the past two months have refreshed
my memory about the speed and timbral presentation of unamplified live

music. With LPs and CDs that Iconsider to be sonic references —such as
Cisco's superlative reissue of the
Dvorák and Glazunov Violin Concertos, with Nathan Milstein, William
Steinberg, and the Pittsburgh Symphony — the very reasonably priced
and powerful Perreaux R200i was
more than competent. Though on the
slightly lean and somewhat fast and
punchy side of live music, the R200i

The Perreaux R200i
offered an impressive
balance of strengths
and no serious
shortcomings.

was nonetheless credible because it
committed no obvious additive sins.
Though it lacked the midband richness, three-dimensional bloom, and
tactile presentation heard in concert
and, to a lesser degree, through far
more expensive amplification, the
R200i avoided sounding electronic,
wiry, or mechanical. Its low-end foundation was deep and authoritative, its
high-frequency extension clean, fast,
and well-focused. With its generous
power output, the R200i can adequately and easily drive awide variety

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Simon Yorke S7,
V.Y.G.E.R. Atlantis turntables; Immedia RPM-2, Graham 22 tonearms; Lyra Titan, Audio Tekne
MC-6310, Transfiguration Temper
W cartridges.
Digital source: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 3D CD player, dCS Elgar
Plus/Verdi/Purcell SACD and CDto-DSD playback system; Alesis
Masterlink digital disk recorder.
Preamplification: Hovland HP100 preamp, Manley Steelhead
phono preamp.
Power amplifier: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300.
Loudspeakers: Audio
Physic
Avanti III.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove, Graham IC-70. Interconnect: Analysis Plus Solo Crystal
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Oval 8, Harmonic Technology ProSilway II & Magic Link One.
Speaker: Analysis Plus Oval 9,
Harmonic
Technology
Magic
Woofer. AC: JPS Labs ICaptovator &
Aluminata, PS Audio Lab, Wireworld Electra Series III, Shunyata
Research Anaconda, Synergistic
Research Designers' Reference.
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
P300 & Shunyata Research Hydra
AC conditioners, Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation platform,
Symposium Ultra shelf & Rollerblocks (Tungsten, Grade 3 superball), Finite Elemente equipment
stands, Audiodharma Cable Cooker,
Walker Precision Isolated Motor
Drive, ASC Tube Traps, Shakti
Stones & On-Lines, RPG BAD &
Abffusor panels.
—Michael Fremer

R200i

of loudspeakers without breaking a
sweat. It certainly mated well with the
unforgiving, revealing Audio Physic
Avanti Ills.
When Icranked up this integrated
amp, it delivered wide dynamic swings
while maintaining its generally neutral
timbral character. At low levels, it
seemed to maintain the proper
dynamic proportion between the
loudest and softest passages. Some
powerful amplifiers "close down" at
low output levels. The R200i remained open and exciting.
Sonic "perfection" for $3995, as
well as all of the R200i's features, flexibility, and power? No, and not to be
expected. Nonetheless, the R200i
offered an impressive balance of
strengths and no serious shortcomings.
It was in my system for well over a
month, and while when playing familiar favorites Iwas aware of what was
missing or different, the musical pleasure derived was such that Ilistened as
long and as intently as always.
Conclusion

Perreaux Industries' R200i attempts
to marry audiophile sensibilities to
modern, microprocessor-controlled
design. In one sleek, attractive, dualmono package that is superbly engineered and built, Perreaux has
combined apowerful solid-state amplifier capable of outputting 200W
into 8 ohms (and significantly more
into 4 ohms), and acompetent and
flexible preamplifier, both controlled
and monitored by a configurable
microprocessor that offers the user a
wide variety of setup possibilities and
sophisticated performance monitoring. And thanks to careful circuit
design, it does all this without seeming to compromise the sound.
The RF remote control gives the user
a level of convenience and control
uncommon in the High End. While the
R200i's taut, somewhat lean performance won't appeal to every audiophile,
it's sufficiently accomplished to please
many (especially if care is taken in
choosing auxiliary components), and
easily justifies the R200i's $3995 price
even without the microprocessor-driven
flexibility and features.
The impressive balance Perreaux has
struck here among convenience, performance, modern design, high build quality, and reasonable cost will in time no
doubt be emulated by others. For now,
anyone buying the R200i can be assured
that his or her $3995 will have been
well spent.
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SACD and DVD-Audio players can provide 6audio channels, each with higher resolution than CD audio.These machines are capable of
remarkably realistic musical performance -if you can get the best from their 6analog outputs. Now you don't have to degrade their
musical performance with asurround sound processor. Introducing the McComack MAP-1, an audiophile quality 6-channel analog
preamplifier. Select between 2multi-channel sources, and up to 3stereo sources (including optional phono). Aswitchable Ambiance
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Retrieval Mode enables you to extract multi-channel information from your stereo recordings. Pair with aDVD-Audio or other DVD
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Linn Klimax Kontrol preamplifier &
Klimax Twin power amplifier

I

've spent six-odd years in asort of
hi-fi counterculture, playing with
things like mono cartridges, onebox CD players, and cheap, homemade
cables —and, of course, owning and listening to single-ended triode (SET)
amplifiers and horn loudspeakers. But
before all that, Iowned components
that, while more mainstream, did the
job just as well in certain ways. That category included solid-state electronics
(Naim, BEL, Spectral), dynamic loudspeakers of middling efficiency (ProAc,
Epos, Magneplanar), electrostatic loudspeakers of very low efficiency (Stax),
and even "high-end" accessories like
Tiptoes and Shun Mook Mpingo discs
(which Istill have, although my fiveyear-old daughter has more or less permanently co-opted the latter for
playtime use).
If you SET enthusiasts have the feeling that I'm setting you up for abit of
distressing news, like the veterinarian
who calls to tell you how happy Skippy
looked just before he slipped his leash,
you're right. As Iwrite this, Ihaven't listened to my horn-loaded Lowthers in a
month, because I've been having too
much fun listening to the Quad ESL989 loudspeakers Iwrote about in the
May issue ("Follow-Up," p.109), driven
by ahigh-power, high-tech solid-state
amplification system from Linn.
Ifeel alittle guilty, but not because
I've been enjoying things Ican't afford
to buy for myself'. Rather, with my kit

Klimax Kontrol: Solid-state, twochannel, remote-control preamplifier
with 4inputs. Input impedance: 7.8k
ohms balanced, 10k ohms unbalanced. Output impedance: 600 ohms
balanced, 300 ohms unbalanced.
Frequency range: 2.3Hz-200kHz (no
limits given). Noise floor: below
-100dBV.
Channel
separation:
116dBV. THD: 0.0025% (1kHz at
OdBV). Input Common-Mode Rejection Ratio: 70dB (1 kHz at OdBV).
Maximum output: 8V peak (+15dBV).
Dimensions: 13.8" W by 2.3" H by
13.9" D. Weight: 19.8 lbs (9kg).
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Linn Klimax Kontrol preamplifier (top) & Linn Klimax Twin power amplifier (bottom).

speakers and my kit amplifier and my
DIY cables, Ihad been inching toward a
completely homemade hi-fi, however
slowly. But neither Inor any other DIY
enthusiast Iknow could put together
something like these Linns at home, any
more than we could whip up areplacement for Skippy with some goldenretriever DNA that just happened to be
lying around.
The first evidence of this is the
casework of the Linn Klimax Twin
power amplifier ($8995) and Klimax
Kontrol preamplifier ($9895), each of
which is—like agood fly reel — precision-machined from great, heaping
chunks of high-purity aluminum alloy.
Linn uses the word clams/sell to describe
these, conjuring images of elegant and
very expensive wristwatches — and I
suppose that's appropriate. More to the
point is the way these surprisingly

Serial number of units reviewed:

heavy two-piece enclosures caress the
parts inside, drawing away heat and
preventing them from vibrating. As
with the Klimaxes' companion CD
player, Linn's top-of-the-line CD12, 1
the precision with which the two
enclosure halves fit together is astonishing. The 'Climax design team says the
casework even has asignificant musical
and sonic influence.
The low-slung 'Climaxes are squarish
when viewed from above, being just a
little larger than an LP sleeve. The amp
looks positively serene: aclean sweep of
metal disturbed only by aneat row of 14
curvy slits on the top for cooling, and a
small, crescent-shaped recess for an
indicator light on the front. The preamp
1Reviewed lw Wes Phillips in lk.bruary 1999 (Vo122
No2). See www.stereophile.e lllll ishowarchives.cgi?
86.
—JA

Serial numbers of units reviewed:

776348.

672184

Price: $9895.

Price:

Klimax Twin: Solid-state power
amplifier. Output power: 100Wpc into
8 ohms (20dBW), 230Wpc into 4
ohms (20.6dBW). Input level for clipping: 2V RMS (balanced), 1.67V RMS
(unbalanced). Frequency response:
7Hz -35kHz +0, -3dB. Input impedance: 7.8k ohms balanced or unbalanced. THD: 0.02%.
Dimensions: 13.8" W by 2.3" H by
13.9" D. Weight: 19.8 lbs (9kg).

Common to both: Approximate
number of dealers: 120.
Manufacturer: Linn Products Ltd.,
Floors Road, Waterfoot, Glasgow,
Scotland G76 OEP, UK. Web:
vvww.linn.co.uk. US distributor: Linn
Inc., 8787 Perimeter Park Boulevard,
Jacksonville, FL 32216. Tel: (904)
645-5242. Fax: (904) 645-7275.
Web: www.linninc.com.

58995
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Linn
has asolid top and sports only six tiny,
shiny buttons on its front panel (all of
whose functions are duplicated on the
standard remote-control handset, and
then some), plus a larger, crescentshaped recess in the form of a dark
Plexiglas display screen. As with the
CD12, the size and location of the display was chosen to mimic and complement the styling of Linn's companion
turntable, the LP12: The dark curve is
meant to remind one of the LP12's platter and mat, seen from athree-quarters
view. Ihave one of those, too, and can
confirm that Linn's old and new products do look very smart sitting next to
one another.
The preamp's display has asharp blue
readout to tell you about loudness, balance, source selection, standby status,
and other such things; the sophisticated
logic circuitry behind it lets you adjust

Klimax

Kontrol

individually such things as relative gain
and balance settings for each source. Say,
for example, you have aphono cartridge
whose output is alittle lower in one
channel than the other, or aCD player
with aslightly higher output than average, and you want to be able to switch
between these and other sources without having to readjust balance and loudness every time. No problem: It takes
just a few moments to program the
Klimax Kontrol accordingly, using various keys on the remote. You can further
customize each source selection by
using the handset to enter aname of up
to eight characters. I've set up my sample to read "SONY 777" on input 1and
"LINNLP12" on input 2; the name on
input 3 has alternated so far between
two rude and immature suggestions,
neither of which has yet ceased to
amuse me. Parents: Take note.

& Klimax

Twin

The !Climax Kontrol has balanced ins
and outs, and needs to be programmed
by its user to determine which of the
rear-mounted input jacks agiven source
is connected to, choosing from among
one pair of balanced inputs (XLRs) and
three pairs of unbalanced inputs (goldplated RCAs). Ihad no true balanced
sources to hand, but I did use the
Klimax Kontrol's balanced outputs with
the similarly balanced-design Klimax
Twin amplifier.
A word or two about the Kontrol's
user interface: As digital volume controls go, this is certainly the nicest and
most "human" I've used by far, being
smooth, quick, and adjustable — via
more programming — in terms of both
increment size and the units by which
those increments are expressed on the
readout. And the balance control is
nothing short of superb: Because my

Measurements
I ooking first at the drop-dead gorgeous Klimax Kontrol preamplifier, its maximum voltage gains with the
volume control set to "100" were
1026dB (unbalanced input to unbalanced output) and 162dB (balanced I/O). The volume control
operated in accurate 0.5dB steps, with
the displayed volume number calibrated in dB. The 0.5dB steps are indicated with aperiod after the ntunber, the
unbalanced unity-gain position (if it
existed) falling between "90" and "89."
The preamp preserved absolute polarity through both its unbalanced and
balanced inputs (the latter are wired
with pin 2hot), and the input impedance at lkHz measured 103k ohms
unbalanced and 7.8k ohms balanced.
The unbalanced output impedance was 299 ohms across the
audioband, this doubling from the
balanced XLRs. The unbalanced frequency response is shown in fig.1.
The ultrasonic -3dB point lay at
160kHz; the balanced response was
identical. The response did not
change with the volume-control setting, other than the superb channel
balance degrading by 02dB at the
top of the range. Channel separation
was superb, any crosstalk being
buried beneath the noise floor. The
signal/ noise ratio with the inputs
shorted and the volume control at
"100" was good, at 74.6dB (wide-
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band, unweighted), this improving to
87.5dB when the measurement
bandwidth was restricted to the
audioband. The A-weighted figure
was 91.1dB. (All figures referenced to
1V output.)
The Kontrol could deliver more
than enough output to drive any
partnering amplifier into clipping.
Fig2 shows how the percentage of
THD plus noise present in the preamp's unbalanced output varies with
output voltage. Just over 6V RMS is
available into 100k ohms at the nominal 1% THD clipping point, this
dropping slightly into 10k ohms.
Even into apunishing 1k ohm load,
4.75V are available, this equivalent to
an input voltage of 2V. As anticipated, the balanced output could
swing twice as many volts into the
legman. LI» luem voCenIr 14.11114••••••••

same impedances (not shown).
The measured THD+noise percentage was below 0.01% over most
of the audioband from both sets of
outputs. Fig3 shows the behavior
from the balanced XLRs, at 1V RMS
into 100k and 600 ohms. The lower
pair of traces is into the low imped11.1•••••• Ur Yee OM "O.« ',I.o.M. low Iv,
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Fig.2

Linn Klimax Kontrol, unbalanced
distortion (%) vs 1kHz output voltage
into (from bottom to top): 100k ohms,
10k ohms, lk ohms.
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Fig.1

Linn Klimax Kontrol, unbalanced
frequency response at 1V into 100k
ohms with volume control at "50"
(0.5dB/vertical div., right channel
dashed).

•
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-

Fig.3 Linn Klimax Kontrol, balanced THD+N
(
0/0 vs frequency (from bottom to top
at 4kHz): 1V into 600 ohms and 100k
ohms (right channel dashed).
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ears are not identical in sensitivity, Iconsider abalance control anecessity —or
at least I!multi, but for the fact that most
balance schemes place an additional
potentiometer in the signal path. Not so
the Klimax Kontrol, which gives the
user very precise control over the two
channels' separate resistive ladders.
The Kontrors mute function, activated with asingle touch, moves down and
back through all the volume increments, albeit quickly. (Incidentally, the
Mute button is lavender — acomment
on guys who can't take macho-man volume levels at all times?) The Standby
control, which acts like ageneral anesthetic compared with the Mute con-

trol's catnap, silences everything instantaneously, and readies the preamp for
programming. And Iwas so happy to
find a Mono switch: If I owned a
Kontrol, that's the button that would
wear out before any others, even the
lavender Mute.
But the Klimax Kontrol lacks aswitch
for reversing signal polarity (Hi, Carl),
and it seems to me that that could have
been easily donc. It also lacks tone controls and achannel-reversal switch (Hi,
Tony), which Ibelieve are the sorts of
things perfectionist audio designers are
going to have to reconsider in order to
stay competitive in the market for
expensive toys. When I asked Ian

Wilson of the 'Climax design team about
this, he said that he preferred to think of
the 'Climax Kontrol as "essentially a
switch and an attenuator, without the
compromise of switch contacts —and
any more than that would color the
sound and would not be transparent."
Fair enough — but since when did people at Linn start using words like color
and transparent?!
And, of course, the line-level-only
Kliinax Kontrol lacks aphono section
(Hi, Mikey), although later this year
Linn will add atop-of-the-line phono
preamplifier to their Klimax series. As
someone who is very impressed with
the saine company's Linto phono pre-

Measurements
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Fig.4 Linn Klimax Kontrol, unbalanced spectrum of IkHz sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 300mV into 8k

ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.5
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Linn Klimax Kontrol, unbalanced spectrum of lkHz sinewave, DC-10kHz, at IV into sk
ohms (linear frequency scale).

ance. This appears lower than into
100k because Ihad to raise the input
voltage to keep the output at 1V. As
the measured THD+N percentage at
this level is dominated by noise (see
fig2), the increase in input lowers the
measured figure.
The harmonic content of the distortion showed some changes with
output level. Fig.4, taken at 300mV
from the unbalanced output into 8k
ohms, reveals the distortion to consist
of the second harmonic at -89dB, the
third at -98dB, and the fourth at
-105dB. Increasing the output voltage to 1V (fig.5) changes the pattern,
with now the third harmonic the
highest at -90dB, and the fifth, sixth,
and seventh harmonics now making
appearances. Given how low in level
these harmonics arc, this behavior is
probably of only academic interest,
but I felt it worth noting. Intermodulation distortion was also extraordinarily low, with the spuriac in
fig.6 of the order of those in the D/A
converter Iused as asource.
Before Iperformed any measurements on the Klimax Twin, Ipreconditioned the amplifier by running it
with both channels driven at one-third
power into 8ohms for an hour. The
top panel reached around 55°C at the
end of this period, but the tunnelmounted fan didn't come on, showing
that the aluminum casework is an
effective heatsink.
The Linn didn't invert absolute
polarity through either input — again,
pin 2of the balanced XLR is wired as
hot —and the input impedance was
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Linn
amp —a borrowed sample of which I
used with the !Climax Kontrol and
IClimax Twin for this review —1 admit
up front that it's hard for me to imagine
asolid-state phono unit that's better in
general, and quieter in specific, than the
Linto. We'll see.
The Klimax Twin power amplifier is
crazy-easy to use: Unbox it, make your
connections, plug it in, and switch it on.
At 20 lbs and roughly 14" square, the
Twin can adapt itself to awide range of
domestic furniture or purpose-built
stands. While Ithought it looked very
pretty sitting next to the Klimax Kontrol on my faux-mission table, Ibehaved
like aresponsible reviewer and did all

to specification at 7.8k ohms, balanced
and unbalanced. Those wanting to
mix'n'match should note that this is
on the low side for some tube preamplifiers —the BATs and CATs, for
examples, which will sound lean as a
result. The maximum unbalanced
voltage gain (into 8ohms) measured
28.6dB, this decreasing by 6dB via the
balanced input, as specified.
The output impedance was alowish
0.14 ohm across the audioband, meaning that there will be little modification
of the amplifier's response by the voltage-divider action of its impedance
and that of the partnering loudspeaker.
(See Tom Norton's 1994 article on the
subject, available free online at www.
stereophile.com/showarchives.

Klimax

Kontrol

my listening with the amp perched on a
Base isolation platter from England,
itself perched on the hardwood floor.
The 'Climax Twin never went beyond
being mildly warm to the touch, although Isuppose if it ever does, the
built-in fan and cooling tunnel will handle nutters nicely.
Apart from the setup difficulties
posed by the amp's and preamp's drastically recessed rear panels, the only thing
Idisliked about using the 'Climax Twin
was its sleep mode: If this amplifier gets
no signal for 10 minutes, it goes into a
standby mode of its own, confirmed by
adimming of its little blue light; asignal
greater than 1501.1.V is required to wake

cgi?810.) This can be seen in fig.Z
where the top dotted trace shows the
Klimax Twin's response into our simulated loudspeaker (see www.stereo
phile.com/showarchives.cgi?60). Into
apure resistive load, the Linn amplifier's response is 3dB down at 58k1-1z, a
little higher than the specified 35kHz,
which results in an output down by
0.5dB at 20kHz. This curtailed ultrasonic response also rounds off the leading edges of a 10kHz squarewave
(fig.8), but the waveform is refreshingly free from overshoot or ringing.
Note that there is avery slight hint
of apeak around 6kHz in the 2-ohm
trace in fig.7. This response was taken
via the Twin's balanced input; via the
unbalanced input (not shown), this

& Klimax

Twin

it back up. The kiss of lead-in groove on
stylus is enough to do that, as is the residual hiss of some tube phono preamps.
But CDs are adifferent story, and for the
first one you play in any given listening
session, you must get in the habit of hitting Play twice, lest you miss the first
microsecond of music. One more reason
to hate the little silver bastards.
The Klimaxes have some technical
features in common, the most obvious
being Limi's proprietary Brilliant SPS, a
self-contained switch-mode power supply that the company says is smaller, quieter, more capacious, and altogether
faster than traditional circuits with their
big, noisy old transformer. Ihadn't the

peak reached +02dB referenced to
the level at lkHz. Ihave no idea what
this behavior was due to. It does coincide with one of the impedance minima of the simulated speaker load,
which was being driven by the other
channel when Iperformed this test.
But perhaps this is acoincidence —
when Idrove resistive loads with the
'Climax Twin, I could hear some
acoustic output coming from the
amplifier chassis at this same frequency, even at low power levels. Peculiar.
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Fig.7

Linn Klimax Twin, balanced frequency
response at (from top to bottom at
2kHz): 2.83V into dummy loudspeaker
load, 1W into 8 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms,
4W into 2 ohms (0.5dB/vertical div.,
right channel dashed).
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Fig.6 Linn Klimax Kontrol, unbalanced HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
1V into 8k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Linn Klimax Twin, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.

19

means to check their claims for the
Brilliant SPS's capacity and speed, but
Linn's success at keeping things small and
light was obvious, as was the utter lack of
60Hz hum in either of these products.
The Klimax Kontrol has aseparate supply for its digital control circuitry, which
is kept isolated from the analog supply.
Of even greater interest is the absence of discrete transistors in either of
these solid-state "amplifiers" — the
Kontrol and the Twin use op-amps exclusively. Ian Wilson says that Linn
prefers working with these devices for a
number of reasons, chief among which
are the sonic benefits that arise from
keeping signal paths very short. (Incidentally, the Kontrol and Twin are
completely free of capacitors in their
signal paths as well.) The Twin's output
stage runs in class-AB.

Finally, although both owner's manuals are fine, Iparticularly like the one
that comes with the Klimax Twin: It
continues Linn's trend — begun, as far
as Iknow, with the Linto — of supplying support documentation that is readable, useful, and superbly informative.
The prose is nonstrident, too — magnanimous, even: "There have been many
fine amplifier designs over the history of
audio," it says at one point. Ha! And you
were expecting, "Everything else is
crap!" The Scots have come along way
from eating their suet and oatmeal and
chopped-up bits of lung out of sheeps'
stomachs. Now they're just as likely to
use pudding bowls.

Klimax Twin with Spendor's brandnew S3/5se loudspeakers (review to
come) and my own Lowther/Medallion
horns —the latter fitted with PM6A silver drivers, which are the least sensitive
of the Lowthers Iown.
In every case, the sound of the Linn
combination had one important thing
in common with the sound of the
Quads: They were incredibly detailed
without being the least bit bright or
aggressive.
Textures,
inflections,
nuances, and even nonmusical sounds
were offered up clearly and organically — but never thrust forward in the
relentless fashion of certain other
products. For example, the plectrum
attacks of the two acoustic guitars in
Listening
XTC's "Love on aFarmboy's Wages"
In addition to the Quad ESL-989s, I sounded much more real through the
tried the Linn Klimax Kontrol and
Linn combination than with my usual

Measurements
I assess channel separation by
shorting one channel and looking at
its output while Isweep ahigh-level
tone in the other channel. 'When I
examined the !Climax Twin's behavior, Igot such anomalous results that I
thought Imust have miswired the test
setup. But after checking what Ihad
done Irepeated the measurement and
.0010 10, 1004 T. M
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Fig.9 Linn Klimax Twin, channel separation,
unbalanced drive (top) and balanced
drive (bottom). (10dB/vertical div., R-L
dashed.)

got the same results (fig.9). The balanced input (bottom pair of traces
below 7kHz) gives somewhat greater
channel separation, but neither pair of
inputs is outstanding in this respect.
And note the distinct shape of the
crosstalk traces in the region where I
noted the anomaly in the low-impedance response trace (fig.7).
Ilooked at the Limes S/N ratio
with the unbalanced inputs selected
and shorted. (Because the balanced input offers 6dB lower gain, this should
result in S/N ratios 6dB better.)
Referenced to 1W into 8ohms, S/N
measured a good 95.4dB when Aweighted, worsening slightly to 93dB
with an unweighted audioband measurement. Widening the bandwidth to
5001cHz reduced the S/N ratio to
79.5dB, apparently due to the presence
of some very-high-frequency noise.

Fig.10 shows the percentage of
THD+noise present in the 'Climax
Twin's output, plotted against frequency at a2.83V output level. This is
low overall, but shows some variation
with frequency, which is unusual
(other than the slight lift above the
audioband, which is due to the normal gain-bandwidth-product limitation). As revealed by figs.11 and 12,
however, the spectrum of that distortion is complex, with some highorder harmonics present and the
fourth being the highest in level,
which is also unusual.
Unusual, too, is that the spectrum
of the distortion varied with frequency: the low frequencies were
cleaner than the high. This can be
seen in fig.13, where the second harmonic is dominant, if at alow level:
—96dB (0.0015%). These last four
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Fig.10 Linn Klimax Twin, unbalanced THD+N
(%) vs frequency (from bottom to top
at 4kHz): 2.83V into 8 ohms, 4ohms,
2ohms, simulated loudspeaker load.
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Fig.11 Linn Klimax Twin, IkHz waveform at
43.7W into 4ohms (top), 0.032%
THD+N; distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).

100

Fig.12 Linn Klimax Twin, unbalanced spectrum
of lkHz sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 72W
into 8 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Linn
amps. Still, startling though they were
in their clarity, and pleased with
myself though Iwas for noticing them,
those details didn't detract from the
essential musical message.
So let's back up asec and talk about
that message, because that's where the
Kontrol and the Twin found their most
elemental success. I've never heard their
betters in terms of dependably right
pitches and timings — the sorts of things
that compel me to listen late into the
night rather than frustrate me into
switching things off or, worst of all,
falling asleep.
And they got more than the notes
right: They got whole lines of notes
right — things that some amps, like
some conductors, can't seem to find.
On the Bernstein recording of Ives'
The Unanswered QUeSii011 (LP, Columbia

graphs were taken via the unbalanced input. When Irepeated the
50Hz spectral analysis via the balanced input, Igot avery different
result (fig.14): the third harmonic
was now the highest in level.
Fig.15 shows the spectrum of the
Klimax Twin's output while it reproduced an equal mix of 191cHz and
2OlcHz tones just below the level at
which this demanding signal could be
seen to clip on the monitoring oscilloscope. The lkHz difference product
lies at agood -72dB (0.025%), and the
'Climax Twin actually does better on
this test than the Klimax 500 monoblock that Jonathan Scull reviewed in
October 1999 (sec www.stereophile.
com/showarchives.cgi?154:8).
Finally, while the Linn offers
110Wpc into 8 ohms (20.4dBW) at
our usual 1% THD clipping point

Klimax

Kontrol

MS 6843), the Linn combination built
the tension believably as it grabbed the
overarching line carried by the strings
throughout. String tone and texture
were good here, too, if perhaps not
quite as pretty and tactile as with a
good SET.
The Linns got the rhythms right, too,
while avoiding sounding quite like
those other British amps known for the
saine thing. Here, instead of Naim
Audio's "happy sound," as one wag has
described it, Iheard amore serene if no
less mathematical approach to timing:
Not quite as forward, but plenty of
momentum nonetheless. Toe-tapping?
Listen to "Grand Ole Opry Song," the
Jimmy Martin performance that kicks
off Will the Circle be Unbroken (LP,
United Artists UAS 9801), and just try
to hold still.

(fig.16), it doesn't quite meet its
230Wpc specification into 4 ohms,
delivering 210W into that load
(202dBW). The shortfall is trivial, but
more important, the 'Climax Twin
emitted loud whirring sounds as it
approached its limit with continuous
drive into 4and 2ohms. Into the latter, it actually cut off before the actual
clipping point was reached, suggesting
that low impedances are best avoided.
This would appear to disqualify the
!Climax Twin for use with Linn's own
state-of-the-art Komri loudspeaker,
which dips well below 4ohms in the
high treble and the upper bass (see
http://www.stereophile.com/show
archives.cgi?555:5).
Other than its harmonic distortion
spectrum — even though the harmonics are all extremely low in level,
Iwould be more comfortable with

& Klimax

Twin

But you don't buy a100W amp just
for notes and beats, do you? Nossir:
You buy one of these babies for sheer
power — and the Linn 'Climax combination did not disappoint.
Iprefer the premiere recording of
Anthony Payne's completion of Elgar's
Symphony 3, with Andrew Davis and
the BBC Symphony (NMC 53) [as do
I—Ed.]. (I recently bought the recording with Paul Daniel and the Bournemouth Symphony, Naxos 8.554719,
expecting agreat performance and recording, and was mildly disappointed
on both counts [as was I—Ed].) In the
Davis are any number of subtle crescendos — not the beat-you-over-thehead sort, but the kind that sound more
sly and organic. The Linns followed
them and put them across in aremarkably easy and natural way, so much so

fewer high-order components —the
Linn Klimax Kontrol preamplifier is
beyond reproach as far as its measured
performance goes. The 'Climax Twin
is more idiosyncratic, however. But it
is fair to note that, in his auditioning,
Art Dudley found nothing that bothered him.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.15 Linn Klimax Twin, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
100W into 4 ohms (linear frequency
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Fig.14 Linn Klimax Twin, balanced spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 75W into
8 ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.16 Linn Klimax Twin, distortion (
0/0 vs
IkHz continuous output power into
(from bottom to top): 8 ohms, 4 ohms,
2 ohms.
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that Icould've sworn Iwas listening to
tubes or areally good Nairn 250, or
perhaps even real music itself. (There's
ajoke in there, okay?) The music got
bigger when it needed to, without losing its poise, and without the color or
character of the orchestra changing perceptibly. And the colors of the chords in
the brass, which are so crucial to the
mood of the Adagio solenne (another regard in which the Daniel version falls
wildly short of the Davis), were also
pulled off with tube-like perfection.
And Ian Wilson was right: The
Klimax combination was superbly
transparent, so much so that other, more
musically grounded words utterly fail to
describe the experience. Music-making
was explicit through it, sonic images of
singers and instrumentalists coming to
life clearly and naturally between the
speakers, and with nothing unnatural
around them—neither grain in the
music nor fizz around it. A few audio
friends heard the Linns during their
time here, including aprominent manufacturer and afellow reviewer whose
name would be familiar to you, and
none was less than impressed with their
clear, open sound.
After hearing them through the
Quads, the Klimaxes' performance with
the Spendor speakers held no surprises,
really, and beyond that, the differences
heard after switching over to the
Lowthers —apart from the obvious and
expected contrast in sensitivity and
dynamics — were the same as the differences between the speakers' own sonic
fingerprints, nothing more. Of course,
the Lowthers and the Quads do tend to
"load" the room in ways quite different
from each other, depending on the
music played; if anything, the audibly
more powerful Linn amp only contributed to the Lowthers' unique and
appealing sense of scale and space: They
simply became more so.
But driven by the Linns, the
Lowthers still sounded like Lowthers:
alittle more pungent and alot more
bass-shy than the comparatively very
neutral Quads, but, taken on their own
terms, providing avery rewarding, involving experience. The only unpleasant consequence of the pairing
was that the switching noise from the
Klimax Kontrol — brief, static-like
sounds accompanying the use of
switches on either the preamp's front
panel or handset—was audible from
the Lowthers from a few feet away,
while Ihad to get my ear right up next
to one of the panels to hear the same
thing from the Quads. Small price to
82
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pay, Isay, for the outrageous increase in
headroom that comes with driving a
103dB loudspeaker with 100W of
clean power from an amp with anonarthritic power supply — a state of
affairs that will surely put any audiophile in good stead should The Almighty suddenly choose to express His
thoughts via someone's stereo.
The Klimaxes departed from the
ideal in small ways only. First, while the
combination didn't sound like asolidstate amp in the pejorative sense — by
which Imean, it didn't sound gritty or
glassy or overly bright or musically constipated —neither did it sound like a
tube preamp and amp, per se. And, in
particular, the Linn Klimaxes did not
sound like aSET. My idea of agood
SET is something that does the
notes'n'beats thing, at least through the

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Linn LP-12
turntables (two) with Linn Lingo
and Naim Armageddon power
supplies; Naim Aro and Linn Ekos
tonearms; Supex 900 Super, Miyabi
47, Denon DL-103D, and Lyra
Helikon Mono phono cartridges;
Audio Note AN-S2 moving-coil
step-up transformer, Rega Planar 3
turntable with Rega RB-300 tonearm and Rega Elys and Exact
phono cartridges.
Digital source: Sony SCD-777ES
SACD/CD player.
Preamplifiers: Fi Preamplifier,
Audio Note M3, Naim NAC32-5.
Amplifiers: Fi 2A3 Stereo, Audio
Note Kit One (300B), Naim
NAP110.
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL-989,
Spendor S3/5se, Lowther PM2A
and PM6A drivers (both 15 ohm
versions) in modified Medallion
horns, with and without Linn
Sizmik subwoofer.
Cables: Audio Note AN-Vx, Nordost Valhalla, Linn Balanced, Linn
Analogue, Naim SNAIC (various),
and homemade interconnects;
Audio Note AN-SPX, Nordost
Valhalla, Nordost Flatline, and
Naim NACA-5 speaker cables.
Accessories: Mana stands under
turntable and CD player, Base
amplifier platform under amplifier
(sometimes), Loricraft PRC3 record cleaner, occasional use of Shun
Mook Mpingo discs (when Ican
find them).
-Art Dudley

midrange if not the bottom octaves, but
that also sounds richly colorful (perhaps,
Iadmit, even more colorful than the
original); that floats voices and solo instruments between the speakers with
not so much atraditional sense of imaging precision but with abig, tangible,
almost eerie presence; and that errs in
the direction of sounding softer and
more liquid than the original, if and
when it errs at all.
Well, if you hanker for that sort of
thing, whether or not that's your or
someone else's idea of what's "right,"
then you should try agood SET: The
Linn 'Climaxes won't do it. As to its spatial qualities in particular, the Linn
combo sounded slightly forward, with
less of asense of depth than the SETs I
know and love, albeit with no less delicacy and naturalness. Again, the question of which is "right," or even which
we're "supposed" to prefer, is one I'm
not going anywhere near right now.
The only other drawback Ican tell
you about —and some of you won't
think it adrawback at all — was that the
Klimax Kontrol preamp seemed just a
wee bit goosed-up in the bass. The
Tony Rice guitar break that opens the
fine Chris Hillman song "Doesn't Mean
that Much Anymore" (CD, Ria; Rice
Hillman & Pedersen, Rounder 116610450-2) begins more or less in the middle of the instrument's range, but the
Linn preamp made it sound bassier than
that. And Dave Pegg's lovely bass line in
Fairport Convention's "Wizard of the
Worldly Game" (LP, Angel Delight,
Island ILPS 9162) sounded thicker than
usual. Don't get me wrong: The Linn
had no trouble scooting these notes
along. But, remarkably, the all-tube
Audio Note M3, driving the 'Climax
Twin amp in balanced mode, was flatter
and even abit clearer in the bass.
Condusions
A brief statement of philosophy:
Setting aside the matter of a given
component's sound — its timbral balance, its texture, its dynamic capabilities, its imaging or spatial properties,
and so forth — Ido, as you may know,
believe that all audio hardware distorts
the essence of the music itself, most
obviously in distortions of pitch and
timing. Whether this is caused by simple harmonic distortions that alter each
note's attack, sustain, and decay components by changing the shape of the
overall complex waveform that "contains" them, or whether the mechanism at work is something even more
subtle and inscrutable, Idon't know.
Stereophile, June 2003

But the effect is real, and every product
does it to agreater or lesser extent.
The Linn !Climax Kontrol preamplifier and Klimax Twin power amplifier
arc among those things that distort
music to a lesser extent —and if that
sounds like damning with faint praise,
believe me: It isn't. Based on what I've
heard over the years, the seemingly passive act of refraining from screwing up
the music is the rarest thing in audio.

The seemingly passive act
of refraining from
screwing up the music
is the rarest thing in audio.
The Linns get that right.

The Limas get that right. For that reason, they're among the relatively few
products in hi-fi that Icould picture myself owning and loving.
But a component that plays music
well needn't sound bad, and here the
Linns are equally impressive: They not
only sing, they sing with uncommon
clarity and articulation. And, when it's
called for, they impress with sheer force.
Of course, there's the thorny matter
of value. These are expensive products
by anyone's reckoning (I would hope),
and at least part of that big wad of
dough has gone toward qualities that
don't necessarily have to do with music:
appearance, cachet, ergonomics, and,
arguably, durability. I'm confident that,
as reproducers of music and as things
that just plain sound good, these Linns
have few peers and very few betters.
There may very well be $19,000 worth
of those qualities in these two silvery
boxes — although, as always, only you
can make that determination for yourself. Not I, nor Ivor.
If not for their very high prices, I'd
think of the !Climaxes as among the
easiest recommendations Icould make
for most types of systems and most
types of listeners, if only because they
do so much so well—and so easily.
Sadly, if unavoidably, the cost of the
Linn Klimax Kontrol and Klimax
Twin will be abarrier for many of the
people who would most appreciate
them; for the remaining fortunate few
among record-lovers, they jump to the
top of the list.
Stereophile, June 2003
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Siltech MXT Pro Cables
•Ultra high performance cables for every budget •

Siltech Performance starting at
London: $99/pair
Paris: $149/pair
New York: $219/pair

SILTECH

"[The Paris cables are]
stunningly detailed,
transparent, realistic."
The Absolute Sound
Issue 138

SILTECH
AMERICA
76 Green Street
Boston, MA 02130
617.522.7740 phone
617.522.7684 fax
siftech@soundmirror.com
siltechcables.com
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The Fat Lady Sings! Did the performance of the Clearaudio
Vituoso Wood exceed my expectations? Yes, by a significant
margin. Can Ithink of any under-51.000 cartrige ive tried in

NEEDLE DOCTOR

my system that Iwould rather own than the Vituoso Wood?
No. Can Ifind at least one criticism of the Vituoso Wood? No.

800.229.0644

The performance of the Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood was so earopening that Irecommend that anyone thinking of spending
up to $2.500 on a moving-coil cartridge consider buying the
$750 Wood instead, and investing the money saved in better

Order On-Line! www.needledoctor.com
Dealer Inquires

components elsewhere in the system. Stereophile 11/02

Acoustic Signature, audio-technica, Garrott Brothers, Ortofon, Shure, Cartridge Repair, Recoton, Molly Toes & Sonic Circles

Analog Just Got Better! New Acoustic Signature
Mambo & Calypso Turntables Deliver World Class
Performance With Unprecedented Value!

New Acoustic Signature Calypso S3.500
The new Acoustic Signature Mambo turntable features a new 2 inch thick Silen
Platter made of aluminum with round brass inserts called "Silencers". The massi‘,
2 3/8 inch solid aluminum chassis carries all the attachments and makes the Mamb
seem indestructible. Three large adjustable round tipped spike feet are unique an
New Acoustic Signature Mambo 54.500

make it easy to achieve precise leveling without damaging surfaces.

Acoustic Signature Final Tool S2.500
"Stereophile 2001 Analog Product Of The Year Runner-Up

-

Perhaps the greatest mid-priced bargain in analog today sez MF. Ruggedly built,
with precision machined, 241b damped aluminum platter. Should last a lifetime or
Acoustic Signature Samba $1.899

even two.-Stereophile Rec. Comp. Class El SSS. 4/03
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The B had ST on the edge of his seat:
"I was astonished by how much musi-

"Stereophile
2002 Analog

cal information the B retrieved from

Source

record to record..."
controlled and tune-full as hell." Even

8 0

Sam Tellig's
New Reference

at twice the price. MF would call this
"a superbly musical performer" and "a
genuine bargain." -Stereophile Rec.
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"rich, extended bass that is very well-
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Equipment

Report
Paul

Bolin

Calix Phoenix Grand Signature loudspeaker

0

fall the components to
be seen and heard at
an audio show or in a
dealer's showroom, the most
memorable and attentiongrabbing arc inevitably the
super-speakers — bogglingly
expensive, filled with cuttingedge engineering and exotic
materials, of mammoth size
and weight, with full-range
reproduction that shakes building foundations and extends far
enough up top to disrupt the
navigation of bats. Survey the
field, and the biggest Wilson,
Alón, JMlab-Focal, Burmester,
EgglestonWorks, and Nearfield Acoustics models, to
name afew, fit that description.
In terms of its cost, complexity, and weight, the Calix
Phoenix Grand Signature
("PGS" for short) is asuperspeaker — but one with some
distinctive differences in terms
of looks and philosophy. But is
"different" better, or is it just
different? Hearing the PGS at
the 2002 Consumer Electronics Show and Home Entertainment 2002 didn't answer
that question, but more than stoked my
interest in smoking out the truth.
A Bit of Background
The Phoenix Grand Signature does not
look like any other contender in the
super-speaker sweepstakes. While
"statement" speakers are single or multi-

Description: 5-way, 5-driver reflexloaded loudspeaker system with separate subwoofer and crossover
modules. Drive-units: 1
/"rear-mount4
ed, metal-dome supertweeter; hornloaded,
1" silk-dome tweeter;
horn-loaded, 2" fabric-dome midrange; 8" carbon-fiber-cone woofer;
15" Calix damped Kevlar-and-glassfiber-cone subwoofer. Crossover frequencies: 60Hz, 700Hz, 2kHz, 15kHz
(all 12dB/octave). Frequency re-
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final implementation.
In mid-September, three
refrigerator-sized crates arrived
via semi truck and were
stashed in my garage until Rick
and Graham Lundeen of
Audio
Solutions,
Calix's
Indianapolis-based distributor
for the eastern US, arrived in
Minneapolis for the CEDIA
Expo and to assemble and set
up the beasts. This was not as
difficult as it at first appeared.
The PGS's rather surfboardshaped front panel, carrying
the mid-woofer, tweeters, and
horn mounts, is part of a Lshaped steel frame. The subwoofer cabinet slides into the
frame, which sits on four
heavy-duty casters, and the
horn attaches to the brackets
atop the front panel. A pillar
that runs from the "wing"
attached to the horn's rear
flange to the subwoofer cabinet
anchors the horn assembly.
The pillar plugs into a DIN
socket on the top of the woofer
cabinet and contains the wiring
Calix Phoenix Grand Signature loudspeaker
needed to hook up both the
horn and the front-panel driplc monoliths, the Calix is an elegant vers, the latter using aNcutrik Speakon
exercise in neo-art deco design. Japanese
connector. Last, the pillar's system of
artist Minol Araki conceived the speakvery fine machine-screw adjustments
er's unique appearance, and the Taiwan- allows the horn to be pitched at exactly
based Calix technical team — headed by
the right angle to integrate with the
principal designer K.E. Lee and presiother drivers, regardless of room size
dent Liu Sun, both audio industry veterand listening position. Although each
ans — executed the development and
speaker weighs a hefty 300 lbs fully

sponse: 20Hz-40kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 6ohms. Recommended power:
100-1000W.
Dimensions: 62" H by 23" W by 39"
D (plus 6" D for crossover connections). Weight: 300 lbs each, speaker;
145 lbs each, subwoofer.
Finish: Mahogany veneered ply, with
black painted steel frame.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
50004A, 50004B.

Price: $67,500/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: not disclosed.
Manufacturer: Calix Inc., 128 Jen Ho
Road, Tainan 701, Taiwan. Tel: (886)
6-2908959. Fax: (886) 6-2908975.
Web: www.calix.com.tw. US distributor: Audio Solutions, 6371 N.
Guildford Avenue, Indianapolis, IN
46220. Tel: (317) 255-4434. Fax:
(317) 255-2275. Web: www.the
audiosolution.net.
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Calix
assembled, the heaviest individual part
is the 145-lb subwoofer cabinet. Still, at
least two strong men are needed to
assemble aPGS.
The handcrafted, limited-production
nature of the Phoenix cannot be missed.
It doesn't dominate aroom as much as a
large planar speaker does, and Ifound
its graceful curves and rich mahogany
finish, which fairly glows from within, a

Phoenix

refreshing change from the standardissue Big Box. Much to my surprise, visitors — at least male, audiophile ones —
all agreed that the Phoenix is abeautifully finished and singularly handsome
loudspeaker.
The most eye-catching feature of the
PGS is the big midrange horn atop the
front panel. Appearances to the contrary,
the PGS is anything but aconventional

Grand

Signature

boni speaker, as is revealed by its sensitivity specification of 88dB/VV/rn. Given
the Phoenix Grand Signature's average
sensitivity, the "horn loading" applied to
the PGS's upper-frequency drivers seems
designed more for control of dispersion
than to maximize efficiency.
At the bottom of that big horn is not a
compression driver; but aMorel MSD-56
2" soft-dome midrange unit. The horn

Measurements

T he

phone call from the shipping
company was the harbinger of
much sweaty work on my part:
"Sorry, the local trucking company
can't deliver the Calix speakers today.
The four crates weight 1300 lbs and
they don't have aforklift available."
Neither did I! But once aforklift had
been found and the crates stowed in
my garage, Iwas impressed by the
way the Phoenix's packaging had
been designed for easy handling — always an issue with speakers this complex and this massive.
For obvious reasons, it wasn't possible to raise the nilix Phoenix Grand
Signature off the floor for the mea}C
18 PM

1.

40.
409,
!PM

Fig.1

Calix Phoenix Grand, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

surements. The farfield acoustic measurements are therefore affected by an
early reflection from the floor, while
it was possible to window this reflection out of the MLSSA time window
in order to calculate the frequency
responses, this does degrade midrange resolution.
The speaker's voltage sensitivity
was surprisingly low for ahorn-loaded
design. My estimate was 85.5dB(B)/
2.83V/m, which is 1.5dB lower than
the average of the 500 or so speakers I
have measured over the past 13 years
and 2.5dB lower than specified.
However, the plot of impedance magnitude and pitase against frequency
(fig.1) reveals the Phoenix Grand to be
an easy load for the partnering amplifier to drive. The impedance remains
above 6ohms almost the entire time,
with abenign phase angle.
The plot is also free from the wrinIdes and discontinuities that would
indicate the presence of cabinet resonances. Fig2 is acumulative spectraldecay plot calculated from the output
of aplastic-tape accelerometer fastened
to the front baffle adjacent to the

0.00

aB

1?

0.0.

00

25.00

-6.0

37.00

-18.0.

62.00

-24.0

msec

MILSSA
ve

20.0
Spectral

Decay

100.0
log Fr...gummy

-6.38 dB, 254 Hz

- He

BA« mac

Fig.2 Calix Phoenix Grand, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the front baffle level with the woofer. (ML5 driving voltage to
speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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upper-bass drive-unit Asmall number
of resonant modes can be seen, the
strongest of which lies at 254Hz.
However; given the fact that these
modes are all low in level and that the
radiating area of the baffle is small,
their subjective effect should be minimal. Repeating the measurement on
the massive subwoofer box revealed a
low-level, high-Q mode at 275Hz
present on all surfaces (not shown), but
this should be inconsequential.
The sadrIle at 21Hz in the fig.1 magnitude trace indicates the tuning frequency of the large rectangular slot at
the front of the subwoofer box, while
that at 56Hz reveals the tuning of the
port mounted at the back of the
upper-bass enclosure. The traces to the
left of fig3 show that while the subwoofer's minimum-motion point does
coincide with the impedance minimum, the tuning of the port is complex, its output featuring two humps
rather than the one typical of areflex
alignment The subwoofer driver itself
rolls off rapidly above 60Hz, handing
over to the upper-bass driver-port
combination from the midbass up.

Fig.3 Calix Phoenix Grand, acoustic crossover
on tweeter axis at 50", corrected
for microphone response, of
woofer-tweeter module (black) and
horn midrange (red), with the nearfield
subwoofer and port responses plotted
below lkHz and 625Hz, respectively,
and the complex sum of the upper
woofer and port responses plotted
below 450Hz (black).
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Calix
itself is, according to Peter Yang, Calix's
international manager, the product of
years of trial and error to find the perfect
material to act as awaveguide for that
Morel driver. Wood and brass were initially tried as horn materials and found
wanting. After separate trials of 30 different materials, including extensive listening tests to each effort, a mixture of
carbon fiber and resin compound was
finally settled on. Even then, it was discovered that the density of the material
had to be varied over the horn's parabola

Pho enix

to get the desired sonic results. The surface of the horn is so microscopically
smooth that dust doesn't gather on it.
According to Peter Yang and Liu Sun, the
PGS is time-coherent.
The other drivers arc more or less
conventional in type and application.
The mid-woofer and front-panel dome
tweeter are both sourced from ScanSpeak, the rear-mounted supertweeter
from Visaton. The massive, vented 15"
woofer cone is made of glass fiber reinforced with carbon fiber, and was

Grand
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developed in-house by Calix. A large
outboard crossover is connected to the
rear of the subwoofer cabinet via cables
as thick as garden hoses, these terminated with professional-grade connectors.
The crossover has two sets of WBT
binding posts — biwiring is mandated.
All of the internal cabling was designed
by Calix. The speaker's nominal impedance is abenign 6ohms.
Phoenix (Temporarily) Grounded...
Once the Phoenix Grand Signatures

Measurements
The trace in fig3 representing the latter is the complex sum of both outputs, taking phase and physical
separation into account, it appears to
peak a little before beginning its
24dB/octave high-pass rollout.
Higher in frequency, the upperbass driver (black trace) extends surprisingly high in frequency, handing
over to the tweeter at around 3kHz.
But, of course, there is afourth driveunit to be considered, the hornloaded midrange dome, the response
of which is shown in red in fig3.1he
horn unit can be seen basically to act
as a"fill-in" driver, reinforcing the
upper-midrange region where the
upper-bass unit's output is suppressed. All things being equal, this
should result in an even distribution
of energy across the entire audioband.
However, all things are not equal,
as the horn unit's acoustic center is
more than afoot behind that of the
upper woofer and tweeter. The horn
was aimed precisely at the micro-

phone for the measurements, using
the precision screw on the horn support pillar. Even so, the resultant
time delay, coupled with the overlap
between the woofer and the horn
over almost all the latter's passband,
results in acoustic interference that
manifests itself as severe comb-filtering in the farfield response (fig.4).
(The suckouts due to this interference explain the discrepancy between the specified sensitivity and
what Imeasured.)
Putting this to one side for a
moment, the treble is otherwise evenly balanced, the large suckout at
9.5kHz disappearing on either side of
the central tweeter axis. The upper
bass is plateau'd alittle on the high
side before crossing over to the subwoofer, but this will be due in part to
the nearfield measurement technique, which assumes a2pi (hemispherical) acoustic environment. The
subwoofer also peaks very sharply,
before rolling out quite steeply below

40Hz. However, in atypical room,
reinforcement from the boundaries
will result in extension to 20Hz.
There are acouple of peaks apparent
in the subwoofer's midrange output, I
could hear these on pink noise when
the subwoofer was driven by itself,
but they were inaudible when the
main speaker was connected.
Returning to the comb-filtering
apparent in fig.4: Because they
depend on the times of arrival at the
listener's ears, the exact frequencies of
the interference dips will be very dependent on the listener position. This
can be seen in fig.5, which show how
the Phoenix's response changes with
measurement axis. The pattern of
dips and peaks is different at each
microphone position; Isuspect that
the aiming of the horn arranges for
the comb filtering to "fall between
the gaps" in Western music tuning.
Laterally, the response didn't change
much over the 15° angle to either side
of the tweeter axis that Iwas able to

-20.00

dB
6.0

-.15.00

0.0
100

1000
reotnot.to

Fig.4 Calix Phoenix Grand, anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 50", averaged across
30° horizontal window and corrected
for microphone response, with the
complex sum of the nearfield upper
woofer and port responses plotted
below 400Hz and the complex sum of
the nearfield subwoofer and port
responses plotted below IkHz.
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Fig.5 Calix Phoenix Grand, vertical response family at 50", from back to front: responses 20°-5°
above tweeter axis, response on tweeter axis 42" from floor, response 5° below tweeter
axis.
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had been assembled and set up, it quickly became apparent that there was a
serious problem in the bass. The bass
was deep, oh yes, but diffuse, mushy,
and badly blurred in space. "Ah-ha!" I
thought. "A placement problem!"
Nope. Nudging the Calixes around on
their casters resulted in no improvement.
Flustered, Ipopped the grille off of one
of the subwoofers and stupidly stared at
it. At last, aneuron fired: Could the bass
drivers have worked their way loose in
their circuitous journey from Taipei to
Minneapolis? Given such atrek, and that
Audio Solutions' Rick Lundeen had
thoroughly exercised them in his hometheater system before sending them on
to me, it seemed adistinct possibility.
Ifound ahex key and gave one of the
huge machine screws that secure the
woofers an exploratory twist. Yep -

loose. A quick tightening of the eight
screws securing each woofer solved the
bass problem.
Once the woofers had been resecured, the PGSes were not overly
fussy about positioning. The sheer depth
of the subwoofer cabinet ensures that it's
well away from the rear wall. The
Calixes found their homes 37" in from
the side walls, 47" from the back wall,
just under 9' apart, and toed-in somewhat (but not excessively) toward the listening position (all distances measured
from the tweeter centers). They liked
just abit of room reinforcement, but too
much was, well, too much. Some experimenting detennined that having the
midrange horns tilted slightly downward worked best at my usual listening
position, giving the best combination of
image height and overall integration.

...Phoenix Flies
The Calix Phoenix Grand Signature
exhibited not awhit, awhiff, an iota, a
scintilla of horn coloration. None. What
did it have? Plenty. And then some.
What the big Calixes were immediately able to do, to ahigher degree than
any other speaker Ihave lived with, was
to capture asense of place and time.
R.E.M.'s Fables of the Reconstruction (IRS
5592) was my favorite album during
the autumn of my third year of law
school; Ilistened to it on cassette countless times while trudging around campus and town. Hearing it through the
Phoenixes had the same effect on me
that the madeleine had on Proust: I
could smell the clean crack of New
England's autumn air, hear the rustle of
leaves in the campus yard, see the stark
outlines of the bare trees against a

Measurements
measure, other than the filling-in of tering mentioned earlier. The speaker
The double arrival complicates the
the tweeter sudcout at 9.51cHz men- is certainly not time-coherent.
interpretation of the C.21ix's cumulationed earlier. But the quite narrow
directivity of the horn's output will
not help with the woofer's beaming
at the top of its passband. (The rear
tweeter, by the way, is connected with
the same positive polarity as the front
tweeter and covers the three octaves
above 31cHz.)
dB
0.00
In the time domain, the Phoenix's
0.60
12.0
impulse response (not shown) is
1.26
6.0
nothing unusual, other than asecond
1.87
0.0
arrival amillisecond after the tweeter.
-6.0
2.53
As mentioned earlier and as revealed
3.13 »sec
-12.0
by the step responses in fig.6, this late
MLSSA
400.0
1000.0
10000.0
arrival is the horn's output (red trace),
Culettlatave Spectral Decay
log Frequency - Hz
connected, as it appears, in inverted
13.88 dB, 2131 Hz
8.888 neec
acoustic polarity to the tweeter and
woofer (blue). As aresult, the overall Fig.7 Calix Phoenix Grand, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15m5 risetime).
step response (black) is significantly
disturbed, resulting in the comb-fil-

;-2.53
/-3.13

-12.0-

nsec

MLSSA

Fig.6 Calix Phoenix Grand, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (black), and of
tweeter-woofer module (blue), and
midrange horn (red). (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth.)
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Fig.8 Calix Phoenix Grand, tweeter-woofer module, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50"
(0.15ms risetime).
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Calix
moonlit sky. Everything about the place
where Ifirst loved this record 15 years
ago came back in ablinding flash of
sensory overload. With other speakers,
I've had to concentrate on the music to
relive those memories; with the
Calixes, it was as though I'd stepped out
of atime machine.
This uncanny quality extended to all
types of music. Hearing the recent 24bit remastering of Sir Thomas
Beecham's unutterably beautiful interpretations of the orchestral music of
Delius (CD, Dutch EMI 567553 2), I
felt transported into the composer's
gentle, pastoral world. This was not
merely hearing the letter of the notes in
Brie Fair and On Hearing the First Cuckoo
in Spring—the Calixes provided something far deeper and more emotionally
involving. Bill Evans' "My Foolish

rive spectral-decay plot (fig.7). It is
perhaps more meaningful, therefore,
to look at the individual waterfall
plots of the woofer-tweeter array
(fig.8) and of the horn (fig.9). The
former is still disturbed by some
hash in the treble, presumably due to
breakup modes in the woofer's cone.
(Note that this graph extends to only
just over 2ms, due to the aggressive
windowing Ihad to use to eliminate
atweeter reflection from the horn.)
The horn's output does have a
sharply defined ridge of delayed
energy present at 8.5kHz, but this is
well-suppressed by the crossover.
Summing up these measurements
is difficult, as the the comb filtering's
degradation of the speaker's tonal

Phoenix

Heart," from Waltz for Debby (SACD,
Analogue Productions CAPJ 9399 SA),
stopped time with its intimacy and

The midrange and
treble performance of
the PGS was just plain
fabulous. The speaker
adored vocals.
immediacy. If any more information
had been present, Icould have heard
Evans thinking about what notes to play.
The midrange and treble performance of the PGS was just plain fabulous. The speaker adored vocals.

balance will be ameliorated in-room
by the integrating effect of the reverberant field. Certainly, when Iauditioned the Calix Phoenix Grands in
Paul Bolin's room, Iheard nothing
untoward. And Iwas impressed both
by the speaker's presentation of
recorded detail and its powerful if
rather muddy-sounding low frequencies. (See PB's explanation in
his auditioning comments of how he
fixed the latter.) But overall, the
Calix Phoenix Grand Signature,
with its low sensitivity, wide overlap
between disparate drive-units, and
comb-filtered on-axis response left
me scratching my head.
—.John Atkinson
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Fig.9 Calix Phoenix Grand, horn midrange, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms
risetime).
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'Whether it was the slightly nasal
Midlands twang of Fairport Convention's Dave Swarbrick on "Sloth"
(UK LP, Live at the Troubadour, Island
HELP 28), Julee Cruise's breathy, sexy
coo (CD, The Voice of Love, Warner
Bros. 45390-2), or the whisky rasp of
John Wetton's rich baritone on King
Crimson's "Doctor Diamond" (CD,
The Great Deceiver, Virgin 7 86543 2),
there was an almost eerie presence and
atouching holism to the PGS' presentation of each. On "Come All Ye," from
Fairport's Liege and Lief (Italian LP,
Island/Dischi Ricordi ORL 8080), the
late, great Sandy Denny allowed flashes
of an almost playful, girlish joyousness
into her usually serious presentation.
Most speakers, even most of the best,
miss such subtleties. Ihadn't especially
noticed this particular vocal nuance in
nearly 30 years of listening to the song;
the Calixes made it plain as apikestaff.
The Phoenix Grand Signature's treble was silken and richly detailed. What
was missing was the edginess and overly defined edges that usually accompany the sort of transparency and
openness that the PGS provided. Such
transparency is usually bought at the
price of a skeletal, anorexic sound.
There were no such trade-offs with the
Calixes. The shimmer of Martin
Drew's cymbals on Oscar Peterson's A
Tribute to My Friends (LP, Pablo 2310902) was nigh perfect. The ambience
that the Calixes reproduced made listening to Peterson's quartet seem more
like eavesdropping than listening to an
LP. Upper-octave air was wholly exemplary, never exaggerated.
The PGS had an effortlessness, an
almost overwhelming transparency to
the source, that placed it among the
finest speakers to be heard. Its presentation was breathtakingly continuous in
character above the 60Hz sub/midwoofer crossover. It was, in fact, strikingly reminiscent of Quad electrostatic
speakers. Taking my life in my hands, I
made this observation to afriend who
owns Quads. Much to my surprise, he
agreed. Imagine a Quad ESL-63 that
can play 110dB without breaking a
sweat, and goes from nearly 20Hz to
out beyond 20kHz, and you'll have a
pretty good grasp of the Calix's essential
sonic character.
In fact, the depth of insight the
was capable of delivering was verified by
John Atkinson himself during arecent
visit to Minneapolis. Listening to Cantus's
.. Against the Dying of the Light (CD,
Cantus CTS-1202) on my system, he was
dumbfounded to hear things through the
93
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PGS that he hadn't heard while recording
and mixing the master tape.
The sheer amount of information the
Calixes were capable of putting into the
room was at times difficult to believe,
particularly once the Mark Levinson
No.32 Reference line stage had arrived.
The Phoenix's already shining aptitude
for resolving low-level information was
enhanced greatly by the Levinson\
world-class abilities in this area. The
speaker resolved small-scale dynamic
variances in the middle loudness ranges
(p to mJ) with avengeance, and was just
as capable when asked to handle the full
orchestral forces and mighty crescendos
of Vaughan Williams' Sinfonía Antartica
(Naxos 8.550737). With equal adroitness, the PGS could caress me or smack
me upside the head.
To the extent that the Calix had a
weakness, it is one endemic to speakers
with large bass drivers in ported enclosures: to get the deepest, best-defined
bass, it's necessary to drive such aspeaker with an amplifier that can control
that massive woofer, and that will most
often mean solid-state or hybrid power,
especially if big orchestral music or
rock is your meat. With the Classé
CAM-350, Lamm M2.1, and Plinius

Signature
SA-102 power amps, the PGS' bass was
taut, tuneful, and deep; the exceptional
bass capability and control of the
Plinius was perhaps the best match, giving a profound, superbly controlled
lowest two octaves.

The sheer amount of
information the Calixes
were capable of putting
into the room was
at times difficult
to believe.
The Calix delivered the full wallop of
the synthesizer bass on Peter Kruder's
"Marakesh," from Peace Orchestra (CD,
G-Stone G-CD 004). Everything from
pipe organs to orchestral bass drums had
the kind of weight and depth to be
expected from astatement-level speaker. If Ilistened with intense concentration to music with lots of energy in the
50-80Hz range, Icould hear that the
integration of subwoofer and mid-

o

IMPROVING WHAT HAS
BEEN CALLED "THE
BEST SMALL MONITOR
IN THE WORLD."
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fiber driver. Directly
coupled with

no

crossover, efficient,
accurate and musical.
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woofer was not quite perfect, though it
was very, very good —to hear the problem, Ihad to consciously listen for it.
But it didn't interfere one bit with the
musical essence.
Image sizes were consistently lifelike
and wholly convincing in all three
dimensions. While no listening room,
no matter what the speaker, electronics,
and software, permits the re-creation of
asymphony orchestra's literal size, the
Calixes did as fine ajob as the laws of
physics and acoustics will allow.
Orchestral music had exceptionally convincing scale and body. With small ensembles, the Calixes' performance was
magnificent. When I listened to
Brahms' Clarinet Quintet (LP, Angel S36280 —one of the few truly great
Angels), five life-size musicians sat just
10' from me. The players making this
creamy, autumnally beautiful music
were rendered vividly three-dimensional. And when Iturned the lights off and
closed my eyes, clarinetist Gervaise
DePeyer and the Melos Ensemble were,
for all intents and purposes, every bit as
present as the chair Isat in.
The solidity of the instrumental
and vocal images projected by the
Calixes was also quite extraordinary.
Holographic imaging was no problem
at all — they placed fully formed instruments and voices with arooted density.
Singers had bodies, and each instrumental voice had asource behind it — reed,
string, skin, wooden body.
Ille big Calix was also exceedingly
revealing, unveiling with exceptional
precision the particulars of the sonic signatures of each amplifier Iused with it.
The Classé CAM-350's boundless
power and gently cool, slightly distant
presentation contrasted sharply with the
mellow intimacy of the Manley 250
Neo-Classics in triode mode; the
Plinius SA-102's pile-driving but perfectly integrated bass and remarkable
resolution were as obvious as the Lamm
M2.1's tingly palpability and quintessential soulfulness. Each was shown to be
exactly what it was; no strengths were
shortchanged, and no failings either —
though, to be sure, very few of the latter
arc to be found in this group of amps.
Sources, cables, and preamplifiers were
presented with exactly the same degree
of telltale insight into their individual
sonic characters.
Like Jehovah's favorite choir...
The Calix Phoenix Grand Signature
played deep enough, clean enough,
and dynamically enough to scare any
cat or non-audiophile family member
Stereophik, June 2003

out of the house for weeks — any
speaker costing $67,500/pair had
darned well better. But it was clear to
me that that was not why the PGS
was created, or what made living with
it so rewarding.

The solidity of the
instrumental and vocal
images projected by the
Calixes was also quite
extraordinary.
Ultimately, the PGS is more about
grace and emotional communication
than raw power. The words that turned
up most often in my listening notes
were not "power" and "scale," though
those appeared frequently enough. My
most-used descriptors for the PGS
were "graceful," "gentle," "enlightening," and "musical." Like Scheherazade,
the PGS used finesse and intelligence
to seduce—allowing the story the
music was telling to be the star rather
than itself.
Tonal sweetness is one thing, and is
easy to engineer into acomponent by
playing tricks with the upper mids and
lower treble. The PGS had an honest
tonal sweetness, with no artificial sugariness on such music as Delius's or on
any sort of voice. But it had something
more: acompletely self-effacing auk--

dina! sweetness. Excuse the apparent
oxymoron, but the PGS is avery modest super-speaker. It had, in the words
of singer-poet Gilli Smyth, "the isness
of is." While Isometimes wondered if
the sound of the PGS was prettier than
life, the unflinching eye it cast on even
the smallest changes in my system
proved that it was not.
Is the Calix Phoenix Grand Signature worth $67,500/pair? Can any
audio component justify such aprice,
however limited its production and
costly its handcrafting? As Robert
Preston asked in the Blake Edwards
film S.O.B., "Is Batman atransvestite?
Who knows?" But were Ito win the
lottery, Iwould place the Calix Phoenix
on the very short list of speakers on
which I'd consider spending my booty.
Among statement speakers, it offers a
unique combination of gorgeous
appearance, exquisite musicality, and a
measure of finesse and unadulterated
friendliness uncommon to the breed.
Not the first choice, perhaps, for those
seeking to blow away the neighborhood and impress with sheer size —if
you want that, buy aHummer. But if
you know and love the true sound of
music, not hi-fi, and have deep pockets,
the Phoenix Grand Signature is amusthear. Like the Lamm M2.1 power
amplifiers, the Calixes not only bring
the sound back home, they bring the
spirit and humanity of music along, too.
Hats off to you, Messrs. Araki, Lee,
and Sun, for an almighty tough job
donc superbly. A stunning accomplishment.
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Sound Product.
Pure Sound.

Associated Equipment
Analogue sources: SOTA Cosmos
& Cosmos Series III, Clearaudio

Groove 2, Cardas Golden Reference,
Clearaudio Sixstream. Interconnect
Acoustic Zen Silver Reference and
Champion 2 turntables; Graham
Matrix Reference, Wireworld Gold
22, Clearaudio Unify tonearms;
Dynavector XV-1 & XV-1S, Benz Eclipse III, Cardas Golden Reference,
Nordost Valhalla. Speaker Nordost
L2 cartridges.
Digital sources: Classé Omega
Valhalla and SPM, Acoustic Zen Satori
Shotgun. AC: Acoustic Zen Gargantua
SACD/CD player, Ayre D-ix
DVD-Audio/CD player, Teac DV- and Gargantua II, Wurworld Silver
Electra III+, Nordost El Dorado.
50 universal SACD/DVD-A player.
Preamplification: Manley Labs
Accessories: Monster HT 7000
Signature, CPCC Top Gun Super
Steelhe.id, Boulder 2008, Aesthetix
Io Signature phono stages; Mark
Power Block AC conditioners;
Levinson No.32 Reference, Jeff Grand Prix Audio Monaco, Ultra
Resolution Technologies Bedrock
Rowland Design Group Synergy Ili,
stands; Nordost Ti Pulsar Points,
Ayre K-lx line stages.
Power amplifiers: Lamm M2.1,
Ganymede isolation footers; Caig
Classé CAM-350, Manley 250 Neo- Labs Pro Gold contact cleaner;
Ayre/Cardas IBE system-enhanceClassic monoblocks; Plinius SA-102.
ment CD.
-Paul Bolin
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
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Whisper, atrue reference speaker, Legacy
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Report
Rubinson

Audes Jazz loudspeaker

W

hen Ifirst got into
hi-fi, stereo was just
over the horizon and
imported products were still
rare. The inexpensive ones
came from Japan, and you
could find them, often with
names that changed from week
to week, in the open-air displays in and around Cortlandt
Street in lower Manhattan. The
more expensive brands were
European, primarily British,
and beyond my financial grasp.
Today, with the great increase
in international trade, it's sometimes hard to know aproduct's
nation of origin. Britishdesigned loudspeakers are made
in China, Dutch brands carry
labels that say "MADE IN BELGIUM"
or
even "MADE IN
MALAYSIA," and American components can be sourced from
anywhere —even the US. So
what might one expect of an
Estonian loudspeaker?
Ifirst came across the Audes
line some years back, at a
Consumer Electronics Show. I
thought the designs somewhat
derivative, the execution meticulous, the sound from model to
model inconsistent, and the
prices very attractive. Since
then, Andes has expanded their
lines of speakers, which — more important — now sound much better (judging
from brief auditions at shows) while
remaining very reasonably priced.
Ihinted to Audes' Naum Dorldiman
that Imight want to review one of his

Description: Two-way, reflex-loaded,
floorstanding loudspeaker. Driveunits: 1" (25mm) soft-dome tweeter,
two 6.5" (165mm) plastic-cone
woofers. Crossover: 2kHz. Frequency
response: 47Hz-20kHz, ±2dB. LF
"corner": 40Hz, -6dB. Sensitivity:
89dB/2.83V/m. Nominal impedance:
4 ohms. Maximum power: 120W
long-term, 160W short-term.
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"Let's do areview." Dorldunan
suggested the Audes Blues, but
I've had little luck with side-firing woofers in my listening
room. We settled on the Jazz,
which costs $1899/pair.
Description & Setup
Ile Andes Jazz is quite tall and
deep for a two-way speaker
with only a 1" dome tweeter
and two 6.5" mid/woofers. The
enclosure is a matte-black,
square-edged box, the drivers
near the top of the front panel.
The box is flanked by wooden
panels, beautifully sculpted and
finished, that extend about twothirds of the way up the sides
and abit beyond the front and
rear edges. Combined with a
similarly decorative and extremely stable, spiked baseplate,
these cosmetic additions make
the black box seem to disappear,
and the entire ensemble look
less imposing. The shaped grille,
too, contributes to making the
Jazz look like anything but the
rectangular black box it actually
is. Iliked it. (My wife didn't.)
The drivers are mounted in a
vertical mid-tweeter-mid array,
the tweeter offset to one side.
On the rear, the plate bearing
Audes Jazz loudspeakers
the serial number and L/R indication also bears two sets of tnultiway
speakers, but he waited patiently for me
binding posts with links to permit sinto pull the trigger. When Ibumped into
gle- or biwiring. Above this plate arc
him in the men's room at Carnegie Hall
two large, smoothly radiused ports for
during the intermission of aKremerata
Baltica concert last fall, Iwas abit at a the mid/woofer chamber. There are no
controls. The accompanying documents
loss for something to say. Finally, Isaid,

Dimensions: 46" (1170mm) H by
9.75" (245mm) W by 13.75"
(340mm) D. Base: 12.5" (320mm) W
by 15" (380mm) D. Weight: 75 lbs
each (34kg).
Finish: Matte black, polished wood
veneer.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
226036 L/R.
Price: 81899/pair. Approximate num-

ber of dealers: 20.
Manufacturer: Audes, Pae str. 3a,
Johvi 41533, Estonia. Tel: (37) 23395651. Fax: (37) 233-95655. Web:
www.audes.ee. US distributor: Audes
USA, 58 Winding Brook Drive,
Matawan, NJ 07747. Tel: (732) 9211241. Fax: (732) 765-0052. Web:
www.audesusa.com.
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Audes
consisted of ageneral statement about
Andes speakers and a more specific
paper that dealt with the Jazz and its
related models. Ihad to assume that the
recommended setup would be to position the speakers so that their tweeters
were more toward their inside edges.
This was confirmed, after setup, when I
noticed that labels on the backs indicating which speaker of the pair was the
left, which the right.
Even when Ihave no logical justification for doing so, Ibiwire speakers; for
the most part, Iused die Andes Jazzes
with the terminal links removed. Ha!
Those terminals on the back of the Jazz
may have EU approval, but they're the
speaker's worst feature. The knurled

knobs are too small and too close
together — Icouldn't get them to firmly grip the spade ends. Perhaps the grip
would be better with bare wire. Isuspect that the posts have intentionally
been made without ahex profile to discourage overtightening with awrench.
But every time Imoved the speakers, I
had to check the terminals and, usually,
tighten them, lest Ilose aconnection
and, at worst, short out the amp.
The Jazz on jazz
After alittle wrestling with connections,
I powered up the Bel Canto eVo2
monoblocks and the Jazzes swung into
action with, appropriately enough,
some great jazz: the DVD-Audio cdi-

Jazz

don of Ray Brown's Sozdar Energy (HiRes HRM2011) on the Meridian Reference 800 DVD-Audio player.
Well, not so great. The bass was full
and the treble fairly detailed, but there
was a disturbing lack of presence or
body to the sound. But Ifigured I'd only
just begun performing the arcane rites of
speaker positioning. Iwiggled the Jazzes
around, from closer together to farther
apart, from straight ahead to toed-in,
from farther back to very near —each
permutation tried with grilles on and off.
Filially, Ithought I'd gotten them balanced, and they were. The HF was okay,
and the bass extension justified the
enclosure size. Moreover, the midrange
fit in pretty well. Final positions: far

Measurements

T

he Audes Jazz is significantly
more sensitive than average, at an
estimated 90.6dB(B)/0.83V/m, this
made even more beneficial by an
impedance curve that remains above
6 ohms for much of the audioband
(fig.1) and drops to aminimum value
of 42 ohms at 190Hz. The saddle at
42Hz in this graph's magnitude trace

1.610

4's

0.0

Fig.1

Audes Jazz, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed). (2 ohms/vertical
div.)

indicates the tuning frequency of the
speaker's twin ports, which in turn
implies moderate low-frequency extension (42Hz is the frequency of the
E string on afour-string electric bass
guitar or double bass).
There arc two significant discontinuities in the impedance traces, one at
150Hz and one at 550Hz, which imply
the existence of serious cabinet resonances. Investigating the behavior of
the enclosure walls with aplastic-tape
accelerometer did reveal some strong
resonances, but the strongest was at
320Hz (fig2). This mode was present
on all panels and, all things being equal,
might be expected to obscure midrange clarity.
Fig3 shows the individual farfield
responses of the tweeter and twin
woofers, the latter spliced to the

--0.00

dB

12.00

0.0

25.00

-6.0

37.00

-12.0

50.00

-18.0

62.00

-24.0

lege
nsec

HISSA
Comulatzve

summed nearfield woofer response
below 350Hz and overlaid with the
summed nearfield response of the
ports, these scaled in the ratio of the
square root of the radiating areas.
(The individual woofer and port outputs did not significantly differ from
one another.) As implied by the impedance plot, the output of the ports
peaks at 42Hz, the minimum-motion
point of the woofers, but rolls off
steeply above 150Hz. There is astep
in the nearfield response of the
woofers at the same frequency, which
is also the frequency of amajor discontinuity in the fig.1 impedance
traces. Ididn't find apanel resonance
at 150Hz, but the cabinet obviously
has an acoustic resonant mode.
Higher in frequency, the woofers
start to roll off smoothly above
lkHz, the slope steepening above
the nominal 21cHz crossover point.

20.0
Spectral

Decay

100.0
log FregneoCY

4.33 dB, 320 Hz

1000.0
- H7

0.989 nsec

Audes Jazz, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an accelerometer
fastened to the center of the cabinet's wooden side-panel cheek (MIS driving voltage to
speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Audes Jazz, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50, corrected for
microphone response, with the
summed woofer nearfield response
and summed nearfield port response
plotted below 350Hz and 1kHz,
respectively.
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apart, toed-in about 15°, 5 from the
front wall, grilles off.
A big problem remained: The sound
came distinctly from the two enclosures - even with mono sources. I
found myself listening to the Jazzes
standing up, walking around, or passing through, but seldom when sitting
down in the "sweet spot," because the
sonic image had no center-fill at all. I
can't tell you how frustrating it was to
have two speakers, each of which
sounded decent independently, that
just wouldn't talk to each other.
The solution was suggested by my
preference, independent of other variables, for spacing the jazzes farther apart.
The hell with the manufacturer's recoin-

mendations and standard practice -I
switched left for right, so that the tweeters were outboard, and started over.
Da capo
Again Ipowered up the Bel Canto
eVo2s, and again the jazzes swung into
action with the Ray Brown DVD-A.
But this time, we were rolling. The
Jazzes' wide-range sound was now
enhanced by center-fill and a sizable
spatial presentation. Instead of PingPonging instruments, Ray Brown had
an ensemble.
The overall sound was balanced, fairly smooth, and decidedly not "hi-fi."
The bass was full but not truly powerful
or extended. Not that Imissed sub-

40Hz bass on anything other than
stress-test recordings. Ray Brown's double bass was excellently rounded and
weighty, with good definition. On
Scelsi's "C'est bien la nuit" (Simax
Classics PSC 1136), 1 Bjórn Lake's
bowed bass fiddle was even more impressive, especially for aspeaker in this
price range, since it requires acareful
balance between bass and midrange lev1All of the Simax Classics tracks cited in this review arc
from a marvelous demonstration sampler, Ensemble
Highlights (olintion 1(ECL 20031), from the Swiss electronics firm Ensemble. This C1), compiled from the
Sioux and Aurora catalogs, consists of 18 tracks of classical excerpts ranging from solo instrument or voice to
chorus and chamber orchestra: no headbanging or augmented symphony orchestras, but consistently lovely
and reveling sound.

Measurements
usual "nearfield hump" apparent in
The tweeter is flat on-axis within its
optimized for dynamic range rather
passband. Fig.4 shows the overall
the upper bass in fig.4, which sugthan bass extension.
response of the Jazz, averaged across
gests areflex alignment that has been
KR had some difficulty in getting
a30° horizontal angle on the tweeter axis and spliced to the complex
sum of the nearfield responses. It is
extremely flat, suggesting that the
problems ICal Rubinson occasionally
noted in his auditioning did not stem
from the speaker's frequency bal-90.00
all
ance. KR did note the Jazz's moder0.0
-60.00
ate low-frequency extension, and the
-6.0
30.00
speaker does roll off rapidly below
-12.0
0.00
the 42Hz tuning frequency of the
-18.0
30.00
twin ports. To my surprise, the actu-24.0
60.00 deg
al rolloff is closer to 36dB/octave
MLSSA
300.0
1000.0
10000.0
than the 24dB/octave typical of a
Frequency File Diepluil
toe Frequency - Iii
(Smoothed to 0.10 octaee)
reflex alignment. (When calculating
-8.49 de. 4173 Hz
90.888 dg
the complex sum of the nearfield
responses, Idid take into account the
Fig.5 Audes Jazz, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
time delay introduced by the ports
back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis on woofer side of baffle, reference
being positioned on the speaker's
response, differences in response 5*-90° off-axis on tweeter side of baffle.
back panel.) There is also less of the
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Fig.4 Audes Jazz, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across a
300 horizontal window and corrected
for the microphone response, with the
complex sum of the nearfield woofer
and port responses plotted below
300Hz.
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Fig.6 Audes Jazz, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 1
5*-5 ° above axis, reference response, differences in
response 5°--15° below axis.
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Audes
els. The midrange was pretty much a
nonissue, with male and female voices
balanced between weight and sibilance,
and with good detail.
Treble detail was adequate without
noticeable brightness, but from time to
time a piano note or similar sound
would jump out, suggesting some irregularity in the overall response. This was
confirmed when, somewhat unreasonably, Iturned up the volume until there
was ashift from smoothness to alittle
hooting in the crossover region. For
example, Hilary Halues recording of the
Brahms Violin Concerto (Sony Classical
SACD SS 89649), which has just won a
Grammy as Iwrite this, was clear and
powerful, but the Jazz could not be

the Jazzes to provide soundstage
center-fill, particularly when the
tweeters were on the inside edges of
the speakers. This suggests some
serious asymmetry in the Jazz's lateral dispersion. Yet, as can be seen
from fig.5, any such asymmetry is
mild. (The off-axis behavior on the
tweeter side of the front baffle is
toward the front of this graph.)
However, the usual flare at the bottom of the tweeter passband is
apparent in fig.5, and it is slightly
more pronounced on the woofer
side of the baffle. As KR found that
the speakers imaged best with the
woofers on their inside edges, perhaps this flare otherwise results in
treble-excessive wall reflections that
disturb the imaging stability and precision. However, Isuspect the lively
cabinet is mainly behind this behavior, as musical information that lies at
the same frequency will tend to
"splash" to the speaker positions.

pushed loud without Hahn's violin
jumping out from the orchestral ambience. As long as Istayed below this
threshold —and unless I'm torturing
speakers or listeners, Ido —dynamics
and balance were just fine.
Spatial presentation, with Variations
6 and 8 of Britten's Variations on a
Theme of Frank Bridge (Simax Classics
PSC 1111), was quite good in the
longitudinal axis, with decent depth
and fill between the now-reversed
speakers. Laterally, the soundstage was
adequate, but barely extended beyond
the speakers. Still, all things considered, the Jazzes presented an excellent
re-creation of achamber orchestra in a
fairly rich reverberant field.

In the vertical plane (fig.6), the Jazz
tends to maintain its even frequency
balance for 5° above and below the
33"-high tweeter axis. However, a
large suckout at the crossover frequency becomes evident for listener
ear heights level with or above the top
of the enclosure.
Looking at the Audes speaker's
time-domain behavior, the tweeter's
step response (fig.Z red trace) hands
over smoothly to the woofers' (blue).
However, some strong reflections of
the tweeter's output can be seen in the
first millisecond after its arrival at the
microphone, these probably coming
from the edges of the baffle. (Ignore
the reflection at the 7ms mark, which is
from the stand supporting the Outline
speaker turntable Iuse to take these
measurements; it was windowed out
when the DRA Lab MLSSA program

Jazz

Is that all there is?
The above comments apply to the
Audes Jazz when driven by the Bel
Canto eVo2 monoblock, which is
among the most powerful and neutral
power amplifiers I've ever used. Tlw
eVo2 is abit more amp than the Jazz is
likely to be mated with in the real world.
A single stereo eVo2 was equally successful, as was the McCormack DINA1
Rev.A. In no raçr was there any problem
driving the 4ohm Jazz, as judged by the
relatively low settings of the volume
control on my Sonic Frontiers Line-3
preamplifier, compared with those used
for the 8ohm Revel Studios.
For completism's sake, Ialso tried the
Jazzes with the Sonic Frontiers Power-3

was used to calculate the frequencydomain behaviot)
KR noted that some treble piano
notes were thrown forward in the
soundstage, yet the Jazz's cumulative
spectral-decay plot (fig.8) is superbly
clean throughout the treble. Isuspect,
therefore, that this coloration stems
from the cabinet's resonant problems.
The top panel, for example, has aserious resonant mode apparent at I
kHz,
which is in just the right region to
affect the sound of the piano.
All in all, the Audes Jazz offers
good performance in the traditional
areas of speaker performance, and is
both sensitive and an easy amplifier
load. However, its lively cabinet
works against that achievement.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.7 Audes Jazz, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" with individual tweeter (red)
and woofer (blue) step responses (5ms
time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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you expand your system. In black or genuine cherry veneer. See Sanus Euro furniture and more at www.sanus.com. It's all very cool.
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www.santis.com

Analog source: Heybrook TT2
turntable, SME III tonearm,
Ortofon SME3OH cartridge.
Digital sources: Meridian Reference 800 DVD-Audio player
(with 861 control unit), Sony XA777ES SACD player, Mark
Levinson No360S DAC.
Prearnplification: Sonic Frontiers Line-3 preamplifier, Audiolab
800OPPA phono stage.
Power amplifiers: Bel Canto
eVo2, Sonic Frontiers Power-3,
Classé CAM-350 monoblocks,
McCormack DNA1 Revit.
Loudspeakers: Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v2.
Cables: Digital: i2digital X-60.
Interconnect: AudioQuest Anaconda & Python (both balanced),
Cardas
Cross
(unbalanced).
Speaker: AudioQuest Gibraltar
(biwire). AC: PS Audio Lab, JPS
Aluminata.
—Kalman Rubinson
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Condusions
Besides its attractive appearance, the
Andes Jazz offers alot of loudspeaker
for $1899/pair. With careful positioning, its sound should be reasonably full,
warm, and spacious, with great presence. Despite its 4ohm spec, the Jazz
seemed relatively easy to drive, sounding equally good at low and high levels.
Tube amps of reasonable output should
definitely be considered as suitable
mates. For the money, one can buy
greater transparency and wider range,
but the Jazz is more than competitive in
terms of presence and untiring balance.
Early in my auditions, afriend said
that, even though he preferred his present, much more expensive speakers, he
might have resisted the upgrade bug a
long while had his first serious speakers
been the Andes Jazzes. Iagree: One
could live long and happily with the
Andes Jazz.

STEREO /MULTI-CHANNEL SACDS
A
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RECORDING

RECORDS 2DIE 4
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Recording of the Month
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"Miss Caram's voice is light and sensual.
an understated elegance uncommon in
jazz singing..." -All About Jazz

* * * * -Rolling Stone
An earth-pure auditory elixir..."
Fritertainment Today
A
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Associated Equipment

CHESKY RECORDS

David Johansen

Studio and Jazz
The Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v2s
are the main speakers for both stereo and

multichannel sources in my weekend
system. I'm very familiar and satisfied
with the Studio, and it and the Andes
Jazz are similar in configuration and
price. Despite being slightly smaller, the
Studio/60 has amore extended, tighter
bass with the Bel Canto and Sonic Frontiers amps. On the other hand, the Andes
Jazz sounded bigger and warmer. The
Jazz filled the room with its generous (if
not deep) bass, and, with its subjectively
rolled-off treble, it was never fatiguing,
even with quite raucous material.
One of the things Ilike about George
Faber's voice is its often gutty edge. His
new album, Blues (BAT), has that edge
a-plenty, but the Andes Jazz smoothed
it out noticeably. Not so with the
Studio/60; its neutral balance from bass
through HF retains all the grittiness but
with alittle less immediacy. The result
was that the Jazz's presentation was
close, comfortable, and involving, while
the Studio/60's was more distant and
cool, but wider and more detailed. Now
all we need is BAT's Geoff Poor, who
produced the recording, to tell us which
sound, if either, is more accurate.
In general, the choice between the
Jazz and the Studio will hinge on your
preferences and, to adegree, your experience. Those who need not analyze or
qualify the sound will probably find the
Jazz agreat portal for any music. It's the
kind of speaker that makes an immediate connection with the listener and
doesn't fatigue with extended exposure.
I, however, am obsessed with analysis,
and couldn't do without the neutrality
and transparency of the Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v2s.

r, Cobb, Coleman, Stern

rnonoblocks — another case of overkill,
or so Ithought. But this combination
was wonderful. The tube amps made
the Jazzes swing ever so smartly. From
about 60Hz up to about 10kHz, the
sounds emerging from the SF/Jazz
combo were unerringly enjoyable; I
spent many hours in the sweet spot with
disc after disc, just grooving to the music.
The price of this, however, was palpably less bass extension and definition
than with the eVo2s, and aloss of some
clarity in the upper midrange that compromised spaciousness to a similar
degree. This was particularly evident in
excerpts from Britten's A Ceremony of
Carols (Simax Classics PSC 1106), in
which the chorus, and especially the treble soloist, were thrillingly present, but
the sense of place was less evident than
with the eVo2s.
But forget about dissecting the sound
parameters —the tradeoffs were definitely worth it. Truc, with the Power-3s
Icould not play the Jazz any louder
before they began to complain, but, as
I've said, that happened only at levels
beyond the bounds of reasonable behavior. In fact, I'd bet that Sonic
Frontiers' Power-I, or any other quality
50-100Wpc tube amp, would be able
to make the Jazzes sing.

Recording of the Month -Stereophi
"Cobb's stellar brushwork
one of Stern's finest howe-

1102

INTRODUCING THE NEW CT LOUDSPEAKER FROM
(PESKY AUDIO. GO TO: remm.chesky.com

• OUR sirsArr Tints:-

-

Paquao D'Itneera •
Clark Tncy McCoy Tyne, &nohe'
www.chesky.com • 1-800.331.1437

Chuck Manwone
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SILENCE IS GOLDEN
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Acoustic ID
Signature

Its hard to imagine improving on a product like the Acoustic Signature
turntables. Their high level of quality and sophistication is hard to find.
and improvements on such high quality products are even more rare.
The new MAMBO from Acoustic Signature, however, has pushed the envelope even further Twenty brass cylinders are pressed into the new Silentplatter and each one is additionally isolated by 2 rubber o-rings. The
resulting flywheel effect creates greater inertia and also nearly all ambient
vibrations are absorbed. To learn ristre about the new Acoustic Signature
masterpieces please contact:

v

EDacron

www.needledoctor.com • 800.229.0644

acoustic energy
elac
gallo acoustics
jean -marie reynaud

(AudioVision

o'heocha
polk Isi
spendor

san francisco

arcam

Home Entertainment 2003

audio refinement
ayre acoustics
bryston

St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco, CA
June 5-8. 200:-

sound choices.

We invite you to visit our 8 sensational
exhibit rooms, on the 6th floor at HE2003,
where the finest in audio and home theater
products will be demonstrated by the
participating companies highlighted in red.

1603 pine st. san francisco ca 94109 •415.614.1118
www.aucliovisionsf.com
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Cambridge audio u.k.
cardas
clearaudio
creek
fujitsu

ps audio
richard gray's power co.
rogue audio
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Equipment
John

Report
Atkinson

Earthworks Sigma 6.2 loudspeaker

W

hen Iunpacked the
review samples of
Earthworks' Sigma
62 loudspeaker, Iwas reminded of aPop Art exhibition I'd
visited 30 years before, in
London. Along with astuffed
drum kit and other of Claes
Oldenburg's exaggerated-scale
floppy sculptures, hanging from
the Tate Gallery's ceiling was an
enormous three-pronged, USstyle AC plug made entirely of
hardwood. Although the Sigma
62 is available in plain-Jane
black for $3500/pair, the
optional solid-cherry cabinet,
with its polished grain-streaked
panels, has the same carved-from-solid,
feel of the Oldenburg plug. Ifound
myself wanting to stroke the speaker.

Earthworks...
...is a pro-audio manufacturer best
known for its superb microphones.I
Founded by the pioneering engineer
David Blackmer, the "db" of dbx fame,
who sadly passed away last year at the
age of 75, the company is now run by
David's widow, Heidi Heller-Blackmer,
and his son Eric, who is director of sales.
The Sigma 62 is Earthworks' first loudspeaker, and is afairly small two-way
design intended to deliver "precision,
time-accurate soundfield reproduction."
The Sigma 62's striking-looking cabinet features atriple-stepped front baffle.
The bottom frontmost section carries the

IIown apair of Earthworks QTC-1 wide-bandwidth
omni recording mikes, and use an Earthworks microphone preamp for Stereophile's loudspeaker measurements.

Description: Two-way, reflex-loaded,
stand-mounted, magnetically shielded
loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" (25mm)
ring-radiator tweeter, 6.5" (165mm)
plastic-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: 2.1kHz (measured). Crossover
slopes: 6dB/octave, first-order. Frequency response: 40Hz—<40kHz, ±2dB.
Sensitivity: 87dB/2.83V/m. Nominal
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right angles rather than continuing across the joints. Me, Iliked
the effect. Claes Oldenburg
would, too.
System
Iplayed vinyl on my Linn Sondek/Cirkus/Trampolin/Lingo
(new version)/Ekos/Arkiv LP
player sitting on aSound Organisation table and amplified
by a Linn Linto. CDs were
played on Musical Fidelity NuVista 3D and Ayre CX-7 CD
players, and a Mark Levinson
No.31.5 CD transport driving a
Mark Levinson No.30.6 D/A
Earthworks Sigma 6.2 loudspeaker
processor via a ICimber Ilwoofer, the center section has mounted
luminations Orchid AES/EBU datain front of it aflat plate that carries the
link. I also used a Musical Fidelity
tweeter, and the top section has arectan- Tri-Vista SACD player and aTechnics
gular slot, 6" wide by 1.3" high, that
DVD-A10 DVD-Audio player, the latreflex-loads the woofer and makes aconter's digital output feeding the Levinson
venient handle. Both drive-units are
via an AudioQuest SVT-4 S/PDIF link.
made by Vifa in Denmark. The tweeter
A Mark Levinson No380S preamp
is the well-regarded dual-concentric, 1"
fed the Mark Levinson No33H or
dome unit, the woofer a6.5" polypropyLamm M2.1 monoblocks via 5m ballene cone built on acast aluminum chasanced Madrigal CZ Gel-1 interconsis. The crossover is afirst-order type
nects. The Levinson source components
using Solen polypropylene capacitors and
were connected with 0.5m lengths of
air-cored inductors; together with the
Ayre's new Cardas-sourced balanced
stepped-back tweeter baffle, it is claimed
cable, while DiMarzio unbalanced into give atime-coherent presentation.
terconnects were used for the Musical
The tweeter is mounted slightly offFidelity and Technics players. Speaker
center on its sub-baffle. Both aSpeak-on
cables were AudioQuest Gibraltar, AC
cables were Synergistic Research Deconnector and apair of WBT binding
signers' Reference2 and PS Audio Lab
posts are provided in arecess on the rear
panel of the Sigma 62's surprisingly
Cable. A PS Audio Power Plant 300
deep enclosure. The speaker's fien'finish
running at 90Hz supplied power to the
preamp and digital players.
is to agratifyingly high standard, though
my erstwhile woodworking neighbor,
Wes Phillips, was bothered that the
Sound
grains on adjacent panels intersected at Earthworks recommends listening to the

impedance: 8 ohms. Power handling:
150W continuous, 400W peak
Dimensions: 16.75" (425mm) H by
9.5" (240mm) W by 15.5" (395mm)
D. Weight: 32 lbs (14.5kg) each.
Finishes: Black MDF; blonde solid
cherry.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
0099, 0100.

Price: $3500/pair (black), $5000/pair
(cherry). Approximate number of
dealers: 1(sold direct). Also available
from Sweetwater Sound, (800) 2224700. Warranty: 2years, parts &labor.
Manufacturer: Earthworks, Inc., 37
Wilton Road, Milford, NH 03086. Tel:
(603) 654-6427. Fax: (603) 654-6107.
Web: www.earthworksaudio.com.
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Sigma 62 rather closer than is normal
for adomestic high-end speaker: from 3'
to 9' away. After sonic experimentation,
Iended up with the speakers alittle fardier out into the room than usual, which
placed them 9' from my cars. III sat closer, or moved the speakers farther out
into the room, the bass was too shelveddown for my taste. At the position I
ended up with, the low frequencies were
still a little lightweight but extremely
articulate. Though Earthworks claims
the speakers are delivered already bro-

ken-in, Ifound that the lows loosened
up slightly over the first couple of weeks.
The Sigma 62 was not your typically
boomy reflex speaker. Stewart Copeland's kick drum on the second half of
The Police Live SACD (A&M Chronicles
069 493 608-2) sounded superbly defined, and remained acoustically separate from Sting's bass. Using the
i
t
-octave warble tones on Stereophile's
Test CD 3, I
judged the Earthworks' inroom extension to reach 50Hz, with
some useful output still apparent at

40Hz and (undoubtedly helped by the
room) 32Hz.
Pink noise sounded even and wellbalanced as long as my cars were level
with or below the tweeter, which was
35" from the floor on the tallest stands I
had available, the 24" Cclestion Si's. The
Sigma developed a hollow-sounding
coloration if Irose even slightly above
the tweeter axis, suggesting that 30"
stands would be optimal. In arecording
studio, of course, the speakers would be
placed above the console, which is, I

Measurements

The

Sigma 62 was of just-belowaverage voltage sensitivity, at an
estimated 86dB(B)/2.83V/m. However, its impedance plot of magnitude
and phase against frequency (fig.1),
which stays between 7 and 8 ohms
across much of the audioband with
very little electrical phase shift, indicates that the speaker is an easy load
for the partnering amplifier to drive.
The impedance minimum at 43Hz
indicates the tuning of the rectangular
port, which in turn implies modest
bass extension.
bee

alb •

efOle

ate
ale

Fig.1

lea

Earthworks Sigma 6.2, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

A small depression at 500Hz in the
impedance magnitude trace appears
to be associated with astrong cabinet
panel resonance. Fig2 is acumulative
spectral-decay plot calculated from
the output of aplastic-tape accelerometer fastened to the center of a
Sigma 62's back panel above the terminals; astrong ridge of delayed energy can be seen at 488Hz. The mode
was strongest on the back panel and
was much lower on the side and top
panels. It could be clearly detected
with astethoscope while Iplayed the
"Chromatic Scale" track from Stereophiles Test CD 3(the track is also included on our forthcoming Editor's
Choice CD), as could a mode at
336Hz. It's possible that the presence
of these modes correlated with the
slight degree of midrange congestion
Inoted. It should also be noted that
this behavior might be different with
the black-finished MDF Sigma 62.
Fig3 shows the Earthworks' farfield response averaged across a±15°

dB

horizontal window centered on the
tweeter axis. The ring-radiator tweeter gives extension well above the
audioband, but the mid-treble is alittle elevated in absolute terms. All
things being equal, this might well
correlate with the speaker's rather
bright balance. It will also contribute
to the astonishing amount of recorded detail laid bare by the Sigma 62.
In the bass, the woofer's minimummotion notch (red trace) coincides, as
expected, with the impedance minimum in fig.1, but the port's output
(blue) peaks a little higher in frequency. The port's output is free
from upper-frequency resonances,
which is good, considering it faces
the listener. The summed low-frequency response (black) peaks up in
the midbass, but this will be due almost entirely to the nearfield measurement technique; the Sigma 62's
bass alignment actually appears to be
a little ovcrdamped, which tics in
with the speaker's very-well-defined
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Cute« late tee
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2.29 dB, 488 Hz (125), 0.080 msec (1)
Fig.2 Earthworks Sigma 6.2, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet's side panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V;
measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Earthworks Sigma 6.2, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50",
averaged across 30* horizontal window
and corrected for microphone
response, with the nearfield responses
of the woofer (red trace) and port
(blue), and their complex sum (black),
plotted below 300Hz, IkHz, and 300Hz,
respectively.
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Earthworks
assume, why Earthworks has arranged
for the optimal balance to be heard on
or below the tweeter axis.
The Sigma 62 had aslight tendency to
brightness that was more apparent the
farther away Isat, and made the speaker
very revealing of recorded detail. Iam
leery of calling this analytical quality
"accuracy"; strictly speaking, it is something that can be associated with adeparture from atruly accurate tonal balance.
Stereophile columnist John Marks refers to
such speakers as being more "intelligi-

low frequencies but slightly lightweight balance.
The slight asymmetry of the tweeter's placement on the mounting plate
will spread the effects of diffraction
from the edges. The manner in which
the Sigma 62's response changes on
the inner edge (closer to the tweeter)

bic," ausage Ithink more appropriate.
Certainly it is an essential quality in astudio monitor. Iused the Sigma 62s while
assembling Stereophdès Editor's Choice CD
(STPH0016-2), duc to be released this
month and featuring cuts from many of
the recordings Ihave made over the past
decade. The Sigmas were invaluable in
this role, proving very revealing of small
differences in the noise floors of the various tracks that needed to be compensated for at transitions. And despite the 62's
superb intelligibility, this was not allied to

is shown to the front of fig.4. The
salient points of this graph are the
limited dispersion of the tweeter
above 101cHz - the speaker will tend
to sound mellow in large rooms or if
listened to from too far away in smaller, well-damped rooms -and the offaxis flare at the bottom of the
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Fig.4 Earthworks Sigma 6.2, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis, reference response,
differences in response 5*-90° off-axis on driver side of baffle.

Sigma

6.

2

any tendency of the speaker's balance to
become hard or fatiguing.
Listened to from 9' away, the Sigma's
extreme highs were slightly reticent,
compared, for example, with the
Mission Pilastro, which Ireviewed last
November and which uses the expensive ScanSpeak version of the Vifa ringradiator tweeter. But listened to in the
nearfield, the Sigma's top octave sounded extended and grain-free.
Other than the slight plateau in the
mid-treble and atouch of congestion in

tweeter's passband, between 3kHz
and 5kHz. Interestingly, the presenceregion boost that will result from this
in-room coincides with adepression
in the same region in the direct sound
(fig3), which will tend to compensate. There is anotch in the farfield
response at the same frequency as the
cabinet resonance noted in fig2,
which might su 14:est that the panel is
at least partially canceling the
woofer's motion at this frequency.
The speaker's dispersion in the vertical plane (fig.5) confirms what I
experienced in my auditioning that
the Sigma 62 must be auditioned with
the listener's ears level with or just
below the tweetet An enormous suckout develops just above the tweeter
axis. However, this, along with the onaxis depression in the presence region,
will also work against the tendency for
the lateral dispersion to make the
speaker sound bright in-room. As a
result, the Earthworks' spatially averaged response in my listening room
(fig.6) is one of the flattest-balanced I
have experienced, meeting extraordinary ±0.7dB limits between 400Hz
and 10kHz! No wonder Ifelt the
speaker's midrange to be among the
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-15.00

0.0

0.00
15.00

-12.0-18.0

100.0
100.
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Fig.5 Earthworks Sigma 6.2, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response 45*-5° above axis, reference response,
differences in response 5*-45* below axis.
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IDDCA

Fig.6 Earthworks Sigma 6.2, spatially
averaged, ',octave response in JA's
listening room.
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Earthworks
the lower midrange, the Earthworks was
about as free from coloration as Ihave
experienced. Its midrange was simply
superb. Voices and instruments were
reproduced with their unique tonal identities intact, free from speaker-sourced
formants. Vesko Eschkenazy's solo instrument, on his new SACD of Mozart
and Mendelssohn violin concertos (Pentatone Classic FTC 5186 001), sounded
deliciously real. But even the Earthworks
couldn't conceal the lispy treble and
coarse midrange quality of Norah Jones'
voice on Come Aivay With Me (Blue Note
532088 2), which sounded as if it had
been recorded with one of those ElectroVoice dynamic cardioids so beloved by
radio talk-show hosts. And the differences between the CD and two-channel
SACD layers of this issue's "Recording of
the Month," Pink Floyd's Dark Side ofthe
Moon (Capitol 82136-2), were laid
embarrassingly bare (see "As We See It"
in this issue).
The speakers handled the DSotM
dynamics without apparent strain at moderate levels, though there is only so much
that can be expected in the way of dynamic range from apair of 65" woofers.
Imaging specificity was excellent. A

consistent feature during my auditioning
of the Sigma 62s was the dome of ambience they threw up at the rear of the
soundstage. Not only did this occur with
recordings where the engineer had an
eye/ear on capturing the soundfield —
my Let Your Voice Be Heard CD (Cantus
CTS-1201), for example —it was apparent even on recordings from which I
hardly expected it. The Police Live SACD,
for example, had the ecstatic Atlanta
audience singing along with "King of
Pain" way beyond the wall of my listening room, behind and above the band.
Ifinished my formal listening sessions with the latest in ECM's series of
superbly recorded, superbly performed,
small-group jazz discs: Changing Places,
from the Tord Gustaysen Trio (CD,
ECM 1834). Gustaysen's piano, recorded by the continuingly impressive Jan
Erik Kongshaug, had asuperb mix of
percussive attack and tonal bloom
through the Earthworks. The treble register had aconsistent presentation, without some notes jumping forward and
others being reticent, which so often
happens with lesser speakers. The sonic
picture of Jarle Vespestad's drums was
spread across the stage behind the piano,

Sigma

6.2

and Harald johnsen's double bass spoke
with anatural, even rich-sounding balance of weight and definition over most
of its range. Only the instrument's lowest notes came across as abit light in
weight. The Earthworks Sigma 62 got
out of the way of the music in amost
satisfying minter.
Summing up
Earthworks' Sigma 62 was apparently
developed by David Blackmen with
some boundary support expected for its
low frequencies. If it is used in afreespace environment, such as sitting on
high stands out in the listening room, its
bass will sound somewhat light in
weight and the balance alittle bright.
But provided you sit fairly close, apair of
them then offers an astonishingly clear
view into the recorded soundstage and
an articulate, uncolored presentation of
the music. Although the cherry cabinets
raise the price of apair to an undoubtedly expensive $5000, this version of the
speaker is abeautiful piece of furniture
in its own right. If you can accommodate
its particular needs, the Earthworks
Sigma 62 is one heck of arecommendable loudspeaker.

Measurements
best-balanced I have heard in my
room. However, this graph does show
the somewhat shelved-down top
octave (which results from the tweeter's limited dispersion in this region)
and the lightweight bass balance. The
Sigma 62 begs for the reinforcement
its low frequencies would get from
being used dose to the room boundaries, but this would interfere with its
astonishing imaging precision.
In the time domain, the Sigma
62's impulse response on the tweeter
axis (not shown) is free from high-

frequency ringing, while its step response (fig.7) shows an excellent,
time-coherent right-triangle shape,
disturbed only by aripple with aperiod of approximately 2ms and some
small reflections of the tweeter's output, these perhaps from the "lip" of
the woofer baffle. The farfield cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.8) is
very clean overall, but with some residual hash in the mid-treble and a

slight cancellation notch at the frequency of the lower-frequency ripple
noted in fig.7
It is very rare, in my experience, to
find aloudspeaker that excels in both
the frequency and time domains.
Taken overall, its measurements suggest that the Earthworks Sigma 62
joins that small community.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.8 Earthworks Sigma 6.2, cumulative spectral decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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AudioQuest Gibraltar speaker cables
&Anaconda interconnects

B

eing a metallurgical engineer,
I've always been intrigued by
audio cables — their construction, the materials they're made of, how
they're produced, and, of course, how all
of that relates to their sound. Over the
years, I've auditioned awide range of
cables, from Nordoses round conductors
in aflat cable, to Alpha-Core's flat cables
in around conductor, to MIT's complex
termination systems. I've even got acloset full of cables —some quite good —
from companies that no longer exist.
But one thing I'd not done in the 25
years since Ibegan both making my
own interconnects and experimenting
with the original Polk, Fulton, and
Monster Cable speaker wires, was audition cables from AudioQuest. I'd always
been intrigued by their exotic constructions and materials, and by how it
seemed as if they were way ahead of
everyone else in understanding cable
performance. But for one reason or another, it never happened until now. So
Mr. AudioQuest —Bill Low —and his
brain trust geared me up with their
$1250/meter Anaconda interconnects
and $850/10' Gibraltar speaker cables.
System and Setup
Iused the AudioQuest cables off and on
over about ayear, but did most of my serious listening in two stints. The first, just
prior to Trish's and my move last summer, used Magnepan MG3.6/11s speakers driven by my VTL Ichibans or a
GamuT D-200. The second session, later
in the fall and winter, after we'd moved
into our new house, used asystem built
around either the Classé Omega monoblocks and Audiophysic Virgo III speakers, or the Kirksaeter Silverline 60s driven
by Mark Levinson No20.6s. In both setups, the remainder of the system consist-

Description: Interconnect and loudspeaker cables. Anaconda interconnects available with single-ended
(RCA) and balanced (XLR) terminations. Gibraltar speaker cables available in single- and biwired
configurations, with spade-lug or
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cd of my VPI TNT/JMW 12.5/BenzMicro LO4 analog front-end, the
Simaudio Moon Eclipse CD player, and
my VAC CPA-1 Mk.III prcamp. Idid
use other gear at times —the GamuT
CD-1 CD player, my VAC Renaissance
70/70, and the GamuT preamp all saw
duty—but the bulk of my notes arc from
one of the two setups above. In all cues, I
compared the AudioQuests to my three
current reference cables —Nirvana's S-X
Ltd., Nordoses Valhalla, and Audience's
Au24 —to establish acontext.
AudioQuest Anaconda interconnects
AudioQuest describes its Anaconda

banana-plug terminations.
Prices: Anaconda: $1250/m pair, balanced (XLR) or unbalanced (RCA).
Gibraltar: $850/10' pair, full-range
(single-wire) or biwire configurations;
$1700/10' pair, double-biwire configuration, spade-lug or banana-plug

interconnect as a"triple balanced" design, meaning that it contains three
identical pairs of conductors, one for
each leg of abalanced connection, or
two for ground and one for hot in an
unbalanced configuration. Each pair
consists of 24 AWG and 20 AWG conductors, the former in aTeflon tube, the
latter in apolyethylene (PE) tube. Both
conductors are solid, ultra-pure copper,
and the insulating tubes are much larger than the conductor — resulting in a
(mostly) air dielectric. The use of two
insulating materials and the relative
sizes of the conductors arc selected to
balance the attributes of the materials
and, theoretically, get the best of both
while minimizing the audible effects of
their drawbacks.
The conductors are then completely covered with ashield of solid silver
foil, which is tied to ground at one end
of the cable and drained by four drain
wires of 26 AWG, silver-plated, longgrain copper. The whole assembly is
then encased in red PVC, covered
with asexy black mesh, and terminated with AQ's heavily silver-plated
copper plugs — RCAs in my case —
via aresistance-welding process.
Use and Listening: The first question
in reviewing any cable is "How easy is it
to use —to wind, wedge, suspend, and
bend to asystem's configuration?" In the
case of the Anaconda, the answer was
"Very easy." Although it's the standard
or so in diameter, the Anaconda is
reasonably flexible. What's more, once
bent, it kind of retains its shape, making
it dead simple to dress cables in even the
most crowded equipment rack.
If Ihad to describe the Anaconda's
sound in one word, it would be "hold."
If Ihad afew more, I'd throw in "big,

termination. Approximate number of
dealers: 350. Warranty: lifetime, unconditional.
Manufacturer: AudioQuest, 8710
Research Drive, Irvine, CA 92618. Tel:
(949) 585-0111. Fax: (969) 5850333. Web: www.audioquest.com.

filiG Headphone Surround Processor: Clearly the Leader
fiKG Heart) 999

Over the post five years we've seen and heard a lot of headphone systems that try to convert 5.1 ("surround")
signals—designed for speaker-based systems—into a coherent headphone-based home theater experience. Despite
the occasional enthusiastic review, we find that these systems are usually a mix of limitedly effective localization and
fatal sonic flaws. For example, extreme left/right localization is often convincingly out-of-your-head, but center imaging
appears too diffuse, or appears to come from just above or behind the listener. In addition, designers often try to
enhance the realism of the listening experience by using simulated reflections and reverberation to try to emulate o
psychoacoustic "room." Unfortunately, this approach serves mainly to create annoyingly artificial colorations.
Our experience indicates that it's pretty difficult to solve the very complicated head-related transfer function (HRTF) that
makes speakers sound like speakers. Flashy, whiz-bong audio processing just isn't very pleasing in the long run. The
way to go is using well-executed, technically accurate, subtle corrections, and that's exactly what you get with F1KG's
new Hearo 999 headphone surround processor. This unit is actually capable of providing headphone processing for o
variety of sources, but its strong point is its ability to provide a believable and articulate digital surround home theater
experience. It's so organic and natural that we occasionally have to flip the bypass switch and listen to the obviously
incorrect unprocessed signal to appreciate how much work the 999 is doing.
To put it simply: we love this box. We listen at our desks at work; we listen in the living room in front of the TV; and we
even watch movies in bed with aportable DVD ployer (o totally great way to watch amovie!). In each case we find that
the 999 delivers anaturally engaging and immersive experience. In fact, we often find ourselves getting so wrapped up
in the film we're watching that we forget we're supposed to be evaluating. That should tell you something right there—
the most important characteristic an audio product can have is the ability to do its job so well that it disappears and
simply provides the listener with a direct, organic connection to the material.
Of course, we're pleased os punch to be able to carry this product and give it a hearty recommendation. Why? Well,
because we are...

Obsessed Headphone Geeks at Your Service.

www.headphone.com
Headfloom Corporation 2020 Gilkerson Drive Bozemon, MT 59715 800.828.8184 outside US 406.587.9466 fax 406.587.9484
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expansive, dynamic, powerful, fast..."
You get the idea. Letting rip with a
clean, open, well-recorded rock album
was what did the trick. Trish and the
kids were at Tai Kwon Do one evening,
so Ipulled out AC/DC's Back in Black
(LP, Atlantic 16018), cued up "You
Shook Me All Night Long," and was absolutely blown away. The warm, natural analog sound Iexpected was there in
spades, but it was as if I'd turned the volume tip a couple of clicks. In audio
lingo, I'd say that the system's dynamic
transients were noticeably larger with
the Anacondas. In terms of the music,
I'd say that Phil Ruud's drums had a
power and impact that felt as if they
were pressurizing the room, taking my
breath away, and pushing me back in
my chair. And the Young brothers' dueling guitar riffs afew seconds later exploded out of adead-silent background,
going from zero to way too many decibels in the blink of an eye.
Another aspect of the Anaconda's
big, bold sound was ahuge, expansive,
open soundstage. On the AC/DC album, the soundstage, artificial though it
may be, was noticeably wider than with
any of my reference wires. Depth was
increased as well, and the music projected farther out into my listening room,
contributing to the system's bold, immediate sound.
Individual images were slightly larger
with the Anacondas than with my reference cables, and the distances between
them seemed larger and more distinctly
portrayed as empty space. This big,
expansive nature was particularly captivating with relatively simple arrangements, and especially with studio
recordings, where there truly was
empty space (real or artificial) between
the images to portray. With denser arrangements, however, where the images
were more crowded together, the
Anacondas' big sound could occasionally work against it. In full orchestral
crescendos, for example, or wall-ofsound rock records, the images would
sometimes run together and tumble on
top of one another, as if competing for
space at the leading edge of aslightly
too forward soundstage.
Jaime Laredo's reading of Mozart's
Violin Concerto 3 (LP, RCA LSC2472) was agreat example of both the
good and the bad. When Laredo was
playing alone, or in front of asimple
orchestral backdrop, the Anacondas
were magical, beautifully describing the
instruments and surrounding space. At
other points, however, during complex,
dense crescendos, the soundstage beStereophile, June 2003
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came alittle confused, with orchestral
sections bleeding out of their assigned
space, and the overall presentation
becoming alittle too forward. This was
not so much ahuge effect as acase of
the Anacondas' transients, soundstage,
and images being larger than other
cables', if occasionally at the expense of
the nth degree of coherence, or the portrayal of an instrument's subtle nuances.
In fact, the Anacondas' performance
left me scratching my head abit, wondering whether other cables were
slightly softening transients and allowing the subtleties to be more easily
heard, or whether the Anacondas were
adding some sort of distortion, giving

Gibraltar

& Anaconda

AQs —almost, but not quite. There's
that question again: Were the AQs simply letting more of the music through
without dulling its impact, or were they
adding abit of extra zing? In either case,
further from the brink, things like Paul
Desmond's alto sax or Gene Wright's
bass on the Brubeck LP were wonderful
through the Anacondas — dynamic,
powerful, and alive.

Summing Up: The AudioQuest
Anacondas arc undoubtedly top-flight
interconnects. In terms of overall performance, they're competitive with my
current reference cables and somewhere in the midst of them in terms of
price. And, like all of my reference
wires, the Anacondas have their own
What really set the
personality, or sonic signature. Nordoses Valhalla, for example, is wonderAQ Anacondas apart
fully clear, fast, and transparent, with a
tonal balance that's a touch cool.
was their overriding
Nirvana's S-X Ltd., on the other hand,
is abit warm, but has awonderful ease
characteristic: their
and coherence, and a portrayal of
big, bold sound.
nuance that's the best I've ever heard.
Audience's Au24 is midway between
the two. In terms of tonal balance, the
transients abit of extra zing but obscurAnacondas were pretty neutral, also
ing low-level details. When Iplayed the
about midway between the Valhalla's
Dave Brubeck Quartet's At Carnegie Hall cool and the Nirvana's warmth.
(LP, Columbia C2S-826), an open, natBut what really set the AQs apart was
ural-sounding album, Iwas convinced
their overriding characteristic: their big,
that the Anacondas were telling the
bold sound. Big dynamically, big spatialhigher truth. They meshed beautifully
ly, and big tonally —a huge, powerful
with the staging, and had asnap and
sound that could take the right combiimpact that enhanced the overall live
nation of equipment and source materifeel. On Laredo's Mozart recording,
al to the next level of performance. In
however, Iwasn't so sure. Ioften felt as
other instances, however, Ifound the
if the Anacondas were running roughAnacondas almost too much, and pershod over some of the finer spatial and
haps lacking the last bit of subtlety and
tonal nuances. If !had to guess, which I nuance. Whether or not they're right
do — that's why Iget the big bucks as a for you will depend on your system and
reviewer —I'd say it was alittle of both.
listening preferences, but if you're conThe Anacondas' tonal balance was
sidering new cables, Irecommend givcompletely consistent with the rest of ing them alisten.
their performance: big, deep, powerful
AudioQuest Gibraltar loudspeaker
bass; clear, open mida; and clean, crisp
cables
highs out to the stratosphere. No single
portion of the AQ's frequency balance
In the case of the Gibraltar speaker
stood out — but, on the other hand,
cable, looks are deceiving. What
they all did. If a recording had one
appears to be asimple twin-lead design
aspect or another that was almost over
is as complex and technology-laden as
the edge, the Anacondas would give it
the Anaconda interconnect. For startthat little extra nudge. For example, a ers, the Gibraltar is what AudioQuest
record that has lots of bass through
calls a"double-quad helix" configuraother cables, Art Davis' A Time Re- tion. Each half of the twin lead actually
membered (LP, Jazz Planet 4001-1), was
houses a helical wind of four solid
on the border of being too bass-heavy
ultra-pure-copper conductors. One set
and loose with the Anacondas. Neil
is for bass signals, the other for treble,
Young's agonized vocals on "Borrowed
and the overall twin-lead layout keeps
Tune," from Tonight's the Night (LP, Rethe two sets magnetically separated in a
prise MS 2221), were almost too cuttrue single biwire design — neat! My
ting, too forward and edgy with the
pair went even further, combining two
113
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AudioQuest
twin-lead units in a"double biwire" setup.
The conductors and insulators are sized and chosen to best serve aspecific
function. The bass quad, for
example, consists of two 16
AWG negative conductors
and two 19 AWG negative
ones, while the treble half
uses 18 AWG positives and
21 AWG negatives. AQ
calls this Spread Spectrum
Technology, the idea being
that any size and material
of conductor has adistinct
sonic signature that occurs
over a specific frequency
range. Mixing the conductors spreads out this signature over a wider range,
preventing the effects from
piling up to the point of audibility. A
final bit of wizardry is the use of partially conductive carbon-loaded polyethylene as an insulating material on the
negative conductors, which "damps
radio frequency garbage from being fed
back into the amplifier," according to
AudioQuest. Various terminations are
available. My set came with AQ's silver
Crimp BFA Banana plugs.
Use and Listening: Despite their complexity and large overall conductor
gauge, the Gibraltars were wonderful to
use. Soft and flexible, they were easy to
run and accommodated the most extreme bends and ainks. The terminations were top-quality as well, and made
solid connections. The Gibraltars even
came with special impregnated gloves for
cleaning the silver-plated banana plugs!
Anyone expecting the Gibraltars to
sound like the Anacondas, perhaps
expecting some sort of consistent
AudioQuest "house" sound, would be
dead wrong. My one-word description
of the Gibraltars would be "subtle." A
few more might be "natural, warm,
laid-back, flowing," and maybe even "a
little recessed." Where the Anacondas
stunned me with huge dynamics, the
Gibraltars caught me off-guard with
their subtlety and nuance, and even by
sounding slightly muted at times.
Instead of making me double-check to
make sure Ihadn't turned up the volume, with the Gibraltars, Iwas checking to see if Ihadn't turned it down.
AC/DC, for example, didn't have
quite the impact with the Gibraltars that
they had with my Valhallas or Au24s.
The sound was warm and smooth, the
images wonderfully detailed and tangiStereophile, June 2003

AudioQuest Gibraltar loudspeaker cable

My one-word description

of the Gibraltars would
be "subtle."
ble, but dynamic transients were alittle
foreshortened, and maybe not quite as
fast or precise as they were with my reference cables. Even Neil Young's simple
vocals on Timight's the Night seemed ever
so slightly muted with the Gibraltars.
Lovely, densely complex, and warm —
but slightly muted. Ditto for Dave
Bnibeck's piano solo on "Take Five"
from At Gurugie Hall. The very first
notes of the solo announce Brubeck's
taking charge by cutting cleanly across
the stage. With the Gibraltars, they just
didn't have quite the clarity, and had a
touch less authority and impact — but I
could hear the complex mix of vibrations from the strings, body, and soundboard. There was asubtle but noticeable
difference in pace as well: the AQs felt
more relaxed, with an easy, liquid kind
of flow, instead of the drive of the
Nordost Valhallas or Audience Au24s.
Remember the question Ipondered
earlier, whether the Anaconda interconnects were dulling transients and sounding more subtle in the process, or
whether the other cables were adding a
bit of edge and juicing up the transients a
bit. Puzzling? Well, flip it upside-down
for the Gibraltars. In this case, Ithink that
my other cables—the Valhallas and
Au24s —were getting it closer to the
truth, but it's probably amix of both.
Tonally, the AQs were slightly to the
wann side of neutral and abit bigger on

Gibraltar

& Anaconda

the bottom than my other
cables. This turned out to
be a perfect match for
some source material. The
Brubeck album, which
sounds a little cool and
lightweight with other
cables, was much more
solid and anchored with
the AQs. Similarly, the J.
ter Linden/Mozart Akademie Amsterdam set of
Mozart's symphonies (LP,
Stemra 99730/1-5) can
have a thin, antiseptic
sound with some wires,
but was solidified and
fleshed out nicely with the
Gibraltars.
In cases where the
source material was to the
warm side of neutral, like
the Art Davis album, the Gibraltars
sounded abit too big on the bottom
end, abit too smooth, and alittle closedin. On something nearer the middle,
like Fritz Reiner and the Chicago
Symphony's Strauss Waltzes (LP, RCA
Living Stereo/Classic LSC-2500), the
Gibraltars were definitely warmer than
my reference wires — the bass drum
was definitely bigger, for example —
but Iwouldn't want to say that one or
the other was necessarily "right."
The Gibraltars were nearly the
direct opposite of the Anacondas in
terms of their spatial characteristics as
well. Instead of creating ahuge soundstage and aforward perspective, their
soundstage was alittle narrower than
that produced by my other cables, with
images concentrated between the
speakers and, if anything, slightly recessed. The images and overall stage
were well-defined in the lateral plane,
but alittle two-dimensional compared
to what the best cables can do.
The Gibraltars also didn't seem to
produce quite as much air, or reproduce
the space around the images as well as
I'm used to. A particularly telling example was the trumpets in Vienna Blood,
from Strauss Waltzes. With the Au24s,
there was an incredible, almost holographic picture of the surrounding space
echoing around the notes. With the
Gibraltars, the sense of space just wasn't
there. There's a similar effect on the
Bnibeck LP —a painting of the hall surrounding Joe Morello's drum solo on
"Take Five." Again, with the Gibraltars,
the drums were wonderfully portrayed,
denser and more solid than with my
other cables, but the surrounding space
wasn't as clearly described.
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Bookmark This!
www.hcmaudio.com
It's the only place...
The new HCM Audio web site is the only place you'll find all the great deals that HCM Audio is known
for...CLOSEOUTS •OVERSTOCK •DISCONTINUED PRODUCT •NOS •DEMO & USED
Our new web site now offers secure on-line ordering for most items, so point your browser to
www.hcmaudio.com and take a look around. Be sure to Bookmark it and come back often... it's the only
place you'll find all our great deals, like these

Special Purchase... AudioQuest Coral/CQ Interconnect Cable
HCM Audio has just made aspecial purchase
on our most popular AudioQuest interconnect,
the Coral/CO. Coral/CO is an extremely
musical and transparent sounding cable,
outperforming older AudioQuest models
costing many times the price, thanks to the use
of their superior PSC Solid conductors in a
Double Balanced configuration with foamed
polyethylene dielectric, and 100% coverage foil
shield. Coral/CO is terminated with the
AudioQuest CO Gold Plated RCA plug with
Teflon Dielectric.

22 awg Solid Silver Plated LGC Copper Drainwire
Foil/Mylar/Foil Shield
Shiny Black PVC Jacket

oudioquest

ett›

Sale Price

0.5 meter pair
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

$115.00
$150.00
$185.00
$220.00

$102.50
$115.00
$140.00

$255.00
$290.00
$360.00

$152.50
$165.00
$190.00
$240.00
$290.00
$340.00
$415.00
$540.00

$395.00
$430.00
$500.00
$640.00
$780.00
$920.00
$1130.00
$1480.00

meter pair
meter pair
meter pair
meter pair
meter pair

4.5 meter pair

6.0 meter pair
8.0 meter pair
10 meter pair

12 meter pair
15 meter pair
20 meter pair

List Price

$52.50
$65.00
$77.50
$90.00

1.0 meter pair

5.0 meter pair

21 awg Solid PSC Copper Conductors
Foam Polyethylene Insulation
Polypropylene Fillers

Nylon Braid - Black + Red

Length

Save 70% on TARGET A Classic Performer For Only 1/3 The Original Price!
RECORD STANDS
We have an extremely limited

quantity of Target LRM-4 Stands
available. These are top quality
stands MADE IN ENGLAND. The
LRM-4 was designed as a narrow
(14") equipment stand for use with
small components. Or, leave one
shelf out and it becomes an elegant
record rack that holds 180 LP's.
Matte Black finish with Glass
Shelves
Original List
$300 Now...

We ship
anywhere in
the world!

8'pair
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AudioQuest Clear+ speaker cable, arecommended component for
so many years, a classic performer. Hybrid design featuring Solid
FPC-6 Copper & FPS Silver conductors. Other lengths are
available at www.hcmaudio.com. Add $30 for Single BI-Wire.
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Summing Up: AudioQueses Gibraltar is avery good speaker cable, as good
as or better than the vast majority of
cables I've heard. Its personality was a
little less obvious than the Anaconda's
and, curiously, nearly the direct opposite. Rather than big, bold, and dynamic, if perhaps lacking in that last bit of
subtlety, the Gibraltars' presentation
was compact and dense, slightly laidback, and rich, with subtlety and
nuance. Instead of the Anacondas' incredible spaciousness and airy feel, the
Gibraltars were a little dark—warm
and slightly closed-in.

If lovely renderings
of tonal colors

Introducing the all new

SB 300 POWER AMPLIFIER
300 wpc. in amore affordable chassis
configuration can be used in two channel
stereo with the same musicality you expect from
PLINIUS amplifiers, or in home theater racks for
the ultimate in home theater performance.

MIR

The SB 300 continues to use Plinius high
reserve short-term current technology
that delivers stunning dynamics
for music and film.

and reproduction
of inner detail are what
really make aperformance
come alive for you, the
Gibraltars might be
just the ticket.
Correctly mating an amplifier, speaker cable, and loudspeaker can make a
big difference in asystem's overall performance, and Ifound this particularly
true with the Gibraltars. With my VTL
Ichibans and Magnepan 3.6/Rs, the
Gibraltars seemed too slow and muted;
the entire system seemed alittle bogged
down. With the Mark Levinson
No20.6s and ICirksaeters, the pace was
right and I loved the solid, dense
images, but the overall tonal balance
was abit too dark. The best match by far
was when Iused the Gibraltars with the
Classé Omega monoblocks and Audiophysic Virgo Ills, even though Icould
use only one leg of the double-biwire
configuration.
Whether or not the Gibraltars will
work for you will ultimately depend on
your system and listening preferences.
Air and the reproduction of ambience
cues are important to me, so Ilikely
wouldn't pick the Gibraltars, despite
their wonderful nuanced images and
slightly warm tonal balance — both of
which usually push my buttons. But if
lovely renderings of tonal colors and
reproduction of inner detail are what
really make aperformance come alive
for you, and you've got the right associated gear, the Gibraltars might be just
the ticket.
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For the USA or Canada dealer location
near you and additional product info
please visit us at pliniususa.com or phone:
(716) 741-6063 /DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME
Plinius is available at these fine dealers:

Sound if Image Design, Inc.
1312 North Parham Road
Richmorui, VA 23229
804-741-5816

Fidélis
Salem, NH 03079
603-894-4226 _

PLINIUS
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CREEDENCE MON5RT1711
CLEARWATER
REVIVAL
LPs &SACDs
Creedence Clearwater
Revival
LP=AAPP 8382
SACD=CAPP 8382

l

the best jazz eNer

Analogue Pmductions is reissuing the TOP
world's mightiest jazz catalog. Sign up now

:hat this new seiies is

to reserve your set!

going

Cosmos Factory
LP=AAPP 8402
SACD=CAPP 8402
Mardi Gras
LP=AAPP 9404

Pendulum
LP=AAPP 8410

lo

I
I( I/IC

ever has such aset been available
on 180 -gram vinyl cut at 45 RPM and

re-or/mom if the
original mast(' tapes

limited to 1,000 numbered copies of

we have ern Want
— Steve I
lollinan.

tapes, the renowned team of Steve

Mastering Engineer

Hoffman and Kevin Gray will remaster
and cut all of the titles at AeousTech
Mastering, and the vinyl will be

Ladyme
2eoediiiroese

pressed at Record Technology, Inc.

FIRST SIX TITLES AVAILABLE NOW

Two titles released each subsequent month

Count Basie &His Orchestra 88 Baste Street
LP AJA7 2310-901'ii S50 00

LPs & SACDs

Duke Ellington Quartet Duke's Big 4
LP =AJAZ 2310-703

VT.

1-800-716-3553
www.acousticsounds.com

IN,ICS DAVIS 0..0E

Miles Davis

,

$50.00

•
00

Willie Dixon &Memphis Slim Willies BIM
LF' AJA, 10W
Gene Ammons 80,s
550.00

111111

SUPLN AUDIO tI)

'MT TOM MIT
TO TM Wile -

550.00

Cannonball Addedey With Bill Evans
LP =Aik1')l33

EMI Waltz For Debby
AJAZ 9309 $50.93

'he analog transfers on these Super Audio CDs were done using
the latest third -generation Analog -to -OSO converters by Ed
Meitner of EMM Labs They were specially -modified for The
Mastering Lab and Doug Sax These titles are among the bestselling and most-legendary in the Fantasy catalog

e

Ben Webster At The Renaissance
.JAZ 7646
Bill

L
EGENDARY F
ANTASY Tras

Inov

pure and ifs-Hann(

each title.

Green River
LP=AAPP 8393
SACD=CAPP 8393

moor

"Ithink you wiffluld

25 titles from Fantasy, Inc.. keepers of the

• Using only the original analog master •

Bayou Country
LP=AAPP 8387
SACD=CAPP 8387

Willy and the Poorboys
LP=AAPP 8397
SACD=CAPP 8397

\
i

John Coltrane Souttrane
P-AJAZ 7142

Miles Davis Relaani
LP =AJAZ 7129 $50.00

$50.00

Sonny Rollins Quartet Tenor MadnesS

IHRONIOUS MONK

Wes Montgomery
_AjAi 0434

$50.00
Sonny Teny

•

Miles Davis Bags' Groove
Art Pepper
Meets the Rhythm Section
SACD =CAPJ 7532
Sonny Rollins — Saxophone Colossus
SACD =CAPJ 7079
Vince Guaraldi
Jazz Impressions of Black Orpheus
SACD =CAPJ 8089
Bill Evans Trio
Sunday at the Village Vanguard
SACD =CAPJ 9376
Sonny Rollins — Way Out West
SACD =CAPJ 7530
Bill Evans Trio — Waltz For Debby
SACD =CAPJ 9399

John Coltrane — Standard Cottrane
SACD =CAPJ 7243
Cannonball Adderley With Bill Evans
— Know What IMean?
SACD =CAPJ 9433

P _Ali}:7

S.

'11

Thelonlous Monk with John Coltrane
LP =AJAZ 46 $60.00

Miles Davis — Cookin .
SACD =CAPJ 7094
Chet Baker — Chet
SACO =CAPJ 1135
Bill Evans Trio — Moon Beams
SACO =CAPJ 9428
Thelonious Monk — 5by Monk by 5

ea

SACD =CAPJ
$25SACOS
1150
ch

WINIALACOUSTICSOUNDS.COM • 1-800-716-3553

Bill Evans Trio
Sunday at the Valage Vanguard
LP. AJAZ 9376 $50.00

- 1(1(1

$50.00

Coleman Hawkins N
Sonny Rollins Saxophone Colossus
LP =AJAZ 7079

$50.00

Art Pepper Meets The Rhythm Section
-532

$50.00

Bill Evans Trio Moon Beams
P AJA7 0478
Sonny Rollins Way Out West

$50.00

wvwd.acousticsounds.com •1-800-716-3553

WWW.ACOUSTICSOUNDS.COM

FOR THE FIRST TIME, these Original
Jazz Classics have been issued on
180-gram virgin vinyl pressed at Rn.

Analogue
Productions
Originals

Milt Jackson áWes
Montgomery Bags Meets
Wes LP =AAPJ 234

Vince Guaraldi Jazz
Impressions of Black Orpheus
LP =AAPJ 437

Miles Davis and the Modern
Jazz Giants LP =AAPJ 347

Bill Evans Trio Sunday at the
Village Vanguard LP AAPJ 140

Sonny Terry Sonny Is King
LP =AAPB 521

Duke Ellington Quartet Duke's
Big Four LP =AAPJ 703

John Coltrane Coltrane
LP =AAPJ 7105

Sonny Rollins Saxophone
Colossus LP =AAPJ 291

Bill Evans Trio Moon Beams
LP =AAPJ 434

Mastered by Steve Hoffman & Kevin Gray

Chet Baker Chet Baker In New York
LP =AAPJ 207

Wes Montgomery Full House
P=AAPJ 106
Willie Dixon and Memphis
Slim Willie's Blues
LP =AAPJ 501

180-GRAM LPs

GENE
AMMO,

John Lee Hooker That's My
Story IP =AAPB 538
Coleman Hawkins
Night Hawk LP AAPP 420

•

John Coltrane Soultrane
LP =AAPJ 7142
Sonny Rollins and the
Contemporary Leaders
LP =AAPJ 340

Mulligan
niQety
11011K

www.acousticsounds.com

Thelonious Monk and Gerry
Mulligan Mulligan Meets Mo ,'
LP =AAPJ 301

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

from Eighty-Eight's Records
exclusively available from
-Tic

sou

$29.99 each

Will &Rainbow Over Crystal Green
LP =AEES 7001
SACO =CEES 8801 SA
Grady Tate Sings All Love
LP =AEES 7002
SACO =CEES 8802 SA

Eddie Henderson So What
LP =AEES 7006
SACO =GEES 8806 SA

Joe Chambers Urban Grooves
LP =AEES 7003
SACD =CEES 8803 SA

Marlene Shaw Live In Tokyo
LP =AEES 7007
SACO =GEES 8807 SA

Ravi Coltrane Mad 6
LP =AEES 7004
SACO =GEES 8804 SA

The Great Jan Trio Autumn Leaves
LP =AEES 7008
SACD =CEES 8808 SA

Clark Terry &Max Roach Friendship
LP =AEES 7005
SACO =CEES 8805 SA

Roy Haynes Quartet Love Letters
LP =AEES 7009
SACO =CEES 8809 SA

www.acousticsounds.com

$25
S16
S25
$30

Jimmie Lee Robinson All My Life
LP =AAPO 2011-45 (45 RPM, 2LPs) $30
CD =CAPO 2011
$16
SACO =CAPO 2011 SA
$25

$16
$25

if \, Wild Child Butler Sho"Nuff
‘‘,/ „. LP =AAPO 2015-45 (45 RPM, 2LPs) $30
`-," CD =CAPO 2015
$16
SACO =CAPO 2015 SA
•

Harty Hypolite Louisiana Country Boy
CD =CAPO 2016
$16
t SACO =CAPO 2016 SA
$25
Myra Taylor My Night To Dream
LP =AAPO 2017 (45 RPM, 2LPs)
CD =CAPO 2017
SACO =CAPO 2017 SA

$30
$16
$25

Noah Wotherspoon &The Stratocats Buzz Me
CD =CAPO 2018
S16
Little Hatch Rock With Me Baby
LP =AAPO 2012 (45 RPM 2LPs)
CD =CAPO 2012

$30
S16

www.acousticsounds.com 1-800-716-3553

1-800-716-3553

JAll LPs and SACDs
Ar

e

Remy Townsend My Story
CD =CAPO 2014
SACO CAPO 2014 SA

ri

Mastered by Steve Hoffman 8. Nevin Gray

Gene Ammons Blue Gene
LP =AAPJ 192

Honeyboy Edwards
Shake Em On Down
LP =AAPO 2010
CD =CAPO 2010
SACO =CAPO 2010 SA
OVO =CAPOD 2010

Nancy Bryan Neon Angel
LP =AAPO 2013-45 (45 RPM, 2LPs) $30
CD =CAPO 2013
$16
SACD =CAPO 2013 SA
$25

Sonny Rollins Quartet Tenor
Madness LP =AAPJ 124

John Coltrane Standard
Coltrane LP =AAPJ 246
Johnny Griffin The Little
Giant LP =AAPJ 136

ROB1N.SON

Thelonious Monk
Thelonious Alone In San Francisco
LP =AAPJ 231

Miles Davis All Stars
Walkin' LP =AAPJ 213

Ben Webster and Joe
Zawinul Soulmates
LP =AAPJ 109

"ammo

Miles Davis and the Modern
Jan Giants Bags' Groove
LP =AAPJ 245

Bill Evans Everybody Digs
Bill Evans LP =AAPJ 068

Ella Fitzgerald Fine and
Mellow LP =AAPJ 829

Your source for authentic blues amore!

Eighty-Eight's
ACOUSTIC SOUDS As

1 -800 -716 -3553

Ella Fitzgerald Sings the
Dizzy Gillespie
Cole Porter Song Book ? • An Electrifying Evening With
LP =AVER 4001 566 00
The Dizzy Gillespie Quintet
LP =AVER 8401
S30 00
Ella Fitzgerald and Louis
Armstrong Ella and Louis
Stan Getz and Charlie Byrd
LP =AVEC 4003 S30 00
Jazz Samba
LP =AVER 8432
$3000
Ella Fitzgerald &Count
Basie On The Sunny Side
Stan Getz &Lutz Bonta
uThe Street
Jazz Samba Encore!
=AVER 4061 $30.00
LP =AVER 8523 $3000
Louis Armstrong Meets
Oscar Peterson
•_AVER 606? SOnO

The Oscar Peterson Trio
Night Train
LP =AVER 8538 S30 00

Ella Fitzgerald Sings the
George and Ira Gershwin
Song Books
,P =AVER 6082 S5LÜ

Stan Getz &Joao Gilberto
Getz/Gilberto
LP =AVER 8545 $3000

Gerry Mulligan
The Concert Jazz Band
LP =AVER 8388 $30.00

LP =AvER 8637 S30 00
Lutz Henrique Barra Limpa
LP =AVER 8697 $30.00

ACOUSIE SOUNDS As

1-800-716-3553
www.acousticsounds.com

Jimmy Smith The Cat
Ben Webster Quintet Soulville LP =AVER 8587 $30.00
LP =AVER 8274 S30 00
Viynton Kelly Trio
Ben Webster Meets Oscar
Smokirt At The Half Note
Peterson 1Stereol
LP =AVER 8633 $30.00
LP =AVER 8349 $3000
Cal Tjader Soul Burst

PO Box 1905
Saiina KO 67402-19Cb ubA
785-825 ,8(309 •FAX 785-825 0156
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
At David Lewis Audio we don't just carry high end.
We are the Specialist in Ultra High End.
We may be the most unique audio dealer in the
country. We cater only to music lovers with the
broadest selection of 2Channel components.
No one even comes close.
Our newly remodeled facilities include listening
rooms on three floors. Listen in arelaxed and
beautifully appointed environment. You'll feel the
excitement of aHi-Fi Show, with the ability to see
and hear avast array of ever changing systems.
There's never been an audio store like this before.
We promise!
No other audio dealer can lay claim to the commitment
we have to the music listener and audio purist. We just
love music. If you do too, please call or visit us.
You'll be amazed. 2Channel rules.
2Channel is alive and well in Philadelphia.
•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•ACOUSTIC ZEN
•AESTHETIX
•AIR TIGHT
•ALOIA
•ANTIQUE SOUND LAB
•ARCAM
•ART AUDIO
•ATLANTIS
•AUDES
•AUDIOCRAFT
•AUDIO PHYSIC
•AUDIO VALVE
•AYRE
•AYON
•BASIS
•BAT
•BENZ MICRO
•BOULDER

•BURMESTER
•CAIN & CAIN
•CHORD
•CLASSIC AUDIO
•CONNOISSEUR
•CONRAD JOHNSON
•CREEK
•DCS
•DiMARZIO
•DYNAMtC DESIGN
•DYNAVECTOR
•EGGLESTON
•ELAC
•FM ACOUSTICS
•GALANTE
•GAMUT
•GRADO
•GRAHAM
•GUTWIRE
•HALCRO

•HERRON
•HOVLAND
•JEFF ROWLAND
•REF
•NIMBER KABLE
•KLYNE
•KOETSU
•LAMHORN
•LAMM
•LEGEND
•LIVING VOICE
•LOTH -X
•LYRA
•MAGNUM DYNALAB
•MARSH
•MBL
•METRONOME
•MONTANA
•MOTH
•MUSIC HALL

•NAGRA
•NITTY GRITTY
•NORDOST
•NOTTINGHAM
•ODEON
•OMEGA
•ORACLE
•PASS LABS
•PIEGA
•PLATEAU
•PLINIUS
•PROAC
•QUAD
•QUICKSILVER
•REGA
•REL
•RETHM
•RUARK
•SALAMANDER
•SHUNYATA

•SILTECH
•SME
•SOLILOQUY
•SPENDOR
•TENOR
•THULE
•TRANSROTOR
•VAC
•VAN DEN HUL
•VERITY
•VIVA
•VPI
•VIL
•VYGER
•WASATCH
•WAVAC
•WAVELENGTH
•WILSON BENESCH
•YBA
•ZOETHECUS

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495

Equipment

Report
Chip

Stern

Monster Power AVS 2000 Automatic Voltage Stabilizer
&Equi=Tech 2Q &Q650 Balanced Power Systems

I

rate, 8-gauge power cord tert's a simple premise:
power corrupts. You can
minated in an outlet box
buy the finest audio cominstead of an IEC socket.
ponents in the world, but if
Inspired, I daisy-chained
the foundation of your aural
two 5m Power AC Outlet
house is rotten, you won't get
Centers to the front-end gear
anything vaguely resembling
in my equipment rack, just
the level of performance
downriver on the short wall:
your gear was designed to
one line for analog, the other
provide. Over time, I've
for digital, to minimize crosscome to realize just how fratalk. The improvements in
gile the audio signal chain is,
resolution and the reduction
dependent as it is on electriin grain were dramatic, and
cal sources fatally comproeven more so when I remised by all manner of aural
placed the Power AC Outlet
schmutz pouring through
Centers with the more
the local grid. I've become
sophisticated JPS
Labs'
obsessed with figuring out
Kaptovator Outlet Centers.
how to liberate my system
However, given the voltfrom the line noise, reactive
age, current, and grounding
loads, and voltage anomalies
anomalies of my ancient
that veil the presentation,
Upper Manhattan building, I
obscure resolution, and limit
still hadn't achieved the requidynamic range.
site levels of resolution for
Monster Power AVS 2000 Automatic Voltage Stabilizer (top) &
Like so many pilgrims
evaluation purposes or perEqui=Tech Q650 Balanced Power System (bottom).
wary about buying into esosonal pleasure. This was made
teric audiophile voodoo, it took me a run 8m of hardware-store extension
clear one evening by alocal audio rep,
while to accept how important the qualcord, terminating in asurge protector,
who brought by aPS Audio P300 Power
ity of electricity is. Early on, Ibegan using
from a20 amp dedicated line in the
Plant for me to audition. While Icould
high-quality Synergistic Research speakroom next to my listening suite. Inever clearly hear the positive benefits this
er cables, interconnects, and power cords.
suspected how much grunge the protecpower regenerator conferred on my
However, as there were no available outtor was adding to my system until JPS
front-end gear, it lacked the reserves of
lets behind my loudspeakers and amp
Labs provided me with an 8m version of current necessary to drive my power
stand, for along time Iwas compelled to
their Power AC Outlet Center —a firstamp — I'd have to use aP300 and aP600

Monster
Power
AVS
2000
Automatic
Voltage
Stabilizer:
Servo-controlled variable voltage
transformer with microprocessor
controller and electronic shutdown
on over/undervoltage or overcurrent. Two unswitched, four
switched-timed outputs. Accepts
3-30V triggers for remote turn-on
capability in custom installations.
Voltage range: 80-140V output voltage at 120V RMS input. Sinewave:
339.5V P-P (±1% of regulation).
Operating temperature: 40-95°F.
Dimensions: 17" W by 7.75" H by
13.75" D. Weight: 68 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
00012.

Stereophde, June 2003

Price: $1499. Approximate number
of dealers: 197.
Manufacturer: Monster Cable Products, 455 Valley Drive, Brisbane, CA
94005. Tel: (415) 840-2000. Fax:
(415) 468-0311. Web: www.monster
cable.com.
Equi=Tech 2Q & Q650 Balanced
Power Systems: Bifilar-wound isolation transformers with magnetic and
Faraday shielding. Six analog (two
unswitched) outlets and four specially filtered digital outlets, broadband
cable TV isolator for CAN-system
noise attenuation, and ground-fault
circuit protection. Surge protection:
240 joules. Capacity: 2kVA. Inputs:

2Q, 20A/120V; Q650, 15A/120V.
Output: 120/60V. AC plug types: 2Q
NEMA 5-20; Q650, NEMA 5-15.
Circuit breakers: 2Q, 1-20 amp;
Q650, 1-15 amp.
Dimensions: Both: 16.25" W by 3.5"
H by 14" D. Weights: 2Q 65 lbs;
Q650, not noted.
Serial numbers of unit reviewed:
2Q S-002273; Q650, S-003080.
Prices: 2Q, $2689; Q650, $1179.
Approximate number of dealers: 180.
Warranty: lifetime for transformer.
Manufacturer: Equi=Tech Corp., P.O.
Box 249, Selma, OR 97538. Tel: (541)
597-4448. Fax: (541) 597-4099. Web:
vwwv.equitech.com.
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THE LITTLE SUBWOOFER THAT COULD
Somebody had to do it. Some inventive company had to push the state-of-the-small-subwoofer art and
build one that is equally superb in delivering music as it is in reproducing realistic movie sound effects.
James Loudspeaker did it with an exclusive breakthrough technology called Energy Multiplied Bandpass.
The EMB-l000's unique high-performance design employs adual-chamber enclosure with an active
internal driver that multiplies and focuses resonant energies. The result is nothing less than spectacular.
What is not spectacular are the prices. The EMB-l000 sells for only $1,495 ($1,795 in piano finish).
Now the same technology with significantly improved performance and extended bass response is
available in the new EMB-1500 for $2,795 ($3,195 in piano finish).

"Whether you choose the EMB-l000 with its dynamo of
alo" driver or the EMB-isoo with its 15" floor shaker,

Sealed Front Energy Multiplied

James subwoofers will bring real bass into your life."

Resonant Sound Waves

Bandpass Chamber Focuses

Sealed Rear
Chamber

Andrew Singer
Sound by Singer, NYC

Spun Aluminum
Pneumatically
Coupled Radiator

•Accuphase
•Acoustic Energy
•ADA
•Arcam
•Audio Physic
•Ayid
•Black Diamond Racing
• &K
•Balanced Audio Technology
•Basis
•Benz Micro
•Billy Bags
•Blockhead
•Boulder Amplifiers
•Cary Audio
•Chang lightspeed
•Clear Audio
•Conrad-Johnon
•
ConvergentAuthoTechnology
•Creek
•Crestron
•DCS (Elgar)
•Denon
•Elite by Pioneer
•Faroudja
•Fujitsu

•Gallo Acoustics
•Grado
•Graham Tonearms
•Hovland
•Hitachi Video
•Innersound
•Infinite Pagode
•JM Lab Beryllium Utopia
•JPS Cables
•Klyne Audio Arts
•Krell AudioNideo
•Krell Industries
•Lamm Audio
•Loewe
•Lyra Cartridges(Helikon)
•Magnum Dynalab
•Meadowlark
•Monster Cable
Musical Fidelity
•liagra
•NAD
•Parasound
•PS Audio
•Ouad Electrostatic
•Rega
•Rel

'Bold Italics are NYC exclusives

16th

•Richard Gray PC
•Rogue Audio
•Runco
•Salamander
•Schroers&Schroers
•Shunyata Research
•SME
•Solid Steel
•Sonance
•Sound Anchors
•Standesign
•Stewart Filmscreen
•Straight Wire
•Sumiko
•SynergisticCables
'Target
•Thiel
•Valve Amplification
•Van Denhul
•VBT Subwoofers
•Velodyne
•Verily Parsilal
•VP!
•VTL
•ZSystems
•Zoethecus

Built-In moo Watt RMS,
3000 Watt Dynamic Headroom
High Performance
Active Internal Driver

P/) SOUND by SINGER
www.soundbysinger.com

(
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(
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Monster

to achieve system-wide power conditioning. But the P600 is the size of asmall
motorboat, and Idon't have much room.
Power regenerators also dissipate a
good proportion of their wattage in the
form of hear, Iwondered how many
watts of draw would be required to produce 720W of output. Such tradeoffs
gave me pause. And since PS Audio had
already received considerable acclaim
from Stereophile, Ithought Iwould investigate long-term solutions other than
power regeneration, and line conditioning devices that employ filtering.
Monster Power AVS 2000 Automatic
Voltage Stabilizer
Monster Power's AVS 2000 ($1499) exudes no discernible heat while offering a

clever, straightforward response to the
kind of anomalies that occur when appliances, machines, and commercial enterprises combine to place varying
demands on the local power grid, causing
wild fluctuations that can seriously
impede the audio quality of your components, and even inflict long-term damage.
"Filters are mainly concerned with
removing broadband noise," explained
audio designer Demian Martin, who
developed both the AVS 2000 and the
Sigma Retro Gold line of cables and
interconnects for Monster. "However,
what the filters do not do is address
problems of power-supply instabilities
where the voltages fluctuate, and also
where the higher load causes the supplies to sag. When the voltage goes
high, it puts alot of stress on capacitors.
When the voltage goes low, it can put a
great deal of stress on semiconductors,
because they need to draw more current
to deliver the same output. In either
case, the heat output goes up and the
life [of the semiconductors] will be
shortened. Inside the AVS 2000 there's
alarge variable transformer —a variation on aVariac — that employs aspecial servo-motor with its own computer
monitor, which dynamically adjusts it to
hold the output voltage within 1% of
120V. The AVS 2000 is designed to
maintain that within 30 amps continuous draw. On momentary transients, it
can actually deliver 120 amps without
substantial sag."
The AVS 2000's rear panel features a
massive, hardwired, 8' Monster PowerLine 300 AC cable, four switched and
two unswitched outlets, and asequential turn-on feature (which I never
used). Other than the Power button, all
you need be concerned with on the stylish front panel are the three digital
meters, which allow you to monitor
Stereophile, June 2003

Power

AVS

2000

&

(from left to right) the incoming voltage, the degree of voltage correction,
and the amperage draw. That middle
meter provided me with plenty of thrills
and chills concerning the wonderful
world of voltage fluctuation in my
Washington Heights 'hood — it varied
greatly throughout the day, with incredible sustained peaks of up to IIV after
midnight during the summer. There
were infrequent episodes of positive and
negative fluctuations so extreme Icould
actually hear amechanical clacking as
the servo-motor scrambled to stabilize
the voltage. Normally, the AVS 2000
was just steady as she goes; Icould
rarely hear the clacking over the music.

Iended up preferring the
overall effect the AVS 2000
had on my front-end gear
to that conferred on my

Equi=Tech

2Q

&

Q650

cially the digital ones. Iwas particularly
impressed by the levels of transparency
Iachieved, with blacker backgrounds
and more profound levels of silence.
There was greater resolution on every
level — the overall presentation was
clearer and more open, with greater
precision and definition, less grunge.
In addition, there was apalpable delicacy and detail to the highs, acertain
quality of brilliance that Ifound alluring.
In my experience of audio tweaks, their
aural signature often proves quite subtle,
more apparent in its absence than in its
presence. In going back and forth, listening to music with and without the
AVS 2000, Ifound that Imissed it most
with my digital components. CDs just
sounded tighter and crisper. Ibecame
conscious of adull, sluggish quality, a
smearing of frequencies, when the
Monster was out of the signal chain.
Equi=Tech 2Q and Q650 Balanced
Power Systems

Still, there remained adiscernible glare
to the sound, an edginess in the top end.
While the AVS 2000 gave me much
better timing and tonality, Iwas ampliWhen Ifirst began auditioning the
fying sonic artifacts that made my wife
AVS 2000, Idiscovered that it had more
wince when Ipushed the system to
than enough capacity to handle the curconcert levels and beyond. What was
rent demands of my entire system —
causing this strident brightness?
even at whopping volume levels with
Martin Glasband of Equi=Tech,
massive transients, Inever went much
widely regarded as the godfather of
above 11 amps. However, while Iloved
modern balanced power technology
the enhanced depth of midrange resolu(and author of Article 647 of the 2002
tion and the aqueous clarity Iachieved
National Electrical Code), was Johnnythroughout the entire system, Iended
on-the-spot with an explanation:
up preferring the overall effect the AVS
"An enormous percentage of the
2000 had on my front-end gear to that noise that most adversely affects audio
conferred on my power amp.
performance is actually created by your
High-current demands arc afunction
own components' power supplies."
of the load. When there are huge bass
states Mr. Glasband. "These arc referred
transients in the music and the amplifito as harmonic or reactive currents, a
er wants current, it doesn't politely ask
natural phenomenon that occurs when
for it, but demands massive, instantayou apply an impedance load to an AC
source. Imagine small waves rolling
neous bursts of power. With the power
amplifiers plugged into the AVS 2000, I back toward the ocean as the big waves
experienced what Iwould characterize
are coming in. An analogous event
as asubtle compression effect. Despite
occurs on AC power lines when you
impressive improvements in midrange
switch on your equipment, and it's predetail and resolution, Ifound Iwasn't
cisely this reactive power that runs ramgetting as much of asense of the frepant through your grounds, chassis,
quency extremes, particularly heft and
cable shields, and every electronic cirbody in the deep bass, as Idid when the
cuit, adding unwanted distortions, creatamplifiers were plugged directly into
ing frequency anomalies, veiling
the wall current —and that without this
low-level information, and robbing the
foundation of extra-deep bass, there was
music of dynamic energy. The effect is
something lacking in the depth and
cumulative. The more components you
have switched on, the more power supdimensionality of the soundstage.
plies are feeding harmonic current back
However, Iwas totally captivated by
the dramatic increase in coherence I into the grid, and the more system noise
there will be. These harmonics arc preachieved by plugging my front-end
components into the AVS 2000, espesent across a very wide bandwidth,

power amp.
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Music, Hardware &Accessories!
From A Trusted Name Since 1989 -Elusive Disc

hardware .
and .
accessories .
.
with our 30 day satisfaction, or your money back Guarantee!
TURNTABLES &TONEARMS -Call for Package pricing!
Basis Turntables/Rego &Vector tonearms -$CALL!
Cleoraudio Turntables, Tonearms &Clamps
Graham 2.2 ,Robin Toneamis &all Accessories
Music Hall -MMF 1, 2, 5, 7&9&Ringmats SCALL
VPI TNT &HRX w/JMW 12/12.5 tonearms -$CALL!
VPI Aries 2&Black Knight w/JMW9/10/10.5 arms
VPI HW-19 w/Rega or AQ tonearms -SCALL!
VPI Clamps, Dustcovers &all Accessories -SCALL!

s.

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES &FLUIDS
Nitty Gritty 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5, 1.5 &2.5FI, Mini Pro 1&2
Nitty Gritty Pure 2, RRL Vinyl Wash, GruvGlide, VPI Concentrate
VPI HW-16.5 &17F Models &all Accessories -$CALL!
Orbitrac 2Cleaner $39.99!, Milty Zerostat Gun $69.99!
LOUDSPEAKERS &HEADPHONES
Epos M12 Bookshelf Speakers &Stands- $CALL!
Epos M15 Floor Standing Speakers -SCALL!
Grado SR60,80,125,225,325,RS1&2 Headphones!

Scout Turntable
with JMW 9
u
Tonearm
Class-8 Stereophile
Recommended Component!

PHONO CARTRIDGES -Call for trade-in pricing!
Benz Micro Series 2(all models) -starting at $174.99!
Cleoraudio (all models) -starting at $199.99!
Erynavector (all models) -starting at $349.99!
Goldring (all models) -starting at $62.99!
Grado (all models) -starting at $35.99!
Koetsu, Lyra, Transfiguration (all models!)
ClearAudio Virtuoso Wood Phono
Cartridge Class-8 Stereophile
***Let one of our analogue specialists design
Recommended Component! 55$
acomplete system for you today!***

must have accessories under $40!
Allsop Orbitrac 2Record Cleaner 539.99
NEW! Hi Fi News Producers Cut Test LP $39.99
Audioquest Carbon Fiber Brush -$14.99!
Cardas RCA/XLR Caps -Starling at $29.99 1
MEL Lift Lock Jewel Box $1.25/$1 00ea over 20
Audioprism CD Stoplight Pens -St 4. 99!
ClearAudio Clever Clamp SI9 99
Visit wwwelusivedisc con or cell us for a

complete list of all accessories we c•rry

AY. 1.••••• Ceto.,

POWER FILTERING &SOUND ENHANCEMENT
Audioprism Foundation .5, I, II, Ill &ACFX -SCALL!
NEW! Audioprism QuielLine MK3 Filters -$24.99!
Audioprism Waveguide $99.99! Bedini Ultra Clarifier $119.99!
Quantum Symphony/Sym. Pro &Electroclears- SCALL!

AMPS, HEADPHONE AMPS &CD PLAYERS
Creek CD-43 &CD-53 CD Players -SCALL!
Shonling CD-T200 Tube SACD Player -SCALL!
Music Hall CD-25 CD Player -$539.99!
Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier -SCALL!
Creek P43R &OBH-12 Passive Pre-Amps
Philips 963SA Multi-Ch SACD /DVD-Video /
CD Player -10% off all SACD purchases
Creek OBH-11/11se Headphone Amps
Grado RA-1 Headphone Amp -$Call!
until 1/1/2004 with purchase of this player!

100 pack Antistatic Inner Sleeves -$29.99!
100 Japanese Resealable Outer Sleeves $29.99!
RRL LP#9, Vinyl Wash 8Deep Cleaner -$24 99 ea!
Auric Illuminator CD System -$39 99!
Cardas Mk 2Sweep, Burn-in ODemag Lp -$22.99!
Ayre/Cardas System Enhancer Disc -$19.99!
tgye Audioprism MK3 Ouietlines -$24.99!
Gruv Glide Record Treatment -524 99 1
Vibropod Isolators (all models) -$5 99 each!
tltÏii Ringmat Ringccip -$29 99 1

VPI 16.5 Record Cleaner Stereo;
Recommended Component!

CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Audience Interconnect/Speaker Cable $CALL!
Audience powerChord -SCALL!
Audioquest Interconnects, Speaker Cable &Accessories
Audioprism Power Cords (all models) -SCALL!

4111.....c. Imo* Ceent

'

1.1•Car

Audience Au24 Speaker Cable
Interconnect and powerChord Stereophile Recommended Compoi

PHONO STAGES -Call for package pricing!
AcousTech PH1SE -Class-A Recommended Component!$$$
Clearaudio Micro Basic &Basic -starting at $199.99!
Creek OBH-8/9/8SE/9SE -starting at $169.99!
Lehmann Black Cube/SE, Silver Cube &Pia Upgrade!
Black Cube Phono Stage Class
Phonomena &Lukaschek PP-1 Phono Stages
Stereophile Recommeded Componel

elusive disc inc.
call us today!

800-782-3472

or shop online: www.elusivedisc.com
fax: 765-608-5341 Info: 765-608-5340 email: elusales@netdirect.net
4020 frontage road anderson, in 46013 m-f: 9am-6pm est, sat: 11am-3pm cst

NEW audiophile recordings -call.. us.or..
visit our website for our most recommended titles!
...............................
AUDIOPHILE LP'S $9.99 &UP!
Pink Floyd/Dark Side Limited Edition 180g LP
Norah Jones/Come Away With Me 200g LP
Gene Harris Trio/Plus One 245rpm 180g LP's
Stan Getz/The Dolphin 245rpm 180g LP's
Alison Krauss/New Favorite &Forget... 180g LP
Clair Marlo/Let It Go Limited Edition 180g LP
Jacintha/Jacintha Is Her Name 245rpm 180g LP's
Out of Print Reference LP's $4.99 &up!
AUDIOPHILE DVD-A's $17,99 .4 UP!
Eagles/Hotel California DTS Surround OVO -A
Linda Ronstadt/What's New DTS Surround DVD-A
Neil Young/Harvest DTS Surround DVD-A
Donald Fagen/The Nightfly DTS Surround OVO -A
REM/Document DIS Surround OVO -A
me Band/Music From The Big Pink DTS DVD-A
AUDIOPHILE CD'S $13.99 &UP!
Burmester 03 Sampler CD
Dave Grusin/Discovered Again + Super xrcd24
Amanda McBroom/Growing Up... Super xrcd24
Sonny Rollins/In Japan Super xrcd24
Yamamoto Trio/Girt Talk Super xrcd24
Eiji Nakayama/North Plain Super xrcd24
McCoy Tyner/Echoes Of AFriend Super xrcd24

Norah

Jones, Come
Blue Note 200g

Away With Me

tp SACD 8, CD!

Dave Grusin/ Discovered Again +
LIM Super XRCD24

AUDIOPHILE SACD'S $14.99 &UP! Over 700 titles!
Rimslry-Korsakov/Scheherazade M-CH SACD
Norah Jones/Come Away With Me M-CH SACD
Stan Getz/The Dolphin 2-CH SACD
Gene Harris Trio/Plus One 2-CH SACD
Rosemary Clooney/With Love 2-CH SACD
Diana KrolVWhen ILook In Your Eyes 2-CH SACD
Clair Marlo/Let It Go 2-CH SACD
New PentaTone Classic M-CH SACD releases
Pink Floyd/Pork Side Of The Moon
New Audio Fidelity 2-CH SACD releases
Universal/EMI Multi-Ch SACD &180g LP
New Concord Records M-CH SACD releases
Mahler/Symphony No.3 M-CH SACD
The Kinks/Low Budget 2-CH SACD
Ray Brown/Solar Energy 2-CH SACD
LA4/Just Friends 2-CH SACD
Rebecca Pidgeon/Retrospective M-CH SACO
Patricia Barber/Cafe Blue, Modern Cool, Nightclub SACDs
Rolling Stones/All 22 Titles 2-CH SACDs
Peter GabrieVAII 11 Titles 2-CH &M-CH SACDs
The Police/All 7Titles 2-CH &M-CH SACDs
Alison Krauss/Live
Other available Labels: AP AO, Albany, Artegra, Alto, BLS, BMG,
Rounder Multi-Ch 2SACD Set
Challenge. Die*/ Classic Records, Deco, Delos, LIMP EMI, HM, Hyperion,
JVC, Linn, MA, !Ant. Mosaic, Opus3, Red Rose, Reference, Rounder, Sony
Speakers Corner. Sundazed, IBM. Trice( Marc. Vanguard, Water Lily 8
many more!

Monster
which leads to significant sonic corruption in the performance of both analog
and digital electronics."
Equi=Tech offers adeceptively simple solution to this problem in avariety
of balanced power-transformer systems,
ranging from 350-lb megaliths for hardwiring into mastering-studio electrical
systems, to A/V-system-scaled components such as the high-current-capacity
Equi=Tech 2Q ($2689) and the new
high-resolution Q650 ($1179). These
have become such integral parts of my
own reference system that Ino longer
want to imagine life without them.
Martin Glasband didn't invent balanced power, nor is he the only person
to employ it. But Glasband was probably
among its earliest and most vocal champions in the pro sound/high-end audio
industry, bringing deep insights into its
practical applications and creative refinements, including anumber of patents for
the bifilar winding of balanced power
transformers — which is what puts the
sonic performance of Equi=Tech products in aclass by themselves.
Balanced power defines the ground
reference in amanner that cancels noise.
Normally, you have 120V on the hot lead
and OV on the neutral lead, with the latter referenced to ground. But by applying
+60V to the hot lead and -60V to the
neutral lead, then referencing them both
to ground, you cancel the harmonic currents created by the load (often referred
to as "common-mode rejection").
Here's where it gets tricky: Unless
the currents flowing in the positive and
negative lines are precise mirror images
of each other, you still end up with lots
of residual noise, particularly in the high
frequencies (hence my wincing wife).
This is where Equi=Tech's proprietary
technology comes into play, for what is
claimed to be the most comprehensive,
full-frequency noise rejection and the
widest bandwidth.
Like the Monster AVS 2000,
Equi=Tech's 2Q is acompletely passive
device that produced little if any heat. At
first Iused the Equi=Tech 2Q for both
power amplifiers and front-end components. The 2Q has a20 amp/120V input
with aHubbell plug inlet, and its rear
panel has ground-fault protection, re-set
circuitry, two unswitched outlets, and
four analog and four filtered digital AC
receptacles. (The Equi=Tech 1.5Q is
identical to the 2Q save for its 15
amp/120V configuration and standard
15 amp receptacle.)
As Ifound the Equi=Tech power systems evinced significantly better sound
when paired with better and better
Stereophile, June 2003
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& Equi=Tech

power cords, Irewarded my Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 power amp by
calling on the king snake of my audio
menagerie — the JPS Labs Aluminata.
The results were stunning, and A/I1 tests
involving brief dips back into straight
wall current never lasted very long —
the overall depth and resolution were so
much more convincing with the 2Q. Lowfrequency extension was simply phenomenal, with greater scale, authority,
harmonic body, and liquidity —it was
like swimming in sound.
My amp sounded as if it had significandy more power, dynamic headroom,
and speed, which translated into truly extraordinary soundstaging illumination
and dimensionality, image stability, and
transient immediacy. Both analog and
digital front-end gear exhibited enhanced

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Rega Planar 25
turntable, Rega RB600 tonearm,
Grado Statement Master cartridge,
Maranta PMD430 portable cassette recorder.
Digital sources: California Audio
Labs Delta CD transport, Alpha
24-bit/961cHz DAC, and CL-20
DVD-V/CD player.
Preamplifiers: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista, VTL 5.5, Rogue Audio
Magnum 99, Rogue Audio Stealth
phono preamp.
Power amplifiers: Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300, Mesa Baron,
Rogue Audio Magnum M-120,
VTL MB-450.
Loudspeakers: Joseph Audio
RM33si Signature & R/v17si
Signature, Meadowlark HotRod
Shearwater.
Cables: Interconnect: Acoustic
Zen Silver Reference (balanced,
single-ended, coaxial). Speaker:
Acoustic Zen Hologram. AC: JPS
Labs Ahuninata, Kaptovator, Kaptovator Power AC Outlet Centers;
Synergistic Research Designers'
Reference Master Couplers2 (with
and without Active Shielding);
Acoustic Zen Gargantua.
Accessories: PolyCrystal cones,
equipment racks, amp stand;
Ringmat 330 and Signal Guard II
Isolation Stand (turntable), Shakti
Stones, Argent Room Lens, Echo
Busters Bass Busters and Absorptive and Diffusive Panels.
—Chip Stern

2Q

& Q650

midrange texture, layering, and depth of
perspective, with smoother portrayals of
high-frequency information. This illustrated, as has nothing else in my experience, what resolution is and what detail isn't.
High frequencies were not depicted with
analytical, overemphasized brightness,
but were smoothly extended, their lowlevel cues fully fleshed out for amore
relaxed presentation.
Then Equi=Tech sent me a new,
lighter, lower-powered model. The
Q650 was designed to be used with
low-current-draw front-end components. Compared to the 2Q's lush liquidity and endless reserves of power, the
Q650 sounded drier but appreciably
more resolved. Everything sounded
smoother and quieter, with blacker
backgrounds — which set off tonal colors in bold relief. Images were more
centered and resolved. The bass was
tighter and more tuneful, more forward
and detailed, with greater authority and
scale — which contributed to arealistic
sense of rhythm and pace. The midrange was beautifully articulated and
exceptionally natural, the highs smoothly extended and devoid of glare. The
Q650 smoothed over all manner of frequency hot spots; everything seemed to
just fall into place for amore balanced,
holographic presentation.
Condusion
Imissed the clarity, transparency, and
coherence the Monster AVS 2000
Automatic Voltage Stabilizer conferred
on my front-end gear, and found myself
wishing Icould find some non-currentlimiting form of voltage stabilization
and protection for my power amp.
Then it dawned on me that acombination of voltage regulation and balanced
power might just give me that nth
degree of front-end resolution Icraved.
Iplugged the amplifiers into the 2Q
and the front-end components into the
Q650. However, the Q650 was plugged
into one of the switched outlets on the
Monster AVS 2000, using anew, active
version of Synergistic Research's Designers' Reference2 AC cord. The results far exceeded my expectations: the
precision, clarity, definition, brilliance,
and coherence of regulated voltage,
combined with the smoothness, layering, scale, and resolution of balanced
power, made everything sound more
relaxed and involving. Icouldn't have
been happier with the performance of
my reference system, or more certain of
what Iwas hearing up and down the
signal chain. Iwas no longer amplifyingi
noise —only the music.
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.simply analogue

53effes 250( .
Exclusive US distributor
May Audio Marketing Inc
2150 Liberty Drive, Unit 7
Niagara Falls, NY 14304

Gut Wire Audio Cables
9019 Bayview Ave.,
Suite 2B-183
Richmond Hill, ON

Tel: 716 283-4434345

Canada L4B

Fax:716 283-6264

Tel:416 930-3118

www.mayaudio.com

www.gutwire.com

mayaudio1@aolcom
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EDGE ELECTRONICS
;. -rheKirksactcr Sileérline 60 mini-monitor,
Component, Stereophile 2003
(215) 361-1559 or www.kirksaeter.com
5698.00 pair

1
...Recommended

Introducing the New Signature One
2 channel/6 channel surround preamp.
Operates in AC or DC battery mode.
Tel. 877-461-7443. Fax 239-945-6338
www.edgeamp.com

.

r
477

Your satisfaction guaranteed
Or your money back!!
UNVEIL YOUR SPIRIT
WITH
Focus 301 DIGITAL ANALOG CONVERTER
You will benefit from the auditorium scale of sound

r:

Refreshing MUSIC
in your life
WWW.SiXpaCS.COM

stage. extremely high contrast dynamic range. plenty of
air around the instrument and tube-like sweet smooth
sound. You will not get all these with others.

Quest man Audio

m.questmanaudio.com
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Tel: 734-721-7061

Audio Electronics Division of Cary Audio
1020 Goodworth Drive IApex, NC 27539
Phone: 919-355-0014 IFax: 919-355-0013
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If it looks
expensive
and it sounds
expensive,
it must be
expensive.

More power to you

Right?
WRONG!!!

Introducing
ti

Model 20

• Astonishing improvement in sonic quality
• The most refined product of its kind

speaker
from
GEK_
AtI•1

• Unparalleled quality and workmanship
• The choice of audio professionals

ACOUSTICS

Equi=Tech

ÇadimanA' le=die,

"The Pioneer of Balanced Power"
Toll Free: 877-EQUITECH

www.equitech.com

TEL: (905)

669 5994

www.gershmanacoustics.com

Visit us at
Home Entertainment
2003
Room #411
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speake,
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4
PR-Ti
transformer-coupled lmeulage

2«,ígerfe "ludic%

144

• 10-100 w/ch Single-Ended Triode amplifiers •
Used by Steve Hoffman in his reference mastering system
"EAR-GASM!" Wow. Jaw dropping tonality. AMAZINGLY FAST" — SH
The bar has been raised - to intergalactic heights - by genius inventors at
O'heocha. ...Cutting-edge loudspeaker system, the D2 senes,...a launching
pad for neutral natural sounds designed to appease this planet's most
demanding ears - Eric Hiss. Robb Report
O'heocha Loudspeakers

Classics of the Future

oheochc\
O'hEocha Design UK &Ireland, Rossaveal, Baile na hAbhainn PO, Galway, Ireland
T. 00 353 91 50 69 70/1
F. 00 353 91 50 69 72
e-mail: oheocha_designeyahoo.co.uk
www.o-d.co.uk
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•PR-Ti state-of-the-art transformer-coupled linestage (20-100khz, -Odb) •

'Peak Conduit

Loudspeakers

•28. 3-way Reference speakers using custom AudioTechnoloe & Revelator drivers •
Danish cabinets of 1.5-3.0" HDF + 1" solid wood — no MDF, no veneers
Personal loudspeaker of Mr. Skanning (Director, Audio Technology)

Miyabi

MC Phono cartridge

• Moving Coil w/Alnico magnet -designed by the master, Haruo Takeda •
.25mv — 6N copper coils -Solid aluminum body

Distributed by tmh audio
info@tmhaudio.com 937-439-2667 www.tmhaudio.com
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A. DIRECT CONNECTION

Fried.....at last
Free yourself from the constraints
of ordinary "box" speakers.
Featuring true transmission line
enclosures and series cross-overs,
our speakers benefit from 30
years of evolutionary design.
Experience yourself enveloped in
the musical space...FRIED, at
last.
Dealer Inquiries Invited.

Visit www.friedproducts.com for more
information or call 269 362 1089
TeL 954.680.3848 •Fax 954.680.1525
mesouncl@vareworldaudlo corn •www.wireworldaudio com •
The most vivid video cables and highest fidelity &Witt cables in the world!.

EAT youdinr

What we play
is life

FRIED

PRODUCTS

Louis Armstrong

.ter

19

p••""

...and your sound system to the very best.
•Get cleaner, more focused sound from your system.
•Eliminate acoustical problems for ultimate audio playback
with more dimension, detail, and tighter, deeper bass.
•Effective, affordable and decorative sound treatments that
are easy to install and enjoy.
CD-/SACD-Player D 680
•SACO
•HDCD •192 kHz /24 Bit
"7

•CD • 192 kHz /24 Bit

Audio Sonix •US Representation
call Christian Brouwer •Phone: 305.453.9448

unoErnrinn

chbrouwereearthlink.net •www.audiosonix.net

IMMIMEM

ECH
BUSTE

1-888-ECHO-BUST •1-631-242-6100
www.echobusters.com
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DECORATIVE ACOUSTICAL TREATMENTS
Doing business worldwide since 1996.
E-mail: infogechobusters.com
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Acivtrtisinq

TAS Golden Ear
award winner-20

14ohm-94db
Sensitivity
$7999 US/pr

TOTAL
ECLIPSE
Loudspeaker

COINCIDENT
Speaker Technology
www coincidentspeakercom
Tel

(905) 660-0800 fax (905) 660-1114
Forelyn chstrobulor tngtones welcome

With low surface tension and high density, Premier easily lifts .1%%.1
mold releases, fingerprints and dust. Your records are shinier; the
stylus (leaner; the music crisp and pure. Safe on I.Ps, CDs, DVDs.
Available from:
Music Direc t
l' Gear

800.449.8333
603.1,68.2073

‘sww.AmusicDirect.com
um

MICRO CARE CORPORATION
kl. (81,11) 827-11626 •r,p, (8bo,
web:WSVSS.fllll roi arec om

27,,,„
merlin

music systems inc.

Tel 585-367-2390
Fax 585-367-2685
Post Office Box 146
4705 South Main St.
Hemlock, NY 14466
info@merlinmusic.com
www.merlinmusic.com

The World's Cleaning Experts
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Reviews

Recording of the Month
PINK FLOYD: Dark Side of the Moon
Capitol CDP 582136 2 (CD/SACD), Capitol (LP). 1973/2003. Pink Floyd,
prods.; Alan Parsons, eng.; lames Guthrie, 5.1 remis. AAD/AAA. Tr: 43:00
Performance ****'6
Sonics ***** (SACD layers) *** (CD layer)

and combining systems for at least one evening.
For those wanting to compare the CD and SAC!)
stereo layers to gain some insight into what DSD offers,
things are more complicated. Iused the new Philips
DVD963SA with 192kHz upsampling on for the CI)
ark Side ofthe Moon is one of those rare albums that
has fostered an entire mythology that continues to
layer, and both the CD and SACD signals were sent out
evolve. Floydian lore reached apeak afew years
through the player's analog L/R jacks into a Lexicon
back with the madcap theory that the band had recorded
MC12 in analog bypass mode, so as to not "PCM" the
the music as an alternative soundtrack for the film The DSD track that had now been converted back to analog.
Wizard of Oz
I'd figured this would be agood way to see how lo-re?
Instead, DSotM is simply an extraordinarily inspired
PCM stacks up to DSD, but Iwas stumped. The Cl) layer
work whose every note and instrument is carefully placed,
doesn't only sound less detailed and more congested than
and whose music sounds as fresh today as it did 30 years
the SACD layer, as I've come to expect from these shootago. The record is so well-known that it needs no elaboouts —it also sounds slightly altered. The Cl) layer is
clearly more forward than the SACD layer, and much
rate play by play, so here's aquick recap that quotes the
words uttered at the very end of the disc: "As amatter of louder than my original Harvest/EMI (Japan) Cl)
However, it also substantially cleans up the haze of the
fact, it's all dark."
In the April "As We See It," Idownplayed the hybrid
earlier CD release, adds impact to the bottom end, and
DSotM's significance as the savior of SACD. In my opinbreaks out the first two titles as separate tracks. And yes.
ion, the format has bigger problems than the occasional
you can still hear an orchestra faintly playing the Beatles'
classic album reissue can solve. But this disc does make the
"Ticket to Ride" at the very end of the stereo SACD
case for high-resolution surround sound.
track, under the fading heartbeats, and to alesser extent
This hybrid disc has everything the format can offer:
on the CD layer.
two-channel stereo CD and SACD layers, as well as a5.1 But as John Atkinson and others have found (see this
channel surround mix. The stereo mixes are remastered
issue's "As We See It"), it appears that, although they were
from the original 1973 two-track master. The multilikely sourced from the same analog tape, the new CD
channel track, an entirely new mix made from the original
layer was processed differently during mastering from the
multitrack elements and kept in the analog domain until
stereo SACD layer. JA's analysis indicates that the CI) layer
was compressed and peak-limited abit to make it sound
converted to DSD, was begun by James Guthrie in late
2002 and finished in February 2003. With athick, full- more aggressive (his graphs and analysis can be found on
color booklet and an imaginative new cover, this is one of www.stereophile.com). Did they muck up the Cl) layer to
make it sound inferior to the SACD, or were they just trythe best reissue values I've seen.
When it came to the surround mixes, artistic decisions
ing to make it "pop" more on CD-only systems and radio
were made that differentiate them from the original
stations? Who knows?
For now, we'll have to assume that the wonderfulstereo and quad mixes. Individual instrument and voice
levels were altered, afew bits of guitar left out of the two- sounding SACD stereo tracks are the closest we'll ever
channel mix were reinstated, and the overall levels of get to the original two-channel master tape — unless
some tracks, such as "Us & Them," were dramatically
you've got adecent vinyl setup. Ialso got hold of the new
changed. While this gave many aFloyd fan nightmares of vinyl edition, mastered in February by Doug Sax and
Kevin Gray at Chad Kassem's Acoustech Mastering. The
revisionist tinkering, they needn't have worried: If your
new pressing easily gives the stereo SACD track arun for
system is set up for it, this is now the only way to go. I've
its digits.
tested the 5.1 mix on many aFloyd fan, and the response
If you count the various imports, anniversary editions,
has never been short of ecstatic.
With the new multichannel mix, you'll clearly hear
and audiophile pressings, DSotM has been reissued
dozens of times. I've got six versions myself, and I'm sure
details you've never heard before. You'll finally be able to
sort out all those little snippets of spoken word, and you'll
most readers own at least one copy. Should you consider
get much closer to the sounds of the individual instruadding the new SACD/CD hybrid and/or vinyl as well?
Irecommend the hybrid for its brilliant multichannel
ments and vocals, which are now spread out farther.
mix and the two-channel SACD layer, but if you're anaBackground hiss and noise have been largely eliminated,
log-endowed, the new LP might be the ticket. Either
and the brilliant use of the surround channels adds to the
power of the music without driving you to distraction. If way, Floyd fans will uncover new details and meaning in
this landmark album from rock's college days.
you don't have amultichannel system set up yet, serious—Jon Iverson
ly consider getting together with another audiophile pal
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exican composer Daniel
Catán and his librettist,
Marcela Fuentes-Barain, acknowledging adebt to the great Colombian writer Gabriel Garcia Márquez,
have fashioned amagical-realist opera.
The story is relatively straightforward: a
small group of people are on asteamboat, sailing down the Amazon in the
early 1900s to hear legendary opera
singer Florencia Grimaldi (who has not
visited her native South America for 20
years) at the re-opening of the opera
house in Manaus. In fact, Florencia is
one of the passengers, but she is disguised, yearning to rediscover her true
self while searching for her long-lost
lover, Cristobal, abutterfly hunter who
Christoph Poppen: Between Morimur and Ricercar, Bach has rarely sounded or been spelled
disappeared into the jungle.
as eloquently.
The others are: a writer, Rosalba,
one to six voices in various vocal and
who is working on a biography of
instrumental combinations.
Florencia but does not recognize her on
Atmospherically recorded in a board; Paula and Alvaro, amiddle-aged
Munich church, this performance —by
couple who have lost interest in one
'J.S. BACH & VVEBERN
the four-voice Hilliard Ensemble (now
another and are hoping that hearing
including soprano Monika Mauch), and
Florencia will rekindle their romance;
Ricercar
the Munich Chamber Orchestra led by
the ship's captain and his nephew,
J.S. Bach: Fuga (Ricercata) a6Voci (from A Musical
Christoph Poppen, the team behind the
Arcadio; and amystical character named
Offering, BWV 1079/5), arr. Webern. Cantata 4,
hit ECM Bach disc Morimur —is simulRiolobo. Along the way they encounter
"Christ lag in Todesbanden: B1AN 4. Webern:
String Quartet (orch. Poppen), Five Movements for
taneously dark-hued and ethereal.
astorm, which they survive, and they
String Quartet, Op.5 (orch. Webem).
Even with the appeal of the pure- arrive at Manaus during acholera epiChristoph Poppen, Munich Chamber Orchestra; The
Hilliard Ensemble
toned Hilliard voices, some listeners
demic and arc not permitted to disemECM New Series 1774 (CD). 2003. Manfred Eicher,
may
prefer
the
more
red-blooded
renbark. Rosalba and Arcadio have fallen
prod.; Andreas Neubronner, eng. DDD. TT: 69:08
Performance ****
dition by Konrad Jungliânel's Cantus
for one another, Paula and Alvaro are
Sonics
Colin, with period instruments (on
reconciled, and, well, more about
Harmonia Mundi).
Florencia in aminute. The journey is litfter his teacher Arnold Schoenberg and colleague Alban Berg,
The other works here arc by Webern
eral and metaphoric — the passengers
Anton Webern was the third
himself. The String Quartet of 1905, in
are on aquest for love, fulfillment, the
star in the Second Viennese School's 12Poppen's apt orchestration, fits well
whole shebang.
tone trinity. Despite its radicalism, their with the potently contemplative mood
The "magical realism" comes in not
reinvention of Western art music in the
of the previous pieces; while fevered
only in the character of Riolobo, who
new years of the last century was
and tense, its rich lyricism isn't so far appears as a"river spirit" in the midst of
achieved in league with adeep knowlfrom that of the Bach-Webern Ricercar.
the storm and is otherwise shape-changedge of, and love for, tradition. In But Webern's Five Movements for
ing and mysterious, but in Florencia's
Webern's case, the canonic example of String Quartet (1909), performed here
final apotheosis: she somehow becomes
J.S. Bach directly informed his finely
in Webern's own arrangement for string
both one with Cristobal, and the essence
etched brand of contrapuntal invention.
orchestra, are worlds away. Highly con(or the actuality) of abutterfly. Strangely,
This disc's title, Ricercar, references an
centrated studies in expressionistic grief it doesn't come across as any more
especially strict yet rich species of (Webern's mother had recently passed),
hokey than, say, Isolde's Liebestod.
polyphony, in particular the famous
the Five Movements are extremely
The opera was first performed in
Ricercar movement from Bach's chamchromatic, with little solace in their hysHouston in 1996; from there it traveled
ber collection A Musical Offering. In
terical dynamic contrasts. Poppen and
to Los Angeles, Seattle, and Bogotà be1935, Webern recast the Ricercar as a company render it all with exactitude
fore returning, to great popular and critkaleidoscopically orchestrated sonic
and depth, even if the work seems to ill
ical acclaim, to Houston in 2001, where
devotional, embodying pain and balm
fit the album's established mood.
and when this recording was taped.
in its rising and falling waves of melody.
—Bradley Bamharger
It is abeautifully crafted work. We disAnother, more elaborate essay in woe
cover the characters' personalities throne
CATAN
and deliverance can be heard in the altheir music and words immediately,
bum's central work, Bach's early Easter
whether it's Florencia's opening, sevenFlorencia en el Amazonas
cantata, "Christ lag in Todesbanden"
minute monologue or Arcadio's beautiMark S. Doss, Riolobo; Patricia Schuman, Florencia;
(Christ lay in the bonds of death).
ful, dreamy, pianissimo-filled aria in scene
Chad Shelton, Arcadio; Ana Maria Martinez,
Rosalba; Suzanna Guzman, Paula; Hector Vasquez,
Singing and sighing by turns, the 204, in which he expresses his dream of
Alvaro; Oren Gradus, Captain; Houston Grand
minute piece is amosaic in sound, the
being apilot. Underneath it all is always
Opera Orchestra 8Chorus, Patrick Summers
chorale melody appearing in guises of Troy 531/32 (2 CDs). 2002. DDD. TF: 98:52
the inexorable movement of the sea, shot

classical
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II and Florencia's song to
the long-lost Cristobal are
ravishing, and the love duet
for Rosalba and Arcadia
that follows — complete
with ringing, climactic high
C's —is properly ecstatic.
Paula's warm feelings for
Alvaro when she fears he is
dead are clear and moving,
and Riolobo's churning
MAZON AS
song of gratitude to the
River Gods (maybe) is
filled with awe.
Puccini and Debussy are
ever-present, but so are
Ravel and the film music of
Nuostoq ;gulp uPEA • PATRICK SUMMERS COlsOUCTOR
Technicolor epics. The
music glistens like sun on
the river, graceful and ravishing — and, in case you haven't figured
through occasionally with the exotic
it out, it's absolutely tonal. I'm certain
rhythms of the samba; even not knowing
the libretto, one hears in the darkening that Catán will be criticized for being so
orchestra when danger is nearing, when
traditional, but in the face of such exquisite music, which drinks the listener in in
love is taking hold, when the unexplained
an amazingly sensual manner, all Ican
is to be taken for granted.
say is "Whatever!" Iwas born in the
There is astunning ensemble in scene
8in which all of the characters express Bronx, but Ibought it, hook, line, and
their dreams; it is as well-written as anysinker, including the redemptionthrough-love and journey-into-your-soul
thing in the best of 19th-century opera.
The spacey, enigmatic beginning of Act
business. So has everyone I've played it

FLiWW. ;41\1 CI
A

,
HOW AN INTERPRETit
BECOMES AN ILLUMI

for. Florencia en el Amazonas is not an opera
one can excerpt—it flows and flows,
uninterrupted.
Patricia Schuman sings Florencia as if
she believes every word, which, Iguess,
is a prerequisite. Young tenor Chad
Shelton's beautifully phrased and sung
Arcadio makes one want to hear him in
Mozart and Donizetti, Ana Maria
Martinez sings Rosalba with innocence
and love, our troubled-but-reconciled
Paula and Alvaro are utterly believable
in the mouths of Susanna Guzman and
Hector Vasquez, and Oren Gradus's
Captain is captain-like. Mark S. Doss's
simply terrible Spanish enunciation as
Riolobo only briefly adversely affects
his reading of this difficult, cryptic role.
Patrick Summers leads the entire affair
in one big, flowing (there's that word
again) piece, and the Houston Opera
Orchestra and Chorus appear to love
what they're doing.
No engineers or producers are credited, but the sound is as lush and big as the
jungle, though decidedly un-murky. I
wish Icould be more cynical about this
whole undertaking, but I'm too enchanted. This is agorgeous, fascinating experience that is familiar yet new. I
recommend it to everyone. —Robert Levine
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rock/pop
JOHN HIATT
Beneath This Gruff Exterior
New West 3001 (CD). 2003. Don Smith, John Hiatt,
The Goners, prods.; Smith, eng. MD? Tr: 49:59
Performance ****
Sonics ****

A

II Songs by John Hiatt."
Never has that innocuous
bit of liner copy meant
more. Even though John Hiatt has,
throughout his long career, been agood
to great songwriter who's enjoyed his
share of creative bursts, it's still hard to
fathom the roll he's been on over the
past several years.
After Crossing Muddy Waters, September 2000's stellar acoustic set, Hiatt
reunited with The Goners, the simpatico trio led by slide guitarist Sonny
Landreth, which last played on Hiatt's
comeback classic, Slow Turning. Less
than ayear after Crossing, Hiatt cut The
Tiki Bar is Open, Stereophile's "Recording
of the Month" for October 2001
and his strongest electric studio
album in years.
Now, a year and half later—
most of which he spent on the
road — Hiatt has topped Tiki with
yet another batch of 12 songs that,
in terms of mix and overall mood,
have very much the sound and feel
of aSlow Turning IL To choose perhaps the most obvious example,
the opening stanza of "Circle
Back," with its bouncing, burbling
guitar part, is unmistakably reminiscent of the earlier album's "Tennessee Plates."
This is also Hiatt's most coherent
album since Slow Turning. Any pair of
tunes on Beneath This Gruff Exterior
would be enough to carry an entire album. The tempos move back and forth
between rockers and near-ballads with
the same confident pacing that made
Turning such aclassic. Again, as in the
earlier album, Landreth is masterful
throughout, his gutbucket slide serving
as both an effective foil and aharmonizing and accenting counterpart to Hiatt's
hound-dog voice.
But it's the songwriting that makes
Gruff Exterior a thing of rare beauty.
From the opening sustain of Landreth's
guitar, it's clear that "My Baby Blue" is
the album's anthem, its bridge the album's most inspired piece of songcraft.
Close behind arc the shuffle "Fly Back
Home," the fuzz-toned "Almost Fed
Up with the Blues" (which has some of
II
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Great songs are pouring out of John Hiatt (with
umbrella), shown here with the Goners.

JOE JACKSON BAND
Volume 4

.Inhn Hiatt R. The nnnetS

Rykodisc RCD 10638 (CD). 2003. Joe Jackson, prod.;
Julie Gardner, eng. MD. Tr: 44:11
Performance ****
Sonics **** 1
/
2

D

the flavor of an earlier Hiatt tune,
"Alone in the Dark," from Bring the
Family), and the fast "Circle Back."
Astounding as these songs arc, Hiatt's
singing is an equal wonder. On first
pass, many of the tunes seem as if they
might be pitched too high for his voice,
yet he pulls off every one without
sounding as if he's straining. The vocals
are well served by avoice-forward mix
and arecording that's raw but not lo-fi.
No matter how much he steals from
himself, and whatever the man has got
going — voodoo, wearing the same
drawers for the past three years, or the
ol' Faustian deal with da devil —let's
hope it continues. With his last three
albums alone, John Hiatt, already one of
the best songwriters of his generation,
has become one of the most important
in all of rock history.
—Robert Baird

espite the angry-young-man
pop dotting his 1979 debut,
Look Sharp!, Joe Jackson's association with punk and New Wave was as
tenuous as labelmates 'The Police's similar dalliance was opportunistic. A&M
marketed their own version of Elvis
Costello into the Top 40 with "Is She
Really Going Out with Him?" (How
many remember the double-10" version
of Look Sharp! with the jacket-embedded punky badge?) But two albums
later, Jackson dismantled his band to
commence a long career marked by
diverse musical investigations.
Vilurne 4, recorded live to 24-track tape
with no computers and only minimal
overdubs, is Jackson's much-ballyhooed
reunion with his Look Sharp! cronies: guitarist Gary Sanford, bassist Graham Maby,
and drummer Dave Houghton. What it
isn't is Look Sharp! II. 1)espite the tunes' inyour-face quality —Jackson's trademark
sophisticated piano stylinp arc present
but frequently take aback seat to guitarbass-drums crunch—their composer is
135

too smart to play the nostalgia card. Instead, he delivers aliterate, wide-ranging
set whose highlights range from the jangly, overtly Beadesesque pop of "Still Alive"
(Jackson reflecting on a doomed love
affair) to the sassy glam-thumper "Little
Bit Stupid" (hilariously, about misspent,
messed-up, and mascara'd youth) to the
R&B-tinged, Farfisa-driven "Dirty Martini" ("gettin' down and dirty down in New
Orleans"). The best song does have aLook
Sharp! vibe—the infectious "'Take It Like a
Man" is all jittery instrumentation and
hangdog-loser wordplay —but so does the
worst one, and the less said of the drippy
ska and white-boys-wanna-be-black sentiments of "Thugs 'R' Us," the beam
On balance, though, this is aterrific
little record. Jackson's too smart not to
note nostalgia's selling power, and copies
of the first printing of Volume 4 come
with a25-minute, live-in-2002 bonus
disc featuring three tunes from Look
Sharp! and three from that album's follow-up, I'm the Man. The quartet sounds
particularly inspired on the streamlined
pub-rocker "One More Time" and the
over-the-top garage thrasher "Got the
Time." And before you ask — yes, the
throb-pop gem "Is She Really Going
Out with Him?" still sounds as refreshing as it did when it was an unexpected
breath of fresh air coming over the stale
airwaves of 1979.
-Fred Mills
NUSPIRIT HELSINKI
Nuspirit Helsinki
Guidance GDRC607-2 (CD). 2002. Tuomas Kallio,
prod., mix; Nuspirit Helsinki, prods.; .tyrki Tuovinen,
mix. MD? IT: 65:46
Performance ****
Sonics *** 1
6

F

innish
collective
Nuspirit
Helsinki redefines Nordic soul on
their highly anticipated, self-titled
Guidance
Recordings
debut.
Comprising core members Tournas
Kallio (principal producer), Hannu
Nieminen (aka DJ Ender), DJ Eppu
(aka Eppu Helle), DJ-musician Kim
Rantala (aka Kasio), and Toni Rantanen
(aka DJ Li'l Tony), the multicultural
outfit is rounded out by 11 additional
musicians and vocalists, including
Ethiopian
percussionist
Abdissa
"Mamba" Assefa, Gambian singer
Daddy Ous, accomplished Finnish
drummer Teppo Makynen, Cuban
vocalist Erick Jon, and resident singer
Ona Kamu.
The group's fluid "big band" sound is
heavily inspired by Helsinki's thriving
and eclectic club scene, which is firmly
rooted in deep house, Detroit techno,
dub, classic Philly soul, 1960s Blue Note
136

jazz, and stirring left-field
electronica. Fusing masterful live instrumentation
with warm and sophisticated electronic ingenuity,
Nuspirit Helsinki has catapulted to the forefront of
the heralded European
nu-jazz scene pioneered
by such artists as 4-hero,
ICruder and Dorfmeister,
Incognito, and Jazzanova.
This 13-track album
reflects Nuspirit Helsinki's refusal to limit
their sound to any specific
sub-genre. Instead, their
musical mission is to
recapture the spirit of
adventurism of the innovative "birth of the cool"
era of American jazz —
namely, the work of Miles
Davis, Art Blakey, and
John Coltrane —and incorporate it into their
wealth of influences.
These include seductive
bossa and samba rhythms,
rousing Afrobeat, shuffling West-London broken beats, and their native Finland's own
ambitious and renowned jazz musicians
and composers, such as saxophonist Eero
Koivistoinen and pianist-arranger 011i
Ahvenlahti. (ICoivistoinen also appeared
on Nuspirit Helsinki's essential Montana
Roba Jazz EP, released on Jazzanova's
JCR/Compost label.) Also present are
vocal contributions from Naked Music's
resident chanteuse, Lisa Shaw, on the
funky nu-soul abstraction "Trying"; and
former Repercussions frontwoman
Nicole Willis on the sultry, jazz-inflected
"Honest," which recalls classic Incognito.
In an understated way, Nuspirit
Helsinki successfully ushers in amodern, eloquent, 21st-century neo-souljazz sound that bridges the gap between
twentysomething electronic hipsters
and sophisticated thirtysomediing aficionados of world music and jazz.
—Craig Roseberry

KIM RICHEY
Rise
Lost Highway 088 170 327-2 (CD). 2002. Bill Bottrell,
prod., eng.; Calvin "Crash" Tumbull, eng. AAD? TT:
53:18
Performance ***
Sonics ****

0

ne of Nashville's best songwriters, Kim Richey is also acharming live performer and first-rate
recording artist. Bitter Sweet, from 1997, is

Kim Richey's Rise can be adowner.

aclassic "Record To Die For"; as of this
writing, one of its songs is even headed
for the top of the country charts in aversion by, of all people, Brooks & Dunn.
(Over the years, Richey's material has
been covered by Trisha Yearwood, Patty
Loveless, Pam Tiflis, and other country
stars.) Richey's fourth album, Rise, contains her most personal writing to date.
Far from country's mainstream, it's complex and nuanced but, ultimately, oddly
frustrating.
Early reviews of Rise have accurately
compared it with the work of Lucinda
Williams and Aimee Mann, and the
songs certainly have awistful, searching
poignancy. "Fading," about disappearing
memories of good times and the person
they were shared with, is powered by
Richey's acoustic guitar and producer
Bill Bottrell's mournful piano; it's
downtempo and particularly sad. Then
there are "Girl in aCar" and the gorgeous, haunting "Hard to Say Goodbye," which neatly bookend the album.
In the former, the singer is heartbroken:
"I'm still in love with you /I'm going
south, I'm going crazy." And in the latter: "Well, good for us /We're so grown
up /And there's no hard feelings, sure /
We'll keep in touch." How could someone with such lyrical vision and such a
sweet voice be so unhappy?
Therein lies the conundrum: In its
Stereophile, June 2003
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starkness, Rise sometimes feels like
too deep apeek into atherapy session
or private journal. While it's impossible to criticize the artist for her honesty, you've got to be in aparticularly
pensive frame of mind to really get
into Rise
There are afew happier, peppedup moments, like "This Love." With
its thumping drumbeat and an exotic arrangement that includes a
bouzouki and a harmonium, it
sounds refreshingly like the Richey
of earlier albums. And the closing
"Cowards in aBrave New World"
almost jangles.
Rise was recorded at William's
Place Studio (as were parts of IAm
Shelby Lynne, also produced by Bottrell)
in Caspar, California; the sound and
ambience are warm and intimate. I'd
expect nothing less from Kim Richey.
—David Sokol

TOSCA
Dehli 9
!K7 Records K7140 (2 CDs). 2003. Richard
Dorfmeister, Rupert Huber, prods., engs. ADD? Tr:
105:47
Performance **** 1/
2
Sonics*****

Reviews

Dehli 9over two years, approaching it
less as asample-based beast and concentrating more on making music
with live instruments, then finishing
it up on computer. The album has a
distinctively organic vibe. At times
one thinks of such disparate outfits as
Saint Etienne, especially in the throbbing dub-pop grooves of "Me &
Yoko Ono," which features awonderfully slinky deadpan vocal from
Suzuki alumnus Anna Clementi; at
other times, Roxy Music, as in "Dave
Dudley," all shimmery and atmospheric in an Avalon vein. And
"Wonderful" improbably marries
squonky keyboards. Afro-beat bass
and percussion, Herbie Mann-styled
osca is a downtempo dub-jazzdance-fusion collaboration beflute trills, and asardonic hip-hop vocal
tween Austrians Rupert Huber, a courtesy Earl Zinger (aka British singer
classically trained pianist and conservaRob Gallagher), all to great, acid-jazzy
tory-based composer, and Richard
effect. With an overall flow that's as
Dorfmeister, who is one-half of popular
smooth as rich honey sliding down satin
DJ mixologists ICruder & Dorfmeister.
sheets, Dehli 9 is mesmerizing—and
If the pair's acclaimed second album,
sexy as hell.
1999's Latin-flavored Suzuki, and its
A bonus disc of Huber's piano comremixed counterpart, Suzuki in Dub, positions is well-suited to private listenwere textural delights for sensual lovers,
ing (or to chilling out during the
then Dehli 9is the soundtrack of an ohaforementioned orgy's afterglow).
so-refined but ultimately decadent orgy.
Dorfmeister took the 12 tunes and performed some subtle reconfiguring,
Dorfmeister and Huber constructed
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"Atonement" — are less palatable î
without atune like, say, Car Wheels' !,
"Drunken Angel" to carry them. e
n
,
Betrayal and romantic obsession have ;
always been Williams' subjects, but
here the music is less able to carry §
LUCINDA WILLIAMS
this often heavy load. Even when the
album speaks positively—as in
World Without Tears
"Sweet Side," which details alover's,
Lost Highway 088 170 355- 1
2 (CD). 2003. Mark
/
you guessed it, sweet side — the
Howard, Lucinda Williams, prods.; Gary Brig,gs,
song, and especially the peculiar
exec. prod. AAD? TT: 59:54
Performance *** 1
2
/
phrasing in the choruses, fail her.
Sonics ****
But lesser Lucinda is still better
than most. Highlights here include
ith her deceptively evocative
the squawky guitar squall of "Real
voice, awkward stage manner,
major-league
songwriting
Live Bleeding Fingers and Broken
Guitar Strings"; the record's "hit,"
chops, ja 141ed, insecure personality, and
two great albums already to her credit, "Righteously"; the lilting "Ventura";
and the easygoing "People Talkin'."
Lucinda Williams is one of the most disDoug Pettibone's tasty tremolo guitar
tinctive and formidable singer-songwritwork adds needed atmosphere to
ers on today's often art-free rock scene.
The problem with making truly great "Overtime" and "Fruits of My Labot"
albums is that you're always forced to The recording quality is as good as
most modern rock records, which is
top or at least equal them. And if, like
Williams, you've got anasty penchant to say very good if rarely great.
Noisier and more energetic than
for burning out sidemen and producers,
not to mention taking years to finish a on Williams' last album, 2001's overrecord (tg, 1998's Car Wheels on aGravel ly soft Essence, the material and performances on World Without Tears are
Road), you've got apredicament.
In the past, Williams has skillfully believable, and good enough. But for an
turned her poet's eye on the churning artist of her stature, those are nearly
insults.
-Robert Baird
seas of her personal life and set the results in hugely tuneful songs. Car Wheels
DWIGHT YOAKAM
and Lucinda Williams (1988) are cracked
classics of asort. But tempestuous gifts
Reprise Please Baby: The Warner
such as hers can also make for missteps,
Bros. Years
interesting failures, and artful stasis, the
R2 78100 (4 CDs). 2002. Dwight
last of which accurately describes World Reprise/Rhino
Yoakam, Pete Anderson, Gordon Shyrock, Joe
Without Tears.
Galante, Bill Ham, Kacey Jones, Dusty Wakeman,
Bill Halverson, Ray Benson, prods.; Sally Browder,
The early buzz on this record —
Jason Robbins, Judy Clapp, Frank Campbell, Allen
which features Williams on guitar and
Crider, Michael Dumas, Peter Doell, David
Leonard, Brian Levi, Charlie Paakkari, engs.; James
vocals and her touring trio of guitar, bass,
Austin, Jimmy Edwards, Garrick Ebbins, compilaand drums — was "slow." I'd say it's
tion prods. AAD? 11: 5:02:38
Performance *** 1
2
/
more acase of too many lyrics and not
Sonics ***
enough tunes, more hand-wringing bio
and less artistry. Williams' often tortured
he irony is still sublime after all
these years: a young musician
lyrics —"Kill the rats in the gutter," she
moves to Nashville to make his
bellows at the beginning of the addled
honky-tonk dreams come true, but
no one listens, no one cares. So he
hits the highway for anti-country
L.A., where he finds kindred spirits
in Dave Alvin, the Blasters, Los
Lobos, and others. A few years later,
he rises as the resurrection of Lefty
Frizzell, Hank Williams, Johnny
Horton, and Gram Parsons, all rolled
into one hillbilly deluxe.
Dwight Yoakam's expansive
vision, and the body of transcendent
grit, glam, and soulful music it has
become, are celebrated in this superb
four-disc box from Reprise and
Rhino. The first three discs are a
chronological tour of Yoakam's 17-

including adding ghostlike echoes of
material from disc 1, and ultimately arrived at a meditative, ambient, 45minute postscript to the hour-long
album proper. Nice touch. -Fred Mills
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Does he or doesn't he have pants on?

year, 15-album career with Reprise
Records: hits from his studio albums arc
all here, as well as contributions to
soundtracks, tribute albums, and guest
spots on albums by friends.
Disc 4, devoted exclusively to previously unreleased material, will get alot
of attention from Yoakaholics. Its first
10 tracks are from his demo album,
recorded in 1981. Though Yoakam's
vision is clear on these early tracks, the
execution is sometimes lacking: too
often, his voice is buried in the mix by
engineer Gordon Shyrock. Even when
they're out front, as on "It Won't Hurt,"
Dwight's vocals occasionally lack commitment to the moment — his inability
to always be in control of his high, lonesome wails is especially noticeable.
Nevertheless, the archival value is
tremendous; the young Yoakam knew
where he was going from the get-go.
The fourth disc also includes two
duets with Kelly Willis, an acoustic reworking of Yoakam's cover of the
Hillman-Parsons tune "Sin City" (sans
k.d. lang this time —a shame), and eight
live tracks. Yoakam puts on great live
shows but doesn't spend alot of time
working up new versions of his material, so these cuts arc less than compelling.
Hard-to-find gems on the first three
discs include Yoakam's master collaboration with Flaco Jimenez on Warren
Zevon's sad, sordid "Carmelita" (from
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1977 KEVIN DEAL'S FIRST HIFI JOB

Long hair, wore polyester, platform
shoes, and aclip on tie. Offered achoice of cutting edge receivers, cassette decks, and
8tracks. Sold tubes to nutty people that would not give up this obsolete technology.
Used terms like "Cool" and "Bitchin" to describe gear.

UPSCALE

Hair consolidating its position.
The largest "in stock" inventory of
preamps, poweramps, digital
— both tube and solid state.
The finest speakers. Huge stock of
premium vintage tubes. Uses terms
like "Cool" and "Bitchin"
to describe gear.
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Flaco's 1992 Partners album, Reprise
26822); the "Mercury Blues" shuffle
(the best of the three new studio tracks
in the box); "Doin' What IDid," a
snarl of twang-rock from the importonly La Croix D'Amour (Reprise International 45736); "Rapid City, South
Dakota," Yoakam's contribution to the
Kinky Friedman tribute; and the oldtimey swing of "San Antonio Rose,"
from Asleep at the Wheel's tribute to
Bob Wills.
Yoakam's career at Reprise ended
with the completion of the soundtrack
to South of Heaven, West of Hell, the film
he directed last year —but he's got a
completist-only, 17-disc monster box
due out sometime soon on Rhino's
Handmade specialty label. Expect that
to cost afew bucks. For most fans, Reprise Please Baby: The Warner Bros. Yeats
will do, and nicely, until his next boxed
set arrives, which we hope to see someday from his own new label, Electrodisc.
This visionary isn't ready to ride off into
the sunset just yet.
-Michael Metzger

short takes
JAMES YORKSTON & THE ATHLETES:
Moving Up Country
Domino WIGCD107P (CD). 2002. Kenny Anderson,
prod, eng.: Simon Raymonde, eng. DDD? IT:
49:19
Performance *** I
F,
Sonics *** 1
/
2

Rare is the artist who can open for both
John Martyn and David Gray. James
Yorkston may be an acoustic singersongwriter, but his fragile art-folk is
more dynamic than winsome, and powerful instead of twee. Perhaps that's
what you'd expect from aformer punk
and current member of the Fence
Collective —avant-indic types based in
Fife, Scotland, whose numbers include
Beta Band co-founder the Lone Pigeon
and someone called Pip Dylan. From
the not-quite-barrelhouse piano bounce
of "I Spy Dogs" to the delicate interplay
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of shaker, fingerpicking,
harmonica, and harmony that is the stunningly
beautiful "Sweet Jesus,"
Moving Up Country answers the musical question "What if Belle and
Sebastian weren't precious?" At the same
time, Yorkston and producer Simon Raymonde
(of the Cocteau Twins)
offer enough impeccable
Un-Tord (center): The greatest new voice in jazz piano?
musicianship and springwater-pure Celtic, spiriTouch," "At a Glance," "Song of
tual, and blues influences to please the
Yearning," "Where Breathing Starts" —
sort of fan who thinks Nick Drake is
way too poppy. One of 2002's most for once, the titles accurately represent
the tunes—sound almost guiltily hmiliat
overlooked CDs.
—Jason Cohen
Surely one has heard them in abar, or on
the soundtrack of some neo-noir film in
which everyone smokes and no one lives
long enough to die of cancer. The music
is so delicately conceived and played as to
TORD GUSTAVSEN TRIO
sound almost like the ghost of the music
it's reminding one of, searching dreamily
Changing Places
but restlessly throughout eternity for the
Tord Gustaysen, piano; Harald Johnsen, double bass;
lost chord of its own resolution. AstonJade Vespestad, drums
ishingly, in track after track, Changing
ECM 1834 (CD). 2003. Manfred Eicher, prod.; Jan
Erik Kongshaug, eng. DDD. TT: 66:01
Place finds those chords. Just as astonishPerformance *****
ingly, one never wants it to, because that
Sonics
means the music is ending.
Gustaysen is amaster of pianistic conincc the great recordings of Bill
trol and restraint, and he is at least
Evans in the late 1950s and '60s,
matched by bassist Harald Johnsen,
the trio of piano, bass, and
drums — what in any other jazz con- whose double bass indeed "walks," but
with the intricate complexity of adaddytext is called "the rhythm section" —
has seemed able to achieve adepth of long-legs; and by drummer Jule Vespestaci, whose subtle resectionings of time
intimacy and musical telepathy that no
are, as often as not, played with his bare
other combo can discover. Just as the
hands. Both have extensive backgrounds
string quartet holds a special place
in avant-garde jazz, rock, and other experamong classical chamber ensembles in
imental musics, but you'd never know
its perfect balance of voices, weights,
that from their playing here. All three play
ranges, and timbres, the jazz piano trio
like virtuosos who have not the slightest
is an ideal equilibrium of spareness and
interest in showcasing their chops. There
richness: just enough support, and
nowhere to hide. In his first album as a are one or two solos, but good as these
are, they're the least interesting parts of
leader, Tord Gustaysen is the latest in
the album. This is the least grandstanding
that tradition.
Gustaysen was born in Oslo, .grrat jazz album Ihave heard since Miles
Davis' Kind ofBlue
Norway, in 1970, and his early classical
The sound is ECM's usual feast of
training shows in his 11 original compotonal richness and round-toned intimasitions on Changing Places. At the most
cy, with miking and mixing that place
surprising, most perfectly right mothe listener less inside the band than inments, Gustaysen will, with almost excruciating diffidence, place achord or a side their hearts. But this music would
sound great on ascratchy 78.
progression one hears never in jazz but
Gustaysen has described his music as
often in, say, the late solo-piano works
"subtle funkiness" that explores the
of Johannes Brahms. These are places
"dialectical eroticism of improvisation."
that even Keith Jarrett, for all his many
More to the point, "One does not have
transgressions of musical categories, will
to invent anew language to tell anew
not go in his "Standards" trio.
story." With his very first record as a
At least half of these compositions
leader, Tord Gustaysen has created an
sound ready to become new standards
instant classic.
-Richard Lehnert
themselves. "Deep as Love," "Graceful
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Please visit our Online Seminar Series and listen to lectures and interviews
from world-famous audio/video manufacturers over the Internet. More
information is available at http://www.audionexus.com/online.shtml
AUDIO PHYSIC Beautiful European craftsmanship and exquisitely clear
and detailed sound make these the most affordable "Class A" speakers you
will ever hear. The new Tempo Illi, Virgo Ill and Yara are now available.
AUDIO RESEARCH Let's just say that Audio Research has been around
practically forever and has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They have acomplete line of
vacuum tube products as well as aselection of solid state units. Their latest
products are the very affordable VS-55 tube amp at $2495 and the SP-I6
preamp at $1995. Now you, too, can afford Audio Research!
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In record time, their tube and
solid state designs have established BAT as aleader in high-end electronic
design. Now all their marvelous tube products are available as Signature
Editions which use the fabulous 6H30 supertube and bring unprecedented
excitement and clarity to your music. Their latest offerings are three incredible
solid state and hybnd integrated amps, the VK300X series, with 150
watt/channel outputs

McCORMACK Been waiting for an audiophile-grade disk player that will
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The UDP-1 Universal Disk Player plays all formats and does it with the true
musicality of aSteve McCormack design.
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KIMBER KABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable
prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any price. Corne hear
the Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!
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but Revel excels in both areas. They have bookshelf, floor-standing, center
channel, subwoofer, and surround models for building either an audio or
home theater system. Their sound is spacious, dynamic, and powerful, and
the reviews have been great. Come discover them for yourself
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that
presents music with stunning beauty. Their flagship Model 5A will engulf you
in abreathtaking, musical experience. Doing home theater? The full selection
of home theater models brings true quality to surround sound.
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Rogue Audio M-120 Erratum
Editor:
Thanks for recommending the Rogue
Audio M-120 monoblocks [in the April
2003 "Recommended Componente],
but...the last sentence in your recommendation reads "Specified output power
is 120W; JA measured just 100W into 8
ohms at clipping." This seems to imply
that we are somehow trying to mislead
our customers by overstating the output
power. As you arc aware, the power measurements made during the review were
inadvertently done with the amps in triode mode and in fact greatly exceeded
our own power claim of 60Wpc in triode
mode. The amps will make significantly
higher power in ultralincar mode, easily
meeting or exceeding our specified
120Wpc rating. Iwould appreciate it if
you would clarify this for your readers.
Mark O'Brien
Rogue Audio
Ayre 0(-7
Editor:
Thank you for the well-considered review
of the Ayre CX-7 in May. This Cl) player's unique design features include zerofeedback analog circuitry, acombination
of both "upsampling" and "oversampling"
digital filters, and an ultra-low-jitter master clock. As John Atkinson pointed out,
this allows the sonic and musical performance of the $2950 CX-7 to equal or
exceed other CD players priced at $4995
and $8000, and even give a$27,500 twobox player quite arun for the money. But
in perhaps the most telling test of all, this
new player was able to properly and accurately re-create the sound of the live clarinet quintet that JA recorded for the Mosaic
CD at Chad Kassem's Blue Heaven
Studios. That faithfulness to the sound and
spirit of live music is the goal of all of our
designs at Ayre.
Charles Hansen
Ayre Acogeria
Graham Robin
Editor:
It's not often that I've had achance to
comment on two reviews/comments in
one letter. However, with Art Dudley's
review in the April issue, and now
Michael Fremer's look in May's "Analog
Corner," Iwill try to answer the questions
that the reviews discuss.
First, the origin of the Robin toneami
is, as both reviewers suggest, Japanese
manufacture, but with plenty of our
Stereophile, June 2003
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design input from what we've learned in
developing the 1.x- and 2.x-series arms.
But where the quality and performance
of those designs is intended to be state-ofthe-art at any price, here price is also a
consideration. We do not believe it follows, though, that aless expensive design
must necessarily sacrifice quality, convenience, or performance in order to arrive
at alower price. By the careful use of
materials and by employing logical and
proven engineering practices, we believe
we have achieved an excellent balance of
high-end performance and a relatively
low price.
We have tried to make the Robin as
neutral as possible, and hope that it will
match well with awide variety of turntables. As with everything else in audio,
this will be partly subjective and also will
be controlled by mechanical compatibility. Some turntables are well-damped and
provide, we feel, the best platform to start
with; others are more "alive" and have a
certain dynamic energy to them that perhaps may not be as accurate, but can still
be fun to listen to. It's apersonal call. (As
opposed to aperson-to-person call, that
is. Sorry!)
The construction of the Robin was
outlined very well in Art Dudley's review,
so we don't need to elaborate on that
here. MF refers to the lineage of the
Robin and other arms similar in appearance. He's quite correct. In order to concentrate our daily production efforts on
the 2.1 and 22 arms, Idecided that it's
much more practical to have someone
else handle the Robin's construction, and
here Ifound the source to be of the highest quality. Although we added some
important new touches, there were parts
of the basic product that were perfectly
acceptable and there would be no reason
to change them. The use of well-amortized design parts (ic, the antiskatc mechanism) is there to provide excellent results
for an affordable price.
This is an example of using something
that worked well then and which also
works well now; Isee no good reason to
come up with some other, more costly
method just for the sake of being different. (Even our more deluxe amis, for
example, use the simple lever-weight system for applying antiskating, whose origins can be traced back to the 1950s. The
difference in our toneamis of today vs the
earlier incarnations is in the quality of the
parts used; the ABEC-5 ball-bearing and

the damping/filter action of the linkage
we use to couple the arm to the levers, for
instance.) It's doubtful to me if amore
efficient yet nonintrusive system (meaning it has no negative effect on the sound)
could readily be devised, yet this is an old
concept. For the Robin, of course, we've
applied modern materials and design concepts where they would make genuine
improvements, such as in the bearing
mechanism; otherwise, we used what was
already good and added what we felt
made it better.
One comment Art made needs alittle
clarification, and has to do with the alignment system. In his review, he mentions
that "Every Graham arm comes with alittle nylon cap that you can slip on top of
your record spindle...." Actually, the item
referred to is part of our patented alignment system, presently available for the
deluxe 2.x arms. As he suggests, we arc
currently working on a Robin-specific
accessory version of this alignment system, which will then use the removable
headshell to position and calibrate the
cartridge accurately (and safely)! What is
important in this analysis is that this
design procedure allows correct positioning of the tonearm (either 2.x or Robin)
on the turntable before any cartridge is
installed. This is achieved either by using
the nylon adapter Art referred to —he
had asample — or by visually positioning
the front alignment hole in the headshell
directly over the turntable spindle; either
method is equally accurate.
At that point, the arm is correctly
placed according to its intended geometry; any further adjustments in cartridge
position can be achieved in the headshell
alone, using our gauge or aWallytrac-tor
(a really fine setup tool and highly recommended) or similar devices. It's
important to keep in mind that the three
parameters of toneann geometry (effective length, overhang, and offset angle)
have an interrelated (and unchangeable)
set of values; if one parameter is changed,
the others must change also, in order to
maintain the desired null-point accuracy
of the installation. We believe that by
positioning the ami correctly in the first
place, independently of the cartridge
being used, you're off to amuch more
reliable start than if you need to push and
twist the whole installation until, maybe,
the cartridge correctly lines up somehow.
The difference between good and bad
results can easily be affected — often dra143
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matically — by the accuracy of cartridge
installation and alignment.
And now we'll be waiting to see what
conclusions MF will draw when he auditions the Robin on his own turntable in a
more extended session.
Bob Graham
Graham Engineering

Tellig and Stereophile for the opportunity to
demonstrate the qualities of Triangle's new
flagship loudspeaker, the Magellan. We
hope others will find in listening to the
Magellan anatural reproduction of recordings that is sometimes lost at the expense
of an exaggerating, big, bold, and incoherent experience from larger loudspeakers.
Expressimo Audio Heavy Weight
And yes, Mr. Tellig is correct to say that
"trickle-down technology" will soon apI'd like to thank Stereophile and Michael
pear in the form of less-expensive Triangle
Freiner for the complimentary review of loudspeakers. The North American prethe Heavy Weight in May.
mier of Triangle's new Universe range will
The Heavy Weight was designed by
be this month, during Home EntertainExpressimo Audio back in 1998 for the
ment 2003 at the Westin St. Francis Hotel
llega, then for VPI and AudioQuest tone- in San Francisco. The Magellan will also be
arms. The Heavy Weight has been reat the Show and as always, everyone is welviewed favorably the world over as "a
come to visit our rooms. Bring your
must-have"! Expressimo Audio, aka Exrecords and CI)s.
Richard Kohlness
press Machining, installs ablack Delrin
F
'MAX Services
insert in the weight's mounting hole (a
costly procedure). Securing the weight to
Transfiguration Temper W
the end stub, the Expressimo uses ano- Editoi
mar, plastic-tipped, stainless-steel set
Immutable Music (japan) and Profundo
screw. The insert and screw act to squelch
(US) would like to thank Michael Freiner
the airborne sonics attacking the weight.
and Stereophile for the insightful comments
With no metal-to-metal contact touching
on the Transfiguration Temper W, Mr.
the end stub, no additional sonics are inYoshioka's most successful attempt yet at
troduced into the arm. Asorra decoupling,
bringing the true music-lover ever closer
if you will. This results in acleaner, naturto the aural and emotional experience of
al sound. Acounterweight should be seen
the live musical event. Being agreat lover
and not heard.
of music, and an avid concertgoer and
Mikey said, "the RB300's low-frequenrecord collector of many years, Mr.
cy performance was not subtle: it was
Yoshioka places as his top priority the abilamazing (probably because neither rests
ity of aphono cartridge to accurately reon ahigh-frequency spring)." Not so, and
produce the acoustic complexities of live,
here's why: A donut-shaped counternatural, unamplified music. We were
weight with acenter hole displaces equal
therefore particularly gratified that Mr.
distance and weight around its center.
Fremer was immediately aware of this carPlaced on an unlevel surface, it will roll
tridge's superior "clarity, focus, and tranoff— it has no control!
sient naturalness that said 'you are there'...
The Heavy Weight, an asymmetricalas you'd experience it in concert."
style counterweight, is just the opposite. It
Interestingly, in his comments expresswill not roll! Heavy side down every time,
ing the musical qualities of the other carthank you —it's called control! Working
tridges under review, Mr. Fremer's
like the counterweight on acrane or the
language becomes somewhat technical, rekeel of asailboat, it keeps things stable. The
ferring to tracking ability, soundstage
Heavy Weight controls the stylus from
depth and breadth, and the ability to track
wiggle-giggle —the bouncing and the slap"vocal sibilants" and "muted trumpets."
ping back and forth in the groove that
These terms, familiar to many conversant
muddies up the sound. With the Heavy
with the high-end language of careful anaWeight in control, the stylus now glides in
lytical listening, may say more about the
the center of the groove, retrieving all of listening experience than the musicality
the information you didn't hear before (and
they are attempting to describe. On the
there's alot). It's that simple, folks.
other hand, in his comments on the
Now, others feel the need to copy the
Temper W, while addressing traditionally
Heavy Weight to increase the perfor"audiophile" attributes of "amazing transmance of their tonearms. To all others
parency and 'see into the event' clarity," his
who have copied the Heavy Weight Isay,
descriptions seem always to fall back into
"Welcome aboard."
musical terms, such as "bows and fingers
Mikey forgot to mention that Heavy
contacting
strings — appeared
with
Weights are now adjustable, and can
unforced clarity." We agree. When one
accommodate cartridge weights from 4.5
tries to listen analytically to the Temper W,
to 12gin!
Sal Ca/ajo
the music always "interferes" and overrides
Pre5idertt, àpres.irno Audio, aka Eyress
the brain on its way to the heart.
Machining
Transfiguration cartridges do not strive
to be "lush" or "widescreen," but, rather,
Triangle Magellan
true to the original musical experience. It is
Editor:
vital, therefore, to note the importance of
VMAX Services would like to thank Sam
proper setup. Besides the critical areas of
144

VTF, VTA, and cartridge and azimuth
alignment, Transfiguration cartridges are
highly sensitive to correct resistive-loading/impedance-matching with the phono
preamp. As every phono preamp has different characteristics, we do not recommend aspecific load, instead recommend
some experimentation to find the value
that best suits the individual system as well
as the listener's taste. We have found, however, due to the low internal impedance of
the Temper-series cartridges, that arange
of 20-1000 ohms is advisable, often leaning much toward the lower value.
In arecent, very positive review of the
Temper V, Mr. Dirk Sommer, the highly
regarded analog reviewer for the leading
German audio magazine, noted the cartridge's ability to shift character according
to load. By simply changing the resistance
values, he was able to make the cartridge
lean, fast, and analytical, or lush, warm,
and romantic. Mr. Fremer's comments
indicate that his setup was masterful,
achieving that natural-sounding, neutral
balance we set as our standard — though
for those whose tastes run to the richer or
leaner side of neutral, it is nice to know
that both are attainable.
An affirmation of many years of pioneering the use of yokeless, ring-magnet
construction is that anumber of manufacturers have finally begun to utilize
this technology and have immediately
begun to reap the musical benefits, garnering much critical praise for their
"most musical cartridges ever." The
phase properties of the ring magnet,
which places the coil at the focal point of
the magnetic field, appear responsible.
Mr. Yoshioka continues his industryleading development of this clearly superior technology, which now places the
coil literally inside' the magnet. Manufacturing tolerances are exceptionally
tight, and it takes a skilled technician
two days to assemble three cartridges —
then aday off to let his eyes recover!
Like Mr. Freiner in his opening remarks
about the Edison Society, Mt Yoshioka
sees the unique heritage of recorded music
from the golden age of stereo LP productions as being somewhat in jeopardy,
unless people have achance to hear more
of those glories through truly state-of-theart analog playback equipment in the 21st
century. At the same time, he hopes to
bring that experience to awider audience
by making his products as economically
accessible as possible, providing what Mr.
Fremer continues to consider his reference
at aprice that is $1000 less than the other
cartridges under review, and less than half
the price of statement products from other
manufacturers. As Mr. Fremer points out,
with the W's overall balance of "high-performance strengths" setting "a new benchmark" in some areas and remaining "more
than competitive" in others, and its being
"arguably superior in terms of sec-intoStereophile, June 2003

the-soundstage transparency and resolution of event detail," we feel very happy to
be successfully breaking the musical trail
for new-generation cartridges in a"digital
era."
Safi Yoshioka, Immutable Music
Bob Clarke, Profundo
AudioQuest Anaconda & Gibraltar
Editor:
So much wonderful meat in Brian
Damkroger's excellent review of AudioQuest's Anaconda interconnect and
Gibraltar speaker cable! Ilove having one
of my "children" called "bold...big, expansive, dynamic, powerful, fast"! Makes
the ad-writing side of my personality
look humble.
The most intriguing overriding question raised by the dual review is the question of truth: What is the real nature of
each cable, and how is it possible that the
two cables seem to represent such opposing priorities? In my "humble" opinion,
the two cables are actually astonishingly
similar. If the cables are compared (one at
atime) against aproper reference of no
cable at all, both the Anaconda and
Gibraltar are heard to be dull, suffering
compressed dynamics.. but they also
reveal themselves to be equally neutral.
For speaker cable, such a simple and
extremely revealing test is conducted by
adding and subtracting the cable in question. There is always cable inside the speaker, there is often cable in the amplifier, one
simply treats the cable outside the speaker
as if it were the speaker's own "tail," inserting the cable under test between the amplifier and the existing speaker cable. Any of
Brian's mentioned cables would have
worked perfectly as the speaker's tail.
There is the ever-present but rarely
encountered possibility of electrical compatibility, such as: the combined capadtance of the two cables might present a
problem not encountered with either one
alone. One should have an open mind
about such apossibility, but in practice,
this very simple test is almost always a
clear and accurate way to learn what a
particular cable does to change the sound.
For audio interconnect, the test is easiest with cables terminated with XLRs, as
they make natural extensions for each
other. Single-ended (RCA) cables can also
be best compared by such atest, but more
setup is required to facilitate the switching.
The most obvious truth revealed by
such testing is that all cables are bad! The
point is to learn how bad, and in what manner. The nonexistent perfect cable might be
like apiece of clear glass, in which case the
best cable we could ever hope for would be
aglass with alight gray tint.
Unfortunately, the normal procedure of
comparing different versions of "wrong"
and never using "right" as a reference
often favors variables of perceived aesthetic compatibility over actual product
quality. Possibly the most important decistereophile,
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"voicing." The hundreds of little decisions
that must be made without sufficient
measured data as a guide result in the
voice of the product. As perfection is not
possible, it is these choices about the
inevitable imperfections that make agiven
designer our hero, or not.
A whole system must also have avoice,
and conscious decisions about the compatibility of the character flaws of each component arc crucial in building asystem
that can really sing and dance. Unfortunately, in the "one component change at
atime audiophile novelty market" (please
allow asmall moment of cynicism), obvious change is often more important than
truth. After all, even aperfect component
might be replaced on about the same
schedule as alousy one.
The Anaconda and its upscale cousin,
the Amazon, use acombination of Teflon
and polyethylene (PE) tubes in order to
maintain aneutral character, in order for
the distortion caused by the insulation to
have the sonic effect of agray filter rather
than red or blue. Used by themselves, the
Teflon tubes are exceptionally good at allowing through most of the dead in the
signal. Unfortunately, the audio character
of Teflon's distortion is harsh and irritating,
akin to typical transistor-type irritation: on
the "blue" side. The fact that the Teflon airtubes in the Anaconda cause so much less
distortion actually only makes the obnoxious nature of the distortion more apparent.
The PE tubes in the Anaconda also
cause much less distortion than PE causes
in anormal extrusion, but the PE character is nevertheless still obviously present.
The audio effect is like aceiling being put
on the sound: harmonically neutral and
totally listenable, but ablanket over the
speakers that Iwould like to remove if I
can. This effect could be considered as on
the "red" side, though it is more nearly
only adarker gray.
A familiar technique (used in speaker
crossovers and power supplies) called "bypass-effect" explains most of the benefit
derived from combining Teflon and PE
tubes in the Anaconda. The result is almost
all the open clarity of the Teflon tubes, and
almost all the natural, grainless sound of
PE —the best of both worlds. Ifurther bias
the character flaws by putting larger conductors in the PE tubes and smaller conductors in the Teflon tubes, essentially
using Teflon as the bypass for PE. Ibelieve
the result is astonishingly close in character
to my reference of no insulation at all —a
true "gray." Though in my more sour moments, Igrumble to myself that probably
half the market would prefer ared sound,
half would prefer ablue sound, and maybe
no one wants neutral.
Upcoming higher-model AQ interconnects will have apermanent 12V bias on
the dielectric, freeing me from some of
these constraints, but the Dielectric-Bias

System (I)BS) cables will be another story
another day.
I've taken the time and space (thank
you, JA) to explain this delicate balance of
insulating materials as away to explain
how seriously Itake the issue of "truth." I
do all evaluations of insulating materials
using identical metal with and without any
insulation. All insulation is bad —but the
degree and manner of "bad" can be manipulated to cause the least interference. Similarly, the RCA plugs on Anaconda arc
welded. When Ievaluate solder, aweld
serves as the bypass test showing how had
all solder is, but also making it very easy to
choose the least damaging solder.
Gibraltar speaker cable doesn't have a
fancy insulation story to tell. Well, there is
that conductive insulation on the negative
conductors, which contributes to the
smooth, refined sound Brian noted. The
audio effect of the conductive insulation is
similar to taking RF out of asystem, not
because one hears demodulated radio stations but because RF energy compromises active circuitry in a manner almost
always resulting in aflatter, harsher sound.
As Istated near the beginning, Ibelieve
the performances of the Gibraltar and
Anaconda arc very similar in their neutrality —in the way in which they damage the
sound. The higher-model Volcano speaker
cable (more nearly the Anaconda's peer)
might well elicit more of those superb
bold, big, dynamic, powerful comments
that Brian reserved for the Anaconda, but
asimple bypass test would show that the
Volcano also was dull and compressed
compared to not being there at all.
As both AQ cables were compared only
to other models from other designers, Iam
completely comfortable that, had Ishared
Brian's listening sessions, Imight have
heard exactly what he heard, which would
have had me becoming very insistent
about establishing atrustworthy reference,
"no cable" being the only such reference.
As for how the cables can seem to represent differing priorities — avery serious
issue for me, as Ido not believe one
should ever have to use two cables from
the same designer—that would usually
mean both were bad in complementary
ways, and so both should be avoided!
Until Ilearn otherwise, Iwill assume that
the nature of the basket of audible flaws
caused by the competing speaker cables is
adifferent basket than for the competing
interconnect cables. In this way, even ideal
cables will be perceived differently.
Asimple example ofjust how easily our
perception systems can be fooled shortterm: If one skis on acloudy day wearing
yellow goggles, when the goggles arc removed, the snow is positively purple.
When comparing products to each other
without reference to the truth, even the
truth can be perceived as simply adifferent distortion.
Sony to have so much to say while
Stereophile, June 2003

Manufacturers'
former, isolated Signature Series HTPS
7000 to the Signature version of the AVS
2000, which, incidentally, was designed by
Demian Martin and Noel Lec, and is
signed by the Head Monster himself.
Monster Power AVS 2000
Thank you, Chip Stern and Stereophile,
for so effectively demonstrating that the
Edito:
The AVS 2000 is as stylish and capable a name Monster Power stands for quality
engineering and great sound. We are
performer as Monster knows how to
audiophiles, and we're glad it shows!
make. Based on sound engineering prinPeter Radsle
ciples —a variable transformer matead to a
Director, Product Development &Marketing
fast-tracking CPU and an adjusting servo
Monster Power
motor —the AVS 2000 stabilizes the AC
power feeding your audio or video sysEqui=Tech Balanced Power Systems
tem. This is critical, as measurements
show the power line is subject to noise,
Editor:
Imust admit that Iwas taken aback by
sags, surges, and spikes, all directly affecting sound and image quality.
Chip Stern's glowing comments about
We're gratified that Chip Stern found
the Model 2Q and Q650 in his review.
By virtue of being the design engineer
the Monster AVS 2000 had "more than
behind them, I've always felt that they
enough capacity to handle the current
were very good performers, but to hear
demands of my entire system," and sugsomeone with Chip Stern's knowledge
gest most readers will find this to be true.
and experience say in so many words that
And we're happy to note he was "captithey represented the pinnacle of his expevated by the dramatic increase in coherence" and "impressed by the levels of rience was unexpected. Likewise, his positive feedback regarding the added
transparency.. with blacker backgrounds
low-frequency energy and soundstaging
and more profound levels of silence."
depth he experienced when running a
Adding insult to injury, he also mentioned
variety of power amplifiers with our
"a palpable delicacy and detail to the
highs, acertain quality of brilliance that I Model 2Q was also quite gratifying, as it
confirmed our conviction that our Q line
found alluring."
is ideally suited to enhance amplifier effiFor even greater gains in resolution,
ciency and sonic performance.
Monster recommends adding adual-translooking the gift-horse of agreat review in
the mouth. Igreatly appreciate Brian's
time and insights.
William E. Low
CEO, designer, Audio Quest
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Comments

As one of the most vocal of all proponents behind the balanced-power revolution over the past 14 years, Ican tell you
that the journey to understanding and acceptance has been along time in the making. However, there have been a few
notable milestones attained along the way.
One day back in January 1994, Ireceived
aphone call from Richard Stumpf, VP of
Universal Studios, who was calling to congratulate me on the acceptance of my proposal to amend the National Electrical
Code, providing for the approved use of
balanced AC. He termed the balancedpower solution "elegant and simple,"
which is perhaps the best compliment one
engineer can pay another.
Many of our forays into the pro audio
arena have also been quite memorable.
Equi=Tech balanced-power systems are
now regarded as the foundation of today's
state-of-the-art professional recording
studio. Until fairly recently, though, our
systems have been something of an
"underground" phenomenon within the
high-end consumer audio market. This
was one of the reasons we thought it so
vital to have apresence at Home Entertainment 2002 in New York. Having finished setting up our own exhibit, Ifound
myself wandering about the Hilton looking for the press room, when Iran into
EveAnna Manley, an old pal in the pro
audio field. I was wondering what I
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would do with an extra demo unit I'd
brought to the show, so Iasked her if she
was interested. She said she was, but that
it wasn't her call, so we went to her suite,
where jeffJoseph took alisten and immediately approved the idea. The rest is history: Best Sound of Show at HE2002.
That was something of a "coming-out
party" for us in the high-end audio arena,
and we are very proud of the part we
played in creating such a musical and
involving sound.
This brings me back to the Stereophile
product evaluation itself. Iwas quite impressed by Chip's eloquent and colorful
depiction of the sonic improvements he
heard, particularly with how he delineated the subtle differences between brightness and detail, asonic improvement that
is uniquely defined by Equi=Tech balanced-power products. To achieve greater
detail, increased brightness need not be
present, but it often is. This is especially
true when CDs are used as aprogram
source. A major criticism of digital media
has always been its lack of smoothness in
the highs compared to analog inedia,
although the "bleeding ear" syndrome is
not unique to digital inedia alone. That
annoying and fatiguing "edge" is actually
high-frequency noise that doesn't belong
there in the first place. Sometimes CDplayer manufacturers roll off the highs to
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smooth things out, but unfortunately the
consequence is aresulting loss of detail.
This leads me to the one instance
where Iwould take exception to something in your review, though perhaps
we're splitting hairs over adifference in
emphasis or choice of words. The problem Ihave is with astatement to the
effect that we "claim" our method to be
the most accurate when it's really an
empirical fact. At the heart of the matter
is aUS patent that was granted to us for a
bifilar-wound balanced AC transformer
for AC loads. This is what makes ours
unequivocally the most accurate and
refined of all balanced-power products on
the market.
I have seen quite a few companies
attempt to copy what we've been refining
and perfecting at Equi=Tech for over 11
years. One company even claims to use the
same transformers we do, but their claims
are patently false and misleading. At this
relatively early stage of the balancedpower revolution, it's not surprising to see
that many consumers and end-users are
largely unaware of the refinements and
high standards Equi=Tech has established
in this field from the very beginning,
which is part of what makes Stereophile's
efforts to bring our technology to light in
an informative and accurate manner so
gratifying. Iwould like to invite any in-

terested readers to visit our website
(www.equitech.com) and reference some
of the many white papers I've written on
balanced-power technology, as well as
those by some of the audio industry's leading professionals.
So, in conclusion, while it's true that
any balanced power is better than no balanced power, virtually no other product
matches our bandwidth of noise attenuation. Bifilar winding ensures amore
mirror-like, accurate balance and eliminates phase shifting. This enables even the
highest-frequency AC harmonics with
the most finite wavelengths to cancel out.
Leave some of those noise artifacts in
there and you miss the mark. Remove all
of the high-frequency AC harmonics
from modulated audio-signal circuits and
what remain are pure resolution and natural frequency extension. Now you have
holographic soundstaging and precise
imaging, realistic midrange depth and layering, bass without bloat, and airy, transparent detail without added brightness.
Subtle instrumental and vocal textures
that were once masked over by high-frequency noise arc now revealed without
that irritating, artificial treble presence.
Everything sounds more natural...
relaxed, and, as your review so aptly characterized it, convincing. Martin Glasband
President, Equi=Tech
Stereophile, June 2003
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golen@gcoudio.com

www.gcaudio.com

GALEN CAROL
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,vi,
Components that define
the present
Systems that anticipate
the future

(800) 94

4434

Authorized dealer for the finest brands:
ADA
Adcom
Artcoustic
Athena
AT I
Atlantic Tech
Audio Control
Audio Power
Audioguest
Bag End
Bello
Bright Star
Bryston
Cary Audio
Celestion
Dnepr°
Clearaucho
Creek
Dreamyision

Epos
Fanfare
Faroudja
F
OCUS Enhanœiirrnits
Fujitsu
Goertz
Grado
Haller
Harman (ardan
Harmonic Tech
Jamo
Jolida
KEF
timber Kable
Legacy
Lexicon
Magnum Dynalab
M&K
McCormack

Meridian
M IT
Monitor Audio
MSS
Musical Fidelity
Nordost Ratline
Parasound
Pioneer Plasma
ProAc
PS Audio
llega
Salamander
Sharp
Silicon Image
Sony
Straightwire
Tice
Toshiba
XL0. & more

Our 2? year!

t310.517.1700 •1 310.517.1732
email ravgereference-ay.com •ww.v.reference-av corn
2861 W. 234th St .Dept. SP Torrance. CA 90505
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Now available at:
Audio Solutions
Burlington, Vermont 05401
(also serving Quebec)
802-651-0808
Primus Audio Pleasure
Kansas City, MO 64015
816-421-3655

Perfect Note Audio
Westborough, MA 01581
508-366-2023
/MOM ,

ndard in musical

Simply Music Design
-,.McDonough, GA 30253
770-229-6485

utte; thè new Mark2 seies represent
he finest tubed components availabl
today! Using uncompromising g
in workmanship and parts, all co
nents are hand-crafted &handYou will hear the difference immed

St Cecilia Sound Gallery
(new location in Tampa Bay, FL)
brovinsky@scsoundgallery.com
Westchester Stereo
Mamaroneck, NY 10543
914-834-3999

Hear the Details in kW.
Since 1966, B&W has been winning awards for breakthrough design

and reference quality sound. Awide range of B&W speakers are
available for demonstration at CSA, from the surprisingly small
and remarkably good LM1 to the acclaimed Nautilus
800-series. CSA's team has decades of experience listening(

Ralph Fon!,•

to their customers and identifying the best options for
their consideration. Planning anew system? Upgrading
an existing one? Call us to discover anew level of service

4%>

the best brands, and an attentive, knowledgeable staff
that loves music (and movies!) as much as you do.

AO DESIGN

193 Bellevue Avenue • Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
973-744-0600
www.csaaudiodesign.com
ALON •ANTHONY GALLO ACOUSTICS •ARCAM •B&K •B&W •BDI •BENZ •CARDAS •CINEMA TECH •CONRAD-JOHNSON •CRESTRON •DCS •DRAPER
•DYNAUDIO •ELAN •ESCIENT •GRADO •GRAHAM •HARMONIX •HITACHI •KOETSU •KRELL •LAMM •LIGHT SPEED •LOEWE •MARANTZ •MARTIN
LOGAN •MCCORMACK •MCINTOSH •MERIDIAN •MONSTER CABLE •MORDAUNT-SHORT •NAGRA •NILES •NOTTINGHAM ANALOG •PANASONIC
PHONE SYSTEMS •PRO-JECT •PS AUDIO •RCA •REGA •REL •SALAMANDER •SENNHEISER •SHANLING •SILTECH •SME •SOTA •SPEAKERCRAFT •
STEWART FILMSCREENS •STRAIGHT WIRE •SUMIKO •TARGET •TOSHIBA •TRANSPARENT •VIENNA ACOUSTICS •VTL •WILSON AUDIO •ZOETHECUS
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Music Systems & Home Theatre.

/MERIDIAN
Now Available!
series upgrade
New on display!
Meridian Digital Theatre With New
Version 3861 Reference Processor
and 800 Reference Player, with
OVO-A and 7.1 Upsampling!
New!
Meridian 568 series II
Meridian 598 Progressive OVO
800

Advertiser
Acoustic Sounds
Acoustic Zen
Adcom
Aerial Acoustics
Alpha-Core
Alpha Electronics
Analysis Plus
Angel Records
Audio Advisor
Audio Connection
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audio Plus (1Mlab)
Audio-Video Logic
AudioVisions SF
AudioWaves
Avantgarde Music 6 Cinema
Basis Audio
Bel Canto
Blue Circle Audio
Boltz Steel Furniture
Bryston
Cable Company
Catin Technology
Canton
Cardas Audio
Cary Audio Design, Inc.
Chesky Records
Classe
Coincident Loudspeakers
Conrad-Johnson
CSA Audio
Dali Loudspeakers
David Lewis Audio
Dynaudio
Earthworks
Echo Busters

118-119
70
42
56
60
95
22
63
110
147
142
114
155
142
104
146
148
60
72
126
98
44
134
48
28
68
26, 127
103
16
130
55
150
52
120
4
72
129

Index

Edge Electronics
Elusive Disc
Equi-Tech
Fidelis Audio
Fried Products
Galen Carol Audio
Genesis Advanced Technologies
Gershman Acoustics
Goochvin's High End
Gutwire
Halcro
Harmonic Technology
HCM
HeadRoom
Hovland
InnerSound
Jeff Rowland Design
Joseph Audio
JPS Labs
IS Audio
Kimber Kable
Kirksaeter
LAI International
Lindemann
Magnum Dynalab
Manley Labs
McCormack
Merlin Music Systems
Micro Care
Mirage
Music Direct
Musical Fidelity/Kevro
Musical Surroundings
Needle Doctor
84-85,
Nordost
O'heocha Loudspeakers
Paradigm

127
124
128
148
129
149
.46
128
138
126
11
76
116
112
70
88
58
33
25
151
32
127
151
129
86
130
74
130
130
2-3
96
156
90
104
34
128
8

Parts Express
Pass Laboratories
Plinius
Power Modules
ProMusica
PS Audio
Questman Audio
Reference 3A
Reference Audio Video
Rogue Audio
Rotel
Sanus Systems
Sennheiser
Shure
Siltech
Simaudio
Sonus Faber
Sony Classical
Sound by Singer
Slereovox
Sumiko
Symposium
Tenor Audio
Thiel Loudspeakers
Thor Audio
TMH Audio
Totem Acoustic
Toys From the Attic
Triangle (Vmax Services)
Tube Store
Upscale Audio
Usher Audio
Vibrapod Company
Vienna Acoustics
WBT-USA
Wilson Audio
Wireworld

149
76
117
126
149
62
127
94
149
68
21
102
38
50
83
12
37
133, 137
122
74
19, 37
83
62
30
150
128
24
145
41
95
108, 140
54
86
19
32
14
129
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New SST

Chann
Amplifiers!
6B-SST
Mutliel Amplifier

New on display

L

--)ort
9•101111r5

New 4008•11•6 amplifiers on display!
N 431, N 432, N 433
N"383 Integrated Amplifier
N 360S Digital Processor
New N°390S CO Processor/Transport
N'380S Remote Control Preamplifier
N'32 Reference Remote Control Preamplifier
N'33 Reference Monoaural Amplifiers

REVS_

THIEL
•

ri

•-•8 I

—

Subwoofers

New on display!
Temptation,
Confidence C2 & C4

www.jsaudio.com

reee#
LA T INTERNATIONAL
We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price
ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.

E
•Jeff Rowland Design. Grado
Graham Bog. •Illuminati •KEF •WinibOr
Mark Levinson •Meridian •Meridian
Meridian Refentoce •Monster Cable
Magnum Dynalab •Niles •Powered
Pioneer Elite •Pioneer Elite Plasma •
Proceed •REVEL •SME •Sony XBR
Sony DVD •Sony Muldscan Projectors
Sony Plasma Monitors
Stewart Pilmacreens •Thiel •VP!
One year 100% trade up policy •Select preowned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystif-ys

Js

wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Audio Accurate
Champlain Valley Spkrs.
Home Theatre Concepts

972 960 2911
505 332 0336
309 266 6640

EchoAudio
eAudioNet
Sound Waves

503 223 2292
518 782 5489
408 479 1733

AUDIO

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda. Maryland 20814

L A T INTERNATIONAL, INC.
317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ

301.656.7020

08034

A subsidiary of LA T International Enterprises, Inc.
Visit

us at: www.latinternational.com

e-mail:latinternational@erols.com
Visa
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•

fax: 301.656.7741
jsaudio@jsaudio.com
Mastercard
American Express
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GOT COUNTERPOINT?
«

0

Servicing, modifications
d

o

work by

the people who
designed it and built it.

www.altavistaaudio.com

or call 1877 517 4247 toll free!

Arizona Hi-Fi
You know you want to call!
LARGEST SELECTION OF TUBE AUDIO
•
•
-e
Sound Wing, anatural headphone ($12.99).
Grab more music into your ears. Just wear it
and enjoy the richer sound of music. Also,
get 6 x 1.6 ft. 1/4 inch Audio Cables
($10.99). Built solid. No broken sounds.
http://store.yahoo.comlmokwoon-co
(2)3)453-1631

rI

EQUIPMENT AND TURNTABLES IN AZ
www.tubeaudio.com

480-921-9961

WORLDWIDE
MUSICIlfTWORK

Professional Custom CD & DVD Production

Tel: (763) 494-9222

www.kleintechsys.com

ACOUSTIC INTERFACE PADS Improve Sound
Clarity. Optimize and Expand Tonal Range, Isolate, Reduce.
and Dampen Cabinet Distortion and Vibration, Secure
Objects and Furniture for Stability. Eliminate the Need for
Spikes, Bolts and Mounts. Fastens and Adapts An
Speaker to Any Stand or Surface. Great for Center Chan
Speakers, Tile, Wood, and Linoleum Room. Sts Vibra
and C
uraged

Media Organizer for CDs
A-Z index cards for organizing your CD collection.
•Find CDs fast!
•28 index cards
made of
durable plastic.
•Patent pending.

r

www.worldwidemusicnetwork.com

•Shelf •Tower •Drawer •Box

$19.95

1 .477
NRII1•I1ERT•R
LI1111 CLASSES
RRCOM•01111/RES
men.rh•t ...... udio.

85°3

4

Al

'AM

AUDIO UNLIMITED

Offers Accuphase. Acoustic Energy, Aestheux, AirTight,
ASC, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics, Balanced Audio
Technology, Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder Amplifiers,
Cambridge Audio, Chang, Clearaudio, DynaVector, Ear,
Electrocompaniet, Fanfare, Grado, Graham, JM Labs,
Koetsu, Kuzma, Loewe HDTV, Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh,
Muse, PS Audio, Rega, Shelter, Sherwood Newcastle,
Spendor, Tact Audio, Tannoy, Tara Labs, Totem,
Transfiguration, Transrotor. 01.0, YBA, Zoethecus and more.
Call Ms Sims at 1303) 691.3407, fa 13031 922-0522, 2341 W.
Yale Aw., atom« 00 80110 winv.audiounlimtt eddenver. corn

10D watt stereo and 3
amps. Single-ended triode
rugged solid-state output.
Only $4,999.
Call toll-free 877.517.4247
www.ariaaudio.com

•••

The on-line

used cable
clearing house.

Expanding Furniture for
CDs, LPs, gear and more

usedcable.com

Factory direct since 1984
Free brochure (mention Stereophi le)
Per Madsen Design 800-821-4883

www.rackittm.com
Trumpet Phono
www.hagtech.com

The ONLY universal
index cards for ALL CD storage units:

IHETSTOCIE 1111010
4-8 SURIMAPE 1'
USTIII, TX 78705

"an open. airy. detailed. and
thoroughly iniaricaring sound"

WE BUY CABLES. WE SELL CABLES.
GOOD ADVICE.
I.

&or:Iowa-up 11 111 11 11 !

Laguna NIouol California

.. ,, I, ..4.4

,

.,,..4...

Atoll.AtIontk lechnology.Audio Analogue 8enz.fltystanloint (oin.(aito
EA R(leorAudlo (oaks Croft Grado Dynavector Red Rase MUSK Llama
Reseanh.loule Pedro Orode.Grohom Koettu VPI lA Mnhel).Phonomena
Denon.PMC.D11 Lobs PS Lek Worm ASCAudro Paull Nay GrIty
Icroan,AnonAs.Bello.(ontour Baght Star LIghtpeed Nordast
Speaker(taft.Sonus Salamander Sonance, and more
www.audiomax-ltd.com

949.363.6894

Our readers have an

extraordinary commitment to sound
quality, music listening, & home theater.
REACH THEM HERE!
Only available on-line at
www.media-organizer.com
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Call Latarria Hardy: (212) 462 3332
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Audio Mart
MUSICAL

CONCEPTS — highly regarded mod-

SALT LAKE CITY AREA—Audio Research. Benz,

Awesome Platinum series with

Cairn, Chord, Clearaudio, Creek, Grado, NAD,

LINE RATES:

exotic Platinum resistors. Ultra-natural Signature Mods

Opera, Pathos, Plinius, PS Audio, Rega, Ruark,

$35.00 per line.
There are approximately
45 characters in aline (including
letters, spaces, and punctuation).
5line minimum.

with Hyperfast diodes, Blackgatc caps, more. Add

ifications since 1979.

Hyperfasts, Blackgates, Platinums to any component!

THE

Hailer' Single-ended PA-3 front-end boards for Hailer

since 1980. Ncstorovic speakers; Herron. Hovland tube

amps—comparable to today's best! 24/192k

All classified ads must be prepaid
with order by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa.

MAIL TO:
Primedia Magazines,
249 W 17th St., 4th Floor,
New York, NY 10011
Attn.: Latarria Hardy
FAX: (212) 462-3595

preamps; Curcio electronics; Amazon. linmedia, Basis
turntables; Allacrts, Koetsu, Clearaudio, ScanTech,

Charles, MO 63304, (636) 447-0040, latest newsletter at

Cardas cartridges; Morch. Graham toneanns; Fade',

PRICES —BEST

Analysis Phis, Audience. IkMarzio cables; Shanling Cl)
QUALITY

stereo

and

home-theater components: Audio Research, Burmester, Classé, Collins, Gryphon. Krell, Levinson,

player, Magnum Dynalab FM; PSE, Creek; much
more. (310) 541-8177, osouttheaudioenthusiast.ann.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA

McIntosh, Meridian, Proceed, Totem, Runco, Revel,

—Franchised dealer for Nains Audio, Spendor, Quad,

JMIab, EgglestonWorks, Dynaudio, 1)iirland, B&W,

JA Michell, Roksan, Rega, Mistral, Meadowlark,

Aerial, and others. Factory-sealed with manufacturers'

Ruark, Koetsu, Creek, Epos, Sound Organisation. Gold

warranties. Satisfaction guaranteed. Hiller's Audio, (310)

Ring, and more. Always lots of used gear. Established

891-6866.

way back in

WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,

andio.com.

dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer

QS&D, SPENDOR, TALK ELECTRONICS, QUAI)
—Factory sales and service for Spendor and Talk

experience. We carry: NAD, Parasound, N HT. Adcom,

Electronics. The factory-authorized US service center

KEF, TARA, VPI, Aragon, Spendor, Salamander,

for Quad, with upgrades available. QS&I) Audio

JoLida, Cambridge, more. Read Brothers, 593 King

Furniture information and sales. Contact Mike or Randy,

Street, Charleston, SC 29403, (843) 723-7276, trims:wad

QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713, e-mail

brothers.eom.

gsandd(iilaol.rom.

SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay

AUDIO

in New Orleans B&B, travel reimbursement with

components dedicated to serving music. Avalon. Mega,

purchase.

Analysis

MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland, Classé,
Theta, Aloia, Basis-Benz, Aerial, Cardas, Kimber.

JoLida,

Plus,

Magnan,

Audience,
Parasound

Halo,

l'HY, TAL), TG Audio, Wolcott. (504) 866-1730,
olontandiokinesis.eom.

Richmond,

(804)

to the music.
prices. True

amplification.

(617) 773-7290, tviamboandlo.com.

MARK LEVINSON NO.436 MONO AMPLIFIERS.

CLEARAUDIO

2 years old, in excellent shape, 3 years left on transfer-

or $7500 for the pair. Inn ai (860) 349-0715.

VIRTUOSO

FREE Gift!

31.1.

CARTRIDGE -

Sunfire subwoofer, $500; Thiel

12 speakers, $400;

Eagle 7A power amp, $700. Al, (607) 565-8438.
ahalst(airgseroires.rom.

Silverline Audio La

High End •Vintage •DIY
EQUIPMENT

Labs 200w

Hurricane amplifiers

in stock. Belles Labs 20A tube preamp demo, $1750.
Folia's,

UPGRADES

$4100.

Cross biwirc, 8 fret, used, $477. Wilson Benesch,

available from SMc Audio. Outstanding upgrade

VPI,

options for most

sounosoundsrealandio.rom.

designs.

($8000 new)

Talon Audio Ravens demos (list $7500) $5700. Cardas

Contact

designer Slew McCormack at (760) 732-0352 or see

Merlin,

Coincident,

Andes.

(303)

278-2256

SOUND LAB IN CHICAGO AND MIDWEST!

misisSMcAudio.com.

Experience the ultimate speakers. Parasound JC-1

ADVERTISE in our classified section, call

amps, TG Audio, Creative Cable Concepts, and more

Latarria Hardy at: (212) 462-3332, fax: (212) 462-3595

in a home environment. Ask about our free offers.

or e-mail: latarria_hardKaprimediamags.rom.

(847) 382-8433, unomessentialaudio.rom.

NE

, now accepts small space display advertising in our redesigned classified

section. Now your classified ad can include your logo and photos. The cost is low and we even
produce your ad for you.
For more information, call Latarria Hard a (212) 462-333

f

or e-mail. atarda_hardy@primediamags.com
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mint, 5500; Nagra 42, best offer above $1950; (.:arver

Antique Sound

www.AudioSold.com

McCormack

Q

GOLDEN COLORADO—SOUNDS REAL AUDIO

FREE Auctions!

TO

e-mail

Extraordinary sound. Unbeatable
hi-fi

Check us out at umnv.prelndeandio.net.

McCORMACK

358-5300,

By Audio

AT
_ .Z, •!:

Voice/fax

I3V Audio components provide the clearest window

horn Alpha, Belden, Canee. Cardas & WBT, for

Ads are due on the first working
day of the month, two months in

r
-

VA.

AudioArtUSA@Ool.rom.

PRELUDE AUDIO CABLES— using only the best

F50s and Revel Salons. Great performers. $4000 each

advance of the issue in which your
ad will appear. For example, if
you want your ad to run in the
August 2003 issue, you must submit
it by June 2, 2003.
No refunds.

EST.1976 —Edge-of-the-art audio

ATC,

Sound,

Also

ART,

Anna-Sphere, Birdland, Buggtussel, Gradient, Inner

able factory warranty. Tenderly used to drive Revel

DEADLINE:

1979! (805) 658-8311, unmegenernbin

friendly, knowledgeable advice, years of hands-on

sell you a cable that we wouldn't own ourselves.

ONLINE:

ENTHUSIAST— Analog specialist

DVI)

audio and video interconnects. We would never

Latarria_Hardy@primediamags.com

AUDIO

players from $599. Musical Gmarts, 49 Jason Gum, Sc

BEST

PAYMENT:

Benesch, and more! (801)272-1690, ummtarisandio.com.

Specialized mods for Adcom, B&K, Dyna tubes, and

umnomusicakoneepts.rom.

DISPLAY RATES:
Please contact Latarria Hardy
for rates and frequency discounts
at (212) 462-3332 or
Latarria_Hardy@primediamags.coni.

Triangle. Unison Research, Vandersteen. Wilson

(212) 462-3595

Aural
Robert

T

Robert
Baird

he first thing I noticed was the
singer's vest—one of those short,
brown suede numbers with fringe
hanging down to mid-thigh. Tina Turner
used to wear one back in the '60s during
"Nutbush City Limits." One pump of the
arms and you're surrounded by aspaghetti storm of split-grain leather.
Then the groove began.
If there's one thing rock'n'roll has lacked
in the past feW years, it's energy Since the
late 1980s, when pasty, overly geeked
white boys turned looking glum onstage
into "shoegazing," rock'n'roll has become a
genre hill of serious records where nothing
catches fire, and serious live shows where
pillars of salt stand glued to the floor.
The art of being an entertainer — of
putting on ashow worth paying for — has
also been nearly lost. From Elvis's wiggle
to Bruce Springsteen's epic leaps off PA.
towers during the climactic glissando in
"Rosalita," rock'n'roll needs energy; fuel
for the fires; juice. In the last few years, as
the energy levels in rock'n'roll have
dropped, so has its talent, creativity, and
record sales.
If Itook away one lesson from the
2003 edition of the South By Southwest
extravaganza, held every March in Austin,
Texas, it was that all the energy has not
yet quite seeped out of rock'n'roll. In fact,
energy is flowing back into it from such
unlikely places as New Zealand, Finland,
and Nashville.
The fringed vest belonged to Eduardo
Martinez, lead singer of' Finland's The
Flaming Sideburns. Near the end of the
Sideburns' Thursday-night gig at The Ritz
Theatre, both Sideburns guitarists had
their axes behind their heads, and
Martinez, a diminutive Spaniard with
bangs and tattoos, suddenly stood on his
head, clogs in the air, and began spinning
around, all the while singing the song's
final chorus. Most of the crowd were
either smiling or trying to keep their bottom teeth from showing.
This kind of onstage display, coupled
with an amusingly retro blend of tiff rock,
is also the path chosen by The Mooney
Suzuki (New York City) and The
Datsuns (New Zealand). A countrified

blues version of rock
energy at SXSW was
provided by The Legendary Shackshakers
(Nashville),
whose
Friday-night show at
Antonc's had an almost
frightening intensity.
While these acts had
obvious stylistic differences, the basic recipe
blends the back-alley,
bad-boy attitude of the
early Rolling Stones
with lots of riffage lifted
from such bands as
AC/DC and Deep
Will The
Purple, topped off with
the steady speed of The Ramones. Threeto six-minute singles —not long jams —
are the rule. To this roux, The Sideburns,
for example, add more garage-rock swagger. The Datsuns (they pronounce it "Dctsuns") lean more toward arena rockisms.
And The Mooney Suzuki, being from
overwrought New York City, have performance art in their mix. The Shackshakers,
whose wild frontman, J.D. Wilkes, sings
and blows harmonica, play what can be
described only as punk blues.
The core and significance of these
hands and their music is that they've
turned being very obvious sums of their
influences into avirtue rather than alimitation. Rather than being the novelty acts
they might sound like on the page, on
record and in concert they revel in being
larger versions of their models. Watching
these acts in Austin, Ifound myself at various points thinking of Thin Lizzy, Slim
Harpo, The MC5, The Flaming Groovics,
The Stooges — even Lynyrd Skynyrd.
Keeping it all short, fun, and highenergy — rock'n'roll's original charms —
makes these acts arevelation in concert.
Fortunately, these bands have also begun
to make better records, in terms of both
sound and in trying to capture on tape
that elusive live energy.
While The Sideburns' first US album,
Save Rock TV Roll (Jetset), was aflawed but
promising start, their latest, Sky Pilots
(Jetset), is more polished. The Mooney Su-

Flaming Sideburns spark a revolution?

zuki's 2002 release, Electric Sweat (now on
Columbia), hangs out its different influences in every tune —Booker T.—styled
soul is followed by the kind of'60s garagerock howl that once made Seattle's longgone Sonics famous. And although it fails
to capture all their onstage fury, The
Shackshakers' debut, Qckadoodledon't
(Bloodshot), is apotent collision of fast,
bluesy, sturm-and-twang versions of originals, and such classics as "Shake Your Hips."
The best of the bunch is The Datsuns'
2003 self-titled debut (V2 Records),
which one American critic compared to
"Deep Purple's mighty Machine Head LP
buzzing past at 45rpm." Icouldn't agree
more. When Isaw them aweek later in
New York — their show is wonderfully
kooky and high-gloss — they described
themselves to me as "a Led Zeppelin band
brought up on punk."
Back at The Ritz on that warm Thursday
night in Austin, vocalist Eduardo Martinez
was trying to explain to the crowd that
"Save Rock'n'Rollr was not only the title of
the band's new single from Sky Pilot% but
was also the title of their first US album.
Tripped up by his English, he looked at the
crowd in frustration and yelped, "Well,
don't we all want to save rock'n'roll?"
Whether any of this new energy will actually do that, or even leave alasting impression, is aquestion yet to be answered. But
while we're waitin', gimme three chords
played List and with style.
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"I found the Electra 926 to be a
true reference speaker. Iurge you
to audition this speaker, and ask
yourself if you can justify paying more."
Sam Tellig Stereophile Vol 25 No .6
"The Focal-JMIab Electra 926's
represent tremendous value for money."
Jason Kennedy -Hh Plus -No.20

Electra - Just a glance reveals its
heritage: a direct descendent of our
Grande Utopia, utilizing our remarkable
inverted dome tweeter, "W" sandwich
cones, and "Focus System" time alignment.
A rare musical achievement.
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US -Audio Plus Services
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The Musical Fidelity

20th

anniversary

Limited Edition Trivista Tube SACD and
300 Integrated Amplifier
The TriVista SACD up-samples standard CD's from
16/44 to 24/192, making normal red-book CD's
sound very close to SACD's.

"Musical Fidelity has delivered on its promise
to offer virtual SACD performance from the
humble CD"- HiFi News UK Feb 2003
•

"Whatever other gear is used, this player always
sounds more like analog than most CD players, in
that all-important musical sense you get from
vinyl"- HiFi Choice UK Jan 2003

"...it's an enticing sounding CD player— the
best-sounding Musical Fidelity has come up with
At 350 watts per channel, the TriVista 300 is the

yet— and it's an even better-sounding SACD

most powerful integrated amplifier ever made.

player"- Michael Fremer, Stereophile, May 2003

Using the loo,000 hour mil spec 5703 tube set.
the 300 integrated sounds as delicate and
smooth as any low wattage tube amp. Its proprietary solid state output stage ensures the best in
control, resolution and frequency extension.
"For an amp with such evident power, it also
does delicacy very well. This is no muscle-bound
fatneck, it's quite asophisticate that has away
of playing music first and foremost."
-HiFi World UK Jan 2003
"By any standards this is aremarkable amplifier
and Ihave nothing but envy for the 500 lucky
souls who will end up with one in their system."
-Gramophone UK Jan 2003

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Live in your world, listen in ours.
www.musicalfidelity.com
For your nearest dealer, contact mf@kevro.com or 905-428-2800
Distributed in North America by Kevro International Inc.

